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CRUMAR SPIRIT SYNTHESIZER
There has never been a monophonic 1/
synthesizer quite like this before.
It is the ultimate, the most
versatile, the fattest solo sound
around - it's in a class of it's
own... especially when you see
hoVir little it costs. Just call in
and try it, you'll see what we
mean.
2 oscillators with independantly
variable waveforms 
3 arpeggiator modes Split filter system with 24 12dB
selector  2 ADSR envelopes  2 VCA's  MIDI digital
interface  Octave selector (4' to 363 ...and much, much
more. It can give you the sounds you've been looking for

R.R.P. £750
SALE PRICE

CRUMAR TRILOGY POLYSYNTH
Crumar's Trilogy combines polyphonic synthesiser. strings and organ sounds in one
instrument, then lets you combine them in a.ly proportion for limitless creative
potential. Usually we do not think one single instrument should do everything or be
everything to the professional musician, but with the TRILOGY natural events 'led' us
to betraying this ideal. Big, fat, aggressive, todays sounds combined with some unique
features such as alternating waveform keyboard, trigger and invertible envelopes in a
polyphonic format. Add to these, a comprehensive, easy to use bank of programmable
presets (which may be altered to your own taste), together with two super string
sections, and an organ section, and you have all the ingredients to make the TRILOGY
live up to our highest expectations.

R.R.P. £1300 c4gg
SALE PRICE

Also Available
Model
CRUMAR COMPOSER POLYSYNTH
CRUMAR MULTIMAN
CRUMAR PERFORMER
CRUMAR TOCATTA ORGAN
CRUMAR T3 ORGAN
CRUMAR T3 NC50 ORGAN

CRUMAR PIANOS
CRUMAR ROADRUNNER PIANO
The Roadrunneu2 has been designed for a colourful new look and positive electronic
and mechanical reliability. The features include d new variable 'chorus' effect and
accessible pitch control and rainbow tab controls for bass and 3 different piano sounds.
Still included is the two octave bass extension that can be fed through a separate
amplifier to give a 'stereo' effect. For the ultimate in portable pianos, play CRUMAR'S
new ROADRUNNER/2 - the first and foremost of its kind.

CRUMAR DP80 PIANO
12 incredible Piano Voices, the ability to create your own and a keyboard

response you can tailor to your touch_
THE VOICES. Sit down at the Crumar OP -80 and you'll discover the world's most
popular pianos are at your fingertip. Six presets function in two modes the first six
being more traditional acoustic and electric piano sounds, the second six offering more
brilliantly defined sounds not normally associated with acoustically orientated
instruments. FREE SECTION. The seventh preset enables you to control the very
special Free Filter Section. This section lets you create your own piano sounds, plus
many expressive synthesiser
voices individually coloured
by the energy you direct
into the keyboard.
THE FEEL. The DP -80 has a
true dynamic keyboard that
you can adjust to suit your
style and touch. You don't
have to conform to it -the
DP80 conforms to you.

R.R.P. £1300
SALE PRICE

R.R.P. SALE
£1300 £649

£800 £549
£500 E299
£500 £299

£1500 £799
£1749 £999

CRUMAR DP30 PIANO
The new budget version of
the world famous DP80, the
DP30 offers four families of
Piano sounds ranging from a
mellow tine piano to many
important synthesizer
sounds. You simply select a
family and alter it to suit your
taste, by changing the Filter
Sensitivity control on the
front panel. You can also add
Chorus and change the Bass
and Treble controls. One
master tuning knob. The
dynamic range of the
keyboard goes from subtle to
powerful/ with the
professionally tailored
action. The DP30 is finished
in a fine wood finish, and has
a strong, flat top to let you
stack lots of Crumar
keyboards on the top.

R.R.P. £1000
SALE PRICE

£499
CRUMAR BABY GRAND JUNIOR PIANO
73 Note Keyboard IE to E - MI to Ml)
weighted for consistent touch. Keyboard
Sensitivity control affects the volume
dynamics only. It can be set for the softest
and slowest touch response. Voice
Selector gives four different Piano effects:
Piano Mellow, Piano Bright 1, Piano Bright
2 and Harpsichord. Sustain Length control
regulates the length of Sustain from short
to long. Filter Sensitivity controls the
opening of the Filter when keys are struck
harder, giving a very effective variation of
the timbre. Stereo Chorus adds the
popular detuning effect to any sound, for
spacious, pulsating or doubling effects.
Other features: Complete polyphonic
capability lets you play any style of music
without the fear of sustained notes
dropping out. Amplification of 40 watts
R.M.S. (12" speaker).

SALE
R.R.P. £1500 PRICE C699

LONDON 22 Chalton Street, off Euston Road, London NW1. Tel: 01-387 7626/7449.

MANCHESTER 58 Oldham Street, off Piccadilly, Manchester M4 1LE.Tel: 061-2366794/5.

BIRMINGHAM 10 Priory Queensway, Birmingham, 84685. Tel: 021-2368146.
OPENING HOURS Tues-Sat lino/ 10.00arn- 5.30pm. Please note our stores aredoted on Sunday and Monday.

All branches may not carry all lines at any one tone
Please phOne before undertaking a long journey

All goods subiect to availability

E&MM JULY 1984



Rod
Argent's

CHAPMAN STICK SEMINAR
Alphonso Johnson will be

demonstrating the
Chapman Stick -

July 6
Phone For Details

(Limited Admission)
* Chapman Stick inc. case,

Strap etc.
£795

19" RACK MOUNT EFFECTS
Yamaha - R1000 - Digital Reverb
MXR - 01 - Programmable Digital

Reverb
Boss - DE200 - Digital Delay

Roland - SDE 1000 -
Programmable Digital Delay

Roland - SDE 2000 Digital Delay
Special Price £299
Roland - SDE 3000 -

Programmable Digital Delay

COUPON TYPE
For written details on all products,

fill in the following:-
Name

Address

Product Information

2

DCIDaD
oa

20 Denmark Street London WC2
Telephone 01.379 6690 (sales) 01.240 0085 (service)

IRoland
* Special Offer *

Juno 60 + JSQ 60 Sequencer
£750

Roland GR700 + GR707
Guitar Synth

Now On Demonstration
Phone To Book An Appointment

ROLAND JUNO 106
Midi Equipped - 128 Memories -

Programmable Portmento -
Mono Option.

Phone for Best Price
Rod Agents Are Main Agents for
all Boss and Roland Products

IcrRcuSincliitic`

All S.C.I. Products are stocked at
Argents, including:-

- Drumtracks (pictured above)
- Sixtracks Poly Synth

- T8 - The Ultimate
- Model 64 Sequencer

- Prophet 600
Pro I - Special Price £399
Phone For All Other Prices

*YAMAHA
DX9 Digital FM Polysynth
DX7 Digital FM Polysynth

PF10 Digital FM Piano
PF15 Digital FM Piano

*Coming Soon* Yamaha Digital
Drum Machines and

Digital Delay
Also In Stock All Yamaha PS

Series. Home Keyboards.

Drumulator
EMU SYSTEMS

Now available from stock the new
sound chips for your Drumulator

Latin Percussion
African Percussion
Heavy Rock Drums

Special Effects
5 Trigger Conversions

Also the New Emu Playing Pads
to trigger your Drumulator

and Graphic Rhythm Display for
Apple computers.

SIMMONS;

SIMMONS
Simmons SDS8 Available From

Stock. All Colours
Phone for The Best Price
Free Delivery Mainland UK

Simmons SDS7
available to order.

Call for a demonstration

Rod Argent's
Musicstore

15 The Butts Worcester Telephone 611774

Slimmer Sale
VLI - £29
PT20 - £39
PT30 - £55
PT50 - £85
MT35 - £69
MT41 - £65
MT45 - £75
MT800 - £220

Mains Adaptor for all
above models 17

CT101 -£165
CT202 - £195
CT310 -£195
CT405 - £160
CT602 - E199
CT610 - £280
CT1000 - E239
CT7000 - £459

Free MT11 (RRP £651
with all CT Model

Keyboards - while
stocks last.

Securicor
delivery

available.
Access, B/Card,

Visa available
over the phone.
01-379-6690

ROD ARGENTS are Main
Agents for the Following:-

Wal Custom Bases
Oscar Mono Synths

CP & Packhorse Cases
Kawai Electric Pianos

MXR Professional Products

THE PRO ROOM
You may book a personal

demonstration or take time to
evaluate any product we stock,

simply by booking an
appointment 10.30am - 6.00pm,

Monday - Friday.

REPAIR DEPT.

Our service dept. is one of the
most professional in England. For
all modifications and repairs call

Tim on 01-240-0085
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SPECIAL FEATURES

Synthesis on a Budget 38
So you've saved your pennies and
want to join the world of synthesisers,
but don't know where to start looking?
E&MM's buyers' guide shows you
how.

Mass Hysteria 44
The Human League are still one of the
world's most successful synth bands,
but their new album was a long time
coming, and they've stuck guitars all
over it. The League's Ian Burden
explains why.

Steve Jolliffe 48
One of Tangerine Dream's founder
members has recently stumbled back
into the limelight courtesy of a fine
first solo album. Dan Goldstein spoke
to him about its construction.
Return of the Warrior 55
One of the seventies' most original
instrumental bands, Jade Warrior
almost ceased to exist four years
ago. Now a new album and some
rare live appearances look like re-
establishing them for good. Interview
by Dan Goldstein.

Stagefright 85
In the first instalment of a two-part
article, UK synthesist Ian Boddy
gives budding EM performers the
confidence and advice you need to
take your show on the road.

INSTRUMENT REVIEWS
Korg Super Section 10
A novel 'backing band in a box'
comes under Paul White's critical
gaze.

Yamaha DX9 12
Almost entirely overshadowed by its
immensely popular elder brother, the
DX9 deserves a better deal. Or at
least that's what Steve Howell claims
in this special user report.

Microsound 64 Keyboard 16
Innovative UK manufacturers Auto -
graphics have come up with a music
system that gives the synth player
access to the Commodore 64 micro's
SID chip. Mick Jones analyses its
potential.

TED Digisound 22
Paul White takes a look at a new
Dutch 'black box' that promises to
bring digital percussion sampling
within the reach of the common
people.
E&MM JULY 1984

TransAm Pearl Five 25
From darkest Wales comes a power-
ful new PA mixer/amp that can also
double as a sub -mixer for a bank of
keyboards. Paul White has been
using it for just that.
Ibanez DM1100 Digital Delay 26
Just when you thought all DDLs were
the same, Ibanez come up with a
budget model that still manages to
incorporate a maximum delay time of
over three -and -a -half seconds.
Review by Paul White.

Yamaha MK100 Keyboard 28
A personal keyboard that lets the
musician think for himself, from the
people who make more of them than
anybody else. But is it really more
than just a toy? Vince S. Hill thinks he
knows the answer.

WORKSHOPS
Spectrum MIDI 30
A special feature for owners of the
oft -neglected Sinclair Spectrum.
There's an update for E&MM's original
MicroMlDl interface board, plus patch
dump software for two MIDI Poly -
synths, the SCI SixTrak and Yamaha
DX7.

Using Sequencers 42
Paul Wiffen gives some useful tips on
how to record sequences in real time.

Modular Synthesis 66
The sound of the human voice is one
of the most difficult acoustic tones to
reproduce electronically, but reading
Steve Howell's step-by-step guide
should set you on the right track.
Understanding the DX7 68
The fourth part of Jay Chapman's
guide to Yamaha FM. This month, he
broaches the delicate subject of
programming sounds from scratch.

Patchwork 76
Readers send in their own synth
sounds and details of how to pro-
grammme them. Among the instru-

ments featured this month are the
Moog Source, the Roland SH101 and
the same manufacturer's Juno 106.

Putting on the Style 94
Many home -built electronic music
projects aren't done justice by their
external appearance. Paul White
provides some hints on how to make
your latest kit look more stylish.

COMPUTER MUSICIAN
Editorial 79
The ins and outs of copyright
protection.

Rumblings 81
SMPTE codes for the home studio
and yet more software for the Syn-
clavier, among other things.
JMS MIDI Software 82
German company Jellinghaus have
been producing some interesting -
looking MIDI software for some while.
Now Rosetti are bringing it into the
UK, and David Ellis has managed to
get his hands on a few review
samples.

E&MM Digital Music 86
Our analysis of the Programmable
Digital Sound Generator enters its
third phase. Your guide: Alan
Boothman.

PROJECTS
The RackPack 90
A versatile rack -mounting power
supply unit is described by its
designer, Paul White.

Projected Developments 92
A complete guide to all the PCBs and
kits still available from E&MM.
BeeBMIDI 2 60
The second part of our constructional
article on building a MIDI interface for
the BBC Model B home computer.
There's a complete parts list and
some more software to get your
board up and running once you've
built it.

NEWS
Comment 4
Newsdesk 6
Readers' Letters 8
Subscriptions 46
Binders 47
On Record 72
Back Issues 74
Classifieds 96
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Back to Basics
If there is one theme that runs through this month's E&MM (or most of it anyway),

it is that money doesn't necessarily bring musical nirvana.
Nobody can deny the awesome power of instruments such as the Fairlight and

Synclavier, and the ways in which they can benefit the modern composer or
arranger, but what a couple of this month's interviewees have brought home to us is
that no musical instrument is perfect, no matter how highlts price -tag or massive its
reputation.

It must also be apparent to all but the most stubborn of musical hardware snobs
that only a tiny minority of today's musicians can even hope to afford the
Synclaviers or Emulators of this world, and that aiming one's sights a little lower
doesn't necessarily involve vast amounts of musical compromise. This month's
Synthesis on a Budget feature came about as a direct result of our receiving
impassioned pleas from readers just starting out on the road to synthesiser
fulfilment and happiness - few of them can afford a basic polysynth, let alone a
computer -controlled instrument costing rather more than a decent -sized house -
and one fact that does emerge from the survey is that the generally downward trend
exhibited by new synth prices has had its effect on used synth values as well. To the
extent that, say, £350 now buys the young musician what would have been
considered quite a sophisticated instrument only a matter of a few years ago. And
yes, that instrument is capable of providing said musician with a good many hours
of musical enjoyment.

Even if the sonic capabilities of a modest synthesiser aren't in themselves
particularly rivetting, the vast range of budget effects units currently available
enables its audio horizons to be broadened in interesting and original ways, and in
many cases their acquisition makes purchasing a more expensive keyboard
instrument less of an attractive proposition, at least in the short term.

So, if the possibilities open to the electronic musician on a budget are so great,
how come most media attention is still focussed on the wonders of the Big League?
Because the technology used by Big League instruments is generally more
interesting and further towards the forefront of hardware development. This is a
point even E&MM finds hard to ignore (which is why next month's issue sees the
start of a special feature on exactly how the Fairlight does its job), but there are
already plenty of signs that the Big League's technology is working its way
downwards into more accessible territory.

This issue highlights a number of products that use state-of-the-art technology
without their makers charging the earth for them. TED's Digisound modules bring
sampled percussion (albeit at a fairly basic level) within the reach of almost
everybody, Yamaha's MK1 00 uses a 3.2kByte RAM to store solo and accompani-
ment variations of the user's choice within its Multi Menu module, Korg's Super
Section brings PCM-encoded sounds within reach of the solo performer, while the
Ibanez DM1100 gives a greater maximum delay time than any other budget unit,
without even so much as a hint of passing on any price penalty.

What all this boils down to is that, despite the fact that almost all today's most
successful electronic music acts use Big League instruments of some description,
to ignore the more realistic side of things would probably take us back into the
situation that existed ten years ago, when a musician new to the world of
synthesisers firmly believed he would not succeed in a professional capacity
without buying the latest state -of -the art equipment, and synthesisers struggled to
gain mass acceptance as a result.

And that's a situation that should never be allowed to arise again.

4 JULY 1984 E&MM



Nt BEST
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Buy with Confidence.

MRoland
KEYBOARDS 99

ROLAND HP30 Piano
ROLAND HP60 Piano
ROLAND HP70 Plano ....

ROLAND P14800italDig piano ecotdot ...

ROLAND SH101 Synth
ROLAND MOS1 Optional extra

for SI-1101 .

ROLAND JX3P Poly Synth
S nthROLAND PG200 Programme

tor JX?',.

ROLAND JUNO 60 Programmable
Pow

ROLAND JUNO 6 Poly Synth
...

ROLAND MC202 MicrocomPO
ROLAND TR909 Rhythm comPnsAr

New

ROLAND TR808 Rhythm composer
ROLAND 713606 Oturnatix.
ROLAND TB303 Bassline.._,......
ROLAND CR8000 ComPurnYMm
ROLAND CR5000 .ROLAND MS0700 Digital keYboar re.41:11

ROLAND JS060 Digital keyboard
recorder

JUN060 . .. .. _ ..

ROLAND MD8 Midi-DCB Interface
ROLAND MM

Mdr
Thru-box

ROLAND JC-50 1 x 12" 50 . .. 

ROLAND
ROLAND C-20 Cube 20 ............C149

........ £299
ROLAND C -60B Cube 60 Bass ... .. _ ...... ..... .

C189
......... C449

....E895
ROLAND C 40K Cube 40

Keyboard......... .... E169

.E295
ROLAND C-4001 Cube 40

Chorus ..... ....... . ....... .ROLANDC -60K Cube Keyboard ... ..... E£190160

.... _USD
ROLAND RN 60 Bass Chorus

60 wait .... ................. . ..ROLAND C-60084 Cube60 Chorus
"'' S825

....1 ....... £27
ROLAND RN 100 Bass Chorus

100 watt ............... .....1450

1........ .. 1699
ROLAND SPIRIT 10A .... ...................

.............. E69

. ... £169
ROLAND SPIRIT 25A ......

.............................. . ......... E9695

... .. £699
ROLAND SPIRIT 50 .. .

..... .......... ... _ ..... . .... E1

.E599
ROLAND SPIRIT 30E1 Bass

amp 30 watt . ....................
£125

.. .C225
ROLAND SPIRIT 505 Bass amp

50 watt. ................... £179

. 1795
ROLAND SPIRIT 150 Bass amp

15 watt ... ................... £95

.. ... Z499
ROLAND HK 20 Horne

Keyboard Corp wood finish
C115

l...... '...1199
ROLAND PA -150 8 ch. mix

amt.__ ..... ..... ........... 1495

........ ...... 17210
ROLAND PA -250 8ch. Mx amp .............

C565
. f399

. .C355
ROLAND RE -501 Chorus

Echo .......... ........

.. .E275
DIGITAL DELAY MACHINES

__New t935 NEW4 ROLANDR) EE
°°°.oc,.. . .... ....._..........::::-......-

gg
,£150

_., ROLAND SST 40 Speaker
Cabinet 4u.r; ....

N" C-265 ROLAND SST80 Speak.
Cabinet 80w ......... .. . .........

'-'' -N" U.. ROLANO SST60 Speaker
Cabinet 604r ...

New £49 ROLAND SST 120 Speaker
Cabinet 1204.....

.. £425

WE MATCH OR BEAT ANY GENUINE

ADVERTISED ROLAND PRICE

 I* .1 II

7.71

i II tit it 01

Roland JP6
RRP £1,999

ABC only
Price £1195

rm. CiRCUIC5 inc

MODEL 64
MIDI

SEQUENCER
complete with
Commodore 64

Micro
Computer

£375
Prophet 600

£1395

ROLAND MC202

MICROCO PRICE
R

£225
RRP £385

ABC

New six
tracs &
Drum tracs
in stock

Six tracs

£7 99

Drum tracs
Digital drum machine

£950

BC
U SIC

MOSS
PSA220 Mains Adaptor

to P5M5 or SH8,41042-F212.0nwMains Adaptor
............. ..... ..... ... 02.50

2

CE --3 Chorus (with 2 stereo ...........................
.. .:£6365

DS -1 Distortion
. ..... . r"W"......... ......- ...... C47SD -1 ,i.zriovgraer_tir....:::: . :. ........ ::::. ........... :::£47

......... ..... . -

DD -2 g Delay
1W-1 Touch WalX..

_ -fie.. ..... ... ... ;.... .. :...... ..... .. .... 75w
0C2 Octave,.

..................... ' ........ ...VB2 Vibrato
.................................. .......HM2 'Heavy Metal compact

Pedal .... .....

,

..

HC2 Hand Clapper...
.

.. C59

PC2

V1312100 1RoKcellye%Vottieor pedal
.............101 ........£12.50

BcPsmBisPooswe,;:sply/iiitieCiiI
. PSA.2£2071

£6 l(Carrjeoronecase .... .................068 R1 -111M Stereo phore:8nerria-.75: ...
TU-12H Chromatic Tuner

(C1 -o5)
 ..... ..... .E135

... ......... C52

............ :1169
KM -22-1Or RhY"'"'

..2-1 rntxer.....039 JSJun13ion pre -amp
... C42

J 44 Junction BcotrOon,,,r,-,ri,x;r:1:r..
PCA .. ........................._670 E10564000064 %tonne/

....... .£48
KM -04 C7,rt','POnAnet :21r7n°i;ne:x7..
MA 15 Monitor Amp 15w

E9149

Roland New Products
JUNO-106 MSQ-7006 -voice programmable

polyph
MIDI DCB MULTI -TRACKCost Effective Polyphonic Synthesizes DIGITAL KEYBOARD RECORDERwith MIDI Memorizes

up to 123 Timbres The MIDI -compatible
16 -voice

Polyphonic Digital Sequencer

SPercussion Syntntaeiee.r ...............
........ .C559 MA 1 M

P

Sw.

.......... .......FV 100 Gurley mono vol. pe-dOt:
........................ ......

DE 200 NOW Delay
F0( 7002 often. reverb box ...........

.. .. ............
.............. ... E.1£209 F-1 FErkg Amp

................................................

.. ...F95£49 , Microphone stan dadptr.
... '7449. Per item)

NEW ROLAND TR909
DRUM MACHINE
IN STOCK NOW!!

New JSC)4(eybioard
recorderNEW ROLAND GUITAR SYNTHESISERfor Juno 60 in stock

AVAILABLE NOW!

CASIC:V-
Amazing New models in stock

now - SEND FOR DETAILS
CASIO MT35 ...... New £79
CASIO MT41 £69
CASIO MT46 ......New £99
CASIO MT68.... New £129
CASIO MT70 £199
CASIO MT200...New £129
CASIO MT800... £295
CASIO KX101....New £295

CASIO CT101 £169
CASIO CT202 £199
CASIO CT310S New £199
CASIO CT610 £345
CASIO CT1000P £245
CASIO C17000 £525

0 YAMAHA

SEND FOR
FREE LEAFLET

ON MULTI TRACKING
IBANEZ HD 1000

ONLY
£325

YAMAHA
MT44
£299

TASCAM 38
TASCAM 244 TASCAM 38 8 track machine

Portastudio £POA 8 track machine £1500

0 YAMAHA
DX KEYBOARDS

DX7. DX9 in stock

YAMAHA DX7 £1299
YAMAHA PF15 P.O.A.

YAMAHA DX9 £799
YAMAHA PF10 P.OA.

IKORG®POLY 00
YAMAHA CS01 £99

only
KORG KPR77

£549 Rhythm unit £225

 7 -DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

14.16 HIGH ST, ADDLESTONE, SURREY
0932 40139/54877

56 SURBITON ROAD, KINGSTON, SURREY
01-546 9877

324-326 FARNHAM ROAD, SLOUGH, BERKS.
0753 822754

SEND FOR FREE
SYNTHESISER

FACT SHEETS AND
PRICES WITH FULL
DETAILS OF OUR

MAIL-ORDER
SERVICE

INSTANT CREDIT

Phone in your credit card number
for instant despatch.
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ESK...NEWSDESK...NEWSDES:

Electro Harmonix Super Replay.

Following in the footsteps of their
highly successful Instant Replay digital
sampler, Electro Harmonix have now
released details of a more refined version,
the Super Replay. This features a maxi-
mum sample time of four seconds, with a
bandwidth (-3dB) of 3-1kHz. Sampling
rate is 9kHz to 36kHz, sampling itself
being carried out using 12 -bit words.

The Super Replay accepts audio
signals from several different sources:
microphones, electric guitars, keyboards,
tape decks and so on. Once sampled,
sounds can be triggered from pads (eg.
Simmons drums) or from the electronic
pad included in the Super Replay's RRP.
Alternatively, the unit will work off the
trigger output of a drum machine, but
more excitingly, you can also control the
pitch of a sampled sound using any one -
volt -per -octave synth with CV and gate
outputs.

A unique sound -on -sound feature
enables the user to layer samples on top
of one another, and the characteristics of
all samples can be altered onboard using
the unit's built-in decay time and pitch
slider controls. RRP of the Super Replay
in the US is $675, and further information
can be had from Electro Harmonix, 27
West 23rd Street, New York, NY 10010,
USA. No details of UK distribution have
yet been finalised.

Hire company Advanced Sounds have
informed us that several pieces of music
hardware were stolen from their premises
recently. Rewards are in the offing for
anybody who supplies information lead-
ing to some or all of this equipment being
recovered, and the items in question
(complete with serial numbers) are as
follows:
Simmons SDS7 (70052)
Yamaha DX7 (5096)
Emulator (244)
Roland SDE1000 Delay (352831)

Any readers who might know of the
whereabouts of any of the above instru-
ments should contact Advanced Sounds,
1 Homemead Road, Bromley Kent. Tel:
01-467 4603.
6

The latest news and interviews in the
electronic music world are included on
Inkeys number 8. As always, the tape is
well recorded and packed with lots of
goodies.

It includes material from Klaus Schulze
and others on his new InTeam label,
Robert Schroder, Mainframe talking
about their Apple computer drum
system, Jade Warrior's Tony Duhig,
himself featured elsewhere in this issue of
E&MM, and excerpts from tapes released
on the Darkstar label, plus a good deal
more besides.

The cassette costs £2.50 including
VAT and UK postage and packing.

Inkeys have also just released the pro-
gramme for this year's UK Electronica
festival. The festival will be held on
Saturday September 8 at Sheffield Uni-
versity, a welcome change of venue.

The day's events have been organised
on a similar basis as last year, with a main
evening headlining band, Neuronium,
and daytime acts which will include ex -
Tangerine Dreamer Steve Jolliffe (see
interview elsewhere this issue), Carl
Matthews, Paul Nagle, Progressive rock
band Tamarisk, Dr Phil from France and
Konstruktivits. Two separate types of
ticket are available, daytime tickets cost
£4.00 (this includes a £1.00 food voucher)
while evening tickets are £3.00. This year
accommodation will be available on the
University Campus and will cost £11.73
per person for bed & breakfast; accom-
modation is in single rooms only. All
accommodation must be paid for in
advance, and cheques should be made
payable to UK Electronica for both the
tickets and accommodation, including an
SAE.

Organisations interested in display
stand space should contact Inkeys
directly at 50 Durrell Road, Dagenham,
Essex, RM9 5XU, England.

Finally, E&MM will be at the 'show with
our own stand, so come and have a chat
with the staff - we'll be pleased to see
you.

Having successfully applied Pulse Code
Modulation techniques to their range of
upmarket home organs, Technics have
now released two personal keyboards
that utilise the same technology. The
models in question are titled SXK150 and
SXK250, and the latter incorporates eight
monophonic PCM factory preset voices,
Clarinet, Pan Flute, Trombone, Flute,
Saxophone, Trumpet, Synthe Chopper,
and Cosmic Wah(!)

Both instruments are provided with
PCM-generated percussion sounds in
their built-in rhythm machines. Like most
members of the personal keyboard
species, the Technics models feature
auto -accompaniment, and in this case
the facility goes under the guise of the
`Fullband Setting Computer'. Accompani-
ments can be created by the musician
using this system and then stored on
Technics' custom RAM packs, one of
which is supplied with both the 150 and
250.

Further information on both instruments
is available from Panasonic UK, 300/318
Bath Road, Slough, Berkshire, SL1 6JB.
Tel: (0753) 34522.

The British Paraplegic Sports Society
might not sound like a group of budding
concert promoters, but in fact they've
already organised six annual music
festivals to tie in with the British Wheel-
chair Games at Wandsworth in South
London. This year's events looks like
being the best yet, with one of this
month's featured artists, Steve Jolliffe,
heading a line-up of acts that includes
Mark Shreeve, Mainframe, Classix
Nouveaux and Mensana.

The event takes place over the week-
end of July 14-15, and tickets (£9.00
each for both days) are available by mail
order only from one of the festival's
sponsors, Upstream Computer Systems
Ltd, 49 Bransgrove Road, Edgeware,
Middlesex. Tel: 01-952 9105.

All proceeds go to charity, of course.

As part of the annual Peterlee Festival,
lan Boddy will be performing a concert of
live electronic music on Saturday July 21
at 7.30.

Boddy, who won the Brightest Hope
for 1984 nomination in E&MM's readers'
poll and penned this month's Stagefright
article on playing electronic music live,
will be performing excerpts from his last
album The Climb plus new works from a
forthcoming LP release. The concert will
take place at the Peterlee Leisure Centre
and tickets (£1.00 plus SAE) and further
information are available from Peterlee
Arts & Information Centre: Tel: (0783)
864450.
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READERS' LETTERS

One -Way Traffic
Dear E&MM,

With reference to your S -trigger con-
verter project published in E&MM March
'84, I have a Korg MS10 synthesiser and a
Roland CSQ600 sequencer which I wish
to use to control the Korg. As I under-
stand it, the S -trigger converter will allow
Roland gate pulses to trigger the Korg,
but what about the other way round?

Would it be possible to publish a circuit
which would allow me to trigger a Roland
from the Korg?

Tony Reed
Brighton

You are quite right in your understand-
ing of the S -trigger converter. However,
we're not quite sure why you want to
trigger your Roland sequencer from the
Korg; perhaps you've forgotten to explain
the full story in your letter!

Anway, we've come up with a little
circuit (Figure 1) that should help you
overcome your triggering problems. We
haven't actually tried out the circuit our-
selves, but our resident engineer has
complete confidence(!) The circuit uses a
nine -volt battery and should provide a big
enough trigger pulse: if it doesn't, you'll
need to increase the power supply to 12
volts.

ttl

Out
BC 10]

0,

7.X81 Sequencer
Dear E&MM,

Thank you for the articles on MIDI and
also for the series on synth patches: the
Roland System 100M patch you published
helped me finally discover the value of the
Sample & Hold module.

As the owner of a Sinclair ZX81 com-
puter, I was wondering whether there is
an interface which would turn my com-
puter into a sequencer so that I can
control the System 100M.

K A James
Worlingham

Suffolk

The Sinclair ZX81 is capable of being
used as a sequencer and in fact E&MM
8

Send to: Readers' Letters, Electronics & Music Maker
Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 lUY

has published constructional articles on
this very subject. To our knowledge, there
are no ready -built interface units on the
market at the present time, and we can
therefore only refer you to the Micromusic
articles printed in E&MM January and
February '82. The ZX81 sequencer which
these articles deal with is capable of
controlling up to seven synthesisers
independently, and would be an ideal unit
for the control of the System 100M as it
will allow you to control the oscillators'
pitch, filter cutoff, envelopes, and so on.

Transpozer Control
Dear E&MM,

In June '84 you published the Multi -
waveform LEO construction project. Could
you please tell me whether or not this unit
will operate the CV input on my E&MM
Transpozer, and is there a PCB available
for the LFO?

R Kettlety
Gloucester

The E&MM Multi -waveform LFO was
designed to be used for a variety of
modulation purposes and in the majority
of situations it's ideally suited. However,
in this particular case a small problem
needs to be solved. The Transpozer CV
input accepts a OV to + 5V control voltage
whereas the LFO produces one of OV to
10V. But don't panic! The LFO circuit is
easily modified to overcome this problem.

Solution: replace VR2 with a 22K log
pot and insert a 22K resistor between the
pot and pin 1 of lC2a. If you build the
project using the PCB, you'll have to cut
away the track which normally links the
pot to pin 1 of lC2a and solder the resistor
between the two points.

Operation: Adjust the shift control so
that it produces a 2.5 volt positive offset-
this can be done with the aid of a voltmeter
or, if you don't have access to one, you
can always adjust it by ear until the
modulation sounds good. The purpose of
this exercise is illustrated in Figure 2. As
the Transpozer only operates between 0
and +5, the 2.5 volt offset level has to be
used as a centre point around which the
modulation occurs. The circuit modifi-
cation already mentioned takes care of
the voltage difference between the two
devices.

Finally, a PCB is available: see the
special listing elsewhere in this issue.

Time Pulses
Dear E&MM,

As a synthesiser and recording freak
I'm particularly interested in the tape sync
facility on many of today's synths. I

recently bought a Roland MC202 Micro -
composer which I use with my Roland
TR606 Drumatix.

Unfortunately, I'm experiencing some
difficulty in getting the MC202 to read its
own sync pulse back off tape. I have a
Cutec four -track cassette machine and
use one of its tracks to record the MC202
sync pulse onto, but no matter what level
I record the pulse at, it just won't re -
trigger the MC202. Could I possibly be
doing something wrong?

On a similar note, I'm having problems
loading pattern data back from cassette
into the MC202 memory. It's quite frus-
trating having to write my patterns down
instead of being able to store them on a
cassette tape. Please help!

Sean Murphy
Birkenhead
Merseyside

We have spoken to Roland on your
behalf and they have suggested the
following.

sync problem would seem
not to be an electrical fault and they ask
you to read the instruction manual very
carefully to make sure you understand
how to use the tape sync mode.

The second point regarding the
problem of program storage may indeed
be related to the cassette recorder that
you're using to store the data on. This is a
common problem which many synthe-
sisers and home computers suffer from.
Try borrowing a friend's mono cassette
recorder to see if it will work. If you have
no luck at all, then both Panasonic and
Ferguson (among many others) make
cheap mono cassette recorders for under
£30 which should be eminently suitable.

State of Transition
Dear E&MM,

Thank you for the write-up of our
program Music Mate in E&MM June.

In your discussion of its use of pro-
babilistic techniques, you state that no
transition rules are involved. I should like
to point out that this is not in fact the case:
the parameters can be set to range from
complete random selection to a steady
ostinato. The choice of parameters is
designed in such a way as to make the
aural result quite predictable.

One final point. We've noted your
comments concerning interfacing Music
Mate to a synth via MIDI.. .

Per Hartmann
Hi -Yin Music

Launton
Oxfordshire
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Our Showrooms are crammed full with new and
used equipment from the following manufacturers:

MARSHALL - YAMAHA - CARLSBRO - H/H
JBL - KUDOS - SESSION - VOX - TRACE ELLIOT

ROLAND - BOSS - FENDER

RING US FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTE NOW!

OVATION GUITARS
ELECTRIC Anniversary
ELECTRIC Glen Campbell
ELECTRIC Legend
ULTRA Electric
ULTRA Acoustic
ELECTRIC Balladeer

£599
£499
£499
£270
£239
£349

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
STUDIO 4 4 -Track Cassette E395

£499
£399
£599
£829

£1799

TEAC Portastudios
TASCAM 22-2 2 -Track
TASCAM 32 2 -Track
TASCAM 34 4 -Track
TASCAM 38 8 -Track
TASCAM DX 4D

Noise Reduction
TASCAM M30 8 In/4 Out Mixer
TASCAM M09 4 In/2 Out Mixer
TEAC 2A 61n/4 Out Mixer
TEAC MB20 Meter Bridge
TASCAM EX 20 41n Mic Mixer

£258
£699
£169
£199
£149
£99

PEDALS & EFFECTS
BOSS CE2 Chorus £57
BOSS CE3 Stereo Chorus £63
BOSS DS1 Distortion £38
BOSS DD2 Digital Delay Phone
BOSS HM2 Heavy Metal £39
BOSS DM2 Delay Machine £69
BOSS OD1 Overdrive £36
BOSS BF2 Flanger £59
BOSS CS2 Compressor £38
BOSS SD1 Super Overdrive £36
BOSS PH -1R Resonance Phaser £53
IBANEZ AD -9E Delay £89
IBANEZ TS -9 Tube Screamer £33
IBANEZ SD -9 Sonic Distortion £35
IBANEZ CP-9 Compressor £39
IBANEZ PT -9 Phaser £39
IBANEZ CS -9 Stereo Chorus £59
IBANEZ GE -9 Graphic £59

FREE DELIVERY
(UK MAINLAND)

Telecomms

SYNTHESISER BARGAINS
1 ONLY -TRIDENT II £999
YAMAHA DX 9
ROLAND JX3P
ROLAND SH101
KORG Poly 800
KORG Poly 61
KORG Mono Poly
KORG Micro Preset
KORG Delta
ROLAND RS09 Strings
KORG Micro Preset
ROLAND Juno 106

RHYTHM UNITS
ROLAND TR909

Analogue/Digital
ROLAND TR33 S/H
KORG 55B Rhythm
BOSS DR 55 DR Rhythm
BOSS DR 110 DR Rhythm
BOSS DB 33 DR Beat
ROLAND TB303 Bass Line
YAMAHA MR10 S/H
SOUND MASTER ST305

189 London Rd., North End, Portsmouth P02 9AE

,10

£750
£675
£250
£499
£566
£399
£120
£299
£299
£120
£750

£750
£39

£225
£49
£99
£36

£165
£59
£75

Ring Hone (070.arci5)600366For krunediat-'sell-CD
thF

Same Da
use
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SEQUENCER REVIEW

Korg PSS50
Programmable
Super Section

In what represents something of a break from most
music hardware development, synthesiser giants Korg
the Super Section, a programmable 'backing band in
drums, bass and instrumental accompaniment. Paul
report.

Korg blimey, what will they think of
next? The Korg PSS50 is the perfect
gift for the musician who has every-

thing - except a band.
Based on technology developed in the

field of sequencers and the more soph-
isticated home organs, the PSS50 allows
backing tracks to be built up from a bank
of preset rhythms and fill-ins, whilst bass
and accompaniment circuitry organises
your choice of chords into its idea of a
tasteful and sympathetic musical pastiche.

The percussion voices are generated
using digital PCM techniques which
produce tight and authentic drum sounds
more closely resembling those of an
acoustic kit than the familiar rhythm box,
the computer allocating suitable voicings
and accompaniment patterns depending
on the rhythm chosen.

If you are dissatisfied with this Orwellian
style of electronic dictatorship, you can
programme up to 16 accompaniment
patterns of your own choosing by
assembling various parts of the existing
patterns into new combinations. An entire
backing track may be assembled and
stored for future use, or the machine may
be operated in real time by means of the
one -octave, touch -sensitive keyboard.

Construction
The first thing that you notice about the

PSS50 is its small physical size. Measuring
a mere 310 x 210 x 50 mm, this harmless
looking plastic box weighs in at only
1 -25kg, and that's including eight AA -
type batteries. Styling is typically
Japanese - very tasteful and incorpor-
ating plenty of LEDs and numeric indi-
cators. Because of the complex nature of
this type of instrument, most of the
controls are dual function - and with a
little cunning reprogramming, the internal
computer would no doubt be capable of
navigating a starship to Alpha Centauri,
assuming the mains lead would reach.

The internal construction holds no
surprises as one piece of computer
circuitry looks very much like another, but
it is thoughtfully engineered and tidily
10

laid -out.
In terms of physical strength, the

PSS50 would probably not take kindly to
being dropped, but if it is treated with the
same reverence as a multitrack cassette
machine, it should survive OK.

Control Panel
All the switches on the front panel are

of the touch -sensitive, calculator type
and are concealed behind the flexible
plastic facia which incorporates the one -
octave keyboard, the numeric keypad,
and all the parameter switches.

The rotary controls enable the various
voicings to be balanced, the tempo to be
adjusted and lite master volume set. A
six -way rotary selector doubles as both a
power switch and aomode selector which
is used to play or write arrangements.

Four numeric LED indicators are fitted
at the top of the unit, these having
different functions depending on the
mode of operation - and a row of four
LEDs labelled,; conductor' indicate the
current position within a measure. A chart
is also printed on the front panel to
indicate the 40 preset backup patterns
and eight break. and ending patterns
available. 16 further locations are indi-
cated but left blank for the storage of
user -modified patterns. and these are
allocated numbers 71 to 88 inclusive.

Operation
To programme, a backing pattern is

selected and then chords allocated to
each halt of each bar of the arrangements.
The' mode selector is set to write and the
backing pattern is then invoked by in-
putting the column and row numbers
from the front panel chart. For example,
Disco 2 is column one, row eight and is
therefore entered as 18. The desired
chord is then stored by pressing one or
two buttons; for example, D minor seventh
would be entered as D and m7 separ-
ately. When this has been done, the enter
key is pressed and A click informs you
that your offerings have been accepted.

current electronic
have come up with
a box' comprising
White gives us his

If a drum fill is required in a particular
bar, the rhythm fill-in button is also used
before pressing enter, and the other
measures within the song are built up in
this way until the complete backing track
is finished.

In the event of a mistake being made,
the clear key may be used to step back
half a bar so that the error can be
corrected. When the song is complete,
switching the mode selector to play
enables the piece to be played, and up to
eight separate songs may be stored.
Further editing facilities allow stored
songs to be modified or lengthened, but I
won't go into too much detail here as this
would entail reprinting great chunks of
the manual, a compendious tome over 40
pages in total length.. .

A table in the aforesaid manual lists the
various accompaniment voicings for
each backing pattern, there being almost
as many voices as there are patterns. All
patterns consist of drums, (including
handclaps), bass and accompaniment
parts, the accompaniment voice being
preset by the system (examples: banjo
for 'Blue Grass' and distortion guitar for
'Heavy Metal').

As previously intimated, these patterns
can be broken down and reassembled to
form 16 new user-arrangeable patterns,
so that, for instance, a waltz with heavy
metal distorted guitar voicings can easily
be brought into existence, if that's what
you really want. The computer chooses
not only voicing but also phrasing, all
these being selected to be appropriate to
whichever style of music corresponds to
the basic rhythm, and some of them are
surprisingly sophisticated.

If you wabt to play the unit in real time,
the mode selector is set to play, so that
the keyboard can be used to change the
chords whilst the computer looks after
the rhythm and the phrasing. Chords only
change on the half -bar, so if you can play
slightly ahead of yourself the music will
always change in the right places, though
this does take a bit of practice. There are
eight modifications available to the major
chord, ranging from the simple minor to
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the augmented, so there shouldn't be
many occasions where the machine can't
come up with appropriate chords, unless,
of course, you're into something like
obscure jazz.

Composing
A song chain is composed of steps,

each step being selected from amongst
the song memories. Up to 16 steps may
be used within a song and, as a song
memory holds up to 80 bars, the total
possible chain length is 16 times 80, which
is 1280 bars. When all 16 steps have been
written, all four conductor LEDs illuminate
to inform you that any subsequent offer-
ings will be ignored due to lack of
available memory.

When using the chain write mode, the
last bar in the last step should be pattern
number 61 or (without fill-in) 68. If you
don't have a song number that meets
these final step requirements, then one
must be created.

This may sound complicated but,
again, the manual contains all the rele-
vant information and it all makes sense if
you start at the beginning. Once pro-
grammed, the song memories can be
dumped onto a standard cassette for
posterity.

Sounds
The basic drum unit is really very good,

consisting as it does of bass drum, snare
drum, toms, hi -hat, cymbals and hand-
claps. These voices are prepanned to
form a distinct stereo image.

A synth bass voicing is used through-
out for all the bass parts, and this is a
fairly bland, inoffensive sound that fits in
reasonably well with most styles.

The accompaniment section is where
the designers have really gone to town:
the available voicings are extremely
varied, while the stereo control being
used to provide what appears subject-
ively to be a mild stereo chorus effect.
There are, in fact, more voicings in this
section than can practically be listed, but
they include rock guitar, strings, brass
and banjo, this last sounding rather like
Earl Scruggs meets Vince Clarke at a
home organ convention.

Most of the patterns are at least
adequate and some have quite an inter-
esting feel to them: particularly the Fusion
section and the Boogie pattern which
incorporates a pretty convincing bar
room piano. By simply punching in a few
jazzy chords, this setting produces an
almost ad lib boogie piano piece and I
would imagine this could become a
popular pattern for jamming.

Other combinations worthy of note are
Disco with it's clav inet preset, and Reggae
2, which incorporate a convincing 'cheap
organ' accompaniment.

Conclusions
The Korg PSS50 is neither cheap nor

particularly simple to use but, within the
limitations imposed by its design philo-
sophy, it does its job very well.

Of course, this genre of machine is not
going to appeal to everybody, due mainly
to its 'preset' style of operation; indeed, it

could be said that its behaviour is rather
akin to that of a sophisticated 'even the
family pet can play it' home organ
automatic accompaniment section, the
main difference being the degree of
programmability.

I can foresee great interest in this type
of system coming from the cabaret or
solo performer, but the storage limitation
(only eight songs) may mean that for live
use, the backing tracks could well end up
being recorded on cassette and then
replayed conventionally on a suitable
machine. The serious music composer,
on the other hand, may frown upon the
way the PSS50 restricts him to having to
use rhythm patterns and phrasing devised
by someone else.

Programming is, I suspect, about as
user friendly as is possible for a machine
of this complexity, but it may appear
daunting to some potential purchasers,
especially if they are Country and Western
guitarists whose only previous technical
achievement has been fitting a set of
strings.. .

No instrument can be all things to all
people but, if you are prepared to have a
proportion of your musical taste and
artistic direction dictated to you by a
machine in exchange for an easy life, then
this new Korg invention could be just the
thing.
Paul White E&MM

The Super Section carries an RRP of
£449 including VAT, and further informa-
tion is available from the importers, Rose
Morris, at 32-34 Gordon House Road,
London NW5 1NE. Tel: 01-267 5151.
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...An informative
monthly magazine that
adopts the practical
approach for recording.
In-depth reviews of the
latest Home Recording
equipment, explanations
of modern recording
techniques, interviews with
people behind the 'hits' -
all intended to keep you
up to date with today's
recording world!

July issue on sale now at
your local newsagent
price 95p, or on annual
subscription (£11.50 UK,
£12.25 Overseas) from:
HSR Subscriptions,
Alexander House, 1 Milton
Road, Cambridge CB4 1 UY.
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Nine Times out of Ten
A User Report on the Yamaha DX9
The charge: that Yamaha's DX9 FM polysynth has been unfairly neglected
by most of the electronic music fraternity whilst most of the emphasis has
been placed on its more expensive relative, the DX7. Speaking for the
prosecution: Steve Howell.

nless you've spent the last 18
months or so in a Tibetan monas-
tery you will no doubt be aware

that Yamaha, after an apparent disap-
pearing act, recently released a range of
electronic keyboards that utilised a tech-
nique of sound creation called 'FM Digital
Synthesis'. These keyboards come in the
form of two incredible console organs,
two electric pianos, two preset poly-
phonic keyboards and, most importantly
perhaps, two user -programmable poly-
phonic synthesisers - the DX7 and DX9.
These keyboards are the result of years of
research in the field of FM synthesis which
originally produced the GS1 and GS2 but,
in the DX synthesisers, Yamaha have
brought what was once the province of
the wealthy megastar into the hands of
more ordinary folk, and such are these
instruments' capabilities that many of the
aforementioned stars now have them
alongside their Fairlights, which only
proves that they are not a poor man's
compromise for 'the real thing'.

There is one problem, however. It takes
a bit of readjustment to create sounds
with them if you're used to using analogue
techniques of filtering and shaping existing
waveforms but, believe me, it's not that
difficult if you approach the procedure
logically. It's not a technique that lends
itself to the ' let's -have -a -fiddle -and -see -
what -happens' attitude, but then again
that's not necessarily such a bad thing.
But I'm not here to impart the whys,
wherefores and wonders of FM pro-
gramming as that is already adequately
covered in our 'Understanding the DX7'
series of articles.

Instead, I propose to give you my
impressions of the DX9. Now, this is

possibly the first full review you've seen
of the DX9 as it has received little more
than a passing mention in the music
press, while all and sundry have been
foaming over the DX7. However, having
owned a DX9 for about six months now,
and having used a DX7 on many occasions
- I feel there is much to be said in favour
of the DX9. So, let the review begin.. .
12

Background
The DX9 is a 16 -voice, programmable

FM synthesiser. It has four Operators per
voice which can be patched together in
various configurations via eight algorithms.
Each Operator has a digital sine wave
oscillator, an eight -stage envelope
generator and associated VCA, and the
user has complete control over coarse
and fine frequency, detune, the four
envelope rates and levels, LFO modulation
level of the oscillators and VCAs, along
with the delay and waveform selection
which gives sine, triangle, rising and
falling sawtooth, square and random
sample and hold. Each Operator has
variable key and rate scaling which
affects each Operators' output and en-
velope shape over the range of the five -
octave keyboard. You can switch through
the eight algorithms and adjust the
feedback loop (which can be used to
create sawtooth waveforms and, with
extreme settings, white noise) and all of
these parameters can be stored in 20
memories which can be permanently or
temporarily edited at will.

There are also numerous 'Function'
buttons which allow a wide range of
control over pitch bend range (up and
down a maximum of one octave), porta-
mento, mono or polyphonic keyboard
modes, and vibrato, tremolo and tone
colour, using either the modulation wheel
or the optional breath controller. Loading
and saving sounds on cassette is also
possible. As on the DX7, all these functions
are memorised, but in this case they
affect all the sounds, and cannot be
assigned to individual voices - you have
to buy the £10,000 DX1 for that facility.

Programming
Programming is theoretically quite

straightforward. You press 'FUNCTION'
and 'VOICE !NIT' and the LCD screen will
ask you 'ARE YOU SURE?', to which you
answer 'YES' using the incrementor
button to the right of the data entry slider.
You will then be assignd a portion of

buffered memory on position '0' (shown
on the red LED display) and you now have
control over all the voice parameters
(purple) labelled beneath the memory
selectors (turquoise) and adjustments are
made with either the data entry slider to
the left of the front panel or with the
incrementor buttons. When you've suc-
cessfully(!) created your sound, you can
store it simply by pressing 'MEMORY
SELECT' and 'STORE' and an appropriate
memory position only, and you can also
turn Operators on and off temporarily
(this feature is not programmable) to
home in on certain elements of any
sounds for comparative purposes.

Should you wish to edit any of the 120
sounds that are supplied with the DX9 (or
indeed one of your own) simply press the
purple 'EDIT/COMPARE' button and you
can alter any of the voice parameters in
the same way as you did when creating a
sound. If you want to compare the edited
version with the original you simply press
'EDIT/COMPARE' again and the red LED
will flash: you can then hear the original
sound. Should you accidentally lose your
half -created sound by pressing Memory
Select and selecting a memory when you
meant to bring in another voice parameter
(and believe me, it's easily done!) you can
retrieve it by pressing 'FUNCTION' and
'EDIT RECALL' and, as with 'VOICE INIT',
you will be asked 'ARE YOU SURE?' to
which you answer 'YES': you will then be
given your edit exactly where you left it.
This feature also works when you switch
the instrument off, so should you wish to
recall a particular edit a few days later,
and provided you haven't edited anything
else in the meantime, 'EDIT RECALL' will
give you edit at the point where you left
off - damned clever, these Japanese.. .
Should you wish to store an edited
sound, you proceed as before and press
'MEMORY SELECT', the pink 'STORE'
button and an appropriate memory
location.

As already mentioned, the DX9 gives
the facility to store up to 20 sounds and,
although this is by no means a massive
amount by today's standards, it's quite
enough for most purposes especially if,
like me, your only work in studios. You
can, however, store your sounds on
cassette, and this is done using the
'FUNCTION' buttons and, as with other
functions, the LCD screen will guide you
politely through the procedure, so it's all
quite user-friendly. It takes about 20
seconds or so to load and save the full
memory and you can either load sounds
into the synthesiser en masse (ie. the full
memory of 20 sounds) or you can load
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London's first specialist Keyboard Centre has
now opened in Ealing. This unique new music
store is jointly run by two of the industry's best
known figures: David Cromble - keyboard
consultant to most major music journals: and
Howard Brain, formerly manager of Rod
Argent's Keyboards. So you can be sure of the
best personal attention and service.
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these and many other products held in stock at
our new luxury showroom. All instruments carry
a unique 3 -year warranty, and finance facilit,es
are instantly available.
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them singly, which is handy - if only you
could save them one at a time as well.

Beware, though. If you've just made up
some sounds but haven't saved them on
cassette, loading in new sounds will write
over them and they'll be lost forever, so
it's wise always to save sounds on
cassette for safekeeping.

So, with that technical resume out of
the way, what are my impressions of the
DX9? I love it. It's one of the best
synthesisers I've used. It can sound
extremely 'expensive', very 'acoustic',
breathtakingly delicate and also quite
aggressive (although as with the DX7,
recreating analogue synthesiser sounds
is not its greatest virtue). It also has MIDI
In, Out and Thru, but although it works
well with other MIDI keyboards, I've
experienced some problems with MIDI
sequencers (naughty!). It also looks and
feels good.

The Comparison
One question still remains, of course,

why should anybody want a DX9 when
for a few pounds more they can have a
DX7?

It must be said that the more expensive
Yamaha does have a little more in the way
of facilities than the subject of this report,
and in most cases I suppose it'll simply
be a question of whether or not these
facilities matter suficiently to the individual
purchaser. However, it's my belief that a
number of the DX7's advantages are not
quite as significant as they might at first
appear.

Perhaps the DX7's most promising
feature is its touch -sensitive keyboard,
something that accounts for quite a fair
proportion of the price difference betwen
these two FM synthesisers. Sensing of
initial key velocity is extremely useful, but
it's my contention that, unless you're a
keyboard player whose early training was
on classical piano, you'll find touch -
sensitivity a feature that's not as frequently
used as you thought it would be. Many of
the DX7's factory presets don't lend
themselves particularly well to manipu-
lation by a touch -sensitive keyboard, and
although the after -touch facility is in
theory a useful one, in practice the
standard Yamaha breath controller is a
more precise way of controlling things.
You'll probably have guessed by now
that I'm not a piano -trained keyboard
player, but you get my point.

The DX7 also incorporates more ela-
borate key and rate scaling than its
cheaper brother, but every time I've used
a 7 I've found their effects fairly subtle.
Besides, on many of the 7's factory
voices, scaling is set up so that it sounds
identical to the sound's equivalent on the
9, while the extra variability this feature
provides can cause the user some con-
fusion at the programming stage. So,
another feature I could probably live
without.. .

Operators
The DX7 has six of these as against the

cheaper synth's four, which - theoretically
- should be quite a major difference.
However, I've transferred a number of
patches from a friend's DX7 onto my own
14

instrument, and believe me, even if an
oscilloscope can tell the difference, your
ears probably won't!

On the algorithm front, the more ex-
pensive Yamaha has a lead of 32 to 8 -
not a difference to be taken lightly, you
might think. Well, I suppose it must be
said that having that number of algorithms
does give you an awful lot of operational
flexibility but, again, one important point
to bear in mind is that some of the 32 are
very similar to each other and that, in
case you hadn't noticed, all eight algor-
ithms on the DX9 have rough counter-
parts on the 7, so that as with the
Operators themselves, the different con-
figurations available are sufficient to
enable 'copying' of voices from the 7 to
the 9 without too much in the way of
audible discomfort.

Memory
The two DX instruments differ not only

in the number of patch memories they
provide but also in the way those patches
are stored.

If you're going to use your FM synth for
a lot of live work, the DX7 scores over its
less expensive counterpart because you
can have up to 96 sounds instantly
recallable from cartridge. In economic
terms, however, building up a library of
your own programs on the DX7 is an
expensive business because Yamaha's
RAM cartridges cost £40 each, while
ordinary audio cassettes - which are
what the DX9 uses - are rather cheaper,
particularly when you consider that one
C60 cassette is capable of storing literally
hundreds of presets, whereas one RAM
cartridge stores only 32.

There are a few other detail differences
between the two DXs. One thing the 7
does offer that might conceivably be of
use to a few musicians is the provision for
giving user programs names. Ths can be
useful (particularly if you find yourself
programming morning, noon and night),
but unless you've got an overtly hard-
working imagination you might have
trouble thinking of appropriate patch
names in the first place, and then you've
got to go through the rather tedious
process of trying to remember which
names you gave to which sounds. So, a
handy luxury, but by no means an
essential fitment.

In fairness, though, I should just mention
that DX7's footpedal control which really
is a nice feature that I for one would like to
see included in the DX9's spec also
(come think of it, I can't understand why
Yamaha haven't already done this: can it
really be that expensive to incorporate?),
but even this failing is made up for in part
by the breath control mentioned earlier.

Conclusions
The final criterion, as with any musical

instrument, must be the sound these two
synthesisers make. It's my view-and I've
hinted at this in the facilities rundown
above - that the DX9 can come a lot
closer to the sonic output of its senior
partner than most people give it credit
for.

To put this into some sort of practical
perspective, a number of people have
come into my studio to do sessions

recently and remarked on the fact that my
DX is a 9 and not a 7. Without exception,
all of these doubting Thomases have
changed their opinion about half an hour
into recording.

Not so long ago I did some music for a
television programme using the DX9
almost exclusively, and a couple of
members of the studio staff commented
- on hearing the final tape - that I must
have been using a PPG, an Emulator and
a DX7. Need I say more?

So, If you've budgeted for a DX7 at
E1300, I suggest you give the smaller DX9
serious consideration. If you're still not
convinced by my remarks concerning the
two keyboards' relative facilities and
sonic capabilities, remember that the
difference in price between the two could
buy you a second MIDI synthesiser (I

bought a JX3P with the money I saved), a
polyphonic sequencer, or a drum machine.
Alternatively, you might find you don't
have to part -ex your Juno 60 (or whatever)
in order to get the FM synthesiser of your
dreams.

Naturally I don't expect you to rush out
and buy a DX9 simply on the strength of
my own experiences, but I do think you
should give it a fair hearing. Don't get me
wrong, the DX7 is an incredible instrument
and worth twice its normal selling price,
but then again, and contrary to what a lot
of the music press have said, so is the
DX9.

Steve Howell E&MM

Readers may be interested to know that a
cassette recording of some of the best
DX9 sounds is now available free from
Yamaha DX stockists or from the impor-
ters, Kemble Yamaha. Standard DX9
voices are used throughout the ten-
minute sampler, which was recorded
without the use of multitracking tech-
niques and with a bare minimum of studio
effects.

The reverse side of the cassette (called
`Playing with Reality') contains the voice
data for loading the demonstrated sounds
direct into a DX9 (once this has been
purchased by a suitably impressed
listener), and interested readers who live
a long way from their nearest dealer
should contact Martin Tennant at Kemble
Yamaha, Mount Avenue, Bletchley, Milton
Keynes, MK1 1JE. Tel: (0908) 71771.

Meanwhile, if you've already got a DX9
and fancy the chance to win a four -track
cassette machine simply by spending a
little time programming it, you'll no doubt
want to enter a competition that's being
organised by the DX Owners' Club in
conjunction with Kemble Yamaha.

The competition's aim is to find 20 new
voices for the DX9, and the programmers
of these voices will each receive a £25.00
cash prize, while the sound that's judged
as being best of all will earn its creator a
free Yamaha MT44 four -track cassette
machine. Following the competition, the
20 new voices will be released on cassette,
and the only criterion you must fulfil to be
able to enter the competition is that you
must be a member of the aforesaid cub.

Full details, rules, and an entry form are
available from Tony Wride of the DX
Owners' Club at 28 Balk Top, RAF
Dishforth, Thirsk, North Yorkshire.
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679 Christchurch Road, Boscombe, Bournemouth. Tel: 0202.35135.

302509.

Recording Equipment

Boss DE200 Digital Delay.
Roland SDE1000 Programmable Delay.
Roland SDE3000 Programmable Delay.
Yamaha R1000 Digital Reverb.
Ibanez DM2000 Programmable Delay.
Ibanez DM1000 Digital Delay.
Ibanez DM500 Digital Delay £189.

Huge reductions on all 19" Rack Mounting
Signal Processors. Price on application.

Teac 244 Portastudio. Lowest ever price!
Yamaha Producer Series
New Price Reductions.

It 'Roland Synthesizers
SH101. Juno 6. Juno 60. JX3P + PG200.

Juno 60 £625

MC202 2 Channel Micro Composer. JSQ60.
Jupiter 8. MSQ700. MD8. MM4. Juno 106.
NEW PRODUCTS'
GR700 Guitar Synthesizer.

We are one of Rolands largest dealers,
and at all times have vast stocks of the
latest products from this remarkable
manufacturer.
Very Special Prices on all Products
Listed. e.g. TR606 £169

Instant world products

YAMAHA Digital Keyboards

DX7 & DX9.
Polyphonic Algorhythm Synthesizers.
PF10. PF15 Digital FM Piano Keyboards.

Large Stocks Available, SPECIAL PRICES!

KORG Keyboards

Poly 61. Poly 6. Trident Mk.2. Mono Poly.

The new Korg Poly 800 Now Available!
All Korg Products Available for One Month
Only at Prices Well Below Our Usual kla.1

Discounts. e.g. KPR77 £265.

Sequential Circuits
Prophet T8. Polyphonic Synthesizer.
Prophet 600. Polyphonic Synthesizer.
Drum Tracks
Programmable Digital Drum Computer.
Six Track
Multi-timbral Polyphonic Synthesizer.

Computer Rhythms

Roland TR606 and DR110 Here Now!!
Roland TB303 Bass Line.
Roland CR8000. CR5000.
The New Roland TR909!!

Korg KPR77. Korg KR55B.
Boss DR55 £59. Roland TR808 £465.

We specialise in high-technology musical
instruments, and are undoubtedly the
largest stockests of synthesizers, and
keyboard peripherals. At all times we
carry the latest equipment from the
current market leaders. You may have
noticed that we do not print our prices,
needless to say we are extremely
competitive. Prices are available on
application for single unit purchases, or
complete studio packages.
If you live too far away to call on us
in person, our fast efficient mail order
service is available nationwide. Phone
through your Access or Barclaycard
number for immediate despatch.

SIMMONS SDS5

NOW HEAR T

At last a superb, professional -standard music
system that's designed by musicians for
musicians.
MICROSOUND 64 is a full size, 4 octave music
keyboard engineered to make the fullest use of
the COMMODORE 64's legendary sound
capabilities for amateur and professional alike.
MICROSOUND 64's amazing facilities add a
new dimension to your music and include: -

H IS!

* Two user definable slides for real-time control.
* Full sound storage and recall for playback or

overdubbing - A composer's dream.
* Exciting add-on potential for a sensational range of

complex musical effects and state-of-the-art
techniques, including digital sampling.

* On -screen displays and graphic presentations.
* Price £145 (inc. VAT) plus £3 post and packing.
* Suitable for disc or cassette based systems.
* 3 note polyphonic and sophisticated sequencer

software available soon.

ilicrosound 64
Enquiries to:
Autographics Ltd., 3a Reading Road,
Henley-on-Thames, Oxon PG9 I AB.
Telephone: (0730 87)403
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Autographics Microsound 64 Keyboard
The Microsound system is designed to give the Commodore 64 -owner
access to the computer's internal SID chip and to bring it under the real
time control of a conventional music keyboard. Mick Jones has been
living with one for several months, and here outlines his impressions.

Asa Commodore 64 owner I was
pleasantly surprised to discover
that a couple of firms had begun

marketing relatively inexpensive com-
puter -music interface packages. Alth-
ough a great deal of smoke had been
made about 64 link -ups by major synth
manufacturers, for the most part I'd
been unable to discover any real evi-
dence of fire. The MIDI legend was in a
constant state of flux, I'm far too mean to
spend £1000 on a keyboard that's likely
to be obsolete within a couple of months,
and although SCI's sequencing cart-
ridge was a possibility, I couldn't really
afford a new Prophet 600 to go with it. I

suppose I could have sold all my other
keyboards and got round the problem
that way, but that wasn't really the sort
of thing I had in mind.

The Microsound 64 is unlikely to be a
threat to the sales of DX7s and the like,
but it it's something to be going on with
while the synthesiser Big League sort
themselves out. The system itself is hard
to classify. On the one hand, compar-
isons with something like the Roland
SH101 or Moog Rogue monosynths
aren't particularly flattering since the
Microsound is quite a bit more versatile,
while on the other, the sheer difference
in price between this unit and systems
like the alphaSyntauri makes grouping of
the Autographics design with its Ameri-
can counterparts a rather pointless exer-
cise. Assuming you already have a
Commodore 64, the Microsound will give
you change out of £150.. .

Now, for that price you wouldn't ex-
pect lots of multi -coloured LED displays
and the like, which is" just as well be-
cause the Microsound doesn't give you
any. What you do get however is a basic,
lightweight four -octave keyboard, with
two slider pots mounted on its left and a
flat top suitable for mounting either the
computer itself or a second keyboard
instrument. You also, of course, get a
load of software (in tape or disk format)
and a well -presented user's manual that
16

takes the form of a typed essay housed
in a black loose-leaf ring binder.

The keyboard plugs directly into the
two games ports on the back of the 64,
giving the user direct real time control
over the now (in)famous internal SID
chip. No scanning is involved, so it's
possible to play runs and trills at a speed
that should satisfy all but the Oscar
Petersons of this world. There's a choice
of either monophonic or three -voice poly
modes, and you can even select the in-
between variant of two voices, should
you find that prospect appealing.

The strongest part of the system - for
me at least - is the clear and simple
screen display that allows you to organ-
ise the various available parameters for
each 'sound', before storing it on disk or
cassette for future use. Autographics
provide no preset voices or silly sugges-
tions about how to make the sound of a
violin (one of these days I'm going to see
if I can play the violin so that it sounds
like a Commodore SID chip. . .), which is
undoubtedly a good thing.

Modes
A major hiccup is encountered when

you switch from monphonic to three -
note polyphonic for the first time - it
rapidly becomes apparent that making
use of any of the filter parameters swit-
ches off oscillator 3. This can be quite a
let -down if you prefer to patch your
sounds envelope first, filter later as a lot
of people do: it follows that if you're
going to fiddle with any of the filter
parameters, you'll have to stick to just
two oscillators. What also follows is that,
unfortunately, you can only get true
three -voice polyphony if you don't use
the filtering, though there is some com-
pensation in the form of a second screen
display that goes by the name of 'patch-
ing mode'.

It's this display that brings the key-
board's slider controls into use - filter
cutoff and pulse width can be assigned
to either of the two controls, and can in

turn be controlled by either the wave-
form amplitude or the ADSR of oscillator
3. It's also possible to turn this oscillator
into a modulating LFO, again controlled
by either slider.

One point worth mentioning however
is that oscillator 3 can add a little back-
ground noise of its own even when it's
being used for filtering of LEO modu-
lation, and an option contained within
the main screen display to mute the
oscillator's output solves this problem.
In general, I found the signal-to-noise
ratio rather worse than would normally
be acceptable in the context of a con-
ventionally -packaged, self-contained
synthesiser. I'm afraid that this (along
with one or two other sonic shortcom-
ings) is more an integral characteristic of
the SID chip itself, rather than a weak-
ness of the system under review: I'm
sure Commodore themselves would be
the first to point out that the chip was
originally intended for 'home entertain-
ment' purposes and not as a pro music-
ian's tool.

Programming
The program loads in two sections,

lasting 42 and 27 seconds respectively if
you use a disk drive as I did. From tape,
the whole process takes a total of about
eight minutes. On the debit side though,
the 100 -note three-part sequence took
longer to load from disk than the main
program itself, which is a mite annoying.

Moving back to the screen display
mentioned above, the first thing that
strikes you when it appears for the first
time is that there is a good deal of
information packed onto it. You may
already be aware that the SID chip has
three oscillators, and the top left of the
screen allows you to select these using a
cursor up/down control: each oscillator
can have triangle, sawtooth, pulse of
noise waves assigned to it. Selection of
the last mentioned automatically cancels
the other three, but any combination of
the non -noise waveshapes is possible.
However, I found in practice that using
more than one waveform per oscillator
tended to reduce output level some-
what.

The oscillators can also be synchron-
ised, ring modulated together, or filtered -
each of these functions being switched
into the chosen oscillator by toggling a
particular key on the 64 on and off (5 to 8
for the waveforms, S, R and F for the
others). Filtering can be low, high or
band pass in character, and low and
high can also be used together to create
a sort of 'notch reject' effect. Still on the
subject of filtering, there are also con-
trols for cutoff frequency and resonance,
these being adjusted by means of the 'C'
and 'V' keys respectively, starting with a
default value of zero and rising with each
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10 High Road,Chadwell Heath, Romford, Essex.

THE HOT ONES ARE IN!!
THE LOWEST PRICES ARE HERE!

THE BEST SERVICE IS HERE!
DO HOT BUY WITHOUT TALKING TO US FIRST!!

SO.

05°4*

OSsi:1*

Ost°44C°

SPECIAL
PACKAGE -

DEALS
E . G .

HOTLINES 01-599-4228/01-598-9506

7 DX9 PF10 PF15
JUNO 106 + JX3P + PG200

KORG POLY 800
SCI SIXTRAK & PROPHET 600
FOSTEX X15 MULTITRACKER

FOSTEX A8 8 TRACK
TASCAM 244 & 234 PORTASTUDIOS

TASCAM 38 8 TRACK
YAMAHA R1000 DIGITAL REVERB

BOSS DR110 DRUM MACHINE
SCI DRUMTRAKS DRUM MACHINE
ROLAND TR909 DRUM MACHINE

HAMMOND DPM48 DRUM MACHINE
2 YAMAHA DX9'S FOR PRICE OF 1 DX7 %

444,4),

404,

SQUIER VINTAGE STRAT
FREE BOSS OVERDRIVE £225.iI.1 ij Ni 16.

BOSS DR110 PHONE
TASCAM 24 4 TRACK 

22 2 TRACK MM20 MIXER £999

EFFECTS
M13095 SUPER DEALS YAMAHA

Boss Effects
HM2 Heavy Metal £47
HA5 Playtrus 2115
RH11 Headphones , Mic 250
HC2 Handclapper cas
PC2 Percussion Synth am CH01 Stereo Chorus
BF2 Flanger am G0-01 Compressor
CE3 Stereo Chorus C53 D101 Distortion
CS2 Compressor £40 FLO1 Ranger
DS1 Distortion FAO 1301 Limiter
SD1 Super Overdrive 11111 MPO1 Volume Pedal
GE7 Graphic en NE01 Norse Gate
PHIR Phaser £40 OCOI Octaver
0C2 Octaver £54 T1301 Tone Booster
TU12 Tuner C32 AD -10 Delay/Echo Inc power supply
TW1 Touch Wah C30 5A-01 AC Adaptor
Korg GT6OX Tuner f25 SB40 Pedal Board Inc power supply

Other Effects/Rack products by ACCESSITT, VESTA FIRE
IBANEZ & CUTEC etc.

Please ring for Guaranteed Lowest Prices

MAIL ORDER + FREE DELIVERY
01-599-4228
01-598-9506

INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £1000 (APR. 31.2)

* PART EXCHANGE WELCOME
* 6 MONTHS GUARANTEE ON USED

GEAR * OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK, 9.30-6.00



strike to the maximum of 15. Adding the
shift key to the process gives a decrease
instead of an increase, and in general I

found this system quite logical as it isn't
all that far removed from the slider
controls synthesiser -players have come
to know and love(?)

Much the same technique is used for
controlling the ADSR parameters (these
are independent for each channel), with
the exception that you start with a de-
fault value of 10 for each of the 12
values. (Well, it didn't confuse me, so it
shouldn't confuse you!).

Unfortunately, no pitch -bend or trans-
pose facilities are available on the Micro -

or r40,
Stand r.S 5
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sound, but then again, how many synths
under £200 can list three oscillators with
independent envelope controls as part
of their spec sheet?

Sequencing
It has to be said from the outset that

the Microsound's sequencing is not as
well thought out as the main control
program: it certainly took me rather too
long to get used to. Note -programming
is possible only in step time, with notes
coming from the music keyboard and
rests being inputted via either the cursor
right or '@' keys on the computer.

The graphics on this screen display
are only average (I was really rather
pleased to discover that switching off
the display altogether facilitated higher
speeds on sequence playback) but it
must be said that the opportunity to
store three 200 -note sequences - or 200
triad chords - looped as many times as
you like and at a wide range of speeds
makes it well worth struggling with. By
the way, the higher tempi need to be
used with care since I discovered that
the sequence would occasionally trip
over itself if pushed too hard.

A further problem (presumably con-
fined only to early disks like mine) came
to light in the form of a 'blip' that inserts
two notes (or spaces) when you only
inputted one: I'm reliably informed that
this bug is now better employed pushing
up daisies, but it might be worth check-
ing you've got updated software if you
do decide the Microsound is for you.

The most serious omission from the
program - in my view anyway - is the
lack of a proper insert/delete function.
It's possible to amend a particular note
by replacing it with another one or with a
rest, but you can't remove a note (or
notes) and then close the gap and nor,
for that matter, can you open a gap in
which to insert new and/or omitted
notes.
18

The Future MICROPERIPHERAL REVIEW
Development of the Microsound 64 is

far from complete, and at present Auto -
graphics have two major projects in the
pipeline - a piece of add-on hardware
for digital sound sampling and an exter-
nal trigger facility designed to be com-
patible with a number of popular key-
board systems.

As most readers will no doubt be
aware, digital sampling has been - up
until now - an extremely expensive bus-
iness, but if Autographics' plans come to
fruition, that situation could change very
rapidly. If you're worried that the limit -

X ',too. V It" t

ations imposed by the SID chip might
get in the way of this sampling business,
let me put your mind at rest - SID himself
will not be involved, and as I understand
it, the new hardware will be doing the
donkey work, leaving the 64 to do what it
does best, ie. organise and display. Like
the Fairlight, the Autographics sampling
system will feature a modifyable wave-
form display on screen, though appar-
ently light pens are not favoured as
they're considered not 'musician -
friendly' enough.

The trigger unit, meanwhile, will obvi-
ously make the sequencer more worth-
while, even in its present form (you've
guessed it, modifications are on the
way). Assuming Autographics make the
unit compatible with synths from the
major manufacturers (Moog, Roland,
Korg and so on) it could open up quite a
sizeable market for them.

Conclusions
Reaching a sensible verdict on the

Microsound 64 has to be done with
considerable care, since normal yard-
sticks of synth reviewing are inappro-
priate. As I indicated above, on paper
this system is not strictly comparable
with budget -priced synths because its
aims (and its methods of achieving them)
are completely different. The worthless-
ness of such a comparison is confirmed
by the results of a user test: on the one
hand, the noise levels generated by the
Microsound are far too high, while on the
other, no commercially -available mono -
synth has the potential to be upgraded
into a digital sound -sampling device in
the foreseeable future. Perhaps most
important of all, as a performance instru-
ment for live work the Microsound is a
complete non-starter. What it needs is
the facility to read a directory of sounds
and sequences without leaving the pro-
gram, while some space within the pro-
gram to store 10 or 12 favourite sounds

`11
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for immediate recall would also come in
more than handy.

In terms of the quality of sound and
facilities offered, the Microsound is of
course more than a little outclassed by
the likes of the alphaSyntauri and other
Apple -based packages. However,
whereas almost all of those transatlantic
systems presuppose quite an extensive
knowledge of music theory and the prin-
ciples of synthesis on the part of the
end -user, the Autographics system's
clarity and ease of use should enable
musicians of very limited knowledge to
get to know it very quickly, and learn a
great deal at the same time.

As the system stands at the moment, I
would recommend it heartily not only to
musicians like myself who are trying to
get into computers before our children
overtake us entirely, but also to com-
puter buffs seeking a relatively painless
introduction to the world of music -
making.

Looking ahead a little, if the digital
sampling add-on can be developed
without too many problems - and the
sequencing software brought up to the
standard of the main control program at
the same time - this system could well
become strong enough to persuade
non -Commodore owners to invest in a
64, and that's saying something.
Mick Jones E&MM
Further information on the Micro -
sound 64 system is obtainable from
Autographics, 3a Reading Road,
Henley-on-Thames, Oxon PG9 1 AB.
Tel: (0491) 575469.

Postscript
As this issue of E&MM went to press,

Autographics informed us that their
sound -sampling add-on for the
Commodore 64 is now fully developed.
The hardware incorporates an input
amplifier suitable for mic or line signals,
programmable output attenuation and a
24dB roll -off low pass filter. Compan-
ding techniques are applied to input and
output signals, and the unit connects via
the cartridge expansion port.

On the software side, maximum sam-
pling rate is 32kHz, the sound being
stored in 30K of RAM. Timbre and ampli-
tude of the sampled sound can be mod-
ulated via an on -screen waveform dis-
play, and resulting samples/waveforms
can be dumped onto disk or cassette.
Pitch and amplitude information can be
derived in real time from the Microsound
64 Keyboard.

Cost of the basic hardware/software
package (excluding controlling key-
board) is expected to be between £150
and £200, and further information should
become available when the system goes
on sale later this year.
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Rack Shop
Special Deals
The pick of the top studio effects
at musician direct prices.
NUR 1 sec digital delay . £299
pitch shift doubler £349
KORG SPD 3000 delay . £699
DrawmerLim/Comp . . . £325
dual noise gate £275
Yamaha Digital reverb £400
Accessit full range . P.O.A.
There are many 'one off' ex -demo and used
items in our showroom. For callers only.

D.I.
Box
choice
For the best
results when
feeding a high
Z instrument
into low Z mike
inputs, use the BSS
active DI box. £59.00
For line or speaker level
signals, the passive EMO
works well. £31.00. Both types
feature jack in, XLR out, and an
earth isolation facility.

we OPEN41111.
for sales & demos
Mon -Fri, 9.30-5.30
Saturday, 10-2

Rock & Roll Klotz
Heavy duty cable made to with-
stand the roughest treatment.
Thick, rubber -like outer that's
flexible in hot or cold weather. It
wont kink, and is very easy to
strip. Stocks are matt black, also
in various pearl finish colours to
special order.
Mike Cable (twin) . . . . 50p/m
Guitar Cable (single) . . 50p/m
Patch Cable (single) . . . 40p/m
Speaker Cable, twin . . . 48p/m
Sample on request. Drum prices
quoted for longer lengths.

£619

Tape
Specialists
Ampex tape at reduced prices

406 456
1/4", NAB £9.20 £11.77
1/2", NAB £17.55 £22.79
1", NAB £29.32 £36.92
1/4",7" spool, GM180_0 . £6.99

Edit block £4.00 Edit tape £2.51
Leader, R/W £3.60. Cleaning kit
£3.00. Tape head demagnetiser
£18.50. Single edged blades (10)
£0.67. Pencils (12) £3.00.

Studio Supply for Creative Recording

Two unrepeatable
eight track offers
SECK 24/8/2 was a break-
through in price and quality. We
have bought up a large stock of
both road and studio versions, on
offer now at over 30% off the
original price. All in perfect
working condition. Full specs
and operating manual on request.
Road Cased . £ . £999
Studio . . . . . £950
TaSCa111 58 acknowledged
as one of the new breed of smar-
ter, faster Teacs. It features very
rugged construction and full XLR
connection. There has never
been a more professional
approach to half inch eight track.
On demo in our showroom.
Tascam 58 . 0841Z . £2750

Mikes by Mail
AKG D80 (budget) £25.00
D190E (cardioid) £49.00
D12 (dynamic) £132.00
D202 (twin capsule) . £123.50
Sennheiser MD421 . . £93.00
K3U (capacitor body) £47.00
ME20 (omni capsule) . £26.00
ME40 (cardioid caps) . . £36.00

Mike Boxes
Custom boxes for studio or
multiway applications.
16 XLR(f) & 8 jack £21.00
8 XLR(f) & 4 jack £12.15
2 XLR (m or 1) or 2 jack
£4.30. Connectors extra.

(

OP

Huge savings on
top of the range
recording products
while stocks last

Visit our
demo room

hear for
yourself

oft

Tannoy
Winner
The classic monitor sound of the
Tannoy, at a price within reach of
home studio owners.
Stratfords (pr) £117
Take another 5% off the total
price when you buy a complete
monitor package which also
includes a Quad amplifier.
303 (45W/ch) £135
405 (80W/ch) £215
Full range available, also JBL

The widest choice of four track systems and accessories
4 Fostex Producer System 0") 244 Producer Packages
I the 250 complete with AKG A from Tascam,includes the

D80 microphone, leads and ten same package of start up acces-
cassettes, so you get started the sories as with the Fostex.
minute you get home. Tascam 244
Fostex 250 £589

3 MT44 Challenger This is
Yamaha's contendor. Full

simulsync and the latest Dolby C
are featured. FREE Model 1478
four channel mixdown mixer with
bass, treble and pan controls
when you buy.
Yamaha MT44 £294

Eight track Wars
Call us for our confidential price
on both Fostex and Tascam eight.

FOSI2X 4,-411

IV

_Ian

15% VAT must be added to all prices shown.
Our Postage charges are;
up to £9 £1.00
over £40 £2.00
over £40 to £300 £3.00
Please check
directly for bigger items.
We accept telephone orders and
payment by credit card. We
operate a daily delivery into the
London area. Call us for details

Instant credit of
up to £1000 is now
possible for credit
card holders.
Call for details.

Brent View Road, LONDON NW9 7EL. Tel 01-202 4366 Telex 25769



BRISTOL LONDON BRISTOL  LONDON  BRISTOL LONDON BRISTOL BRISTOL 

The London Rock Shop Summer Sale
is on I Interest -Free Credit f 0% APR on
SELECTED items and great savings on all
our regular lines. Please note that on the
hottest, newest items stock availability
can be a problem - so please ring to check
before travelling any great distance.

London's musical multitrack centre in
our first floor showroom is packed full of
recording gear. We are London's leading
outlet for all Fostex multitrack hardware
- right from the amazing, new 16 -track
on 1/2" tape to the portable X-15 "baby
tracker".

So, if it's 16, 8, 4 or 2 -track you're after
why not come and get some "Sound
advice at a better Price"?

Here is a selection from our stock:

Fostex
Please Note: all OUR prices include 15% VAT
FOSTEX: B-16 NEW 16 -track on V2'' tape £3363
FOSTEX: 8090 remote control for B-16 £343
FOSTEX: A-8 8 -track on 1/4" tape £1259
FOSTEX: A-2 2 -track reel-to-reel POA
FOSTEX: 350 8 into 4 into 2 mixer £488
FOSTEX: 3060 6 way meter bridge for 350 £85

FOSTEX: 250 4 -track Multitracker £661

FOSTEX: X-15 NEW baby 4 -track cassette £299
FOSTEX: MN -15 4-1 mini mixer with compress.
FOSTEX: 8070 X-15 AC mains adaptor £26.40

OSTEX: 9060 "Orange" foot drop in/out £6.85

FOSTEX: 3180 Stereo spring reverb £338
FOSTEX: 3070 Stereo compressor/limiter £262

FOSTEX: 3050 Digital dealy with mod £199
OSTEX: 3030 Dual 10 -band graphic eq £164

FOSTEX: 3040 4 ch. Dolby C noise red £275

FOSTEX: 2050 10 x 2 line mixer £143

FOSTEX: 6301 Powered mini monitor £80
FOSTEX: SP -11 200w mini monitor 2 x 4" £79

OSTEX: 3010 32 way phono patch bay £45

FOSTEX: 8030 A -series remote control £42
FOSTEX: 8050 250/A-8 drop in switch £8.44
* * * * * Special cash prices on all Fostex recording
equipment during our July sales promotion: please call
in person to our London or Bristol stores for full details
of our extra special July dealsl (must end July 31st.)
instant Credit (Club 24) up to £1,000 on all Fostex
recording gear for credit card holders (subject
status). Please ring for further details

REVERB UNITS

MXR: NEW digital reverb stereo outputs £1944
DYNACORD: NEW DRP-16 8 presets with pre -delay £650
YAMAHA: R-1000 digital 4 delay settings £574
FOSTEX: 3180 stereo spring with pre -delay £338
VESTA-FIRE: RV -1 mono in stereo out spring £229

REAT BRITISH SPRING: updated black tube model £229
ACCESSIT: mono in stereo out spring inc. psu £140
BOSS: RX-100 mono/stereo in/out spring £165 £115

Please note: ALL our prices nc
SOUNDTRACS: 16-8-16 desk for Fostex B-16 POA

SECK: NEW 12-2 mixer ergonomically superb! £499

SECK: NEW 6-2 mixer a design masterpiece, £299

MTR: NEW 12-8-2 8 track mixing desk £424
CUTEC: MR -808 "Octette" 8 track Beta cassette £899

MTR: 6-4-2 mixing desk for Yamaha MT-44/Aria £226

ARIA: R504 4 channel multitrack cassette £474
YAMAHA: RM-804 8-4-2 recording desk £799

YAMAHA: MT -44 4 ch. cassette deck ONLY £339

YAMAHA: RC -10 remote control for MT -44 .. £45

YAMAHA: MM -30 mixer with echo/graphic for MT44..f. 199

YAMAHA: PB-44 patch board for MT-44/MM-30 £79
YAMAHA: RB-20 New rack for MT -44 system £149
YAMAHA: MS -10 20watt self -powered mini monitor El 29
YAMAHA  MM -10 portable 4 channel mixer £95

YAMAHA: MA -10 headphone amp with ambience £79
THEATRE PROJECTS: active D.I. box ground lift £75

VESTA-FIRE: TB -1 passive D.I. box £25

ACCESSIT: Stereo reverb unit exc. power supply £132
ACCESSIT: Compressor, Noise gate, Dual eq ea. £51

ACCESSIT: Single 30v power supply unit £8

ACCESSIT: 4 -way power supply £33
FOSTEX: 3010 all phono patch bay £45
ACCESSIT: Patch Bay (jacks or ph onos at rear) £73

ACCESSIT: set 8 x 0.5m phono-phono cords £7

ACCESSIT: Headphone splitter box,
Stereo 15w power amp all in stock

* Please send 25p in stamps for ACCESSIT brochure *
BOSE: New Home studio monitor speakers due July
ROCKMAN: X-100 updated lower noise unit £235
ROCKMAN: NEW Bass unit with compression £225
BOSS: HA -5 Play Bus Rockman type unit £79
MPC: Sync Track Roland TR-6061808 tape sync £39.95
TDK Tapes: full range stocked at competitive prices
AMPEX: Grand Master GM -1800 tape for Fostex A-8 £8

MPEX: 456 ',/2" tape for Fostex B -I6 £26
ICROPHONES: Shure, AKG, Sennheiser, Beyer, Cutec
ICROPHONE STANDS: Beyer & budget

booms from £16.95
EADPHONES: Sennheiser, Beyer & Roland

YANA Pilietr431YEIRITIMMITIT1Inftler-IWT4399
YAMAHA: CP-70B Electric Grand-to order .... RRP: £4299
YAMAHA: PF-15 FM 88 -note weighted keys £1049
YAMAHA: PF-10 FM 76 -note touch sensitive £849
YAMAHA: CP-7 5 octave stereo chorus £399 £325
ROLAND: HP -400 & HP -300 Home pianos
ROLAND: HP -70, HP -60 & HP -30 Piano Plus
ROLAND: EP -11 piano plus rhythms/auto acc.
* Full details of the Roland "Piano Plus" range may be
obtained from our Bristol store only*

DRUM MACHINES

OBERHEIM: DMX extra memory &s'ware updates £2609
OBERHEIM: DMXe Main Frame choose your own cards
OBERHEIM: Replacement cards for DMX from £94
OBERHEIM: DX now with sync -to -tape £1257
* Unbeatable Oberheim prices to personal callers*
MXR: Digital Drums £1295

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS: DrumTraks tuneable £95(
DRUMULATOR: New 64 song model crash or ride £895

ROLAND: TR-909 digital/analog hybrid RAM pack £695

ROLAND: TR-808 original rhythym composer E495

YAHAMA: RX-11 digital 16 voice & RAM packs £795

YAMAHA: RX-15 digital 12 voice tape dump £44'
ROLAND: CR-8000 Compurhythm variable programs £34!
ROLAND: CR-5000 Compurhythm presets..to order £245

ROLAND: PB-300 Rhythm plus for HP pianos £241

ROLAND: TR-606 "Drumatix" £285 £19'
MPC: Sync Track sync -to -tape for TR-606/808 £39.9!
BOSS: DR -110 New Dr. Rhythm E135 £9'
YAHAMA: MR -10 presets with playing pads £89 £7'

RACK -MOUNTING UNITS

ease n  e: our p ces nc
DIGI-ATOM: 4800 analog to MIDI interface £79'
VESTA-FIRE: SF -010 Dual flanger/chorus rack £27'
VESTA-FIRE: Dual Compressor/limiter £29.
IBANEZ: HD -1000 pitch shifter + dig. delay £29'
ASHLEY: SC -33 stereo noise gates £29'
APHEX: Model f3 Aural exciter £44.

ROLAND: SDD-3000 dimension D £29'
ROLAND: SBF-325 stereo flanger £23
ROLAND: SVC-350 rack -mount vocoder £47

IBANEZ: GE -3101 31 band graphic equaliser £23
IBANEZ: GE -1502 2 x 15 band graphic equaliser £25

WASHBURN: Bottom Line bass effect unit £15
WASHBURN: Stack -in -a -rack guitar rack effects £15
WASHBURN: Rack Time echo/flanger/chorus all 31 £23
ARIA: rack -mounting analog echo E.11

( SYNTHESIZERS

ROLAND MKB-1000 NEW "Mother Keyboard" touch -
responsive 6 octave midi controller keyboard £145
ROLAND MKS -30 NEW midi 19" rack -mounting poly synt
for MKB-1000 or expander use £74

ROLAND Juno 106 NEW midi polysynth £8C

ROLAND JX-3P Programmable/Preset/Polyphonic £65

ROLAND PG -200 Optional programmer forJX-3P £14

ROLAND Juno 60 Poly synth 64 memories £65

ROLAND Juno 6 Poly synth w/arpeggiator S/

ROLAND Jupiter 8A split k'board patch memories ... £275
ROLAND Jupiter 6 midi split keyboard £120
ROLAND MC -202 Microcomposer sync -to -tape £23

ROLAND SH-101 Monophonic synth with built-in 100 ste
sequencer and arpeggiator E23

ROLAND MGS-1 hand grip and mod. control for SH-101
KORG Poly 800 NEW midi polyphonic synth £45

OBERHEIM OB-8 midi polyphonic synth £394

OBERHEIM XPANDER amazing new analog/digital hybri
OBERHEIM DSX multi voice polyphonic sequencer
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS Prophet 600 w/sequencer
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS Prophet 5 the original
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS Prophet T-8 amazingl
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS Six Traks midi polysynth
MOOG Source new model with clock in, sync in.
YAMAHA DX -7 midi 32 memories + RAM stora
YAMAHA DX -9 midi 20 memories FM sounds ......

YAMAHA CS -01 incredibly versatile mini synth

YAMAHA Breath controller for CS -01 and DX -7
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GUITARS & BASS GUITARS

MODELS:

FENDER SQUIER: '57(m/n) and '62(r/n)Strats
FENDER SQUIER: '52 butterscotch Telecaster
FENDER SQUIER: '57 (m/n) and '62(r/n) Precisions
FENDER SQUIER: '62 Jazz basses (s/bst, white, black)
FENDER SQUIER (Popular series): '70s Strats
FENDER SQUIER (Popular series): Telecaster

FENDER SQUIER (Popular series): Jazz basses

WASHBURN: Tour 24 tasty black 'n' red locking vib
YAMAHA: SG -200 guitars and BB -300/400 basses
TOKAI: a selection when available
IBANEZ: Musician 924 (fretted) 940 (fretless) bass
ARIA: a few tasty models from this enormous range
WESTONE: Thunder IA Active bass R/H, L/H, fretless
WESTONE: Thunder & Concord budget basses
ROLAND: US -2 GR-splitter box for GR-300+ 700 £99
ROLAND: NEW GR-700 midi guitar polysynth £1500
ROLAND: NEW G-707 guitar synth controller £699
ROLAND: G-808 Neck thru' body guitar synth £610
ROLAND: G-303 same shape as 808 fitted neck £500
ROLAND: G-505 with trem: blue, red or sbrst £510
ROLAND: G-202 nat., red or blue with case £355
ROLAND: GR-300 blue floor unit for all models S/H
STEINBERGER: NEW headless guitar now in!
STEINBERGER: Fretted and fretless basses
STATUS: headless bass dark/light woods £1096
STATUS: NEWguitar dark/light woods £1096
BOND: Please ring for details re release date.
All prices quoted are list price (RRP). Please call in
pe

RRP

COMPUTER MUSIC A

YAHAMA: OX -1
YAHAMA: 78 -PR 8 module FM synthesis 19" rack E3995
YAHAMA: CX-5 MSX music computer due October
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS: Commodore 64 sequencer £184

pEK: CMU-800 Compu-music and Apple II's
s'wa re £249
Sequencing software for Commodore 64
Sequencing/Arpeggiator for Sinclair Spectrum
Midi Interface box for above software

!TRACK: Step -time sequencer for BBC B E159
SOFT: Multi program

y MIDI keyboard and
B micro. Real-time

honic sequencer and
ime with loading from
ard. Also displays
a DX -7 parameters

D envelope generator

ics. Please send 35p for

tails and sample print-
POA

ETTI MUSIC SOFTWARE:

Software: Sinclair Spectrum MIDI a rpeggiator
Software: Sinclair Spectrum MIDI sequencer
Software: Sinclair Spectrum DX p'meter display

ND: MSQ-700 Midi sequencer + sync-to-tape 1899
ND: MM -4 4 -way Midi thru' box £49
ND: JSQ-60 sequencer for Juno 60/JP-8A E199

MIDI

49

DIGITAL&TAPE ECHO UNITS

AtillimIS COMBOSS

Mir ERRP £SALE
OK Keyboard (silver). £289 E 1 99

ROLAND Cube 40K Keyboard (silver)... .... . . ... £225 £155
ROLAND Cube 60CH Chorus (grey) .......... .NEW..E255 £179
ROLAND Cube 40CH Chorus (grey) NEW..E215 £159
ROLAND Cube 100 (orange) dual overdrive 1359 £249
ROLAND Cube 60 footswitch overdrive E239 £167
ROLAND Cube 40 lx10" w/master volume E199 £139
ROLAND Cube 20 w/master vol.+ reverb £155 £109
ROLAND Cube 60 Bass portable studio combo. .£259 £179
ROLAND Spirit 50 Bass 50w lx15" wkastors £245 E169
ROLAND Spirit 30 Bass 30w 1x12" £185 £129
ROLAND Spirit 15 Bass practice combo £135 £99
ROLAND Spirit 50 w'reverb 50w lx12" £225 £155
ROLAND Spirit 25A wreverb NEW..E165 E115
ROLAND Spirit 10A with master volume £89 £69
ROLAND Jazz Chorus JC-50 1x12" £315 £229
ROLAND Jazz Chorus JC-120 2x12" w/castors £559 £419
ROLAND Bolt 30 1x12" valve overdrive £345 f199
ROLAND Bolt 60 I x 12'' valave overdrive £449 £299
ROLAND P.A. 150 8ch. stereo mixer/P.A. amp £699 £489
ROLAND PA 250 8ch. 2x12 watt mixer/amp £799 £599
ROLAND SST -40 40 watt monitor/PA/k'brd cab ea £133
ROLAND SST -60 60 watt monitor/PA'k'brd cab ea £157
ROLAND SST -80 80 watt I x12" + 3xpiezo cab
BOSS MA -1 mini guitar belt amp £46 eat 8E1329

BOSS MA -5 5 watt practice keyboard combo £76 £49
BOSS MA -15 15 watt excellent monitor/combo.... £130 £89
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 keyboad combo lx15"3ch.. . £288 £245
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 keyboard head £192 £165
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 bass combo lx15" ................ . £237 £199
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 bass head compr. pa req... .... £142 E 129
CARLSBRO lx15" cab to match Cobra 90 head....... -_£119 £99
CARLSBRO Hornet 45 k'bd combo 2 ch. w/rev ...... E199 £169
CARLSBRO Hornet 45 lead combo 1 x12" w/rev £177 £158
CARLSBRO Hornet 45 bass combo I x12" wkomp £165 £148
CARLSBRO Stingray bass head 150 watt. ............. £213 £179
CARLSBRO Stingray bass combo 1x15" 150w £347 £295
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 P.A. head 4 ch. w/rev..... ............... £196 £166
CARLSBRO Marlin 150w P.A. head 6 ch. reverb £294 £249
CARLSBRO Marlin 300w PA head 6 ch. reverb £392 £333
SESSIONETTE 75 watt lx12" amazing guitar combo
SESSIONETTE 75 watt 2x10" combo £291 :922539

SESSIONETTE 120 watt 4x10" bass combo . ..... £425 £382
TRACE ELLIOTT AH-150 watt head 7 -band graphic eq....... ........... £333
TRACE ELLIOTT 1110 150w 4x10" combo 11 -band eq
TRACE ELLIOTT 7410 150w 4x10" combo 7 -band eq
TRACE ELLIOTT NEW 1518 I x 15" 200w speaker cab
TRACE ELLIOTT AH-250 watt head w/ I 1 -band graphic
TRACE ELLIOTT GP -11 11 -band graphic eq. preamp
TRACE ELLIOTT 1115 150w lx 15" combo 11 -band eq
TRACE ELLIOTT 7115 150w lx15" combo 7 -band eq
TRACE ELLIOTT 4x10" 200 watt 8 ohm speaker cabs
TRACE ELLIOTT i x 15" 1514 200w 4 ohm cab .
TRACE ELLIOTT AH-500 500 watt head with X -over
TRACE ELLIOTT RA -500 rack mounting power amp
TRACE ELLIOTT 1524 2x 15" 400 watt 4 ohm cab

£641
£580
E324
£567
£239
£665
£604
£305
£327
£721
£475
£621

Please note: ALL our prices include VAT
ROLAND: SDE-3000 8 memories all functions £799
ROLAND: SDE-1000 4 memories long delay £399
ROLAND: SRE-555 rack -mounting chorus echo £550
ROLAND: RE -501 chorus echo with reverb £450
ROLAND: RE -201 original tape "space echo" £350
BOSS: DE -200 digital echo with trigger input £279
KORG: SDD-3000 9 memories 1024 ms. delay £799
KORG: SDD-1000 NEW model with trigger input POA
IBANEZ: DM -2000 digital delay with readout £325
IBANEZ: DM -1100 NEW long delay model £295
YAMAHA: D-1500 NEW 16 memory MIDI digital ..... £639
VESTA-FIRE: NEW budget model excellent value £249
FOSTEX: 3050 ADT/flanger/chorus add-on unit El
... plus many more analog echo & delay pedals

£RRP BALE
DR -110 NEW Doctor Rhythm (patterns & tracks) £135 £99
DE -200 Rack -mounting digital delay with trig ......... £375 £279
DD -2 NEW digital delay pedal 800ms. echo £175 E129
DM -100 Analog delay + stereo chorus unit £195 £110
DM -2 Analog delay pedal: discontinued few left at ............ ... ... . £79
CE -2 Original mono chorus pedal pale blue £92 £59
CE -3 Stereo chorus pedal metallic blue £85 £59
HA -5 "Play Bus" rockman-type multi effect £115 £79
RH-11M Headphones + mini microphone for HA -5 £69 £49
HC -2 Hand clap unit with ext. trigger or pad £69 £55
PC -2 Percussion synth syndrum type w/ext. trig. £69 £49
HM -2 Heavy metal pedal ideal for power chords £55 £39
SD -1 Overdrive pedal with tone control £63 £44
DS -I Distortion pedal fuzz box type £63 £44
PD -1 Rocker distortion foot controllable £89 £59
PV/ -1 Rocker wah-wah pedal variable depth £99 £69
PV -1 Rocker active boost volume pedal + 20db £95 £66
BCB-6 Carrying caseipedal board for 5 units £69 £49
PSM-5 Power supply/effects loop for BCB-6 £75 £49
PSA-220 Mains adaptor for SH-101 synth E16 £12
ACA -220 Individual pedal battery eliminator £16 £12
PH -1R Phaser pedal with added resonance ............... ..... £89 £59
OC-2 Octaver pedal with 1 &2 octaves down £65 £48
TW-1 Touch Wall auto triggered wah-wah pedal £74 £49
VB-2 Vibrato pedal excellent for bass h'monics £79 £55
GE -7 7 -band graphic equaliser with boost £89 £62
GE -10 10 -band graphic equaliser (mains) £125 £87
BF -2 Flanger pedal 4 controls purple £95 £69
FA -1 F.E.T preamp ideal for transducer piups £37 £27
MA -1 Mascot amp with belt clip 6 line in £46 £32
MA -S Mini 5 watt mains practice combo 2 inputs £76 £49
MA -15 Ace 15 watt keyboard/practice combo £130 £89
MS -100 100 watt 2x4" mini mic stand monitor £99 £69
MS -100A Microphone stand adaptor for MS -I00 £25 £19
FV-100 Volume pedal with minimum vol setting £65 £45
FV-200 Stereo volume pedal also filter pedal £75 £52
1-44 Junction box phono-mini jack -jack £21 £14
1 -55 -way interconnected jack socket splitter........ .......... £22 £15
KM -2 2 into I useful mini mixer & pre -amp £27 £19
KM -044 into I battery powered compact mixer £53 £37
13X-400 4 into I mixer £99 £69
BX-600 6 into 2 stereo mixer lightweight .£149 £99
TU-12 Chromatic auto guitar/bass tuner (grey) £52 £35
TU-12H NEW extended range auto tuner (white). ...... £55 £38
RX-100 Mono or stereo add-on spring reverb . ..£165 £115
Boss batteries available for all battery powered units

Full colour Boss catalogue available in limited quantity: Please
send 35p In stamps to cover postage. Mail Order: just ring Bristol
store with your credit card number and we will despatch within
24 hours. Personal cheques take some time to clear.

CATALOGUE REQUESTS: Please state exactly what
products interest you and enclose 35p in stamps to
cover postage costs. All mail order enquiries to our
Bristol store will receive immediate attention.

TRACE ELLIOTT 1084 8x 10" 400 watt 4 ohm cab £598
All Trace Elliott prices are nett of discount INCORP COMPUMUSIC
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Please send me the following items:

and more information on the following'

NAME: (Block Capitals)'

ADDRESS'

I enclose F which includes E for post and packing. Ring for exact p&p charges on larger items. Please send

all mail order enquiries to our Bristol store for immediate attention. Allow at least 14 days for personal cheque clearance.
Bankers' orders and credit card sales sent next day We accept Access, Barclaycard, Eurocheques and part -exchange.

*THE LONDON ROCK SHOPS:*
26 Chalk Farm Road London NW I Tel.: 01-267 5381/7851 (Open 7 days a week during Sales)

7 Union Street Bristol, Avon Tel.: 0272-276 944 (Mon -Sat 10.00-1730 hrs.) TO:

26 CHALK FARM RD. LONDON NW1. cf`a 0 .267.5381

WE GIVE
"SOUND ADVICE

AT A BETTER PRICE"
Rock 'n' Roland

L LZ.LIO.L

CT/ I Ll
L 7. UNION STREET. BRISTOL. 0 0272.276144
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ACCESSORY REVIEW

TED Digisound
Paul White and a new Dutch product that enables digitally stored sounds to
be replayed manually or by means of a trigger signal from a drum
machine, a computer, or even a microphone.

The most popular current electro-
nic music buzzwords must surely
be 'digital' and 'sampling', and

both of these apply to the Digisound
circuitry. Basically, a read only memory
(or ROM) chip is programmed with a
short burst of 'real' sound which can be
regurgitated on demand by applying a
trigger pulse to the circuit.

As it is only cost effective to store
relatively short bursts of sound by this
method, its application is generally lim-
ited to reproducing percussive effects,
and it is in this field that the Digisound
modules are designed to be used.

Each Digisound module contains one
percussive sound which may be trig-
gered by means of the built-in switch, a
trigger pulse from a rhythm machine or a
piezo-electric microphone. Although the
voice module is interchangeable, achi-
eving this requires an inordinate amount
of dismantling, and I would imagine that
most units would be returned to the
distributors if this service is ever needed.

The units require an unstabilised
power supply capable of delivering a
minimum of ±18 volts and a maximum
of ±24 volts and, although the current
requirements are not stated, I would
estimate that it would be in the order of
150ma per module. Two power supplies
are manufactured by TED for this pur-
pose, the DG2 being capable of power-
ing two units and the DG10 of powering
ten.

Currently available voicings include
both conventional drum kit and Simmons
sounds, and more sounds are expected
to be available later in the year.

Construction
Housed in a steel box 240mm x

120mm x 45mm, the Digisound is singu-
larly flat (much like its country of origin).
The power in and power link connectors
are three -pin DIN sockets, whilst both
trigger in and audio out sockets are
22

quarter -inch mono jacks.
There are three rotary controls for

pitch, trigger sensitivity and output level,
in addition to the pushbutton which per-
mits direct manual triggering.

Internal construction is fairly conven-
tional, being based on fibreglass PCBs,
but the sound module, or 'DSBB Hart' as
it is called, is not just a standard EPROM
but a plastic encapsulated circuit with
special connectors. This is used osten-
sibly to increase reliability (the Hart is
guaranteed for eight years), but I sus-
pect it has more to do with industrial
security, it being impossible for anybody
to duplicate the Hart programme using
an EPROM copier.

The circuitry contains its own voltage
regulators, and anti-aliasing filters are
provided to prevent the clock frequency
appearing at the output.

In Use
The two modules reviewed here were

programmed with 'bass drum' and
'Simmons torn' voicings respectively,
both of which were of high quality with
no perceptible background noise (quoted
S/N ratio is 72dB).

Manual triggering by means of the
pushswitch worked well, but more un-
expectedly, the external trigger facility
was found to be particularly versatile, in
that it would trigger not only from pulses
but also from the analogue voice outputs
on a drum machine. I used a Roland
TR606 Drumatix that's been modified to
produce separate voice outputs, and the
Digisound triggered from all these, inclu-
ding the cymbal voice, providing that the
accent was not programmed on any of
the cymbal beats, otherwise retriggering
occurred during the decay period of the
cymbal sound.

John Hornby Skewes kindly provided
one of Digisound's contact mics, which
would normally be used to trigger the

modules from conventional drums but
can also be used to convert your ironing
board into a novel drum synth. This
worked very well, though the sensitivity
has to be adjusted to optimise reliable
triggering, and by taping the mics to
your shoes, you can tap dance to the
accompaniment of real drum sounds.
This opens up new horizons for techni-
cally minded buskers who could now
actually play the drums just be tapping
their feet.. .

Conclusions
One recommended use of the Digi-

sound system is to trigger the module's
sounds from real drums in order to avoid
miking up problems. This does work
very well but there is no dynamic control
over the sounds which may be limiting
for music other than disco styles, though
on the other hand, it might help to
tighten up uneven playing dynamics.

The tuning control works over more
than one octave, but at slower settings
the sound quality suffers, as the clock fre-
quency is low enough to pass through the
output filters. In practice, there is more
pitch control than strictly necessary and a
good range of usable sounds is available
without going to either extreme.

At an RRP of £69.95 per module (not
including power supply or contact mike),
the Digisounds are undoubtedly good
value if only a few are required but, if
you're in the market for a full drum kit,
there are less expensive, more flexible
systems available that not only produce
sounds but also offer sequencing and
dynamic control. The TED Digisound
does what it does exceedingly well,
sounds good and is easy to operate. It
provides a convenient method of
improving the sound of a poor drum kit
for live or studio use, and I'm sure it will
be readily accepted by the home record-
ing fraternity.

The beauty of the system lies in its
flexibility: if you only want a bass drum,
you can buy just a bass drum. Perhaps
the TED Digisound will mean that your
old analogue drum machine isn't obsol-
ete after all.. .

Paul White E&MM

TED Digisound Modules: D1001-3 £69.95,
D9002 2 -unit power supply £1 9.00,
D9004 Trigger mic with lead £2.95,
09005 Connector Cable £3.50. Further
information: John Homby Skewes,
Salem House, Gal -forth, Leeds, LS25
1PX. Tel: (0532) 865381.

JULY 1984 E&MM



86-88 MITCHAM LANE
STREATHAM SW16

01 769 5681/01-769 6496

With the advent of electronic music, now technique does
not inhibit talent. With the availability of sequencers and
computer systems, and the impressive sounds of synthe-
sisers, it does not take a virtuoso to express a musical
concept. Gigsounds has an extensive product range from
the best brands. Our years of experience will match your
requirements to the sound. Our technical expertise will
ensure that there are no interfacing or technical problems.

Yamaha DX7 DX9 PF10 PF15
Roland Juno 106 JX3P Jupiter 6 TR909
Sequential Circuits - Six Trak Drum Trak T80
Siel Opera 6-+ Expander
Drumulator - New Chips
Midi Sequencer- 329 + VAT

IN STOCK
IN STOCK
IN STOCK
IN STOCK
IN STOCK
IN STOCK

LALLRIALLILLILI

22 RUSHEY GREEN
CATFORD SE6

01-690 8621/01-690 8622

.& !Ad&V

The need for recording equipment is with every musician who
wants to capture his ideas and talent. For the writer or working
musician, a recording system is an essential tool on the road to
success. Gigsound can help you along the road. Our years of
experience with musical instruments, and our own commercial
sixteen track recording studio in the basement, enable us to offer
you advice at street level. We can select the ideal package or
equipment for your needs. We can show you how to use the
equipment to obtain the best results for your music, such as our six
day recording course. We're not just a music shop, our studio
manager and service personnel, are available to give you full
technical back up and support. Unlike our competitors we're not
just a fast buck maker, who sells the popular gear. We have an
extensive range of brand alternatives, and a full range of ancillary
products, from tape to XLR connectors.

FOSTEX A8, Fostex 350 Mixer, Access Revert), Sennheiser
43V mic (with transformer) including leads £1595 +VAT
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PLEASE
TELEPHONE TO

ARRANGE DELIVERY OF
YOUR SIMMONS SDS7

SIMMONS DRUMS

01-769 5681
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The prime purpose of amplification is
to get you heard. Our experience will
help you get the best system for your
need. Come in and we'll show you
what's watt . .

We also have an extensive range of
guitars to suit everyone. Come in and
check it out; there's only six strings
attached.

We are London's exclusive agents for
these handmade British bosses. In our
view the best in the world.
Wal Custom Fretless £695
Wal Custom Fretted £695
Limited stock on Wal Pro £399

New GR700 Guitar synth. Touch sen-
sitive + fully dynamic. Compatible with
previous and to others.

New Comet range. Great Trem &
graphite nut £199



INSTANT  INTEREST FREE  CREDIT
2 YEAR GUARANTEE

MAIL ORDER ANYWHERE

IF YOU CAN'T SEE IT LISTED PHONE US

TASCAM LIST IIFC

M244 Portastudio 675
M234 Portastudio 549

34 995
38 1,899
2A Mixer. 233

M35 Mixer 1,389
YAMAHA
MT44 399 368
MM30 199 184
JBL
8216 Pair 179
4401 -Pair 378
2312 - Pair 895

159.85140.00
63.25 55.00
33.35 29.00

1111111UDIO TECHNIC
ROI

330EBT 143.75126.00

26.00 21.00
21.00 17.00
39.00 31.00
54.00 42.00
54.00 42.00
75.00 59.00
87.00 69.00
62.00 49.00

HURE
£ £

M58LC 245.98114.00
M57LC 190.72 89.00
E86LC 187.16 88.00
E66LC 163.09 76.00
5DLC 182.70 85.00
KG
12E
190

(neigovr=e)

MXR LIST IIFC
E E

Mains Flanger 176.00 59.00
Micro Flanger 94.00 35.00
Mains Limiter 117.00 42.00
Phase 100 132.00 34.00
Phase 90 99.00 27.00
Dynacomp 71.00 34.00

BOSS
Boss Pedals -

Phone for best price

IBANEZ
SD9 Sonic distortion 49.00 37.00
AD9 Echo 133.00 99.00
CS9 Chorus 85.00 64.00
TS9 Tubescreamer 49.00 37.00
FL9 Flanger 69.00 52.00

FRONTLINE
Distortion 22.00
Super Distortion 27.00
Super A / B Box - 29.00
Delay - 69.00
Stereo Chorus - 49.00
Stereo Flanger - 57.00

PHONE FOR
CASH AND CARRY PRICES

J

KORG LIST IIFC

I WOO -VI I' f
SIV .,,....."ii'll Poly 800 635 569

.'::ytL ...k \ \\VI . Poly 61
PolySix985 775

1,260 949
, 11, Trident II 2 999 1,739

Super Section 449 325
KPR 77 Rhythm Unit 449 325
SIEL
Mono 249 229
Cruise 649 598
Opera 6 Poly 1 298 1,198
Piano PX 749 690
Expander 699 644
YAMAHA
DX9 899 829

TEK CABS LIST IIFC
E

Pair 2 x 10 - 165.00
1 x 10 Monitor
Pair Stands - 75.00

TEK Cabs are a modern range
of PA enclosures incorporat-
ing modern high tensile
plastics with powerful speaker
handling capacities. Light-
weight 111kg per 2 x 101,
durable, extremely tough.
Immediate no -quibble refund
if dissatisfied!
Low cost mail order anywhere
UK mainland.

CAR LSBORO LIST IIFC Super Champ 297.00 246.00
e I Deluxe Reverb I 516.00 428.00

Marlin 6-150 ..... .295.00 253.00 S udio Lead 1-12 415.00 345.00
Marlin 6-300 392.00 337.00 Showman 2-12 830.00 689.00
Cobra 9OPA 196.00 168.00 Twin Reverbs II 845.00 702.00
2 x 12 + HRN + Bullit .. -360.00 309.00 Montreaux 553.27 434.00
Cobra 90 Bass Combo .... 237.00 204.00 Harvard 229.00 179.00
Cobra 90 Lead Combo .. . 237.00* 204.00 Yale 322.36 253.00
Cobra 90 Keyboard Combo289.00 248.00 Stage Lead 1 x 12 460.90 361.00
ADI Echo 151.51 130.00 Princeton II 396.73 329.00
FENDER
Sidekick 20 166.00 152.00 SESSIONETTE
Sidekick 30 194.00 179.00 75/112 265.00 244.00
Sidekick 50 Bass 271 00 250 00 75.'210 291 00 268 00

FENDER

Standard Strat inc trem,
inc case 549.00 455.00

Elite Strat inc trem,
inc case 767.00 637.00

Standard Precision Bass
inc case 512.00 425.00

Squire '62 Strat 283.00 248.00
Squire '57 Strat 274.00 240.00
Squire '57 Precision 262.00 229.00
Squire '57 Telecaster 243.00 213.00
Squire Popular Strat 200.00 185.00
WESNE
Thunder 1 149.00 130.00
Thunder 1A 189.00 165.00
Thunder 1 Bass 159.00 139.00
Thunder 1A Bass 179.00 157.00
Thunder III Bass 349.00 306.00
Rainbow 1

Semi Acoustic 259.00 227.00

LIST IIFC

VINTON

PEARL LIST IIFC.

Export
Shell r2:88 132:32

TRACK
205 Kit,

System Two 429.00 395.00
405 Kit,

System Four 685_00632.00
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AMPLIFIER REVIEW

TransAm Pearl
Five Amplifier
Paul White takes a look at a five -channel mixer amplifier with built-in
reverb, suitable for keyboard or PA applications.

This British -built amplifier, although
similar in appearance to some of
its contemporaries, offers not only

150 watts of power but also independent
control of reverb and auxiliary levels for
each channel. The high and low imped-
ance inputs mean that most types of
microphone will be compatible and,
although the Pearl Five is predominantly
a PA amplifier, the design is eminently
suitable for multikeyboard applications
where the variable auxiliary send could
be a real asset to many players.

Construction
The cabinet is manufactured from

heavy duty plywood, finished in deeply
grained vinyl with tough plastic corners,
whilst the front and back panels house
the preamplifiers and power stage res-
pectively. This form of construction
offers no surprises, being absolutely
conventional in almost every respect. It's
a well -tried design, both rugged and
visually attractive, and offers easy
access for servicing. The front panel is
manufactured from steel and finished in
black (powder coating I suspect) with
white legending, a perspex panel being
fitted to the upper half to give quite a
sophisticated appearance.

The preamp circuitry is built on fibre-
glass PCBs which mount directly behind
the pots, and is based around the indus-
try standard 741 IC which, although no
longer a state of the art device, never-
theless offers an economical blend of
reliability and reasonable performance.
Also mounted on the front panel is a
dual -spring long delay line which pro-
duces the inbuilt reverb effect.

A conventional bi-polar power ampli-
fier supplies the drive, and this shares
the back panel with the power supply
and output sockets, the whole panel
being utilised as a heatsink. Internal
loose wiring is minimal, which makes for
an amp that is both reliable and easy -to -
produce, the only exception being the
coax feeding the reverb spring, which is
not restrained and dangles rather too
near to the springs for comfort.

Controls
Each input channel has a high and low

impedance input, a volume control and
two -band EQ (bass and treble). In addi-
tion, there are auxiliary and reverb con-
trols, a master footswitch socket being
fitted so that these effects may be dis-
abled when not required. To the right of
E&MM JULY 1984

the panel is the master volume control,
the presence control and the master
reverb control.

The Auxiliary in and out sockets are
located below the master volume control

Performance
In use, the Pearl Five does its job with

little fuss and a minimum of background
noise, which is surprising considering
the use of 741s in the input stage: hats
off to the designers on this point. Even
the low impedance mic inputs are quiet
enough for live use, though they pro-
bably wouldn't satisfy many studio
engineers; then again, that isn't what
they're designed for. The low Z mic
inputs are unbalanced and will not
accept balanced inputs on stereo jacks,
so if you normally use these you'll need
to make up some more leads, or at least
some adaptors.

At first sight, the Pearl Five may seem
to be a very ordinary PA amp, but it
transpires that the design, finish, and
sound quality are all to a very high stan-
dard and, what is more, the RRP is sur-
prisingly low at only £245. The EQ is more
than adequate for PA or keyboard amp
uses and the spring reverb also works
well in either application. As is the case
with most spring reverbs, over -appli-
cation can result in unpleasant 'twangy'
effects, particularly where drum mach-
ines are concerned, but a little care on
the part of the user should render this
problem insignificant.

rather than on the back panel where
many manufacturers choose to put
them, and this is a great help when
connecting up on a dimly lit stage. On
the rear panel are the usual mains input,
mains switch and speaker outputs, in
addition to which a slave in/out socket is

also provided, enabling a slave amp to
be connected or the Pearl itself to be
used as the slave.

Having a variable auxiliary send for
each channel is unusual in an amp of this
price, and for keyboard use this is a
definite advantage as you're unlikely to
require the same amount of the same
effect on all instruments. Even a guitar
sounds decent through this amp (rarely
the case with PA equipment) so the Pearl
Five will also be of interest to the cabaret
performer who wants to play everything
into one system.

Conclusions
All in all, the TransAm looks great and

should last for a good few years; there's
a two-year guarantee to back this up,
and being British, spares for the amp are
easy to come by. Only the Welsh could
come up with such an English design
and then put an American name on it,
but seeing that they're offering so much
performance at such a modest price, I

think they can call it whatever they like!
The TransAm range extends to slave

amps and speaker systems, while a fur-
ther PA amp, similar in specification to
the Pearl Five, is also produced with
built-in analogue delay effects under the
model name of Diamond Five and at an
RRP of £450.
Paul White E&MM

TransAm amplification is manufac-
tured by TransAm (UK), Cwmfelin,
Cross Keys, Newport, Gwent NP1 1JU
(Tel: (0495) 200220) and distributed in
England by GC Music (Gary Charman)
on (0386) 553025. Review model
supplied by Sound Centre Cardiff. Tel:
(0222) 34018.
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Ibanez DM 1 100
Digital Delay

EFFECTS REVIEW

It could be argued that Ibanez have more experience of designing budget`
priced delay units than any other manufacturer. Now they've come up
with a rack -mounting digital model that incorporates a maximum delay
time in excess of three -and -a -half seconds. Paul White analyses its
potential.

This new Ibanez delay incorporates
state-of-the-art circuitry and in-
cludes modulation and hold facilities

in addition to straight delay effects. A
maximum delay time of 3600ms is avail-
able, but it should be realised that the
maximum bandwidth has been restric-
ted to 8kHz in order to facilitate this.

The input is converted into eight bits,
but pre -emphasis and low -noise corn-
panding circuitry enable the equivalent
input noise to be kept down to a sur-
prisingly respectable -95dBm, with the
minimum of distortion.

Controls
The input is immediately followed by

level and tone controls, the level control
incorporating a pull switch that configures
the input stage as a microphone amplifier,
which means that a mic can be plugged
directly into the input without the need
for a mixer or special preamp. A five -
section LED meter enables the input
level to be matched accurately for
optimum performance.

Next in line is an eight -position rotary
delay time selector, and a fine delay time
control pot that enables delays of be-
tween seven and 3600ms to be quickly
and easily set up. There's no numeric
readout of delay time - undoubtedly a
cost-cutting move - but for most pur-
poses this is not an essential facility.

The modulation and speed controls
come next, and these are used to pro-
duce chorus, flanging and vibrato effects.
Another pull switch is incorporated into
the feedback pot to reverse the phase of
the feedback signal, and this means that
subtle changes of colour can be intro-
duced into flanging and chorus effects.
This is a useful facility and one I was
pleased to see on a unit in this price
category.

Instead of the more usual level and
balance controls, delayed and dry signals
have independent level pots, which some
users may find more convenient. The
array of front panel controls is completed
by the bypass and hold switches, rear
panel jacks being provided for remote
switching facilities.

All pushbuttons - including the mains
switch - have an LED status indicator,
which is a sensible idea considering the
dimly -lit venues in which this sort of
outboard unit is likely to be used.

Construction
As is the current fashion, the DM1100

is built into a 1U rack -mounting case,
and in this instance both internal and
26

external design has been implemented
to a high standard. Another - perhaps
somewhat less useful - fashion is the
system block diagram mounted on the
lid, something that seems to be a stan-
dard fitting on almost every delay unit of
Far Eastern origin these days. The 1100
is no exception, but Ibanez have also
provided a chart of sample settings,
reproduced - in more detail - in the
comprehensive user's manual.

As a departure from current design
trends (certainly makes a change. ..) the
front panel of the review sample was
finished in a pale metallic finish as
opposed to the almost ubiquitous black,
and matching brackets of pretty robust
construction are provided for rack fitting.

In Use
In terms of sound quality, the DM1100's

performance was everything you would
expect from a digital delay in this price
bracket (ie. mostly quite clean and quiet),
so the unit is more likely to be judged on
the sorts of facilities it has to offer the
potential purchaser.

I've already mentioned the lack of a
delay time readout, and it's not incon-
ceivable that this could make life very
difficult in live or recording situations in
which, say, it's necessary to set the
delay time to a precise multiple of the
tempo of a piece of music. Even a single
LED to flash at the repeat rate would
have been helpful, but sadly the 1100's
designers have not seen fit to include
this, either.

On the other hand, the effects this unit
is capable of producing deserve some
praise. The flanging available is some of
the deepest I have heard from a digital
unit, while the feedback invert switch
gives a useful extra degree of control
over sound colour. Chorus and vibrato
were also deep and bright and, despite
the bandwidth limitation mentioned
earlier, there was no noticeable loss of
top end using either guitar or keyboard
input material.

Unusually, the hold function causes
the repeat time to correspond to the
longest delay time range, so that, for
example, if you're using a delay of only a
few milliseconds, the hold time will still
be between 900 and 3600ms, depending

on the setting of the fine delay control.
Used intelligently, this can be a good
feature as very short hold times are of
little practical use. However, if the hold is
switched in when a modulation effect is
in operation, the frozen sound is charac-
terised by wild pitch sweep components
that are unlikely to be considered
musically viable outside a Van Halen
concert.

Finally, the provision of footswitch
sockets enables all the essential functions
to be controlled in an ongoing live music
scenario, though the generally high sound
quality would probably make the Ibanez
suitable for use in all but the most
exacting recording situation.

Conclusions
Ibanez have sacrificed both bandwidth

and resolution in order to provide the
3600ms delay, but having said that, the
DM1100's performance in these areas is
more than adequate for most appli-
cations, and the quality of the modulation
effects is refreshingly high. Meanwhile,
the long delay should make this unit
particularly appealing to fans of the
Robert Fripp school of music perform-
ance: after all, you can store an awful lot
of notes in three -and -a -half seconds. ..

As I see it, the only notable omission -
delay time readout apart - is the lack of a
triggering facility that would enable the
hold function to be used as a simple
triggered sampling system, though this
is something that's rarely found on delay
units in this price category despite the
fact that such an addition costs little in
manufacturing terms.

Summing up then, the DM1100 offers
all the more common DDL facilities plus
a wonderfully long maximum delay time
for the price of a standard budget unit.
The quality of the modulation -related
effects is well above average, and at a
typical retail price of just over £300, this
Ibanez has got to be value for money,
whatever the application.
Paul White E&MM
The DM1100 carries a TRP of £333
including VAT, and further information
should be available from the importers,
Summerfields, at Saltmeadows Road,
Gateshead, NE8 3AJ, Tyne and Wear.
Tel: (0632) 770431.
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CLEF ELECTRONIC MUSIC
BAND -BOX PROGRAMMABLE

BACKING TRIO

THREE PIECE BACKING BAND
Generates the sounds of three instrumentalists
to back Soloists & Cabaret Acts.

DRUMS + BASS + KEYBOARDS
Over 3,000 chord changes (60 scores) on 132 dif-
ferent chords - extendable to 200 scores.

R.R.P. f469 (extension £119)

ELECTRONIC
PIANOS

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1972

FULLY
KITS AVAILABLE

and -Box £314
aster Rhythm £79
icrosynth (component

it) £79
ercussion Synth £89
tring Ensemble £198.50
i -

Clef Pianos adopt
the most advanced
form of Touch Sen-
sitive action which
simulates piano
Key inertia using a
patented electronic
technique.

PRICES DIRECT
7% OCT £695
SIX OCT. £620
STAGE 6 £580

POLYPHONIC

MASTER RHYTHM
PROGRAMMABLE DRUMS

Twenty -Four Rhythm program-
mable Drum Machine with 12
instruments. Eight sections are
extended to 24/32 measures for
two bar programming. Sequence
operation and instrument tone
adjust.

R.R.P. f129

MICROSYNTH
21/2 Octave Music Synthesizer with
two Oscillators, two Sub-Octs, Swit-
ched Routing and Thumbwheel. A
comprehensive instrument offering
the full range of Synth. Music &
effects.

.DIRECT FROM CLEF £175
PRICES INCLUDE VAT, UK CARRIAGE & INSURANCE
(CARRIAGE EXTRA ON MFD PIANOS). Please send S.A.E.
for our complete lists, or use our telephone Visa ACCESS
Service. Competitive quotations can be given for EXPORT
orders. We are also looking for more Retail outlets. All
instruments may be seen in our showroom.

ACCESS -VISA -AMEX

CLEF PRODUCTS (ELECTRONIC) LIMITED
(Dept E&MM/7/84 44a Bramhall Lane South, Bramhall,

Stockport, Cheshire SK7 1AH. 061-439 3297

-ELECTRONIC SYNTHESIZER SOUND PROJECTS--

E.S.S.P
Distribution

COMPUTER SYNTHESIZER SOUND AND VISION

Roland

The 7th Annual Synthesinr Tape Contest

"THE WINNERS' PIECES
A CASETTE COMPILATION

A UNIQUE SELECTION
Side A
CLASS B - First Prize
1. Kingsley H. Sage (15, UK)

"VISIONS OF AFRICA"

2. Toshiyuki Morimoto (15, JAPAN)
"FUTURE WALKING"

3.. Kiyoto Morimoto (18, JAPAN)
"FLOATING DOWN THE RIVER
RICHAN"

4. Fabrizio Cardosa (25, ITALIA)
"SYNTHETICA"

5. Antonino Valenti (26, ITALIA)
"DEA MEDITERRANEA
(Mediterranean Goddess)"

6. Makoto Tsuda (22, JAPAN)
"ANCIENT CITY"

7. Shigeo Ogasawara (28, JAPAN)
"FROM THE ALBUM (Satoko)"
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FEATURING RECORDINGS FROM
OF INTERNATIONAL TALENT

Side B
CLASS B - First Prize
1. Friadrich E. Zimmerman

(35, AUSTRIA) "ATLANTIC"

2. Erik D. Huber (12, U.SA.)
"DANCE OF THE NEUTRINOS"

3. David Stout (18, U.SA.)
"ELDILA"

CLASS A- First Prize

4. Walter Heinisch (25, AUSTRIA)
"MERCURY'S DANCE"

CLASS A- First Prize & Grand Prize

5. Michael E. Steams (34, U.SA.)
"VOYAGER"

6. Katsushi Fujioka (26, JAPAN)
"BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No 2
(The 3rd Mov)"

PRICE: f4.95p + 50p post Et packing

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES/PO'S PAYABLE TO E.S.S.P: DISTRIBUTION

The Sound House East Molesey Surrey KT8 9JB
Telephone: 01179 9997

-maim/
ndeemear
704,teltOadie

.MD

11111-1,__
ID- AA.

ROLAND JUNO 106
;.....

....._
...,_

In Stock Now.
The New Super Juno with Midi
Special deals still available on

Juno 60 and Korg Poly 61

SUPER DEALS
Tascam M244 Portastudio - Lowest price

Tascam 38 8 Track - Lowest price
Jupiter 6 MIDI Equipt.

Juno 60 Poly-Prog with memory
MC202 Micro composer

TB 303, SH101, DR110, CR8000
MR10, MSQ700, Space Echo 501

Korg Poly 800 with MIDI
JVC KB700

BOSS DE200

Digital delay line with the unique sampling
feature that can synced to drum machines.

Also in Stock SDE 1000 and DD2

AVAILABLE NOW
Boss DE200 D.D.L. with trigger

JX3P Poly-Prog with MIDI
TR909 Rhythm Composer with MIDI

MS0106 new Juno with MIDI
Yamaha DX7 and DX9, PF10 and PF15

Flight cased with order from £25

YAMAHA
...

DX7

......--

The Poly with the FM Technology and MIDI
(See Editorial) Good prices on DX9's

ALL PRODUCTS
FULL MANUFACTURERS

ACCESS - BARCLAYCARD -

0524, 60740

CARRY
WARRANTY

AMERICAN EXPRESS

or 34443

MARY STREET
LANCASTER

112Eal
LA1 1UW
0524 60740
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Yamaha Portasound
MK100

Programmable Personal Keyboard

First shown at the Frankfurt Music Fair earlier this year, the MK100
represents Yamaha's first attempt at giving the much -maligned personal
keyboard some degree of user -programmability. Vince S. Hill managed to
get his hands on the first example to hit the UK.

The MK100 is instantly recognisable
as being a rather different animal to
most other members of the per-

sonal keyboard species by the fact that,
above a panel containing the more com-
monly found function controls, it features
a second control panel labelled the Multi
Menu, and it's here that the instrument's
user -programmable functions are to be
found.

First things first, though.
The MK100 has a miniature seven -note

polyphonic, four -octave keyboard (C -to -
C) and in common with several competing
models, can be powered in one of three
ways: using internal batteries, an optional
AC power adapter (PA1) or a second
adaptor (CA1) that fits into a car cigar
lighter socket. Output is stereo, and two
integral amplifiers feed two watts per
channel into the eight -ohm, 9cm diameter
speakers situated at either end of the
keyboard's control panel.

Concentrating first on the lower - more
conventional - panel of controls, these
are from right to left, the power on/off
switch (complete with LED indicator), the
voice selectors (labelled 'Orchestra'), the
rhythm machine controls, auto bass
chord section, and master volume
control.

There are 12 preset tones, selectable
using six pushbuttons and a bank switch
that incorporates two LEDs to indicate
which bank of voices has been chosen.
The sounds are Organ, Trumpet, Saxo-
phone, Piano, Harpsichord, Synthe (I & II),
Guitar, Music Box, Oboe, Violin, and
Piccolo. This selection represents a nice
mix between percussive and chordal
textures (though the Multi Menu can be
28

used to alter tone and envelope, more on
this anon), and all preset voices can be
'improved' by the use of the 'Stereo
Symphonic' pseudo -chorus unit. This
has three modes. In the Off position, no
effect is produced and the MK100's
output remains in mono, the Chorus
position provides a slow, phasing modu-
lation, while switching to Tremelo gives a
more rapid modulation somewhat remi-
niscent of that produced by a rotary
speaker. Perhaps not surprisingly, this
last variant is at its most effective when
used in conjunction with the Yamaha's
organ presets.

There is also a dual -mode sustain
option, this being capable of simulating
both a long, concert hall -type sustain
(Mode 1), or a shorter effect more akin to
that produced by the sustain pedal on a
piano (Mode 2). In general terms, voices
such as Violin, Music Box, and the Synthe
tones worked best in the former mode,
while more percussive sounds (eg. piano
and harpsichord) were at their most
effective with the latter.

Rhythm Unit'
As with the preset voices, there are 12

pre-programmed rhythm patterns from
which to select, and this is done by using
the same bank system described above.
The preset rhythms are as follows: Disco,
Rock and Roll, 8 -Beat, Rhumba, Swing,
March, 16 -Beat, Shuffle, Bossa Nova,
Samba, Slow Rock and Waltz. Two
sliders are used to determine rhythm unit
volume and tempo, the latter also setting
the rate for the Auto Bass Chord section.
Seven percussion sounds make up these
rhythms, and these are of quite passable

quality considering the MK100's price
category. Pre-programmed fill-ins are
also available, these being activated by
use of the Fill-in bar - tapping this once
gives one fill in isolation, while holding it
down results in the roll sounding continu-
ously.

The Auto Bass Chord section has four
slider levers, a volume control, and a
three-way switch for Normal Keyboard
(ie. off), Single Fingered Chord, and
Fingered Chord modes. The section
operates over the lower 19 notes on the
MK100's keyboard, and although in most
respects the system's operation is pretty
conventional, one point worth mentioning
is that unlike many such systems, the
auto -accompaniment switches itself 'off
when a fill-in is selected, which certainly
makes the backing more effective.

The Melody Plus feature works in
conjunction with the Auto Bass Chord
section, and supplies either one or two
harmonising notes to each note of an
auto -chord, depending on whether it's
switched to Duet or Trio.

Multi Menu
Thus far, the Yamaha has been little

more than a run-of-the-mill personal
keyboard with a couple of clever 'sound
enhancement' features and a conspicu-
ously low price tag. However, it's the
Multi Menu section above the main
control panel that really sets the MK100
apart from the crowd. Broadly speaking,
this section is made up of nine different
functions (or 'menus'), and I think it's
worth examining each of these in turn.

Waveform Synthesiser
This option also goes by the name of

Melody Voice Vari 1, and enables the user
to alter the waveshapes of any of the
MK100's factory preset voices using
eleven different shaping alternatives. To
change a sound, all you do is select the
Orchestra voice required, and select two
waveforms from those displayed by the
menu. Since each preset sound is only
made up of two waveforms in the first
place, the menu enables you to change a
preset voice beyond all recognition, par-
ticularly if you add vibrato (switch 12)
when there was none to begin with, or
vice versa. As an example of how the
system works, I managed to turn
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Yamaha's trumpet approximation into
quite a plausible clarinet, simply by
changing the waveforms to 4 + 11 and
removing the vibrato. Once you've got a
sound you're happy with you can store it
in a memory bank, labelled 'Custom' to
distinguish it from Yamaha's own group
of voices (labelled 'Preset'). Your own
tone colours then remain stored in
memory even if you subsequently select
another menu or even turn the power off.

Envelope Synthesiser
It will come as no surprise to most of

you that this menu also goes by the name
of Melody Voice Vari 2, and that this
section operates in a similar manner to
Vari 1 except that in this case the subject
for user -variation is the envelope of a
sound. The menu works in an almost
identical way to the waveform synthe-
siser, except that in this case there are
only ten variations available, switches 3
and 12 being inoperative. The MK100's
menu display lists the variable para-
meters as attack, decay and sustain, but
in fact this last is more accurately
described as release time in traditional
synth terminology. Each of the ten oper-
ating pushbuttons refers to a distinct
(non -programmable) envelope pattern,
these being graphically illustrated on the
above -mentioned display, so user con-
fusion is unlikely.

Incidentally, combining the sound -
adjustment possibilities presented by
Melody Voice Vari 1 and Vari 2 results in a
total of no fewer than 1376 tone colours
being available - quite a remarkable
figure, even if only a small number of
those permutations is particularly
musical.

Melody Mixer
A relatively simple menu, this one

enables you to play two instrument tones
combined in unison, regardless of
whether they are Preset or Custom
voices. The menu display details all the
Custom sounds you've stored in the
MK100's memory, and all you do is select
one Orchestra preset to go with your
chosen user -programmed voice. It
should be noted however that the Trio
function within the MK's Melody Plus
section will not work once you've mixed
two sounds together, though quite why
this should be the case isn't particularly
clear . . .

Chord Voice Vari
This menu allows you to program a

selection of different sounds to take the
parts presented to them by the built-in
Auto Bass Chord feature discussed
above. Once you've selected which
preset voice you'd like assigned to the
ABC (and again, this can be either a
Custom or a Preset sound), that voice
remains in this particular menu's
memory, even if you subsequently
change the sounds using either or both of
the Melody Voice Vari menus.

Bass Voice Vari
In its normal (ie. not messed about by

the machinations of the Multi Menu
section) mode of operation, the MK100
automatically assigns the Guitar factory
preset to the built-in bass line function,
E&MM JULY 1984

but as with the ABC menu above, this one
allows that arrangement to be altered by
the user, so that either Preset or Custom
sounds can be used to play the bass line
in sync with the drum machine and auto
bass chord accompaniment.

Although this might not sound a parti-
cularly notable facility, in practice it's
quite useful since the bass line subtly
alters the envelope of whichever voice
you've selected to play it, so that, for
instance, the Music Box factory preset
becomes transformed into a series of
pretty realistic steel drums. All rather
clever stuff, really.

Custom Drummer
This menu, perhaps not surprisingly,

allows you to create your own drum
patterns in memory and store them.
Small graphic representations of each of
the available percussion sounds (bass
drum, snare, open and closed hi -hat,
banjo (!) and conga) manifest themselves
above six of the Multi Menu section
pushbuttons, while a further three of
these take on the functions of Preset,
Custom Program, and Cancel, switches
3 and 5 being inoperative in this case.

Slightly confusingly - though quite
logically - rhythm patterns are created in
much the same way as custom instru-
mental voices, ie. you select a preset
rhythm that's fairly close to the one you're
looking for and then cancel or insert the
various percussion voices until you've
got what you're after. The selected preset
rhythm pattern repeats in a two -bar
pattern to make custom editing a little
easier than the above description might
make it appear. Pressing Rhythm Stop
automatically stores your 'customised'
rhythm in memory, and a maximum of 12
such patterns is recallable, though unfor-
tunately you can only modify the preset
patterns once each, which can make
editing some of the less usable factory
presets a rather laborious process.

Custom Bassist
No prizes for guessing that this menu

enables you to load your own bass lines
into the Multi Menu's memory in place of
Nippon Gakki's pre-programmed riff.
You can program - using four of the 12
pushswitches, labelled Preset, Custom,
Program, and Cancel - one bass line per
rhythm, or 12 in all. However, these can
be either Preset or Custom patterns, and
the menu will also memorise which bass
sound you choose to play your custom
riff with. All in all, a pretty powerful
menu . . .

Music Programmer
This menu has three basic functions. It

allows you to store either chord progres-
sions or melodies, and also allows you to
edit the auto bass feature.

Controls on the Music Programmer are
as follows: Start/No Chord, Melody/
Manual Bass (off -record -playback),
Melody, Manual Bass, Chord (off -record -
playback) and Auto Bass Edit.

Storing chord progressions (maximum
space in memory 250 chords or bars,
whichever comes first), is accomplished
in real time. All you do is select Chord
record (switch 10) upon which a metro-
nome LED begins flashing and you can

KEYBOARD REVIEW

start playing. The menu will store all
information concerning arrangements of
preset voices, rhythm patterns and so on,
and the real time mode of operation
means that any fill-ins etc. you insert
during your performance are also stored
in memory.

Alternatively, you can store monophonic
melody lines (maximum 750 notes) either
on top of an existing memorised chord
progression or in isolation. This is done
by pressing Melody record (switch 4) and
Chord playback (1). As with polyphonic
recording, any changes you may make in
tone colour, sustain, vibrato and so on
are recorded and stored in the menu's
memory.

There are also two ways of changing
the pre-programmed bass line contained
within this menu, these going by the
names of Auto Bass Edit (ABE) and
Manual Bass respectively. In general
terms, the former system is used for
altering lines entered into the Multi
Menu's memory in step time (either by
the user or by the MK100's Japanese
programmers), while the latter process
must be adopted if the line was recorded
in real time in the context of a stored
chord or melody progression. A manual
bass cannot be changed using the ABE,
and vice versa.

Tape Interface
This final menu enables you to store

sounds, rhythm patterns and chord
melody sequences on ordinary cassette
tape, thereby leaving space for further
electronic fun within the memories of the
individual menus. A tape recorder can be
connected to the MK 100 via the Tape
In/Out jacks on the instrument's rear
panel, and four of the Multi Menu push -
switches take on the functions of Save,
Load, Stop and Load OK respectively.
Information takes about 80 seconds to be
loaded, and LED indicators provide visual
confirmation that all is functioning as it
should be, so you can't really go wrong.

Conclusions
So that's about it! This new Yamaha

uses a miniature keyboard that isn't
uselessly small, contains some pretty
reasonable factory preset voices, and
above all, incorporates the Multi Menu
system which allows the individual musi
cian to take creative decisions for himself,
and that, for me anyway, is what music is
all about.

A technological monster of an instru-
ment at an incredible price.
Vince S. Hill E&MM

The Yamaha MK 100 carries an RRP of
£329 including VAT, though it is typically
discounted to around £269. Further infor-
mation is available from Yamaha Ml,
Mount Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes,
Bucks MK1 1JE. Tel: (0908) 640202.
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Spectrum MIDI

0

Much -maligned in some circles, the Sinclair Spectrum is nonetheless still
the most cost-effective way for many musicians to get into the field of
computer music. In May of last year E&MM published details of MicroMIDI,
a self -build hardware interface to link MIDI instruments to the Spectrum.
Now Jim Grant has come up with a revised, simpler version of this unit,
MicroMIDI II, and some software that enables control parameters of SCI's
SixTrak polysynth to be displayed on screen, while Steve Parr has developed
a similar program for the Yamaha DX7. A PCB for MicroMIDI II will be
available shortly, while a limited quantity of E&MM's May '83 issue is still
available, price £1.10.

For those who might have missed
this magazine's original MicroMIDI
feature, part of the design is repro-

duced below. The circuit remains
unchanged except that the component
count has been pruned down to the bare
essentials necessary for MIDI communi-
cation, so it's farewell to the 8255 PIA and _
its associated decoding. + sv

Table 1 gives the register addresses
within the MC6850 serial transmitter/
receiver, while Tables 2 and 3 detail the
control words necessary to configure the
chip to suit different applications. For
MIDI we must first output a Master Reset
(OUT 159, 3) followed by clock divide and 1 c

word length information (OUT 159, 86).
3a

All numbers are in decimal.

680R

N
IC1a

+ 5V

680R
F-

InF

IC1b IC1c

r 2MHz

2

3 4

Figure 1. MicroMIDI II circuit diagram.

+5V

12

17

6
15

Table 1. MC6850 register addresses.

Address
159
191
223
255

Selection
6850 Control

Transmit Register
6850 Status

Receive Register

Table 2.

Data
Bus
Line
No

2

6

Butler Address
Transmit Rem,.

Data Data
Register Register

(Write Only) (Read Only)
Data art Or Data Bit 0

Data Bit I Data Bit I

Data Rd 2 Data Bit 2

Data Bit 3 Data Bit 3

Data Bit 4 Data Bit

Data Bit 5 Data Bit 5

Data 8.16 Data Bit 6

Data Bit 7 Data Bit 7

'Lead og bit = LSB = Bit 0

Control
Register

(Write Onto
Counter Diqde
Select 1 (CRO)
Counter Divide
Select 2 (CR1)
Word Select 1

(CR2)
Word Select 2

(CR3)
Word Select 3

(CRO)

Transmit Contro1.1
(CR5)

Transmit Control 2
(CR6)

Receive interrupt
Enable (CR7)

Status
Register

(Read Only)
Receive Data Register

Fun (PORE)

Transmit Data Register
Empty (TDRE)

Data Carrier Detect
(MI5)

Clearg,klend

frarnAError

Receiver Overrun
(OVRN)

Rarity Error (RE)

Interrupt Request
(IRQ)

Table 3.

CR6 CR5 Function
0
0

O M. low. Transmitting interrupt Disabled
1175 = love Transmitting Interrupt Enabled

O En. high Transmitting Interrupt Disabled
1 Rib al. Transmits a Break level on the

Transmit Data Output Transmitting
Interrupt DisaNed

CRO CR3 CR2 function
0

0

0
0

0

0

0

7 Bits  Even Parity  2 Stop Bits
7 Bits  Odd Rarity  2 Stop Bits

Bits  Even Rarity I Stop 111d
7 Bits  Odd Rarity I Stop Bit
8 Bits  2 Stop Bits
8 Bits I Stop Ba
B Bits  Even Panty I Slop
8 Bits  Odd Rarity 1 Stop Bit

CR1 CRO Function
0
0
1 0

I

16
 64

Master Reset

Transmitting and receiving MIDI infor-
mation is quite straightforward. The
presence of received data can be
checked by reading the Status Register
(IN 223). Bit 0 is set if the Receive Register
is full, and the data can be accessed by
30

a,

5

E

0
oo

In

DO 0
D10
020
030
04 0
050
D6
D7 o

AO 0
Al 0
A2 0

A30
44
A5
A6
A?,

l'ROQ 0

1:=1 IC

3cWR I C 1c

OV / +5V

100 nF 7-L

Rx Tx
DO
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7

Vcc

Tx
Data

6850

Data
Rx

CTS
D CD

E Vss
14 11

IC2

2

24

23

-LIOOnF

!Cid ICle

-r
470
R

+ 5V

100
R

0

3 0 0 1

100 R

IC1 74L504
IC2 MC6850
IC 3 74L511
IC4 TILII1

OUT

IN

an IN 255 statement. Sending MIDI codes
is achieved by writing to the Transmit
Register using an OUT 191, nn state-
ment.

One of the great advantages of the
MIDI is the degree of control that can be
effected over a sophisticated instrument,
using only a few chips and a knowledge
of BASIC programming . . .

SixTrak Patch Dump
One of the most interesting synthe-

sisers to become available recently is
Sequential Circuits' SixTrak polysynth,
also known as the Prophet 610. It offers a
wide range of features at a surprisingly
reasonable price, and is also the first MIDI
synth to offer a homophonic capability.

In the interests of keeping production
costs down to a minimum, SCI have
given the SixTrak the keypad and para-
meter control system. For example, if you
want to change, say, the filter resonance,
the number 20 must be keyed in for that
parameter before the actual value can be
altered. So, unless you key in each one
individually, all the control settings for a
given patch remain hidden, and the 610 is
therefore an obvious candidate for the
Patch Dump program first implemented

by E&MM (in August '83) for its sister
instrument, the Prophet 600.

Once again, the patch dump is in two
parts. BASIC is used to present patch
data and provide a screen dump if
requested, while machine code is
responsible for communicating with the
SixTrak. To initiate a patch dump, the
Spectrum transmits five bytes as follows:
1) FOH -System Exclusive Data Follows
2) 01 - SCI Identification
3) 00 - Program Dump Request
4) XX - Program Number

5) F7H - End of System Exclusive Data
This can be seen in the assembler

listing, lines 670-760. The Prophet 610
responds by transmitting a dump in the
following format:
1) F7H - System Exclusive Data Follows
2) 01 - SCI Identification
3) 05 - Program Dump Follows
4) XX - Program Number
5) OX - 32 bytes of program infor-

mation transmitted in right
justified nibbles

6) F7H - End of Exclusive data
The data is collected by the assembler

and the 32 nibbles are packed into 16
bytes, these having the format shown in
Table 4. After this, the remainder of the
program uses the parameter length data
held in lines 50-410, to sort the 16 bytes
into 32 bytes of parameter information.
This is held in the DUMP table (line 30).
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Table 4. SixTrak Program Bit Map.

16 bytes of program data

BYTE MS BIT
0 B1 BO A5
1 DO C3 C2
2 FO E3 E2
3 HO G3 G2
4 14 13 12

5 K2 K1 KO
6 MO L4 L3
7 NI NO M6
8 03 02 01
9 Q3 Q2 Q1
A S3 S2 SI
B Ul UO T5
C WI WO V3

D Y1 YO X3
E Z5 Z4 Z3
F - - ZB

A4
Cl
El
GI
II

J3
L2
M5
00
QO
SO

T4
V2
X2
Z2
ZA

A3
CO
EO
GO
I0
J2
LI
M4
N5
P3
R3
T3
VI
X1
ZI
Z9

SWITCH BITS
ZO OSC SAW
Z1 OSC TRI
Z2 OSC PULSE
Z3 OSC ENV INVERT
Z4 FIL ENV INVERT
Z5 UNISON

A2
B4
D3
F3
H3
31
LO
M3
N4
P2
R2
T2
VO

XO
ZO

Z8

Z6
Z7
Z8
Z9
ZA
ZB

LS BIT
Al AO
B3 B2
D2 DI
F2 Fl
H2
JO
K4
M2
N3
P1
RI
T1
U3
W3
Y3
Z7

HI
IS
K3
MI
N2
PO
RO
TO
U2
W2
Y2
Z6

POT BITS/RESOLUTION
A= OSC FREQ/6
B= FINE/5
C= GLIDE/4
D= OSC ENV AMOUNT/4
E= OSC ENV ATTACK/4
F= OSC ENV DECAY/4
G= OSC ENV SUSTAIN/4
H= OSC ENV RELEASE/4
I= PULSE WIDTH/6
3= LFO FREQ/4
K= LFO AMOUNT/5
L= MIXER/5
M= FILTER CUTOFF/7
N= RESONANCE/6
0= FIL ENV AMT/4
P= FIL ENV ATTACK/4
Q= FIL ENV DECAY/4
R= FIL ENV SUSTAIN/4
S= FIL ENV RELEASE/4
T= OSC TRI AMOUNT/6
U= VOICE VOLUME/4
V= AMP ENV ATTACK/4
W= AMP ENV DECAY/4
X= AMP ENV SUSTAIN/4
Y= AMP ENV RELEASE/4

LFO SHAPE (1= TRI)
LFO OSC
LFO PULSE
LFO FILTER
FIL HALF (Only one of
FIL FULL these can be on.)

Each parameter byte contains a value
specific to a control on the SixTrak.

Once the machine code has done its
job, control is passed to the BASIC,
which accesses the parameter informa-
tion and displays it on screen. Most of the
BASIC is concerned with printing the 610
controls, while the position co-ordinates
for each parameter to be printed are held
in the DATA statements.

DX7 MIDI Dump
Although a wondrous beast in many

ways, the Yamaha DX7 is no easy animal
to program or edit, one of the main
difficulties being that each parameter has
to be accessed individually to see how
it's affecting the overall patch. The DX7
dump program not only lets you see all
the parameters laid out on a VDU, but
also allows the user to save and load both
single voices and 32 -voice memories to
and from tape, saving Ms on expensive
RAM cartridges and providing backup for
Yamaha's ROM packs, just in case you
accidentally throw them out with the
rubbish. In fact, it was because the writer
cleverly succeeded in accomplishing this
latter event that he was forced to write the
program in the first place.

The software utilises a 48K Spectrum
computer and the original MicroMlDl
E&MM JULY 1984

interface board published in E&MM May
'83. The data for each DX7 voice is stored
in the instrument's memory as a series of
155 bytes followed by a single checksum
byte. This is preceded by six bytes of
information ID to signify that what follows
is a voice dump. Similarly, the data for the
32 -voice memory is stored as a series of
32 chunks (each one 128 bytes long), and
as before, this is followed by a single
Table 5. SixTrak patch dump machine code listing.

0010
0021 PROS
0030 LAit1T-'
0040
0050
00F,0
007 Ci
01200
00Q0
0100
0110
0120
0130
0140
0150
0160
0170
0130
0190
0200
0210
0220
0230
0240

D EFS

DEFF,
!DEFB
DFFE
DFFR
DEFB
DEFB
DEFB
DEFB
DEFB
DEFB
DEFB
DEFT;
DEFB
DEFB
DEFB
DEFB
DEFB
DEFB
DEFB
DEFB

32000

17

F4

4
4
4
4
4

4
5
5

4
4
4
4
4
b

0250
02A0
0270
0280
0290
0300
0:110
0320
0330
0340
0350
0360
0370
0380
0400
0405
0410
0420
0430
0440
0450
0460.
0470
0460
0490
0500
0510
0520 R
0530
0540
0550
0560
0570
0560
0590
0600 OUT
0610

PLEN

DATA

DEFB 4
DEFB 4
DEFB 4
DEFB 4
DEFB 4
DEFB 1

DEFB 1
DEFB 1
DEFB 1
DEFB 1
DEFB 1
DEFB 1
DEFB 1
DEFB 1

DEFB 1
DEFB 2
DEFB 2
DEF5 37
Eli $-1

IN
BIT
jP
OUT
RET

A ( 223 )
1:A
Z TX
(C) B

CALL iFB4M
RET NC
IN A:(223)
BIT 0,A
JP ZAX
IN Ol,(255)
RET

LD R..3
OUT (159),A
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0620
0630
0840
0650
0660
0870
0680
0590
0700
0710
0720
0730
0740
0753
0760
0770
0780 IN
0790
0800
0810
0820
08f-10

0840
0850
0880
ea7o
0880
0890
0900
0910
0920
0,1130

0940
0950
0960 LOO,
0970
0980
0990
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120 30P7,
1130
1140
1150 4AATT..,

1160
1170
1180 FILL
1190
1200
1210
1220
Si

1240
1250
1260
1270 5HI,77

1290
1300
1310 P.:7
1320

1340
1350
12A0
I:.0

LD A,86
OUT 1159),A

LD C:19t
LL: MLAWG
LD 5,240
CALL TX
LD
CALL TX
LD 5,0
CALL TX -.
LD B.
CALL TX

maB:247
CALL TX

CALL
RET
(':p

CALL
RET

JP
CALL
RET

rLjP

RET
LD
INC

CALL
-RET
CP
JP
LD
CALL
RET
SLA
SLA
5LA
SLA
ADD
LE:

INC
jP

L,
LL'

PUf....144

CALL
RL.

DjNZ
POP
r)FC

DFC

;.:RT

HL,DUNP
RX
NC
240
NZ.. IN

RX
NC
1

NZ, IN
RX
NC
5
NZ IN

NC
(HL),A
HL

RX
NC
247
Z.. SORT

RX
NC
A
A
A
A

H L

LOOP

B,37
DE,PLEN
HL,DATA
BC
AADE)
B,A
SHIFT
(HL)
FILL
BC
DE
HL
AGAIN

PUSH BC
PUSH HL
LE, B,16
LD HL,DUMP+1
RL OIL)
INC HL
DA7 ROT
tr-OP HL
POP BC
r.L!
END

Table 6. SixTrak patch dump BASIC prpgram.

1 REM **************
2 REM* 810 MIDI *
 REM * BY J.GRANT
4 REM * FEB 1984 *
S REM **************
F REM
10 CLERR 31999
15 BORDER 0: PAPER 0: INK 7: C

L5
20 POKE 23558,8
40 CL5 PRINT AT 9,4.; LOADING

MACHINE CODE..."
50 LOAD "MIDIOODE"CODE
50 CL E : PRINT " 50I 5 TRAK MI

DI DUMP"
7a INPUT "PATCH NUMBER ";P
80 IF P<0 OR P>99 THEN GO TO P

ATCH
90 POKE 32000,P
100 RANDOMIZE USR
110 CL5 : PRINT

gram PRESET:";
115 PRINT
120 PRINT
130 PRINT

150 PRINT
E: PU:
16e PRINT
170 PRINT
DECAY:
180 PRINT

INV:
200 PRINT
210 PRINT

YBD:
220 PRINT

230 PRINT
DECAY:
240 PRINT

INV:
260 PRINT
270 PRINT

32115
FC: -1-K NID

INK ID; BRIGHT 1

"SME"
"Freq coarse: fine

"SAW: TRI: PULS

"MNAMEMEMENR"
"ENVMOD: ATTACK:

"SUSTAIN: RELEASE:

U OFF: RE5:

VCO:

ATTACK:

RELEASE:

DECAY:

"ENVMOD:

"SUSTAIN

"AT RC K:

280 PRINT "SUSTAIN: RELEASE:

300 PRINT
310 PRINT

MOD:
320 PRINT

IS

340 PRINT
350 PRINT

MIPRINTMEW

SHAPE:

"VCO: PU: VrF:

00%ftrommommes

M:x

370 FOP N=32055 TO 32079
360 LET POT=PEEK N
390 READ X,Y
400 PRINT AT

BRIGHT 1; INK 5;POT
410 NEXT N
420 DATA 3,12,3,21,20,25,5,7,5;
18,5,25
4.30 DATA 7,8,7,20,4,29,17,5,17,
24,21:14
440 DATA 9,7,9,15,11,7,11,18,11
,28,12,6,12,20 '

450 DATA 10,18,20,10,14,7,14,17
15,8,15420
450 FOR N =32080 TO 32089
470 LET 5W=PEEK N
480 READ X,Y
490 ET S$="ON'
510 I N=3208- AND
52.5="5O-
520 IF N=3208 AND
a4="TRI"
530 PRINT AT XY:" ",AT X,Y;

INK. 6, BRIGHT 1;Z4
54-0 NEXT N
550 PRINT AT 9,24." ";AT 9,24
INK 5, BRIGHT 1; PEEK 32090

550 DATA 4:4,4,12,4;22,4,,29,7,2
8,12,25,2125-0 -

FOR T=320F5 TO 7:2090 POKE
I,O: NEXT I
FPO RESTORE 390
500 PRINT 1$1;" C -COPY P -PRE

5E7 X -EXIT"
613 :=CODE INKEYS,ft

RPO IF K=57'THEN CnPY
IF K=R0 THEN GO TO 50

50 IF K=88 THEN STOP
550 GC 70 510

5W=0 THEN LET

5W=1 THEN LET
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checksum byte and preceded by its
identification code. In the case of the
single voice data, this cede is 240 67 0131
27, while fOr the 32 -voice memory it is
240 67 (1 9 32 0. Each chunk is a
condensed form of the single voice data,
and for the purposes of this program, the
information itself is not interpreted but
merely shuttled about from keyboard to
computer to tape and back again, with
just a listing of the 32 patch names
extracted from it. However, the computer
does interpret and display the single -
voice data parameter -by -parameter on
four successive screens, the last of which
gives the user the opportunity to allocate
a file name to the data before dumping it
onto tape.

The machine code program begins at
location 35028 by loading DE with the
address of the six identification bytes, HL
with the address of the keyboard data

Table 7.

10 FOR F=35000 TO 35089
20 INPUT 'INPUT M/C BYTE'; I
30 POKE F, I
40 PRINT F, PEEK F
50 NEXT F

Table 8.

240 219 128 119 16 35
67 255 137 19, 244 193
0 201 1 35 201 13
0 219 0 16 33 32
0 223 0 243 128 244
0 203 197 193 137 14
205 79 6 205 1 255
84 40 6 190 0 16
31 250 26 136 0 240
208 237 79 119 197 201
219 65 205 35 70
223 201 190 13 14
203 17 136 32 191
71 184 185 248 205
40 136 32 14 203
246 33 250 255 136

dump, and BC with the relevant number
of bytes to be transferred. It then checks
the incoming bytes against the identifica-
tion data, which has been poked into the
location 35000 by the BASIC program by
calling the Receive subroutine at 35006; if
all is well, it then downloads the DX7 data
into location 35200 onwards.

To transfer data back into the key-
board, the program loads the successive
bytes in 35200 via the Transmit sub-
routine at 35019, decrementing the BC
register each time until it reaches 0. For
those interested in a fuller breakdown of
the TX and RX routines, this is given in
Ken McAlpine's article Interrogate Your
Prophet 600, E&MM August '83.

The BASIC program starts by initialis-
ing the MIDI interface and poking system
variables to set caps lock and keyboard
click. It displays the menu after loading
the machine code.

Line 1000 prints loading instructions
and line 1020 pokes the data file with the
appropriate bytes, prior to running the
machine code at 35028 for the 32 -voice
memory: line 3000 does the same for the
single -voice memory.

Line 2000 prints the loading instruc-
tions, pokes the- number of bytes to be
transferred into the BC register and runs
the machine code at 35067 for the 32-
E&MM JULY 1984

voice memory: this time, line 4000 does
the same for the single voice. Line 5000
checks that 32 -voice data is resident in
memory and then prints out all the
parameters. If there is no data present it
returns to the menu. Line 5500 does the

same for the -single -voice memory, but
this time it prints out all the parameters on
screen, having interpreted and normalised
them.

Line 6000 lets you give your file a name
and saves it to tape, while line 7000 will

Table 9. DX7 patch dump machine code listing.

ADDRESS
35000
35006
35009
35010
35012
35014
35016
35018
35019
35021
35023
35025
35027
35028
35031
35034
35037
35038
35040
35041
35042
35045
35046
35048
35049
35050
35051
35053
35054
35057
35058
35059
35060
35062
35064
35066
35067
35070
35073
35074
35075
35077
35080
35081
35082
35083
35085
35087
35089
35090

ROUTINE ASSEMBLER

RX S/R CALL 84 31
RET N/C
IN A, 223
BIT 0,A
JRZ, RX
IN A, 255
RET

TX S/R IN A, 223
BIT 1, A
JRZ, TX
OUT C, B
RET

INITIALISE LD DE, addr data
LD HL. addr dump
LD RC, counter

INPUT PUSH BC
LD B, 6
LD A, (DE)
LD C, A

LOOP CALL RX
CP A, C
JRNZ, LOOP
LD (HL), A
INC DE
INC HL
DJNZ, LOOP
POP BC

LOOP CALL RX
LD (HL), A
INC IL
DEC C
JRNZ, LOOP
LD C, 255
DJNZ, LOOP
RET

INITIALISE LD HL, addr dump
LD BC, counter

OUTPUT LOOP PUSH BC Loads

END

LD B, (HL)
LD, C, 191
CALL TX
INC HL
POP BC
DEC C
JRNZ, LOOP
LD C, 255
DJNZ, LOOP
RET

COMMENTS
Data bytes.
Checks break key
routine in ROM.

Checks status
register and loads
accumulator.

Checks transmit
register and loads
byte into C.

Loads data and
checks it against
input from DX7

Inputs bytes from
DX7 voice data
and stores them
in dump location

B with data
bytes and outputs
them from C and
decrements until
BC=0

Table 10. DX7 patch dump BAS1t,program.

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260

PRINT "PRESS S
PRINT "PRESS L
PRINT "PRESS V
PRINT "PRESS B
PRINT "PRESS D
PRINT "PRESS F
PRINT "PRESS T
PRINT "PRESS Y
INPUT A$
IF A$="S" THEN GO TO 1000
IF A$="L" THEN GO TO 2000
IF A$="V" THEN GO TO 3000
IF A$="8" THEN GO TO 4000
IF A$="D" THEN GO TO 5000
IF A$="F" THEN GO TO 5500
IF A$="T" THEN GO TO 6000
IF A$ "Y" THEN GO TO 7000
IF A$<>"S" AND A$<>"L" AND A$

CLEAR 34999
OUT 159,3
OUT 159,86
POKE 23658,8: POKE 23609,150
CLS : PRINT " YAMAHA DX7 DUMP BY STEVE
PRINT AT 10,6; FLASH 1;"LOADING MACHINE
LOAD "DCODE"CODE 35000,90
CLS : PRINT AT 0,10;" MAIN MENU

TO SAVE DATA (32 VOICES)"
TO LOAD DATA (32 VOICES)"
TO SAVE DATA (1 VOICE)"
TO LOAD DATA (1 VOICE)"
TO LIST VOICES IN FILE"
TO LIST SNGLE VOICE DATA"
TO SAVE DATA TO TAPE"
TO LOAD DATA FROM TAPE"

'V" AND
A$<>"T" AND A$<>"Y" THEN GO TO 80
1000 CLS : PRINT AT 9,0;"SET 017 TO ""SYS
EN ""MIDI TRANSMIT?"""
1010 PRINT PRESS YES/ON ON DX7-.
1020 POKE 35003,9: POKE 35004,32: POKE 35005,0:
1030 BEEP 1,1: RANDOMIZE USR 35028
1040 CLS : PRINT AT 11,2;"32 VOICE SAVING COMPLETED": GO SUB 9186
2000 CLS : PRINT "SET DX7 TO ""SYS INFO AVAIL"" (FUNCTION CONTROL

PARR "
CODE"

As<>"8" AND A$<>"D" AND A$<>"F" AND'

INFO AVAIL"" (FUNCTION CONTROL £8) TH

POKE 35035,17: POKE 35036,17

£8) THEN ""INT.
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G 707 GUITAR
THE REVOLUTIONARY NEW GUITAR FROM
ROLAND WITH ITS NEW DYNAMIC 'GUN' DESIGN.
ELIMINATING UNWANTED HARMONICS MAKING
IT IDEAL FOR GUITAR SYNTHESIS.

GR 700 GUITAR
SYNTHESIZER

THE GUITARISTS DREAM I!
THE VERSATIUTY OF A FULL POLY -SYNTH ON
YOUR OWN FRETBOARD. MIDI COMPATIBLE -
FULLY PROGRAMMABLE -64 MEMORIES
THE POSSIBIUTIES ARE ENDLESS HI

SDE3000
AND SDE1000
DIGITAL DELAYS

AT LAST ROLAND DELIVER THE PROGRAMMABLE
DELAYS WE'VE BEEN WAITING FOR!! WITH
OUTSTANDING DYNAMIC RANGE AND
EXTREMELY LOW NOISE!!
THE SDE3000 FEATURES UP TO 4.5 DELAY ON 8
SEPARATE CHANNELS SO ALL ECHO, DELAY.
FLANGING, CHORUS EFFECTS CAN BE
PROGRAMMED AND RECALLED IMMEDIATELY
THE SDE1000 HAS FOUR MEMORY
PROGRAMMES AND UP TO 1 125SEC DELAY!
IDEAL FOR STUDIO OR LIVE USE!!

HC -2
HANDCLAPPER
FOLLOWING THE TERRIFIC SUCCESS OF
ROLANDS HANDCLAP EFFECT ON TANA DR110
ETC! BOSS HAVE NOW MADE THE EFFECT
AVAILABLE Al THE BOSS PEDAL RANGE AT A
PRICE THAT DESERVES A CLAP IT SELF, ONLY
FEATURING PAD STRAW OR EXTERNAL TRIGGER
CONTROLS FOR HALL OR STUDIO EFFECTS THE
HC -2 WILL FIND A MULTITUDE OF USES FOR
STUDIO OR LIVE WORK!

PC -2
£59

PERCUSSION SYNTH
ONE FOR THE DRUMMER! BOSS'S NEW
PERCUSSION DSION SYNTH CAN BE PLAYED BY STICK
OR TRIG EXTERNALIN FROM DRUMS,
SEQUENCERS OR RHYTHM UNITS! MID THE
CONTROLS ALLOW A WIDE RANGE OF EFFECTS t59
CONSIDERING THE COMPACTNESS OF THE UNIT! L.

HA -5 PLAYBUS KeadPh°""'C
BOSS EXPAND NEW CONCEPTS WITH THE NEW c5 1 1 9
HA -5 PLAYBUS! WITH STEREO CHORUS,
OVERDRIVEN DELAY BUILT IN THE MIA -5 GIVES 6°
NEW MEANING TO PERSONAL PRACTICE AND
ENTERTAINMENT
YOU CAN ADD EFFECTS TO LIVE OR
PRERECORDED MATERIAL OR USING THE
RH-111.1 HEADPHONENIC SING AND PLAY
ALONG TOO, AND EVEN LINK MORE HA'S
TOGETHER FOR FULL BAND PRACTICE
SESSIONS!.

ALL ROLANDS INCREDIBLE NEW PRODUCTS
OW IN STOCK AT ALL FUTURE MUSI BRAN H

JUNO 106 MIDI
POLYPHONIC SYNTH
UNIQUE 6 -VOICE POLYPHONIC SYNTH WITH A
64 TIMBRE MEMORY AND MIDI OUTPUT

411111111

ROLANDS BRAND NEW TOP OF THE RANGE
POLYPHONIC SEQUENCER MSQ-700 FEATURE
FULL COMPATABILITY WITH ALL MIDI AND. DCB
PRODUCTS!

JSQ-60
TRY CB DIGITAL

KEYBOARD
RECORDER

SALE

ROLAND NE JSQ-60 BREAKS THE PRICE
BARRIER FOR POLY SEQUENCERS!
NOW YOU cAN ADD POLYPHONIC SEQUENCING
TO YOUR JUN060 OR JP8 SYNTH AS WELL AS MIDI
EQUIPPED JXAP AND JUPITER 6!
THE JSQ-60 CANEIE PROGRAMMED IN REAL OR
STEP TIME!! HAS OVER 2500 NOTES AND CAN
MEMORIZE PATCH PRESET AND SHIFT
PROGRAMS! CAN AE SXNCED TO RHYTHM UNITS
AND ITS DATA STpREk) ON CASSETTE!

U.S
EU BOSS BARGAINS! DR110

RHYTHM MACHINE
FOLLOWING THE OUTSTANDING POPULARITY OF

"F. BOSS OF155 DOCTORIRHYTHM THE ALL NEW is TAKES°Rii° EHFMIETTbT2f,TH
E ,aau

DISPLAY TO CHECK ALL RHYTHMS! SEVEN
SUPER SOUNDS (SNARE, BASS, OPEN, CLOSEa- UN, CYMBAL, ACC L_ENT AND THEplitgoo ®5 UNMISTAKEABLE HANDCLAP! PLUS ALL CAN BE
PLAYED IN REAL TIME AND PROGRAMMED IN

GP11;1 PLEa °R ST CAPABILITY! OUTSTANDING

£99-HM2 HEAVY
METAL PEDAL

KEYBOARDS
DROLAN

* Roland JP 6 (ex-dem) - £999 *
NEW JP 6 E1175

.1- NEW Juno 6 £499 *
11NEW Juno 60 £699

. NEW J x 3P £675
* NEW J x 3P + PG 2C0 C775

*NEW Juno 106 £795
NEW JP 8 (ex-dem)_ £1950
NEW SH 101 & tree case 049 *
PA & AMPLIFICATION )1f -

X". PA 250 £550 S-
_4*PA 150 £475 ,a_
RM 1200 £795 ..1'"

A'

£269
GOODIES AT VERY SPECIAL, PRICES
SEQUENCERS DRUM MACHINES
MSd700
MC 202 £199
CSQ 100

£ P.O.A.

£99
MC 4B £999

GUITAR SYNTHS/AMPS
G 700

G 700 & G 707_ *G 707 f P.O.A. TR 909" ))

G 202 £215
G 505 £P.O.A. .3t-

GR 300 £385 11.

*

TR 606 f169
TB 303 £169
DR 55
DR 110
CR 50Q0

£49
£99

£299
CR 8000 £399
TR 808 £475

£799

ELECTRONIC PIANOS
HP 30
HP 60
HP 70
HP 300
HP 400

£250
£295
f450
£750
£995

ALE

THE ULTIMATE DISTORTION AND SUSTAIN
EFFECT AT A RIDICULOUS LOW PRICE! YES THE
NEW HEAVY METAL IS TAKING THE MARKET BY
STORM AND BREAKING ALL PREVIOUS SALES
RECORDS. HURRY DEMAND IS HIGH SUPPLY LOW!!

DE -200 DIGITAL DELAY
WITH RHYTHM SYNC

BOSS'S INCREDIBLE NEW DELAY GIVES AN
UNPRECEDENTED RANGE OF EFFECTS
EQUIPPED WITH A 12 BIT NON LINEAR HFRES
A/0/A/ GONVERSION SYSTEM THAT PROVIDES

ALL ECHO,HoRSC,TFRMII.,Ybd..rELielENDFOst

..,,caltaCyl;A:uliETHDtircRilryreyr.Z.
SYNC WHICH CAN BE TRIGGERED BY RHYTHM
MACHINEQk

MKS 30 MIDI
OLYSYNTH MODULE

A PROGRAMMABLE POLYPHONIC SYNTH
MODULE WITH MIDI, A VERY VERSATILE UNIT
CAPABLE OF STORING 64 TIMBRES WHICH
CAN BE MODIFIED BY THE EDIT FUNCTION.
THE DUAL VCO'S PRODUCE METALLIC
SOUNDS PLUS A STEREO CHORUS FOR THICK
BROAD SOUNDS. CAN BE USED WITH MIDI
KEYBOARDS, SEQUENCERS AND COMPUTERS!

MKS 10 MIDI
PIANO MODULE

THIS 16 -VOICE POLYPHONIC MIDI PIANO
MODULE CAN BE USED WITH OTHER MIDI -
EQUIPPED KEYBOARDS, SEQUENCERS AND
COMPUTERS,

THE AMAZING TOUCH -SENSITIVE MIDI
KEYBOARD CONTROLLER WITH 88 WOODEN
KEYS FOR THAT ACOUSTIC PIANO FEEL. IT
CAN CONTROL ALL MIDI PIANOS, SYNTHS,
GUITARS OR RHYTHM MACHINES. WITH A
TOTAL OF 128 PROGRAMMABLE MEMORY
BANKS PLUS, DUAL, SPLIT, WHOLE L/11 PARTS
OF THE KEYBOARD CAN BE ASSIGNED AND
MEMORISED IN ANY TIMBRE!

JOIN THE COMPUTER AGE

* £399

*

*

IF YOU DON'T ALREADY OWN A COMPUTER, BUT HAVE
BEEN THINKING ABOUT BUYING ONE, FUTURE MUSIC OFFER
A FANTASTIC DEAL!! BRINGING YOU INTO THE
COMPUTER AGE!!

44-44-V444
APPLE II E COMPUTER
48K + 2 DISK DRIVES
COMPUMUSIC + DXY100
PLOTTER, SOFTWARE
PLUS FREE EXTRA SOFTWARE
CALL FOR DETAILS

PUOLZPRP7tH

at FUTURE MUSIC



202 NEW KINGS ROAD, 10 BADDOW ROAD, 104-106 ELM GROVE, 85 ST. MARY'S STREET,
FULHAM, LONDON SW6. CHELMSFORD, ESSEX. SOUTHSEA, PORTSMOUTH, SOUTHAMPTON, HANTS.
1OPP. PUTNEY BRIDGE TUBE). TEL: 0245-352490 HANTS. TEL: 0703-26798

TEL: 01-731 5993 TEL: 0705-820595

.. ZILDJIAN, ZANKI & ROGERS 114 STOCK -+-,sc ,`',6\ Atz ,,.
AT BIG SALE DISCOUNT .-c,,, \.- e, A

CALL FOR INFO!!
# oo,bP 40, ,

e40`).. 0 .00
c" d*4_

etrAnea.G:°.:- = * ALL HEADS AT CRAZY DISCOUNT PRICES ,10:4* 01'
# -t°31.

,,,,,0",cs "I',

* EMR MIDITRACK ,4-,,, s',,,

MIDI SOFTWARE FOR BBC MICRO eis-c,50-\
sc 0 ,,..

INCLUDES INTERFACE UNIT AND !oot1`4(\>4- 04,_:,
SOFTWARE ON DISC OR CASSETTE /  t:e , fy-

L159 inc. vat. o
ill11111111111=IIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIPP;#

AkIVIF1MKA"
VISA EXPRESS V P

Instant Credit Available

YAMAHAHI -TECH DEALER

ALL THE INCREDIBLE NEW YAMAHA
RANGE AVAILABLE
DX 7, DX 9, PF 10, PF 15 IN STOCK NOW

BULK PURCHASE
SPECIAL OFFER

MT44 SYSTEM COMPLETE
WITH MIXER, PATCHBAY

AND RACK
£499.00 + VAT

KIIRG POLY 800 £499 IN STOCK NOW!

liFostex
, a NEW B16

ANOTHER FOSTEX FIRST
16 TRACKS ON Ys" TAPE

AMAZING PACKAGE DEALS

PACKAGE A
B16 + REMOTE £3224.00 + VAT

PACKAGE B
B16, REMOTE + DYNAMIX 24.8.16

MIXER £4,500.00 + VAT

RING NOW FOR FULL DETAILS

IMIV  NS
SDS 7
DIGITAL -
ANALOG DRUM
SYSTEM £1995!!

FUTURE MUSIC PROUDLY ANNOUNCE
EXCLUSIVE S -EAST AGENTS FOR THE

nEw OBERHEIM

DX £1250.00 OB 8 £3950.00
DSX £1795.00 DMX £2650.00

NEW 360 SYSTEM DIGITAL KEYBOARD
THE STATE Of THE ART 8 NOTE POLYPHONIC KEYBOARD FEATURING 32 MEMORIES OF REAL
INSTRUMENTS OF YOUR CHOICE, OIGITALISED. FROM A SELECTION OF OVER 100I,
INSTRUMENTS FROM A 9 80SSENDOEFER GRAND PIANO TO A STEEL DRUM,' UNBELIEVABLE
CALL FOR INFO OR DEMO OR SEND FOR A VIDEO DEMO TAPE, DETAILS ON COUPON

+ FREE MODULE F/CASE

THE MOST CREATIVE INSTRUMENT AVAILABLE
TO THE DRUMMER SO FAR. ANALOG AND DIGITAL,
GIVING THE IDEAL DIGITAL BUILDING BLOCK FOR
THE CREATION OF UNIQUE PERCUSSIVE SOUNDS
WHEN MIXED WITH THE ANALOG SECTION. ALSO
99 PROGRAMMABLE PRESETS ON EACH CHANNEL.
PRESET SELECTOR PAD FOR INSTANT MEMORY
RECALL, AND NEW IMPROVED "SOFTENED"
PLAYING SURFACES

SPECIAL OFFER
THIS MONTH ONLY!!

15
US 9060 F/Switch

8070 P.S.U.
Audio Technica

PRO 2 Mic.

£335.00 inc VAT

SPEC/AL OFFER
SDS 5
ELECTRONIC
DRUM KIT
COMPLETE
*£999*

NEW SDS 6 SEQUENCER WITH MIDI!

WILL INTERFACE WITH THE SOS 7,

SDS & SOS 5. AVAILABLE SOON.

SALEl.
GUITARS
0.100 Nth SO E1E010 C NEN Tomah CP10 ....

KEYBOARDS
[14400 C Ranier Royals (Bus) ..

4cousncoms
.. MN SM Fender CORN

ANPLIFICATION
. DOA

0 twee AR30 . LIMBO CREW Yamaha CS01 .... 010410 C Womin Bass Drum A Tom Tom E7500 S41 Fortier 5Wo Clump . DNA
C Nona AS50 . 1223.00 CSM ARP ORRIN . MIL.0) C SM Beyety 5piece .. E25010 SR WON 50 PA 00 + cots . MAO

0 tow 315 MS
C175.0 C WARP Ortni g116.01) Hamm 75 INuels..) t330.00 Fender Conoot4 5 10 .0174.60

. rt75.N C Snl KoN klaccesom E115.00 Rm. SoNNON9 .0106.00

C Woehburn A5 . LIMO CAEN Casio 301 LIMO ONE-0%mo Radice KB n15.00 Rotor WM . E225.N

0 Washburn A15 . OM CSR Roland NOT E17602 CON Bfterly 4 piece (Black) max Fabler Nage Lard .085.40
C WNW. lhood0 Bass . . [IMO C MI Roland 0E0100 MAN Rolsnd *NI 50 ..0106.0
0 %Ono Sesion II .11191.00 CAEN Roland NNE Nan C 8,44 Concert Toms 12T 13- 14" 15" [P.OA Roland Boll 30 . L191.00

C SNIN SON ...[77550 C Rdand SH101 NM Raw MIN C SIR DN. 5000.0 Crtols ERCIA %roof...INS/CR . WNW
C Spar Tole . MEM C Rdand HP70 DIM WNW Cobe40 CH .01006
0 SNIN Papule, . NEM C Roland TIRO 07501 ELECTRONIC KITS Rowel Birk 30E1 . . EI25.40

0 Ells Tele . NEM C Roland 181 ... BIM CHEW lOone Ilro . MEN Rand Spoi150 B .

0 SININsndold . MIN CND,/ *Wm 140 KNE001. VOA C S4I Sot 4 Woburn 6 Calmar E105.00 BONN JC 120 .07506
0 Yards B111300 ..015015 CREW RolwA 154 .... ... BIM CAEN LIPCPeoosoonICompulor Cadet. Hamsters . DOM
0 Yards BB403 . NNW C Yamens PW VW NOW N95.00 CoNlw Cobra Boss . . L1911.00

0 Viola SG1000 .1330.00 C Yamaha P33

CW0010E03000 ... . LEN.N C Roland JSO 00 SNN0044 .... .011506 CStnaa
0 S141101+04 NM DEN . LISA C RhcOes Suit:N*73 .. .010090 CMS All
0 Alt SDI 11) . 01500 C Bohner Dori*
0 344 Boner Etoni.Rolloss Boss ......... MOO S BB woo 09.3 5:295.00

0 SH Gui0 MI Reign Bass .011506
C SM FoodwRscilion Bros -"1656 ssmYameMCP25Irrner) -.MOO litT pAISTE 101, 404, 505, 2002, RUDEVIBES*, 62 Radon Bass E110.00 5 BM SW 000Ntra 014100

VIEW Squior 57 Recision Bass [11100 S BON. Wog 0050
SHER' Bow &BOO ... UNTO EVEN Yamaha CP 10
SNLIEWashtom A 15 . UNA P Ex.Dorno Roland EP KW t15E00
SNEW thaw: Si 100 E12003 P SH Mcog Rodigy 0175.01

SKEW 1001044J Slar (salmon 5445 ..... VEIN
SNEW TAN GAS Ster (rwfilic NB ...... BOLIN
5 NEW tons, BL 500 L140.00

PHEW vantage Brix ANA . CNA
P UM WA Pro Basco, case MOO
P MI Goolon Seth RyIng V (while) ....... BEM

1EQUErlZiAL
CiiCUir.1
SIXTRACK £695!!
6 VOICE, 100 MEMORIES, POLYPHONIC MULTI --TIMBRE
SEQUENCER, ALSO COMMODORE 64 SEQUENCER

INTERFACE IN STOCK NOW

0RUIATRAX TaliCIFT1TeRAT=DDRul.'icuNM AEN
WITH

PERCUSSION SOUNDS. FEATURING 101
INTERFACE, INDIVIDUAL TUNING FOR EACH SOUNC
B DRUM. S. DRUM, RIM SHOT. TWO TOMS.
CRASH AND RIDE CYMBALS. OPEN AND CLOSED
HI -HAT. HANDCLAPS, TAMBOURINE. COWBELL.
CABASA. 3,300 NOTE FACILITY. 100 DRUM
PATTERNS. 100 SONG CAPACITY.

FOSTEX A8 SYSTEM
CALL FOR PACKAGE PRICE
ON A8 SYSTEM INC A8
TAPE RECORDER, 350 MIXER
3060 METER BRIDGE

SDS 8
ELECTRONIC
PRE-SET KIT

£699

111
vote

SALE

Bunn Ro 501 1 12 .. E295.00

Bums Pro 502 12 C55.00
Boman GX 3 E195.00

DRUM MCNEES
Wend 111909 E799.40
IN 111,10w
Roland TR 01)13 . L100.00
Rolond 500). L290.03

Rolm(' 0418000 LWOW
%WPM BOB E405.00

INN Simone. E79.00

1014 Dun Coop.. .0115500
Boss 00 Rhyrrn t49.03
Boss 00110 OR Fillythrn MAO
Sermons C180.1, £11506

C = Chelmsford P= Portsmouth S

L9501

Accessit
COMPRESSOR £51.00
NOISE GATE £51.00
DUEL SWEEP E.O. £51.00
STEREO REVERB £130.00
4 WAY P.S.U. £35.00
SINGLE P.S.U. £8.00

rtumulatot
NEW * 64 SONG CAPABILITY
NEW * SONG WRITE PROTECT

AMAZING VALUE
AT £985!!

NEW * CRASH CYMBAL. CHIP £79

NEW * DRUM PADS £295

NEW * GRAPHIC RHYTHM COMPOSER
FOR APPLE II COM.64 £225

NEW * OUTPUT TRIGGER MODS £P.O.A.

NEW MKII
WITH EASY INSERTION SOCKETS
PLUS AN EXTRA ROM OF YOUR
OWN CHOICE!
NEW ROM SETS £1195!!
Electronic Percussion No 1, No 2
Latin Percussion, African Percussion,
Simmons, Jazz Drums, Analogue Drums,
Sound Effects.

* MAINFRAME
Sound Sample Board #

for Apple N1,"
NOW in Stock!!

£250.00 rq4'0.

TA -6\k"
=Southampton

0<><>.,e, ijoi"
OCP,i4. 41'

 5N/i("0"
'175.00)

4 44?, .



ERNAL MEMORY PROTECT OFF"""
2010 PRINT AT11,5:"PRESS ANY KEY TO LOAD"
2020 POKE 35071,23: POKE 35072,17
2030 IF 1NKEY$="",THEN GO TO 2030
2040 BEEP 1,1t RANDOMIZE USR 35067
2050 CLS :

PRINT AT 11,3;"32 VOICE LOADING COMPLETED": GO SUB 9180
3000CLS : PRINT AT 9,0;"SET DX7 TO ""SYS INFO AVAIL"" (FUNCTION CONTROL E8) TH

EN SELECT PATCH NO"
3010 POKE 35003,0: POKE 35004,1: POKE 35005,27: POKE 35035,156: POKE 35036,1

3020 BEEF' 1,1: RANDOMIZE USR 35028
3030 CLS :

PRINT AT 11,1;"SINGLE VOICE SAVING COMPLETED": GO SUB 9170
4000 CLS :

PRINT "SET DX7 TO ""SYS INFO AVAIL"" (FUNCTION CONTROL £8) THEN ""INT
ERNAL MEMORY PROTECT' OFF"""
4010 PRINT AT 11,5;"PRESS ANY KEY TO LOAD"
4020 POKE 35071,162: POKE 35072,1
4030 IF INKEY$="" THEN GO TO 4030
4040 BEEP 1,1: RANDOMIZE USR 35067
4050 CLS :

PRINT AT 11,1;"SINGLE VOICE LOADING COMPLETED": GO SUB 9170
5000 CLS : IF PEEK 35204<>32 THEN PRINT AS 11,9; FLASH 1;"NO RELEVANT DATA": PA
USE 100: GO TO 80
5010 CLS :

FOR I=1 TO 16: PRINT AT I,O;I: FOR A=0 TO 9: PRINT AT I,A+3;CHR$ PEEK
(35196+A+128*1): NEXT A: NEXT I

5020 FOR 1=17 TO 32: PRINT AT 1-16,17;1: FOR A=0 TO 9: PRINT AT I-1b,A+20;CHR$ P
EEK (35196+A+128*I): NEXT A: NEXT I

5030 PRINT' AT 19,0;" PRESS ANY KEY TO RETURN TO MENU

5040 IF INKEY$="" THEN GO TO 5040
5050 GO TO 80
5500 CLS : IF PEEK 35205<>27 THEN PRINT AT 11,9; FLASH 1;"NO RELEVANT DATA": PA
USE 100: GO TO 80
5510 CLS : TO 9: PRINT AT 0,(A+11);CHR$ PEEK (35351+A): NEXT A
5520 PRINT EG RATES EG LEVELS 1 2 3 4 1 2 3

4 "

5530 FOR Y=1 10 6: PRINT AT 2+3*Y,OrOP";Y: NEXT Y
5540 FOR A=0 TO 7: PRINT AT 5,8+3*A;PEEK (35311+A): NEXT A
5550 FOR A=0 TO 7: PRINT AT 8,8+3*AWEEK: (35290+A): NEXT A
5560 FOR A=0 TO 7: PRINT AT 11,8+3*A;PEEK: (35269,(A): NEXT A
5570 FOR A=0 TO 7: PRINT AT 14,8+3*A:PEEK: (35248+A): NEXT A
5580 FOR A=0 TO 7: PRINT AT 17,8+3*A;PEEK (35227+A): NEXT A
5590 FOR A=0 TO 7: PRINT AT 20,8+3*A;PEEK (35206+A): NEXT A
5600 IF- INKEY$="" THEN GO ID 5600
5610 CLS : FOR A=0 TO 9: PRINT AT 0,(A+11);CHR$ PEEK: (35351+A):
5620 PRINT AT 1,0:" BKPT DEPTH CURVE SCALE C3=39 L
EY
5630
5640
5650
5660
5665
5675
5680
5690
5700
5720
5730
5740
DET"
5750
5760
5770
5780
5790
5795
5800
5810
5820
58.30

FOR A=0
AT 1,0;

NEXT A
R K

FOR Y=I TO 6: PRINT AT 2+3*Y,0;"OP";Y: NEXT Y
FOR A=0 TO 5: PRINT AT 5+3*A,6WEEK (35319-21*A): NEXT A
FOR A=0 TO 5: PRINT AT 5+3*A,10;PEEK (35320-21*A): NEXT A
FOR A=0 TO 5: PRINT AT 5+3*A,14WEEK (35321-21*A): 'NEXT A
FOR A=0 TO 5: LET CURV=PEEK (35322-21*A): GO SUB 9100
PRINT AT 5+3*A,18;C$: NEXT A
FOR A=0 TO 5: LET CURV=PEEK (35323-21*A): GO SUB 9100
PRINT AT 5+3*A,23;C$: NEXT A
FOR A=0 TO 5: PRINT AT 5+3*A,29;PEEK (35324-21*A): NEXT A
IF INKEY$="" THEN GO TO 5720
CLS : FOR A=0 TO 9: PRINT AT 0,(A+11);CHR$ PEEK (35351+A): NEXT A
PRINT AT 1,0;" MOD VEL OUT FREQUENCY****** SEN KEY LEV FIX COA FIN

FOR Y=1 TO 6: FAINT AT42+3*Y,0;"OP":.Y: NEXT Y
FOR A=0 TO 5: PRINT AT 5+3*A,6;PEEK (35325-21*A): NEXT A
FOR A=0 TO 5: PRINT AT 5+3*A,10WEEK (35326-21*A): NEXT A
FOR A=0 TO 5: PRINT AT 5+3*A,13;AEK (35327-21*A): NEXT A
FOR A=0 TO 5
LET SYNC=PEEK (35328-21*A): GO SUB 9150
PRINT AT 5+3*A,17;C$: NEXT A
FOR A=0 TO 5: PRINT AT 5+3*A,22;PEEK (35329-21*A): NEXT A
FOR A=0 TO 5: PRINT AT 5+3*A,26;PEEK (35330-21*A);"7.": NEXT A
FOR A=0 TO 5: PRINT AT 5+3*A,30WEEK: (35331-2I*A)-7: NEXT A

5840 IF INKEY$="" THEN GO TO 5840
5850 CLS : FOR A=0 TO 9: PRINT AT 0,(A+11);CHR$ PEEK (35351+A): NEXT A
5860 PRINT AT 1,0;" PITCH ENVELOPE GENERATOR

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 "

5870 FOR A=0 TO 7: PRINT AT 5,1+4*A;PEEK (35332+A): NEXT A
5880 PRINT AT 7,0;" ALGORITHM FEEDBACK
5890 PRINT AT 13,80PEEK: 35340)+1;AT 8,24;PEEK 35341
5900 PRINT AT 11,0;" LOW FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
VE "

5910 LET SYNC=PEEK 35347: GO SUB 9150
5920 LET WAVE=PEEK 35348: GO SUB 9200
5930 PRINT AT 13,3:PEEK 35343:TAB 9:PEEK: 35344;TAB 14:PEEK:
46:TOB 21;C$;TAB 26;W$
5940 LET SYNC=PEEK 35342: GO SUB 9150
5950 PRINT AT 16,0;" OSCILLATOR KEY SYNC ";C$
5960 PRINT AT 18,0;" PITCH MOD SENS ";PEEK 35349
5970 PRINT AT 20,0;" KEY TRANSPOSE [0-48) "WEEK 35350
5980 IF INKEY$="" THEN GO TO 5980
5990 GO TO 80
6000 CLS : INPUT "1 VOICE OR 32 VOICES? ";A$
6010 IF A$<>"1" AND A$<>"32" THEN GO TO 6010
6020 INPUT "FILE NAME? (MAX 10 LETTERS)",N$
6030 IF A$="1" THEN SAVE N$ CODE 35200,162
6040 IF A$="32" THEN SAVE N$ CODE 35200,4113
6050 GO IO 80
700:1'. INPUT "FILE NAME? (MAX 10 LETTERS)",N$
7010 CLS : PRINT AT 11,11; FLASH 1:"START TAPE"
7020 LOAD N$CODE
7030 CLS : PRINT AT 11,11; FLASH 1;"STOP TAPE"
7040 GO SUB 9180
9100 IF CURV=0 THEN LET C$="-L1N"
9110 IF CURV=1 THEN LET C$="--EXP"
9120 IF CURV=2 THEN LET C$="+EXP"
9130 IF CURV=3 THEN LET C$="+LIN"
9140 RETURN
9150 IF SYNC=0 THEN LET C$="OFF"
9160 IF SYNC=1 THEN LET C$="ON"
9165 RETURN
9170 FOR A=0 TO 9: PRINT AT 13,(A+11);CHR$ PEEK: (35351+A): NEXT A
9180 PAUSE 150
9185 GO TO 80
9190 RETURN
9200 IF WAVE=0 THEN LET W$="TRI"
9210 IF WAVE=1 THEN LET W$="SWDN"
9220 IF WAVE=2 THEN LET W$="SWUF"'
9230 IF WAVE=3 THEN LET W$="SORE"
9240 IF WAVE=4 THEN LET W$="SINE"
9250 IF WAVE=5 THEN LET W$="RNDM"
9260 RETURN

36

RATES LEVELS

SPEED DELAY PMD AMD S'NC WA

35345;TAB 18;PEEK

load previously dumped files back into
the Spectrum's memory.

Instructions
First type in the BASIC program and

save it using SAVE 'DUMP' LINE 10, and
then load the machine code by using the
loader in Table 7. Note that the code in
Table 8 reads down, not across! Save this
after the BASIC with SAVE 'DECODE'
35000, 90, and then load the BASIC
program back in. This will automatically
load the machine code for you. If by any
chance you should break' out of the
program, re-enter with RUN 80.

To store the DX7 cartridge memory
onto tape, the memory first has to be
dumped into internal. If you're doing this,
make sure you've saved the internal
memory and checked it on the patch
listing, or you could lose many long hours
of programming, and probably your lunch
as well . . .

Should you find the thought of hours of
typing this listing into your Spectrum too
horrible to contemplate, a cassette con-
taining an expanded version of this
program and a short sequencing routine
can be obtained from SDS, 18 Cambalt
Road, London SW15 6EW, for £5.95
including postage and VAT. Finally, the
author would like to thank Ken McAlpine
for the idea and TX/RX routines, and Tony
Saunders for his invaluable work deci-
phering the DX MIDI codes.

E&MM

Learn Synth
with T. Lavitz

T. LAVITZ, keyboard whiz with the
, Dregs, with no less than four Grammy

nominations for his instrumental work,
g'''" has now created a six -tape series
env for Hot Licks that is the most

comprehensive synthesizer course
available today.

THE SYNTHESIZER
WORKSHOP
Over the course of six
hour-long cassettes, you'll work on:
Clavinet, organ, string and brass sounds.

= Using delay and reverb for lead patches.
Lead sounds, single -note and chordal.

Getting realistic string sounds. Application of pitch bending.
Improvising. Scales and modes using pitch bends. Pentatonics. Minor
and dominant blues. Tips on using synth on live gigs and in the studio.
Arranging. Programming drum machines. Dozens of examples
covering Rock, Jazz and Country styles.
Truly a must for every synth player!

Also available for keyboard players.

ROCK PIANO (6 tapes) by John Jarvis

JOHN JARVIS, Rock 'n Roll piano giant, with credits that
include Rod Stewart, Leo Sayer and Diana Ross, has recorded a Rock
Piano series for Hotlicks that will have you playing hot right from the first
tape!

Each Hotlicks cassette lesson is available individually at £7.95
from good music stores.fiMIMI NM

Yes! I want to learn those Hot Licks.
Please send me full details and the name of my nearest stockist.

Name

Address

labtek NAidd I ewich Road,

Northwich, Cheshire CW9 7DXinternational Tel. (0606) 48684

Instruction Tapes
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DUAL PERCUSSION SYNTHESIZER

THE CHOICE IS YOURS!
Whether you want conventional acoustic drum sounds....

Electronic Percussion Sounds...or todays exciting Synthesized Drum Sounds.
The New Klone Dual gives you them all ... but at an affordable price £299

The Klone Dual Percussion Synthesizer is a versatile and comprehensive percussion system, featuring two separate
monophonic synthesizers, specially designed for percussive sound generation. Each pad or drum has a separate voltage
controlled oscillator, and Multi -Mode filter section, with balance and level controls. The VCO section has tuning, and up or
down pitch bend controls as well as shared decay time control. The filter section has frequency, resonance, and up or down
sweep control. Together with switchable mode selector for VCO only, Impulse, Low Pass, Band Pass, High Pass or Phased
Filter. For additional sound variation, channel two has a comprehensive modulation section with low frequency oscillator. This
has VCO, VCF and VCA routings, and also allows VCO self modulation. The touch sensitive pads are made of tough ABS
Plastic, and have Rubber playing surfaces for realistic 'Stick Bounce'. Heavy duty hardware features separate multi -angle
boom arms with quick lock levers, and memory lock clamp for maximum rigidity and adjustment. The Klone Dual can be
triggered from any Rhythm Unit, or Synthesizer with a trigger output socket, there are separate line ouput/input sockets as well
as Stereo headphone socket. A set of overlay cards is also included, giving sample settings, and the system comes complete

with leads and fibre carrying case.

Manufactured in England by: Honky-Tonk Music, 300/302 London Road, Hadleigh, Essex, England.
Trade enquiries: Honky-Tonk Marketing (0702) 553647



SYNTHESIS ON A BUDGET
THE E&MM BUYERS' GUIDE FOR

BEGINNERS
Searching for your first synth can be a disheartening and sometimes
disillusioning experience, especially if you happen to come across rows upon
rows of glistening new keyboards, equipped with the latest technology and price -
tags that put them well out of your reach. But take heart. Armed with a little
perseverance and this buyers' guide, you should be able to find an instrument
that combines flexibility with an accessible price.

A[though hi -tech instruments are
capable of wonderous feats, it's
still you, the musician, that has

the greatest influence on the end result,
and there's no point in buying a complex
polyphonic synth if you only play with
one finger.

Remember too that there are dozens
of effects pedals available that can offer
further variations on the basic sound of
your synth, the most popular being
chorus, flange and delay. Reverb is
another effect which can greatly
enhance certain synthesiser sounds
and, for recording purposes, more
alternative treatments such as standing
the speaker in a resonant oil drum may
be employed in order to impart an
original quality to the basic sound.

Indeed, this kind of treatment can so
alter the characteristics of an instrument
that 'sampled' type sounds may be
produced, although the end result is not
always very predictable.

Before parting with your hard-earned
money, it's a good idea to decide what
you need, as opposed to what you want.
Do you need monophonic or polyphonic
operation, and do you require the synth
mainly for music or for sound effects?

Presets
Then there's the question of variable

or preset operation. A preset synth offers
rapid selection of any available sound
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without the expense of programmability,
but offers little or no opportunity to alter
the basic sounds, which may be good,
bad or indifferent, depending on the
model in question.

The fully variable design, on the other
hand, is capable of producing a vast
range of sounds but, in a live situation,
this may involve adjusting a dozen or
more parameters in a very short space of
time, which can be disastrous if one vital
adjustment is overlooked. Many is the
time that the erstwhile player has set up
what he hopes to be a flute patch only to
be rewarded by the sound of a liquidiser
full of snails because of a simple
patching mistake. Dimly -lit stage
conditions can aggravate this problem
further, so this potential problem area
should be given due consideration
before a firm decision is reached.

Parameters
To complicate matters further, there

are different degrees of complexity
involved in setting up different types of
variable synth, and your choice will
again be affected by what you intend to
use the instrument for.

For example, the Moog Rogue has a
very simple control layout but is capable
of a wide range of useful musical
voicings, while the ARP Axxe, on the
other hand, has a very comprehensive
patching facility that enables elaborate
sound effects to be created in addition to
more conventional musical voicings, but
there are a lot of parameters that must be
set accurately in order to give a
satisfactory result.

Another area worthy of scrutiny is that
of performance controls. Both mono and
polysynths tend to have some form of
performance control, the most popular
being the Moog -type wheel system
which allows control of pitch -bend and
vibrato depth.

Some manufacturers use an extension
of this system, whereby other
parameters such as filter cut-off
frequency may be patched to the
performance wheels, whilst others go in
for joystick controls, levers, or pressure -
sensitive pads.

The next point of consideration is the
keyboard itself: does it have enough
octaves for your particular application,
and if you want to play a lot of bass on it,
does it have a bottom E?

Triggering
The keyboard triggering system on

some older synths may not feature what
is known as multiple triggering and this
too can be important. On modern
synths, when a second note is pressed
before the first one is released, the
envelope shaper will retrigger, which is
as it should be, but on machines not
incorporating this facility, it's necessary
to release one key fully before
depressing another in order to initiate a
second trigger sequence which can
make fast playing very difficult.

Interfacing
Having decided on which of these

facilities you really need, you should
then look at the question of interfacing. If
you need to run your analogue synth in
conjunction with a sequencer or rhythm
machine, check that the appropriate
trigger and control voltage sockets are
provided, and that the control law is to
the one -volt -per -octave standard, as this
enables maximum compatibility
between machines of different makes.
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If there is a built-in sequencer, check
that it has sufficient storage capacity for
your needs and that it can be
synchronised to a pulse from a drum
machine.

Conclusions
There are many angles you ought to

consider before parting with your money
and the aspects previously mentioned
don't really tell the whole story.

Buying secondhand can enable you to
obtain more facilities for your money,
but be sure that your potential purchase
is working properly, especially if it is a
private purchase since you have no legal
comeback in the event of a breakdown. If
the synth is now obsolete, do make sure
that service facilities and spare parts are
still available, and obtain a circuit
diagram if at all possible.

To help you make up your mind, we've
compiled a list of some of the more
popular budget synths, both
monophonic and polyphonic, and
included a brief description of each one,
drawing attention to any unusual
features. Many of the synths in this list
are no longer in production, and few if
any have MIDI capabilities. However,
they are all useful instruments in their
own right and represent good value for
the synthesist on a budget.

ARP Axxe
ARP themselves are now no longer in

business but there are still many of their
products available secondhand.

The Axxe is a single -oscillator
monosynth featuring SRP's proportional
pitch control and vibrato depth pressure
pads. The internal patching is very
flexible and readily lends itself to the
production of sound effects as well' as
music, and multiple triggering is
provided along with interface
connections for CV, Gate and Trigger.

ARP Odyssey
This is a two -oscillator version of the

Axxe, featuring a duophonic option and
a ring modulator which extends the
range of sound effects and musical
voices available.

Interface connections are provided,
and multiple triggering is standard.

ARP Omni
This is a hybrid machine having a

polyphonic string/brass section, a bass
section and a basic lead line monosynth.

Again obsolete, but this model can
provide high quality textural sounds in
spite of its limitations. The keyboard may
be split for further versatility, and the
polyphonic section can be fed through
the synth filter to create polysynth
effects.

Gnat
This is a single -oscillator version of

the Wasp with fewer facilities, though it
is still very strong -sounding. This is only
available with the touch keyboard, and
E&MM JULY 1984

its light plastic construction coupled
with battery power and an internal
speaker makes it entirely suitable for
practising in the bath(!)

Jen Synthetone SX1000
A very basic one -oscillator monosynth

featuring a three -octave, full-sized
keyboard. Although cheaply
constructed and extremely basic, the
SX1000 does offer all the essential basics
for synthesis, and has a useful range of
sounds.

The very low price (sometimes under
£100) of this instrument should make it
accessible to even the most
impoverished newcomer, whilst the
techniques learnt from using it will still
be valid when he or she moves to a more
sophisticated synthesiser.

Korg Sigma
The Sigma represents something of a

departure from conventional synthesiser
design, in that it utilises a bank of preset
sounds that may be used singly or in
combination. Each preset has one user -
adjustable parameter to increase the
overall flexibility, whilst performance
control is via a joystick.

The ring modulator allows the
production of metallic tones and, for the
more avant garde, it is also possible to
play quarter -tones on this instrument. If
you're looking for a lead -line synth with
'instant' sounds of high quality, this is the
one: it can be picked up surprisingly
cheaply secondhand.

Korg Sigma.

Korg Delta
This synth, like the ARP Omni, is a

hybrid device incorporating a

polyphonic string section and a mono
lead line synth.

A joystick performance control is
fitted and the poly section may be routed
via the filter of the mono section for
further flexibility.

Like the Omni, the separate sections
have individual outputs, enabling multi-
channel amplification to be used.

Although very much a 'compromise'
type of instrument, the Delta's sounds
are generally good and it should be
possible to buy a secondhand model at a
reasonable price.

Korg MS10
This is a two -and -a -half octave

monosynth with one oscillator and a
modulation wheel. The design is
unusual in that the individual circuit
elements are brought out to a patch bay,
enabling unconventional hook-ups to be
implemented. The interface facilities are
to the Korg standard, and so the Korg
MS02 interface is required if connection
to other makes of synth is envisaged.

Kerg-MS40.

Korg MS20
Based on the MS10, this model offers

two of each basic module plus a full
three -octave keyboard.

In addition, an external signal
processor input is fitted, which
implements a frequency -to -voltage
conversion and enables other
instruments to control the synth. This
facility is purely monophonic and so
works better on some sound sources
than others.

Korg MS20.

Korg MS50
This is essentially an expander unit, ie.

it does not have its own keyboard. It
includes a one oscillator synth with two
envelope generators, a ring modulator
and a sample and hold converter, all
modules being patchable for maximum
flexibility. Again, it will interface only to
other Korg synths unless a suitable
linear/log converter is used such as the
Korg MS02. Like the rest of the MS
range, the 50's modular design means
that it can be of great educational as well
as music value.

Moog Prodigy
This was Moog's first budget synth

and was designed to bring the essential
features of the MiniMoog to the lower
end of the synth market.

Although no longer in production, this
two -oscillator synth is still very much in
circulation and features the Moog
performance wheels and phase syncing.

There is, however, no multiple
triggering facility and early models had
no Gate or CV interface connections.

When considering one of these
instruments, check the tuning drift after
allowing a five-minute warm-up period,
as some models were particularly prone
to problems in this area.
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Moog Rogue
The Rogue is a basic two -oscillator

polysynth sporting the two Moog
performance control wheels and phase
sync capability. CV and Gate interface
connections are fitted, though the Gate
input requires an S -trigger to operate.
Despite the limited facilities, this synth
has some excellent basic sounds and is
quite easy to set up. It is an ideal
beginner's instrument, and secondhand
models are available at extremely
reasonable prices.

Oberheim OB1
One of the few programmable

monosynths produced, the OB1 features
two oscillators and dynamic phase sync
capabilities. This was originally quite an
upmarket synth costing over £1000, but
with the advent of cheap programm-
able polysynths, it should be available
at a realistic secondhand price.

Roland Juno 6
This was Roland's first budget

polysynth and, as its name implies, it has
six voices that can be played
simultaneously. The oscillator circuitry
is digitally controlled, allocating one
oscillator to each key pressed, whilst the
analogue filtering and envelope shaping
controls are similar to those found on a
monosynth. A chorus unit is built-in, and
a pitch -bend lever is also provided.

The synth is not programmable and
there are no MIDI facilities, but the
internal arpeggiator may be syncronised
to an external drum machine.

Roland Juno 60
Identical to the Juno 6 in all other

respects, this version is programmable
and can store 56 patches in its inbuilt,
non-volatile memory.

Roland SH101
The ever -popular SH101 is in many

ways an update of the SHO9 but with a
few added bonuses which included a
built-in digital sequencer, battery or
mains operation, an arpeggiator, and an
optional modulation grip and guitar -
style strap for the ultimate in portability.
This single -oscillator synth provides for
CV and Gate In and Outs as well as an
External Clock In, which will sync the
arpeggio or sequencer to another
sequencer or drum machine. Even new,
the 101 is by no means expensive.

Roland SH101.

Roland SH2
A dual -oscillator three -octave synth

featuring a sub -oscillator on VCO1. The
pitch can range from 32' to 2' with Sine,
Ramp, Square and Pulse waveforms
selectable on both oscillators. The SH2
also includes delayed vibrato and auto -
bend, and operates on the 1V/oct
standard. Shop around the secondhand
shops for this versatile mono, as its
sounds and facilities are still relevant to
most modern musical styles.

Roland SH2.

Roland SHO9
A scaled -down version of the SH2, this

single -oscillator synth also features a
sub -oscillator which can be mixed with
VCO1 to thicken up the sound from the
21 -octave keyboard. CV and Gate
interfaces are provided, and the control
parameters offer the means to recreate
most standard synth sounds.

Transcendent 2000
Marketed only as a kit by Powertran,

its single -oscillator monosynth
features a separate envelope generator
for the filter section in addition to the
standard complement 9f synth controls.
Gate and CV inputs are provided and
multiple keyboard triggering is standard.
The basic sound is reasonable (if a little
limited) and the components are all fairly
common so that future servicing should
not be a problem.

Wasp
A cheap but well-equipped two -

oscillator synth which has a touch -
sensitive keyboard and digital interface
capabilities, running from batteries or a
mains adaptor unit.

f he Wasp Deluxe was produced later
using a conventional keyboard and,
although the manufacturers- Electronic
Dream Plant- are no longer in business,
both synths represent good secondhand
buys. The pitch generation is digital, and
it's possible to interface the synth
directly to a microcomputer or an EDP
Spider sequencer.

Yamaha CS01
This synth is unusual in several

respects. It's based around a small-scale
keyboard and may be controlled using
an optional breath controller.

Basically, the synth is a simple one -
oscillator design, but the battery
operation and built in speaker make it
ideal for practice as well as live use.

Although it is an ideal beginner's
synth, the CS01 is widely used in
professional circles, largely due to the
added flexibility provided by the breath
controller. A CS01 Mk II has just been
announced by Yamaha, with the result
that old models are now being
discounted to below the £100 mark.

Yamaha CS5
This is a basic single -oscillator

monosynth which should be available
secondhand at around £150.

The three -octave keyboard features
multiple triggering and the filter allows a
choice of high, low, or bandpass
options.

An audio input is also provided with an
automatic triggering facility, enabling
other instruments to be fed through the
filter and envelope shaper, which can be
a useful treatment for a string machine.

Interfacing facilities are provided, but
these are to Yamaha's own standard and
so will work only in conjunction with
another Yamaha machine.

E&M M
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HI TECH Low Prices

OBERHEIM
We've got the System

088, DX, DSX, all up and running!

The best is never cheap, but we'll do our best to make
owning

an!

Oberheim system
as ey as possible

YAMAHA MT44 Rack

- buy the complete
system at a price

you won't believe

Phon 01-4 3449 NOW!

We are Yamah

40
a Hi-Tech

Dealers
and as such will
receive priority
deliveries of the

new products.
Current stock

includes DX7, PF15,

R1000, and by the

time you read this

ad we should
have our first

RX11 and RX15s!

FOR THE GUITARIST!
SESSIONETTES

We always
carry a range of Sessions

including the new Bass amps

Sessionette
75 costs a mean £239

5551011

-washburn.

WASHBURNS
THE BANTAM

there are many headless
copies but no

one does it like Washburn
£49

ed headless
5

NEW B42 an exciting full bodi

around £500
MIRAGE SERIES - Solid body electric -

acoustic both folk and
classics - Try the

ifmd
l

NEW TOUR
SERIES Black

and Red tyie

by the TOUR 24 with locking nut andp fine

tune vibrator £385

THE 'VIB'
SHOP!

If you're serious about

your bending - Floyd

Rose or Khaller have the

answer!
Originals and

forgeries in stock prices

start at around £65 We

have a full fitting service

and guitars to try before
you buy

MXR
Drum Computers
Unbelievable

Price

£1 095 inc VAT

More digitals by Oberheim, Yamaha, Analogs.

Try the KORG KPR77 at only £295

SENIVHIESSES
"),-2audio-technica

MICROPHONES
We stock Audio Technica,

have
Sennheiser, Shure, AKG, we

ce.
the right mic at the right pri

ESS (BARNET) 230 HIGH ST., BARNET, HERTS. 01-440 3449
Open Weekdays 10am-7pm Saturday 9.30-5.30

Access, Visa, Amex, Diners, HFC Instant, plus good old fashioned cash!
Everything we do is available mail order - FAST!

.4"

it
Glh

TA4

lb 1.4i
!VIII.



Using Sequencers
Real-time Sequencing
Having examined how to go about getting the best from step -time
sequencing, Paul Wiffen turns his hand this month to looking at recording
music performance in real-time.

U p until now we've concentrated on
programming techniques that can be
exercised at a leisurely pace, with the

facility to go back and delete, insert or re-
arrange things as desired, but real-time pro-
gramming, as the name implies, requires
everything to be loaded as a cohesive musical
performance (albeit at a slower tempo than
playback or to within certain limits). There are
some people for whom 'real-time' is the only
way to program. Clearly, they value the speed
of programming and human 'feel' which res-
ults and can fully benefit from this method
owing to their superior playing technique. For
us lesser mortals, there are means by which
real-time programming can be made more
accurate and less laborious, which is just as
well, because in some applications - long-
drawn-out polyphonic chords (a string part, for
example) or lead lines - it gives far more
satisfying results than step -time recording.

Preparation
As the time in which the loading of a

sequence can be accomplished is strictly
limited, it's vital that when the recording
actually begins, everything has been set up to
get the sequence right in as few 'takes' as
possible. Whilst no two real-time sequencers
are identical, there are a few things you can
do to aid recording which are commonly
available on many such machines, if not all.

Metronomes
If you're lucky, a metronome facility will be

built into your sequencer: all you have to do is
set it to give the note values you want -
crotchets, quavers, or whatever - and a click
track will automatically be put out when
you're in record mode. Be careful, however,
as you will often find that the metronome
governs your trigger in (for sync) and out (for
controlling other sequencers/synths/drum
machines), so if you plan to use this facility as
well, be sure that it is fast enough for all the
other things you want to happen at the same
time.

If you don't have an internal metronome,
don't worry: there are several other ways of
obtaining a similar aural guide. Many se-
quencers nowadays can be controlled exter-
nally by a drum machine or another sequencer
-this means that the sequencer's internal
clock is overriden by the incoming one (either
through the Click/Clock In, or MIDI In) and the
sequence is then recorded in relation to these
incoming pulses. If you are using a drum
machine in this manner, then it's a relatively
simple matter to set up either the final pattern
you are going to be using or a rhythm which
gives you the timing you need (for example, a
hi -hat on 4s, 8s or 16s as required, with the
first beat playing open hi -hat to give you the
beginning of the bar). Then you can play along
as normal and the drum machine will keep
you in time on record, and in sync on play-
back.

Even if you don't have this drum machine
sync facility, there are still other ways of
obtaining a metronome. For example, it is
sometimes possible to set up a step -time
sequence on the sequencer you are using (to
be erased when you have your first track
properly recorded) or on a synced pulse time
42

sequencer. Again, set a repeated note on the
sequencer, with a higher or lower note to
indicate the first beat of a bar, and use a
percussive envelope on the synth. Noise as
the sound source is a good thing to use if you
have filter tracking, which can be used to
make a difference in brightness between the
two pitches.

If all else fails, use a totally separate metro-
nome, either an old-fashioned, mechanical
one or a more up-to-date device such as
E&MM's Electronic Metronome (featured as a
project in Jan 84). As long as you start playing
(or go into 'record') at the beginning of a bar,
it should give a better result than using
nothing at all.

Auto -Correction
On some real-time sequencers, it's pos-

sible to set the internal clock so that it
corrects your playing to the nearest note, be it
8s, 16s, 32s or some triplet form of these. If
there's a feature on your sequencer labelled
Correct (or similar) then use this to set it up,
and if not, it may be possible to use the
Frequency Control to do this. By experiment-
ing with slow clock speed and fast playing,
you should be able to deduce the clock rate
(even if this is not shown on the machine) and
use this to delineate your smallest time
interval.

Starting Right...
If you don't get a good start to your

recording then it doesn't matter how good the
rest is - that 'take' is useless. So it makes
sense to do as much as possible to facilitate
the beginning of the recording. Nowadays,
it's often possible to use a footswitch to start
either the sequencer or the controlling drum
machine, and you should use one of these
wherever possible as it leaves your hands free
to do the actual playing.

Some real-time sequencers actually give
you the metronome in advance, or else allow
the sync drum machine to run first but don't
actually start recording until you press
the footswitch or begin playing. All this makes
your job easier and you are almost certain to
end up with a better performance.

If you have none of these tricks at your

disposal, you will have to rely almost entirely
on your own co-ordination. One thing you can
do is to try to practice hitting record' and
your first note together a few times before
going for the take. In general, though, the only
really concrete think I can say to owners of
this form of gadget -less sequencer is to wish
you good luck. You're probably going to need
it.

...and Ending Right
If you want to loop your sequence or chain

several together, then stopping the recording
correctly is just as important as starting it:
otherwise you will find your loop or next
sequence is out of time. Again, if you have a
recent -model sequencer, you may find there
is an auto -correct on the end as well, but if
you are not so fortunate, practice hitting the
'stop' button in the right place a few times -
it's not always quite as easy as it sounds.

Once you've got your sequence roughly
right, what next? Well, again you may be
fortunate enough to have a post -auto -correct
facility, but if you have, don't just leap in and
correct as most of these facilities are per-
manent and you may overdo the job.

In any event, you should always listen back
to your sequence very carefully: you may find
that the replay doesn't sound as good as you
thought. This may just be a result of your
native optimism or it may be that the internal
clock is not correcting in the manner you
require. If you find notes are clipping or
appearing out of place (or even being lost
altogether), you'll need to adjust your auto -
correct or clock frequency to allow for shorter
notes. If the sequence still sounds a bit loose,
re-record it with a heavier auto -correct or a
slightly faster clock frequency. If your auto -
correct is retrospective, listen carefully for
how far out your performance is. Use the
smallest correction factor possible and build
up to the minimum required (this is not only
the safest way not to ruin your sequence, but
also allows for a more human feel - which is
half the point of real-time sequencing).

Overdubbing
Try to use whatever metronome facilities

you had originally for as many subsequent
overdubs as possible: this will maintain the
same error factor in each track as opposed to
the error accumulating with each additional
performance. If you can still use your intro
facilities (footswitch or drum pattern), then do
so - they'll help keep the timing as good as
your performance.

Above all, the secret of real-time recording
is to be patient and to practice -a great deal.
Don't get discouraged if your first results are
not particularly flattering: real-time sequen-
cing is a performance technique that requires
considerable experience and familiarity with
the equipment in question. You will find that
the results of your real-time endeavours
gradually oecome more and more satisfying
and the benefits of this form of keyboard
recording become more and more apparent.
All your sequences should be replayed with a
more human feel than is possible with step -
time techniques, albeit with human mistakes
as well.
Paul Wiffen E&MM
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Casio Magic!
A whole lot more from

Micro Musical
Considering a Casio keyboard - then go no
further than Micro Musical.
Micro Musical have been Casic Mail Order Specialists
ever since the keyboards were introduced into the UK. We're
a company you can trust because we're the established
specialists who can offer you Casio's outstanding
performance and quality - at the lowest possible all inclusive
prices.
Each of our keyboards also carries our extended
manufacturers guarantee for an incredible 18 months.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT LABORATORY

Now there's an even more compelling reason to buy your
Casio from Micro Musical. We have set up a department
staffed with a highly qualified and experienced design team
exclusively dedicated to providing - information,
components, modification kits, modified keyboards, and
finished product systems and software which will interface
Casio keyboards with each other and with Home
Computers, Drum Machines etc. In addition the laboratory
will provide a super efficient guaranteed repair service.

Casio and Micro Musical are leading the way into the future today.

CASIOTONE MT -800

LATEST ADDITION
TO THE

CASIO RANGE
4 octave keyboard with 2 detachable
speakers, which can be used
together to create a true stereo
sound.
* Particularly suited to the
inexperienced player. The keyboard
will automatically synchronise
accompaniment to the speed of
playing. Unlike other keyboards the
rhythm does not stop but simply
delays changing the
accompaniment until the correct
note is played.
Other features include auto play,
one key chord play, 12 preset
rhythms, stereo chorus. Separate
input and gain control for either
mike or keyboard.

MICRO MUSICAL PRICE 1111.

NEWS FLASH

NEW COMPUTERISED
TELE-ORDER SERVICE
Phone us now, for a friendly chat with our experts. Ask
for our product leaflets covering our complete range of
Keyboards.
Ask too, about easy credit terms (details on request).

Micro
Musical p

COMING SOON FROM
MICRO MUSICAL
CASIO MT -200

THE FIRST COMPUTER
COMPATIBLE LOW PRICED

STEREO KEYBOARD
With the addition of the optional PA -1
interface the MT -200 will combine with
most home computers to provide a
comprehensive sequencer or memory
with good editing facilities. A listing of a
basic program is included in the
keyboards handbook.

FREE CASSETTE
BASED MUSIC
EDITOR ONLY FROM
MICRO MUSICAL.
Micro Musical have taken the program
listing from the MT -200 handbook, and
are offering a software package in
cassette form for easy loading.
This eliminates the long tedious
process of entering the basic
program correctly, and ensures
first time operation whatever
your type of computer.
This exciting innovation is available
Free with the MT -200 only from Micro
Musical.

DEMAND WILL BE
COLOSSAL, ADVANCE
ORDERING ESSENTIAL.

1 CASIOTONE CT- 610
THE FLOWING SOUND OF THE
STEREOPHONIC KEYBOARD.
* 61 keys, 5 octaves * 8 note
polyphonic (simultaneous sounds 8
notes at max) * 20 preset sounds
* Stereo chorus, sustain sound effects
* 12 auto -rhythms * Casio Chord
Auto -Accompaniment
* Pitch control.
MICRO MUSICAL PRICE

ASIOTONE CT -310

TAKE YOUR
FUN OUTDOORS!
3 -source power makes this full keyboard
popular everywhere.
* 49 keys * 8 -note polyphonic
* 12 preset sounds * Vibrato,delayed
vibrato,sustain,reverberation,sound
effects * 12 auto rhythms * Casio
Chord Auto -Accompaniment
* 768 different accompaniment
variations * 3 -way power
source * Pitch control.
MICRO MUSICAL PRICE

CASIOTONE MT -41
* 8 -note polyphonic * Vibrato &
sustain effects * 22 preset sounds
* 6 built-in Auto -rhythms, Synchronised
Bass Patterns, or Manual Bass
accompaniment * 3 -way
power source.
MICRO MUSICAL PRICE

/THE MICRON
MUSICAL PRICE

PROMISE
As established leaders in
this field, we guarantee to
match any other

24 HOUR ORDERING SERVICE advertised offer. This

Telephone orders by ACCESS or promise embraces our

BARCLAYCARD
range of electronic

BARCLAYCARD welcome "'"'" keyboards.

Telephone 0203 616760 lialta37 WOOD LANE, SHILTON, COVENTRY CV7 9BR. .\c/
/011
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MASS HYSTERIA
The Human League were one of the first bands to prove conclusively that
synthesisers could be used to make hit records, but the band's new album,
Hysteria, sees them branch out into the use of more conventional instruments.
Dan Goldstein spoke to the League's Ian Burden recently about the shift of
emphasis and the reasons for Hysteria's late arrival.

By anybody's standards, The
Human League's success story
has been a spectacular one. From

being one-half of a defunct Sheffield
electronic band that had amassed a
reasonable cult following but achieved
little else. they became the UK's most
successful singles artists almost
overnight, with a number one album -
Dare - that was written, performed, and
recorded almost entirely on
synthesisers.

However, once Dare and its creators
had done the rounds of most of the
world's major popular music markets,
The Human League's output was
reduced to little more than a trickle, with
just two singles - 'Mirror Man' and
'Fascination' - being released in more
than a year. Ian Burden - one of the
songwriters brought in to add strength
to the League's compositional muscle
when the original band broke -up - sums
up the reasons for the delay very simply.

'We had one false start, and then a
series of different engineers and
producers that spun the process out a
lot longer than it should have been. First
of all, we started recording the second
album at Genetic Sound with Martin
Rushent: that was how we'd done Dare,
so it seemed logical to do the follow-up
the same way. The only trouble was
Martin didn't feel altogether confident
with some of the new material we were
coming up with, and eventually he
resigned, though I must stress there was
no animosity between us. He taught us
an awful lot about recording
synthesisers, how to use microcom-
posers and that sort of thing, for which
we're obviously very grateful. In the end
we managed to salvage two songs from
those Genetic sessions - 'Mirror Man'
and 'Fascination', though the latter was
re -mixed by Chris Thomas.
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'One thing we weren't altogether
happy about Martin's production was
the way he treated vocals. There are
three singers in the group and obviously
the vocals are very important to us, but
what Martin is mainly interested in is the
use of synthesisers and computers, and
listening back to Dare now, there's not
really any emphasis on the vocals at all,
because Martin treated them just like so
many more machines.

'What we've wanted to do for a while
now is get better vocal performances
from our singers. It's especially difficult
with Joanne (Catherall) and Susanne
(Sulley) because more often than not
they're presented with their vocal parts
for the first time in the studio. When we
recorded Dare, as soon as one of the
girls had come up with a reasonable
vocal performance of say, a chorus,
Martin would take that performance and
spread it all over the song. He
succeeded in doing that very well, but it
isn't really a very satisfactory way of
working, when you consider that vocals
that stay at the same level when a song is
building up to a climax can never really
sound 100% right.

'So when it came to recording
Hysteria, we decided we'd spend longer
on the vocals, so that Joanne, Susanne
and Philip (Oakey) could actually sing
their way through a song in one
performance. We'd heard some of the
records Chris Thomas had produced,
and felt that the vocal performances he
seemed to be capable of getting out of
people - as well as the way he recorded
them - were some of the best things
about them. I think all he did with
'Fascination' was raise the'vocals in level
a little and maybe use less in the way of
effects on them, but it impressed us and
we hired him for six weeks to record the
album at Air Studios in London'.

Air Studios
That wasn't the end of the League's

production headaches, however. After a
while, it became readily apparent that
domestic problems were distracting
Thomas from the serious business Of
recording, and although his efforts were
much appreciated by the band, a
change of producer eventually became
inevitable, and after Christmas 1983, the
League left Air for for the Townhouse,
where they completed Hysteria with
Hugh Padgham at the faders.

'Once we started working with Hugh,
it only took us another six to eight weeks
to finish the album off,' remembers Ian.
'And in total, if you don't count
weekends and breaks and so forth, we
only spent about six or seven months
working in the studio, though that's still
longer than we originally expected it to
take.

Listening to Hysteria for the first time,
it's obvious that a lot of care has been
taken over how the finished product
sounds, though what is also rather
obvious is that, following on from Dare,
many of the songs don't display a great
deal in the way of musical development,
though not unexpectedly, Burden is
quick to defend this.

'It's not surprising really, when you
consider that the majority of the songs
were written over two years ago, when
we were touring with the Dare material.
In fact, one of the songs, 'Don't You
Know I .Want You', was kicking around
before we went on tour, and we played it
at a few gigs, though the version on the
album is, not surprisingly, almost
entirely different.

'What's important to us is that the
album is still full of good pop songs,
because although all the four of us who
are involved with songwriting have
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different individual music tastes, the one
thing we all have in common is a love of
pop music, and I think that's reflected in
everything we've done together.'

Instrumentation
But if there's one area where Hysteria

does show a marked change from its
predecessor, it's in that of instumental
arrangements. Whereas the band that
recorded Dare prided itself in relying
only on vocals and synthesisers, the
new album contains as much guitar,
bass and grand piano as it does
electronic keyboards. Not for the first
time, Burden has a simple explanation.

'The insistence that we use only
synths was really a legacy that Philip
and Adrian (Wright) had carried with
them from the previous group. In a
sense it was no bad thing because it
meant that Jo (Callis) and I had to learn
a lot about electronics and computers
that we probably wouldn't have done if
we hadn't joined the band, but Philip
and Adrian have proved now that you
can make successful pop records using
just synths, so we're now at the stage
where we use whatever instrument will
work best. I play quite a lot of bass, and
Jo's been playing almost as much guitar
as he did when hewas with the Rezillos!'

Synclavier
The revolution hasn't been confined

to guitars, however. The League have
also made some additions to their
armoury of electronic instruments, the
most notable of these being a

Synclavier, purchased specifically with
Hysteria in mind.

'We bought the Sync lavier essentially
because we'd heard so many good
things about it, and we'd been interested
in getting a sampling system for a while.
Martin had had a Fairlight at Genetic
that we'd fiddled about with from time to
time, but personally I found its sound
quality never really impressed me all
that much: it seemed to add its own
character to every sample you made on
it. We got the Synclavier on the grounds
that its fidelity was greater, and I think to
a large extent our experiences bear that
out, though that's not to say we didn't
have some trouble with it, because we
did - lots of it.

'The main problem seems to be
related to the fact that, whereas the
Fairlight essentially has two computers -
one for sampling and one for timing -the
Synclavier has to make do with just the
one. A lot of the time we were using a
LinnDrum code transferred to tape to
run the Synclavier's sequencer, but
although it ran beautifully in con-
junction with its own FM synthesised
sounds, with our samples there would
be occasions where it would lose track
of itself, especially if the sequence was a
very fast one.

'What was even more annoying about
it was that we found ourselves spending
hours on end trying to prove that the
Synclavier could or couldn't do what we
wanted it to, to the extent that we quite
often forgot what we were setting out to
achieve in the first place. There was one

occasion - when we working on the
track 'Love Me Again...(Six
Times)' - that I remember quite clearly.
We'd done a pretty good sample of real
trumpets to play a brass part and loaded
that part into the Synclavier, and it just
couldn't replay it right - perhaps it was
too funky for it, I don't know! Anyway,
after hours of trying to get the thing to
work, we eventually gave up and Jo
played it manually with the tape slowed
down: it ended up sounding fine.

'I think the concept behind the
Synclavier is brilliant, and some of the
technology it uses is quite mind -
boggling, but in practice it isn't
absolutely right yet. The thing is, I get
the feeling that it won't be too long
before we look on something like the
Synclavier as being really primitive.
When you think back to the sorts of
things John Cage was using back in
1958, lots of little black boxes wired up
together, and how far we've come since
then, it makes you wonder what the
ultimate instrument is going to be in,
say, ten years' time.

'We've also just got a DX7 which I

really like, especially its touch -sensitive
keyboard which is such a relief after
some of the keyboards you get on
instruments these days. There really is
an awful lot of it on the album, when you
consider that we only got it two weeks
before the end of the recording!

'We didn't actually get as far as
programming any of our own sounds
into it, though we did edit Yamaha's
cartridge voices quite extensively. In
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any case, it isn't really the sort of
instrument where you can program
sounds from nothing. I mean, can you
imagine thinking of a certain sound in
your head and then trying to work out
which particular algorithm would be the
most suitable? The only thing you can
do is find a sound that's reasonably
close to what you want and then alter it,
and that's what we.did.

'The DX was one of those instruments
that just became instantly usable, and in
a way it started to overshadow some of
the other synths we were using like the
Roland Jupiter 8 and System 100M.

'It sounds so convincing at times it
can get a bit worrying. There's one song
on the new album that's called 'Life On
Your Own' that. has what sounds like
George Benson playing guitar on it. Jo
has been worried ever since that people
are going to wonder why he's started
playing the guitar like George Benson,
when in fact the whole thing is just me
and Philip playing the DX7!'

Writing
So, given that the arrival of new

instruments was probably a minor
contribution to the new album's late
arrival, I wondered if internal disruption
within the band had also played its part.

'Well, obviously when there are four
of you all involved with writing songs,
there are always going to be arguments
going on from time to time, but really
there was nothing particularly
devastating this time around. To be
honest, writing by committee has never
really bothered us, because we don't

have any set formula for composing
that we always stick to. The nearest we
get to that rigidity is that almost
everything we do starts off as being one
particular person's idea, which then
gets passed around to anyone who's
interested for them to work on.

'In general, though, that original idea
can be more or less anything: a
particular melody line or chord
sequence, a really good drum machine
pattern, or maybe even just a synth
sound that's appealing. I think that's
one of the reasons why a lot of our
songs sound so different to each other
- it really is quite hard to pinpoint a
particular song and say that is a typical
Human League record, because
they're written in so many different
ways.

'One constant thing we are quite
aware of is the need to keep things
sparse. It's not a desire to make
everything sound that way, but we do
feel quite strongly that it's better to
have one element of a song that's really
good - say, a really memorable melody
- than to include something that isn't as
strong and end up having to record
about 40 tracks' worth of overdubs to
get it to sound decent.

'The same thing goes for synth
sounds. I do get a bit worried if a lot of
effects units and little black boxes start
getting plugged in to be put on a
certain sound. It makes me think that
maybe the sound isn't really good
enough in the first place, and if that is
the case, then I'll usually try to find
something better.'

In Conclusion
So, having overcome production

upheavals, writing differences and
computer hiccups, the band have
finally succeeded in completing their
recording, and Hysteria is in the shops.
Will they be going on tour to promote
it? For once, Ian Burden isn't quite
sure.

'There was a time when I considered
the whole business of playing live
rather archaic, especially for a band
like ours which really came together for
the first time in the studio. When we did
the tour after Dare, I think it was pretty
evident that we'd never played together
as a band before, and I felt at the time
that the whole thing was a bit of a
distraction from the real business of
making records.

'On the other hand, I know that
Joanne and Susanne get a lot out of it -
in fact I'd say it's probably the thing
they enjoy most - and I've even begun
to change my opinion on it. We did a
video for 'The Lebanon' recently at the
Theatre Royal Drury Lane, where we
mimed to playback in front of an invited
audience. It was surprisingly exciting
for us, and the audience were great,
even though we weren't actually
playing.

'I don't want to commit myself one
way or the other though, because there
are a lot of things that have still got to
be finalised. Anyway, after all the
things that have happened in the last
year and a half, I'm a little bit wary of
making too many promises!'
Dan Goldstein E&MM
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ISOPATCH

NOW AVAILABLE FROM YOUR DEALER

The Signex CP44 ISOPATCH is a new 19"rack mounting patch panel designed to

offer professional flexibility and exceptional value for money. The ISOPATCH is
only 1,75"(1U) high and has 22 pairs of mono jack sockets on the front panel
and three standard options for rear connection (specials to order). Socket
pairs may be easily normalised by bridging the special pads on the top PCB.

CP44J - ISOPATCH patch panel, jacks at rear - £75,00
CP44P - ISOPATCH patch panel, RCAs at rear - 75, 00
CP44T - ISOPATCH patch panel, pins at rear - £75, 00

Heavy duty ISOPATCH patch leads are avaiable in three lengths and a set of
ten comprising of four PL175, four PL320 and two PL550.

PL175 - ISOPATCH patch lead,175mm -£3,50 10 - £ 32,00

PL 320 - ISOPATCH patch lead, 320mm -£3,50 10-f32,00

PL550 - ISOPATCH patch Lead, 550mm- £3,50 10 -£ 32, 00

PLK10 - ISOPATCH patch lead kit, 10 leads asst. -£ 32, 00

The Signex TS01 lead tester checks jack -to -jack guitar leads and patchcorris
for open and short-circuit faults before discovering the hard way
The AS01 adaptor converts the TS 01 into a useful continuity tester

TS01 - Lead tester - £7,50 AS01 - Adaptor - £2,50

CHEQUES PAYABLE TO ISOTRACK ORDERS UNDER £50 ADD £2,50 P+P

For further details telephone - Parkstone (0202) 743640

.1SOTRACK
PO Box18, Poole, Dorset BH14 8EA, England)
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After years of being a musical gipsy, moving from one style to another without
any apparent logic or planning, Steve Jolliffe re-emerged during 1983 with the
release of his first solo album. Journeys out of the Body. Here he talks to Dan
Goldstein about before, during, and after life as one of Tangerine Dream's
founder -members.

n a quiet square just off one of Lon-
don's more fashionable major tho-
roughfares, one of electronic music's

most unpredictable characters rises
every morning to the sound of birds
singing and motorists cursing, and
begins the day's work at his home studio.

For Steve Jolliffe, life has become
worthwhile once again. Now freed from
the constraints placed on him by several
bands of various different musical
persuasions, he is now almost totally
self-sufficient, owning his own
equipment, writing his own material, and
recording his own albums.

It hasn't always been this way, of
course. A couple of turbulent years at art
school in England playing flute and
saxophone led to a spell touring Europe
that ended up with his unexpectedly
enlisting as a student at one of Berlin's
most prestigious musical academies...

'I think I was one of the few people ever
to be admitted who wasn't able to read
music. I can remember being examined
by about six of the school's tutorial staff:
they just sat there while I fumbled
through some piano improvisations that
were rather too reminiscent of
Shostakovich. Still, they must have liked
what they heard, because they gave me a
place, I managed to get a grant, and I
stayed there for about a year and a half,
during which time I learnt almost
nothing at all!

`I had one tutor for piano and one for
composition, but all I was really
interested in was learning how to read
music, and neither of them were of much
use to me. In the end I learnt how to read
years later when I came back to England
and started spending hours on end at the
piano, picking up more and more as I
went along: I'm sure it was the only way.'

Eventually, Jollitte left the Academy,
though he didn't leave Germany.
Instead, he joined another band ('of
sorts'), and it was while with them that he
met up with Edgar Froese, co-founder of
seminal German electronic music
purveyors, Tangerine Dream.

'I remember going to an electronic
music studio and meeting Edgar for the
first time there. It was a very
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Stockhausen-ish place, full of old Studer
tape machines they were running at
different speeds. Anyway, it was obvious
that neither Edgar nor I was particularly
happy being in conventional bands, so I
suggested forming a three-piece
consisting of just lead guitar, drums, and
flute. His first reaction was 'you can't
have a band without a bass', but after a
while he got to quite like the idea, and we
set about looking for the right drummer,
who turned out to be Klaus Schulze. At
first we didn't think he'd be suitable at all
- to be honest he looked like a bit of a
thug in those days - but we soon realised
he was almost ideal because, like us, he
was simply yearning to do something a
bit different.

'Edgar had thought of the name
Tangerine Dream some time before, so
that was what we called ourselves. The
music was very odd, not only because
we didn't have a bass player but also
because our attitudes were different. A
lot of our music was improvised -
sometimes we'd begin a gig without any
thought whatsoever of what we might
do. We did any number of concerts
around Germany, but after a while I

began to feel a bit of a longing for home: I
suppose a lot of it was connected to my
simply wanting to hear people speaking
English again. Late at night after one
particular gig, Klaus got out of the car we
were using to tour around in and
shouted out 'there's nothing on the roof -
it's all blown away!" I had almost my
entire worldly belongings on the roof of
that car, so that was just the final straw - I

had to get back to England.'
This Steve then proceeded to do. He

learned to read music and play the piano
better than ever before, and
subsequently joined a band called
Steam hammer, whose career was rather
less. fruitful or exciting than its name
might otherwise suggest.

After an album and a couple of tours
with Steamhammer, Jolliffe left to
contemplate his own musical position
(the period shortly after Germany had
seen him revolt against electronic
musical instruments, to the point where
he no longer wanted anything to do with
them or with any band that used them).
However, not long afterwards he
received a call from Edgar Froese, who
was by this time (1978) desperately in
search of somebody to take the place of
the recently -departed Peter Baumann.

'Edgar asked me if I'd like to re -join the
Dream, and since I didn't. really have
anything better to do, and I had mostly
overcome my dread of electronics, I

agreed. Edgar came over here first of all;
it had been such a long time since we'd
seen each other, and such a lot had
happened in that time, that we talked for
ages and played a lot of music together.
It really was tremendous.

'Then I went to Germany with him and
we recorded Cyclone, my only album
with Tangerine Dream. For some reason

I don't think it was an altogether
successful exercise. I enjoyed playing
on it and recording it, and to some extent
I enjoyed going out on tour with the band
to promote it, because that in particular
was a huge success, but there were so
E&MM JULY 1984

many restrictions on what I could and
couldn't do, I felt a little bit
claustrophobic. I also felt that, to a

degree anyway, the Dream had lost its
will to experiment, or to put it another
way, some of the original fire that I

remembered so fondly was definitely
absent.'

So, after an album that will be
remembered as TD's never -to -be -
repeated excursion into the world of
songs. and a tour that will be
remembered as the one that finally
brought them acclaim in their home
country, Jolliffe left the band for a
second time, again feeling the desire to
go solo.

)1.1 (I'
On returning to England, Steve began

to experience his `journeys out of the
body' for the first time. He describes his

state of being on these occasions as
'somewhere between wake and sleep'.
and they proved strong enough to
provide inspiration for some powerful
music that was entirely Jolliffe's own
creation. What he wrote while
recovering from various 'attacks' of half -
sleep became the nucleus of his album,
Journeys out of the Body, but initially he
was composing purely for his own
private consumption.

'I really had no intention of making
that music available to the public, but a
friend of mine persuaded me to send a
demo of some of it to Dave Lawrence at
Pulse Records. After I'd done that I

phoned him to ask him what he thought.
and although he expressed some
enthusiasm. he said he didn't think he'd
ever want to put it out on record. I

assumed that would be the end of it but,
astonishingly, I got a letter from Dave a
few days later saying that he'd drastically
underestimated the tape and that he'd be
releasing it as soon as he could, which is
about as big a change of heart as you
can get!'

And so it was that Journeys out of the
Body came to be re -mixed on eight -track

by Jade Warrior's Tony Duhig (see
elsewhere in this issue) and released by
Pulse last autumn.

The music's mood is beautifully
serene - rather different from what one
might expect, given the unsettling nature
of many of Jolliffe's experiences - while
the diary extracts that accompany every
copy serve to increase its emotional
impact further. Given Jolliffe's
impeccable pedigree, perhaps it's not
surprising that the recording is of an
exceptional standar,d and that the music
rernains consistently appealing play
after play. What is surprising is that the
entire piece was played and recorded
very, very simply.

'My main instrument on Journeys was
an SCI Pro One. I think it's an
extraordinary instrument for what it
costs. I like the fact that it's got no
presets or memories. because that

means you have to do all the work for
yourself, and that way you get to know
the instrument much better. I'm
becoming more and more aware that a
lot of people like using 'instant' synths
that give you great sounds as soon as
you turn them on, though I do think it
would be nice if the Pro One had had
memories: there are hundreds of sounds
I managed to get out of it that I think I'd
find impossible to recreate now. simply
because I've forgotten how I went about
getting them!'

Journeys sees the Pro One's synthetic
tones counterbalanced by touches of
piano, flute and guitar, while there's also
some Emulator and Roland guitar synth,
courtesy of that man Duhig.

'Most of the original tracks for the
album were put down on a TEAC four -
track. That might sound limiting to a lot
of people but actually I enjoyed working
with it very much. You really know
exactly what you're doing when things
are at that level, and I do feel quite
strongly that it's better to have a little
equipment and know it really well than it
is to have stacks of it yet not really be
fully aware of all its capabilities. Even my
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own set-up now is quite a modest one - I
still don't like the idea of being
absolutely surrounded by different bits
of machinery whose capabilities I could
never fully explore.'

Studio
After the completion of Journeys out

of the Body, Steve set about re -

equipping his studio and moving it from
its previous resting place at Bruton,
Somerset, to London. He's now the
proud owner of a Tascam 38 eight -track
tape machine and matching mixer, a
Yamaha DX7, a Roland JX3P, and a Boss
DE200 digital delay line. It may not be
the biggest synthesiser studio the world
has ever seen, but it fulfils his needs
admirably.

'Moving on to the eight -track was a
logical step to make, and as for the
keyboards, it was almost inevitable that,
sooner or later, I was going to get tired of
the Pio One and aim for something
bigger and better.

'As soon as I heard about the DX7 and
what it was capable of doing, I knew it
was what I wanted. I see it as the first
electronic keyboard that's really
professional in everything it does,
though I will admit that programming it
is a real headache. I really do think
there's too much going on inside the
machine for the human brain to cope
with, especially as the display lets you
see so little of it.

'I'm looking forward to getting a CX5
computer, because I hear Yamaha have
got some software that displays all the
DX parameters on screen. That's
definitely something the DX series
needs: a better visual representation of
what's going on.

'I'd also like to see an alternative
method of presenting the information,
though that may be not quite so easy to
achieve. I do feel that terms like Operator
and Algorithm aren't really going to be
understood by a lot of musicians, and my
personal ideal would be to have a display
that would have diagrams of different
musical instruments in different corners
of the screen, so that if, for instance, you
wanted a sound that was a cross
between a flute and a violin, you could
move a cursor between the two and get
hold of it that way. In general I think I'd
like to see technical terms translated as
far as possible into musical ones.

'Before I got the DX7, I had a brief spell
with a Roland Juno 6, which I liked for
much the same reason I liked the Pro
One - it hasn't got any presets. I soon
realised that the DX7 wasn't as good at
supplying the great spreads of sound I
was getting out of the Juno, so I set
about looking for a synth that could not
only do that but would also link up to the
Yamaha using the MIDI, and that's how I
got the JX3P.

'I've had no problems connecting the
two together, though I have heard of
some people who have; in general I think
they complement each other very well.
The only thing I am a bit worried about is
what may happen when I get a CX5,
because both my keyboards are very
early examples and I'm not sure whether
the MIDI specifications will be the same:
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if need be I'll have to get the keyboards
updated to bring them into line.'

Computers
This brings us nicely on to what is

rapidly becoming Steve Jolliffe's pet
subject: the role of computers in modern
music.

'Yes. I'm very, very excited about them.
I'm looking forward to almost every

aspect of what computers can do for the
musician. I like the idea of using a Music
Composition Language, and I love the
prospect of being able to edit sequences
so precisely. I'm also keen to use
computers as a sound source and to
start modifying them from scratch,
because there would seem to be almost
no limit as to what they can do. If there is
one thing I'm not quite so interested in
it's sampling, which is odd because
that's what almost everybody else is
talking about. There are two reasons,
really. First of all, most of the samples
I've been exposed to have sounded a
little bit impure - I think you can always
tell they're not the real thing - and the
second thing is that I have a feeling that
in time sampling itself won't actually be
necessary: you'll be able to generate
virtually any sound using FM or PCM
techniques, starting with electronics
from scratch.

'I can see myself becoming, in the not
too distant future, more a computer
programmer and operator and less of a
keyboard player, though obviously I

don't want to drop keyboards altogether
because I still enjoy the physical
sensation of playing them, in just the
same way that I still get a lot out of
playing sax and flute. Mind you, I am
very excited about the prospect of a lot
of different musicians owning
something like a CX5 and writing

different sorts of software for it - just
think of the possibilities it would open
up.'

Japanese Butterflies
Moving a little more down to earth,

Steve has already all but completed a
new album, provisionally titled Death of
Japanese Butterflies and due for release
by Pulse sometime this coming autumn.

'I wrote it last year in absolutely idyllic
surroundings down in Somerset. It has a
totally different feel to it: in fact I'd say it
bears very little resemblance to
Journeys out of the Body. That's quite
important I think, because one thing I'm
anxious to do is make each album a
completely different concept to the
previous one: I don't see much point in
making sequels just for the sake of them.

'Obviously the album has quite an
Oriental feel to it, which is something I've
never really done before, and of course
the. instrumentation is completely
different to what I was using before. In
addition to the DX7, the Juno, and JX3P,
I've also been helped out by a Japanese
percussion player, Joji Hirota, who plays
all sorts of different things, kotos, gongs,
whistles.

'Recording that percussion was
actually rather more of a problem than I
envisaged. For one thing, a lot of Joji's
instruments have weird tuning and I

found myself having to record them at
different speeds in order to get them in
tune with everything else, and for
another, they're almost impossibly
difficult to mike up properly, though
fortunately I discovered the Realistic
PZM, which has proved a godsend.'

Jolliffe Live
1984 also sees the return of Steve

Jolliffe to the live concert arena, from
which he's been absent since he left
Tangerine Dream second time around.

'Well, you've guessed it. I'm very very
excited about playing live again. I think
what happened was that I had so little
control over what went on at the Dream
gigs, I 'ost my taste for playing live, and
it's taken this long for me to get it back.
The set I've devised is designed primarily
to be a solo one, but it's flexible enough
for me to play with Joji or with Tony
Duhig on a particular occasion if I want
to. I'm hoping this year's concerts will be
successful, because I'd like to do some
next year as well. I'm now so in love with
the idea of playing live, I've started
writing new material with live
performance in mind, which is certainly
something I've never done before.

'You see, I see myself primarily not as a
composer or musician in the strictest
sense but as an environment -maker -
somebody who translates emotions into
musical landscapes. I see live
performance as being a very important
part of that now, just as I see computers
as playing an important part in shaping
the way I create those environments in
the first place...'
Dan Goldstein E&MM

Steve Jolliffe plays the Festival of Mind,
Body and Spirit, Earls Court, London,
July 6, and Westwood Festival,
Bradford -on -Avon, Wiltshire, August 11.
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.,SOUNDHOUSE

0 AA
DX7 + DX9

also PF 10 & 15 PIANOS
MT 44 MULTITRACKER

IN STOCK NOW
PRICE ON APPLICATION

.1EouenciaL CIRCUIT.)
PRO UNE £375
PROPHET 600 POA
PROPHET II POA
PROPHET T8 POA

,-, Digital Drumtrax
+ NC VV Sixtracks

64 K Seq POA

CASIO.
MAIL ORDER WAREHOUSE

FREE TRIAL: 24 -HOUR SERVICE: 18 MONTHS
GUARANTEE: 0% INTEREST -FREE CREDIT

LTD 1000 P Polysynth
Clearance 6-ndomt polyphonic,on 11c,.7vastreivariable: eueetnec envelopean

Offer £199 ,nc

DM 2 Delay £69
CE 3 St Chorus £58

New DD -2 Dig Del 800m.s. £P0A. PHt R Phase, £53

New DR110 £POA SD -1 Super Overdrive £41
Ems, DS -1 Distortion £41

New Heavy Metal Dist £POA CS -2 Compu Sum. £47

New Pero Synth fp0A New TU12 Digital Tuner E34

CE -2 Chorus £49 TW-1 Touch Wah £47
8F-2 Flan er £57 OC-2 Octaver £55

New Hand Clap

NEVI
Best SESSIONETTE 75 Grater 1,02

Prices SESSIONETTE 75 Grater 2,00
SESSIONETTE 100 Bass 1,02

18a Soho Square,

London W1V 5FB,
Tel: 01-434 1365

VISA

synsonics
drums

AS ADVERTISED ON T.V.
 Bass, snare, 2 toms, Cymbal and HH 
Use sticks or hands  Drum pads are Much
sensitive  Tom Tom 1 can be tuned over a
5 octave range* 3 separate 16 beat
11181inffieb allow storage of patterns. Each
memory may be layered indefinately with
patterns  Accent button  Roll button
comes with leads to plug directly into -your
Hi-FUguitar amp,

Rec Retail Price £99.95

WHILE LAST
FULLY GUARANTEED

UNREFEATMLEOFFER

Inc pap

West End agents for
HAMMOND DIGITALII PERCUSSION DPM-48
Real sound and

great programming

2 rJ inc. &P

k5Litla:1
Linni tiLJL1.5c_i

POLY 800 IN STOCK

KPR77
£239 Inc P&P

mzog
NEW MEM MOOG Seq POA

COMILSI3110
Marlin 150-6 £234
New Stingray Bass 150 £169
Cobra 90 KBD Combo £228
Horret 45 KBE) Combo £158

UK'S LARGEST
SALES & SERVICE

CENTRE
NEW USA FENDER STD STRATS

with trem with case INC P&P £359
New Squiers from £175. Phone or write for details. New Precisions RH,
LH and Fretless. Seletion, £299. All hi tech amps in stock. Details on
application 8300, 300W bass amp parametric, complete, soiled £299.
1982 4 -bolt strat, small headstock. Two in the boxes offers.

BOND GUITARS
we are central London's agent
for these remarkable new

instruments.
Phantom Chrome Hardware - Less Trem with case
Phantom Chrome Hardware - With Trem with case
Phantom Gold Hardware - Less Trem with case
Phantom Gold Hardware - With Trem with case

In Stock Now

£490.00
£525.00
£515.00
£555.00

SUMMER SALE SUMMER SALE SUMMER SALE SUMMER SALE
MOVEMENT FULLY
PROGRAMMABLE
RYTHM
 16 memories (4/4 or 3/4)
 Bass, Snare, Symbol, HH
 Seq and Clock Trig out

RRP £75
£39.95 inc P & P

TASCAM
'FLA( fI'rtxltie ion protint is

244 PORTASTUDIO £539 inc P & P

Remotes, punch -ins, flight rasps for 244
all in stock.

234 Syncaset POA
1228 Master cassette 2 speed POA
32 Open Reel Master POA
34 Open Reel 4 on 1/4" POA
38 Open Reel 8 on 1/2" POA
M2 -A 6/4Mixing Desk POA
M/30 8/4 Mixing Desk POA
Enhancement Series in stock eg
PE -40 4 Band 4ch Parametric POA
PB-64 64 way Patch Bay POA
plus all Teac multitrack accessories
cleaners, demagnetizers, cables etc.

TASCAM MULTITRACK PRIMER
Well written, extensive book on how to
get the best results from the smallest of
setups.

£4.99 postage free

Memory Moog £1899
Moog Source £395
Hiwatt 100w Combo £150

new £99
MXR Digital Drums £899

-

FostexFostex

Multitracker

a 4 Tracks. EQ,
I Master Mix

Faders. Batt
or mans

AT ONLY

£239.00
£35.85 VAT

£274.85 I
ccP&P

OTHER FOSTEX PRODUCTS
Mains adaptor for X-15 £22
Orange punch IN OUT for X15 £4.95
A-8 Open reel 8 on 1/a" POA
B-16 Open reel .16 on le POA
360 8/4/2 desk POA
3070 Compressor/Limiter POA
3180 Stereo Reverb POA
WE GUARANTEE THE
ABSOLUTE
LOWEST U.K. PRICE
ON ALL FOSTEX PRODUCTS

Gibson Les Paul STD's .C499 Roland Guitar Synth £499.
£198 Casio MT 68 £109.

£1149 Korg Poly 800 £464
£395 Korg KPR77 £224
£439 S/H Twin Reverb £275
£169 Roland HP 300 £4

Roland MC 202
Roland Jp 6
Roland 501 Echo
Roland 555 Echo
Roland JSQ 60

EXCLUSIVE IMPORT

Double speed  Simultaneous 4 channel
recording  Track send for easy bouncing 
Individual Ch monitoring  Footswitch drop ins
 Pan  Aux effect loops  Mix £329.00
and monitoring line out inc P & P

0 YAMAHA
MT44r

bits in stoc
£309Othek

MIXERS (See Tascam & Fostex)
MTR 6:42 Unbeatable value £225
BOSS 62 Pan E.Q. Effects

DIGITAL DELAYS
Roland SDE 1000
Roland SDE 3000
Boss DE 200 £259 R>.

Boss DD 2 Pedal
Ibanez DM 200 £399
Ibanez HD 1000 Harm £359 dr *
Yamaha Midi POA \

£119

£1294.

Maxim Dual Delay ..... £189,

ANALOG DEL 40 cp%
Evans EP 100 . £89
Evans Mini . £69, cOS\
Boss DM2 £61y ,CD
Rozz R-8 £49r
200 m. Cos'

rO

4/IP e
\*>

#£375
£699, #

fz. p;)
cc` eS)

ce
95`c

 

REVERBS

Great British Spring £229
Accessit Spring £132
Vestafire Spring 19" £219
Aces Spring 19' £89
Yamaha Digital RV 1000 £459
Alantex Rooverb Spring £39

COMPRESSOR'S/NOISE GATES
FOSTEX 3070 Comp/limiter 19" POA
Vestafire 19" £225
Accessit Compressor £52
Accessit Noise Gate £52

MISCELLANEOUS
MPC Sync Trac (Drum Machine -Tope) £39 AO
Headphones from M
Mikes. Shure. Audio technica

"
Prices start from £25
Boom stands from £18 e
Many other effects
and accessories
in stock
Phone
for
prices # \2'

 A>

c,\>'\
c.,,c-f

i\o` 1.'1*

P&P
inclusive

in all prices
24 hour despatch
Cheques 7 days

Telephone orders
welcome
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Have you ever wanted to arrange the sounds of many different
instruments and play them in real time, on one instrument? Have you
ever wished for a convenient and inexpensive way to do multi -track
overdubbing with the capability of editing your music for corrections,
improvements, and musical changes (like working in a first class re-
cording studio complete with a stockpile of instruments)?

We think you have. So, enter the Six-Trak, a professional quality,
multi-timbral synthesizer with digital recording capability. The Six -
Track has great polyphonic sounds (100 programs in memory), it's
multi-timbral (play six instruments live!), and it's affordable. 795.

uggested retail intluding, VAT

SIX-TRAK: IT'S THE HEART OF YOUR
MULTI-TIMBRAL SYSTEM.

To start with, the Six-Trak sounds good because it features real
VCO's and individual 4 -pole filters per voice like all Prophet synthesiz-

ers. You can play the Six-Trak as a standard fully programmable 6 -voice

synthesizer.

Or, you can use its powerful, built-in multi -track digital recorder
to build your songs one track at a time. Since each of its six tracks
are completely independent, you can record a different instrument
sound and melody line on each. The volume control for each track is

also fully independent and programmable (a built in mixer!).
There are two "sequence locations" on board the instrument for

storage and instant recall of two multi-timbral sequences, with more
than 800 notes total storage capability. The Six-Trak also lets you
reserve voices so that you can play the keyboard "live" along with
your sequence playback.

1983, .+(.:1

Other Six-Trak features include an on -board multi -mode arpeg-
giator which offers you the choice of arpeggiating a chord in the tra-
ditional up -down manner or in the new "assign" mode. This lets you

arpeggiate notes in whichever order the keys are initially depressed.
Another powerful performance feature of this instrument is the

Six-Trak's new "Stack" mode. This playing mode lets you layer up
to six different instrument sounds on top of each other and play all
six sounds in unison from the Six-Trak keyboard. There are two
"Stack" locations provided for instantaneous access to your favorite
stack patches.



IT'S EXPANDABLE AND
IT'S EASY!

In todays fast paced music environ-
ment "expandability" is an important
feature of professional equipment. The
Six-Trak is easily expanded into an ad-
vanced music system, featuring digital
drums, and greater digital recording capa-
bility. The complete Traks Music System
is composed of the Six-Trak synthesizer,
the Drumtraks digital drum box, and the
Model 64 Sequencer package. This sys-
tem can be tailored to fit your specific
music needs one step at a time as you
can afford it.

All you need to hook up your Six-Trak

synthesizer with your Drumtraks drum
machine is one standard MIDI cable. And cs
when you're ready, the Model 64 plugs
directly into a *Commodore 64 computer
and connects to your Six-Trak through
MIDI. It's easy!

And because we designed the Six-Trak to provide you with all of
the features you require from a synthesizing instrument, the Six-Trak
also comes equipped with Polyglide, Filter FM, Noise (very important
for creating many effects), three envelopes per voice, inverted envelope
options, and mod wheels (of course!).

cxyz LT_AV 11:12-(=

DRUMTRAKS, IT PUTS
THE BEAT TO YOUR
MUSIC SYSTEM.

An equally important player in the
Traks Music System is the Drumtraks
digital drum machine. Through MIDI,
Drumtraks connects directly to your Six-
Trak. This lets you synchronize the
playback tempo of the sequences which
you have stored in the Six-Trak's memory
with the rhythm patterns you have pro-
grammed in your Drumtraks. Standard
clock inputs and outputs are also provided

for controlling traditional sequencers and
synthesizers. The Drumtraks features 13
digitally recorded real drum and cymbal
sounds. However, since you can program
both volume and tuning individually for
each of these 13 sounds, you can further
expand your "drum set" to include the
sound of gongs, 32 -tom rolls, gorilla claps.
and more. And just for fun, you can pro-

gram all of your volume dynamics and accents in real time from any
MIDI equipped velocity sensitive keyboard instrument such as the
Prophet -T8! Let Drumtraks keep the beat in your music system!

950. sugge,A cd retail including \

MIDI -
IN OUT

THE MODEL 64, YOUR
COMPUTER CONNECTION

The Model 64 is the first Sequential Circuits sequencer available
featuring MIDI. When you plug it into a *Commodore 64 computer
it becomes a powerful digital recorder. With it, you give your MIDI
equipped synthesizer a 4000 note memory for building sequences and
complex songs. The Model 64 Sequencer's major features include
Record, Playback, Transpose, Multi -track Overdubbing (up to six
tracks per sequence), and Auto Correction for tempo changes. It will
even sync your playing to your drum box at the touch of a button.
Operation is simple. For portability, the Model 64 Sequencer is de-
signed for use with or without a monitor. And with a simple cassette
recorder you can save your sequences and songs on tape. 185.

suggested retail including VAT
All in all, the Traks Music System makes a musician's work

more play.

"° 3EouEnzim
inc

For more inimmalion on SC' I l'ioduct.s contact: Sequential Circuits Inc.
Niii.erheid,oeg llr. A11 IN' .110drecht..1'etheilandk. Tel: 02979-6211

*The Commodore 64 is a registered trademaili of CommodoreComputers.
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WE GET YOUR ACT TOGETHER

endamo-Q@
Sequential Circuits

Six Traks £795
Drum Traks
64 Sequencer
Prophet 600
T8

Roland

£945
£175

£1375
POA

Juno 106 poly synth
JX3P poly synth
SH101 mono synth
TR909 drums
RS09 strings
HP70 piano
HP60 piano
HP30 piano

Tascam

£795
£699
£250
£789
£175
£435
£350
£220

244 Porta Studio £495
34-4 track recorder £890
38-8 track recorder £1495
22-4-4 track recorder £759
2A mixer £199

Guitars
Ibanez "Colour the Music" Guitars.
New design + Trem. Superb quality £189
Fender Squier Vintage Stats £225
Fender Squier Strats - new type £199
These quotes have every detail identical
to the originals at a fraction of the cost.

7 Rhythm Units
Sequential Circuits Drum Traks
Boss DR110
Roland Drumatix TR606
Roland Bass Line TB303
Roland TR909
Rohner Drum Performer

(Dr Bohm) £825

£945
£105
£169
£169
£789

Yamaha
DX7 £1275
DX9 £779
PF10 £745
PF15 £949
SK10 £199

Comi Soon: The Fantastic CX5 Computer

Poly 800 £479
Poly 6 £699

, Mono/Poly £435
KPR77 £259
MS10 S/H £120
KMX8 Mixer £199

Rack -mount effects
Ibanez DM500 Delay
Ibanez DM1000 Delay
Ibanez DM1100 Delay
Ibanez DM2000 Delay
Ibanez HD1000 Harmonizer
Boss DE200 Delay
Aria ADO5

£245
£250
£299
£355
£300
£319
£108

Professional electronic
Percussion

K2 kit £699

r-- .Carnage: effects £1.50, Guitars £5.00,
Synths/Amps/Recorders £6.50

Name Phone
Address

Please send me
I enclose cheque/PO for £

OR Charge my VISA/ACCESS/AM. Ex./DINERS

No: 11111111[11111111
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

96 high Street Colchester (0206)65652  41 St Nicholas Street Ipswich (0473)54996
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RETURN OF THE WARRIOR
Although undeniably one of the seventies' most consistently original and
inspiring purveyors of instrumental music, Jade Warrior have never quite
succeeded in capturing the record -buying public's imagination, and therefore
never really enjoyed the success they deserve. After a series of organisational
misfortunes that threatened the band's existence, Tony Duhig and Jon Field have
now returned to the limelight with a new album, Horizen, released this month on
Pulse Records. Dan Goldstein spoke to the duo soon after that record's
completion.

It's doubtful whether many of the
electronic music fans who buy Jade
Warrior's new Horizen album will

realise that it is in fact the band's eighth
in a recording career that spans no less
than 13 years. For one thing, the band
have rarely threatened to emerge from
the media obscurity that has dogged
them ever since the start of their career,
and for another, the LP is as fresh, as
exciting, and above all as contemporary
as any release you're likely to come
across in the rest of 1984.

Tony Duhig first met fellow -Warrior
Jon Field when the two of them were
working as (wait for it) fork-lift truck
drivers at Lyons ice-cream factory in
London. However, Tony had been
playing music of his own for a little while
before that, as he explains.

'I was about 18 when I sent off for a
Spanish guitar I'd seen advertised in a
catalogue- I think they're still marketing
them today! I think the main motivation
for my getting it was so that I could play
the sort of thing I could hear on early
Platters records, which I later realised
was simply a basic three -chord
progression. I supposed I played like
that on my own for about three years,
and it was only after I met another
guitarist that I realised I'd been tuning
the guitar wrong all that time!

Then I met Jon and he introduced me
to modern jazz records. They were a
completely unknown quantity to me at
the time, and there were sounds on them
that appealed to me immediately, like the
sound of piano, harp, vibes and so on.
We were both in love with everything
about those records: the melodies, the
chords, the way the players improvised,
all that sort of thing. In retrospect
though, I think we probably read more
into those jazz records than was actually
there. We thought those musicians were
absolutely superhuman, but looking
back on it now, some of that music is
incredibly weak, though on the other
hand, a lot of those chord progressions
formed the basis of the music we wrote
subsequently.'

After a while, Jon and Tony joined
forces with some other musicians to play
R&B standards in a band called The
Tomcats. However, the more 'serious'
side to their musical endeavours - and
the side that involved them writing and
recording their own material - involved
only the two of them, for reasons that
Tony is keen to point out.

'In addition to the band, we also had
what we used to call our 'front room
E&MM JULY 1984

music', which involved us overdubbing
on two Grundig TK24 tape machines,
which was as close as we could get then
to working in a studio. To begin with, a
lot of our own music had strong Latin
American or African influences - hence
our love of different percussion sounds -
and I suppose it was that stuff that
eventually became Jade Warrior.

'The main reason we overdubbed
everything was that we didn't actually
know anybody who wanted to play our
sort of music in a band situation, and
there was also an empathy between us
that we found difficult to replicate
working with any other musicians. So we
ended up overdubbing everything, and I
think we were one of the few groups of
people at that time who actually had the
audacity to play instruments that we
weren't really qualified to play.

`It could be, for instance, that we
wanted the sound of a tymp on one of
our recordings - neither of us had ever
played one before, but that didn't stop us
liking the sound of one or playing it as
part of our music.'

Dance Drama
The name Jade Warrior finally came

into existence when Jon and Tony were
invited to write the music and scenario
for a dance drama that was to be
performed at a school for the performing
arts in Guildford, Surrey. Based on
Shakespeare's poem The Phoenix and
the Dove, the drama was so successful

that the duo were asked to produce a
second, and after hitting upon a story
that drew heavily on things Oriental, Jon
and Tony came up with a title: Jade
Warrior.

Tony then proceeded to tour Persia
with a fairly ordinary rock and roll band
whose bass player, Glyn Avett, heard a -.
tape of the early dance dramas and
asked Tony if he'd ever thought of
playing that sort of music in a band.

'It seemed like a good idea, and I asked
Glyn if he would be the band singer,
because that would give our music
vocals for the first time. Anyway, we
formed the band and got a deal with
Vertigo Records, for whom we made
three albums in 1971 and '72. We used
the dance dramas as the basis for much
of those recordings, but in a sense I think
they were diluted a little by the way we
added vocals and turned them into
songs.'

Nevertheless, all three of those
albums, Jade Warrior, Released, and
Last Autumn's Dream, were generally
well received by critics and musicians
alike, and Jon and Tony had already
showed themselves to be innovators,
particularly when it came to recording.

Jon: 'I know it's very easy to say now,
but I think we actually 'invented' a lot of
techniques long before anybody else
turned them into something more
successful. For instance, we recorded
our first Vertigo album on eight -track at
Philips in London. We wanted the sound
of a choir on one particular song, but
obviously we didn't have the access to
one, so we recorded our own voices on
tape and then looped them so that they
would sound continuously. As far as I
know, that was the first time that had
been done on record: the next time I

heard it was on 10cc's 'I'm Not In Love',
at least four years later!

'I think it's indicative of the way Tony
and I approach equipment that we've
been able to do that sort of thing
successfully. In general, we manage to
get new gear working for us almost
immediately. We couldn't get the sound
of a real choir so we said to ourselves
'let's multitrack one', and that's exactly
what we did. We've always tended to get
equipment to work for us very quickly,
and that's because we're never tentative
or over -cautious when we approach a
piece of equipment for the first time.'

America
After the release of Last Autumn's

Dream, Jade Warrior left Vertigo and set
55



Keyboard
is too small a word
for it. Yamaha's digital
technology has crammed
innovation after innovation into a
Multi -programmable stereo unit that's
extremely portable.
The MK100 introduces the Multi -Menu system. This
gives you access to 9 distinct functions adding up
to 1,376 sound possibilities. Mixing instruments,
combining different sound waves, programming
chord and melody voices, bass edit and overide
with any one of twelve instruments, tapping in your
own percussion sequence, 2 -track recording
section and taping facility are all at the flick of a

finger. All this coupled with features far in advance
of any other portable keyboard make the
possibilities limitless.

YJARIA

The MK100 is a must for the
musically minded. Try it at your local
stockist. You'll be amazed - it's almost
too good to be true.

For Further details on the
MK100, please complete the coupon;

Name

Address

Yamaha Special Products Division, Mount Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Bucks MK11JE.
Tel: (0908) 640202.24 hour Ansaphone (0908) 649222.

K.6.84



off for a tour of America. Tony takes up
the story.

'The tour was very badly organised: we
didn't get to play nearly as often as we'd
have liked to, though when we did play,
we were very well received. I'm not quite
sure exactly how much that means,
because I've since realised that when
Americans go to a gig, they're so
determined to enjoy themselves that
you've more or less got to throw missiles
at them in order not to go down well...'

Yet no matter how successful the
venture was, it couldn't stop the 'band'
version of Jade Warrior splitting up, and
it seemed for a while as if that would be
the last the world would see of them.
However, the tale then took a rapid and
rather unexpected turn for the better
Tony was sitting at home one day
minding his own business, when Chris
Blackwell, millionaire boss of Island
Records. telephoned to say that Steve
Winwood had heard one of the Vertigo
albums and told him to sign JW up.

'I tried to explain to Chris that we didn't
have a vocalist any more,' Tony recalls.
'But he didn't seem to mind, If anything,
I'd say he preferred the idea of a purely
instrumental Jade Warrior.'

And so it was that Jon d Tony
recorded four LPs for Islan Floating
World, Waves, Kites, and Way'sthe Sun,
though the last - recorded in 1 8 - was
destined never to be released in the UK.

However, although Chris BlaCkwell
gave JW a generous budget and
complete artistic freedom, the
promotional push afforded the band was
almost nil. Shortly after signin.gt. the
band, Blackwell moved to America%) set
up his US operation, and subsequently
ventured out into the West Indies to build
a studio there, so that, as Tony puts it,
'although his heart was in the right place,
his body rarely was.'

Each of the four Island albums
demonstrates different sets of
influences, but one theme that remained
consistent throughout was Jon and
Tony's penchant for Japanese culture
and philosophy

Tony again We became very
enthusiastic about certain .aspects of
ancient 4apanese culture, but in general
I don't think their music played a very big
part in shaping what we were doing.
Unlike the court music of China, which
has a lot of note structures, bending and
so on that really aren't all that far
removed from some Western things like
the blues, the Japanese court music is
almost totally inaccessible to most of the
population of this planet. What we were
trying to do was put music to certain
images we had in our heads, and those
images were often of Japanese
buildings, paintings and things like that,
so the music occasionally had an
Oriental feel. I suppose you could sum it
up by saying that a lot of our music then
was a soundtrack to a set of Oriental
images, translated into music by the
minds of Europeans.'

Instrumentation
Yet although the concepts behind

Jade Warrior's Island albums were more
E&MM JULY 1984

often than not on a grand sc , the
band's instrumentation remaine .r the
most part fairly simple, with T - as
ever - on guitar and Jon on fl and
congas, though as in the 'frog room
music' days, neither of them we o afraid
to try their hands at playing pia harp,
or 'whatever a particular studio d that
sounded good.'

Despite their lack of co ercial
success - a fact that was aggra ed by
the collapse of several pr ising-
looking concert touts before t even
had a chance to get off the grow_'- both
Jon and Tony look back on t r Island
records with some pride, fee 1 g that
their original ideas had come t reater
fruition than previously. Ho ver, if
there was one problem th were
becoming more and more acut aware
of, it was the limitations impos by the
recording equipment they wer ing, as
Tony explains.

'With each album that's pass we've
got more and more frustrated ith the
limitations of the equipment w e been
using. It seems to me that wh' people
are going gaga over the lat digital
recording technology or what ve you,
we're still an awful long way in real
terms. The biggest problem have is
dynamic range, because a I of our
music has a dynamic range f greater
than is actually possible to c ure on
tape. It works both ways, too: en you
can't go as loud as you'd like t abut just
as frequently we've found w: an't go
quiet enough either, not with getting
mic noise, mixer noise, outsid oises -
even in the best recording st s.

'If we'd done concerts then, hink we
would have been able to get t t sort of
range across. The records more a
sample of tone colours th a real
representation of our music...

'I think you can use a sim test -to
show how far we are away from perfect
recording quality. Just sit in your living
room with your eyes closed and put on a
record of some chamber music, and ask
yourself 'is there really a cello in this
room?' In the final analysis the answer
has to be no. Of course things are better
now than they used to be, but my feeling
is still 'good effort, 8 out of 10.'

Nevertheless, the absence of perfect
recording hasn't prevented Jade Warrior
from coming up with some pretty
dynamic recordings. Floating World, for
instance, contains 'zaps' of sound that
are enough to make even the best -
prepared listener jump from out of his
seat, though Jon is at pains to point out
that nothing JW has ever put onto record
has got there simply because it was a
useful mechanical device.

'We recorded Floating World at a 16 -
track at Marble Arch called Nova Sound.
We were the first people in Oih UK to use
dbx noise reduction, I think, and we also
started using noise gates which were
also quite a noarafty at the time. Anyway,
those thingaenabled us to get quite a big
dynamic range, and we got this idea of
'zap,' of sound. We recorded the

toductory music at a very low level so
that the listen- ould think the whole
record was - thed of course
he'd tur w! These

zaps would hit him round the ears ...
They weren't just a mechanical thing,
though. They were an integral part of a
lot of the music we'd been listening to,
like the Oriental stuff, and it was
something we'd been wanting to
incorporate into our own music for a
while.'

New Horizens
After their fourth album for Island, Jon

and Tony became disillusioned with the
whole set-up and left. There followed a
couple of 'wilderness' years in which
they played little music together, and,
both of them resorted to occasional
session work in order to pay the bills.
Then, as unexpectedly as Chris
Blackwell's call eight years previou
Tony received a missive from Pie
Records' Dave Lawrence, asking if Jade
Warrior could be re-formed for another
album release.

'I knew Jon wasn't going t9,ba
available to do any recording, awl so
originally I planned to record an, epic
piece I'd written for a choir of 400 voices.
In the end it proved too difficult to
organise, and since I had a I of other
ideas knocking about at the e time, I
decided to put together a Warrior
album that was more of a I follow-
on from what had gone be Ore.'

But although the new album, Horizen,
is compositionally quite a logical step -
forward from the Island s, in terms of
musical and recordi hardware it
represents an entirely n direction. On
the one hand, Tony's r ding budget
meant that much of album was
recorded
Fostex A8, e other, the onset
of neW to manifested itself in
the use of two main instruments that
were both virgin territory for JW - the
Emulator and the Roland GR300 guitar
synth. Some of the tracks on Horizen
contain overdubs made at Bark Studios,
a modest 16 -track in North London, but
the recording quality throughout is
superb.

Tony: 'Our mastering engineer, Melvin
Abrahams, was astonished to hear that a
lot of the album was recorded on the
Fostex, and I must say I'm knocked out
by the quality you can get from it if you
use it properly. I only wish everybody
was issued with one by the Government,
because the sooner everyone has an
Emulator and an A8, the sooner we'll be
getting back to music, and not just who
has the best gear.

'TI* 'Emulator was very useful, but it
does have its shortcomings. The fact
that some of the factory samples aren't
particularly well executed is a real pain.
On the violins. for example. you can hear
the decay time cutting off very abruptly,
and it's even more annoying because in a
lot of cases, you've got no access to the
samples so you can't edit them. The two -
second sampling on the Mark One is
alright for some things, but with the
strings you have to use a volume pedal
and a lot of reverb to make them E..)und
really good.

'I did quite a lot of my own sampling
with the Emulator. One example is on the
track 'Long Wait at Mount Li', which has
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an Oriental -type sound that's actually a
sample of me playing an octave on the
guitar, though it ended up sounding
nothing like that! I also sampled some
strings off a record, but I did find that
making loops so that the samples would
sustain is a devil of a job. I can't
remember how many times I tried to get
a loop of that particular sample that
didn't have a glitch at the edit point, and I
think there are some samples that just
won't loop properly at all.

'I don't want to sound too scathing
about the Emulator though because
there are some things I love about it, like
the facility to replay sounds backwards,
just at the touch of a button. There's a
backwards gaelic harp on 'Grey Lake,
Red Mountain' and that sounds superb.

'I think that, in my case anyway, not
being a trained keyboard player is an
advantage, because although it means I
have to stick pieces of paper to some of
the keys so that I can remember what
notes I'm playing, I approach the
instrument in a totally different way to a
keyboard player, and that results in
music that has a different feel to it. Music
that doesn't sound like keyboard music,
if you see what I mean.'

This determination to prevent Jade
Warrior's music from sounding
synthesised or electronic is amplified by
Tony's insistence that there will always
be a place for acoustic instruments in
JW's sound.

'Technology has allowed us to get
quite close to the sounds of acoustic
instruments, either by sampling them
and storing them in a computer's

FEATURES:
1) 32 Rhythms
2) Intro and Drum -Break" effect.
3) Automatic Bass lines,
Chords and Arpeggios
including synthesizer patterns.
4) 10 Percussion instruments
Bass Drum, Conga, Low Tom,
Hi Tom, Cow Bells, Claves,
Maracas, Cymbal, Hi -Hat,
Snare, all with individual
volume controls for personal
mixes.
5) All four sections; Drums,
Bass, Chords and Arpeggios
have separate outputs and
volume controls.
6) All rhythms and
automatics are pre-
programmed ready for
instant play.
7) Start -Stop and Drum Break switch
with a "Minors -Seventh" footswitch
when used in the one -finger mode or with bass pedals.
8) Memory. Just touch a key and patterns change.

memory or by synthesising them
electronically on something like a DX7,
but although you can take a spectrum
analyser and stick it on the output of
both a violin and its electronic equivalent
and the two may look identical, the
actual physical presence of a bow going
across a set of strings, and the acoustic
disturbance that creates, can't be
recaptured, at least not yet. It may be
possible in the future, but I think I'd still
rather get an acoustic instrument in and
use that if that was the sound I wanted.
Synths are good at providing
approximations of sounds, and sounds
that simply don't exist outside the
electronic world, and that's the sort of
thing we like to use them for - they can
be very, very beautiful.

'What's important to remember is that
if you hear a synth preset that's called
cello and it sounds nothing like one, you
shouldn't just dismiss it as being
unusable: you've got to realise that the
only reason it's called cello in the first
place is that the designers have got to
give their presets reference points that
people will recognise as being a sound
that exists in the acoustic world. A sound
can be good in its own right, without
having to sound like an acoustic
instrument.'

The Future
Fortunately for Jade Warrior, there

has always been a hard core of fans
ready to give their music a fair hearing,
regardless of what instruments the band
have used. Now the future looks as
bright as it ever has done, due in part to

DEMO CASSETTE
AVAILABLE

DM 32

the fact that, as an instrumental band,
their music hasn't dated as easily as that
of some of their contemporaries.

Jon Field is now back in the Jade
Warrior fold, and the duo are set to
undertake a couple of live concert
appearances in the near future.
Meanwhile, Tony's epic for 400 voices
may soon be "recorded live using the
latest ambisonic technology (assuming
he can get all the required singers in the
same place at the same time), and on the
hardware front, his just -acquired
Yamaha DX7 may soon be complemen-
ted by two further items of MIDI gear, a
Mark Two Emulator and a Roland
GR700 guitar synth...

'I sold my original Emulator, mainly
because I was convinced that any day
the Japanese were going to come up
with something equally as good but at
about a fifth of -the price. Mind you, that
hasn't happened yet and so I'm
interested in getting a Mark Two,
especially seeing that its maximum
sampling time is a lot higher now, which
should make sustained samples an awful
lot easier to achieve.

'Also, of course, there's the MIDI,
which should enable me to play my own
samples from the new Roland guitar
synth. That's something I'm looking
forward to because it'll mean I'll be able
to play my own samples using a guitar,
which I'm quite proficient at, instead of
on keyboards, which I'm not!'
Dan Goldstein E&MM
`Florizen' is distributed in the UK by
Making Waves, 6-8 Alie Street, London
El 8DE. Tel: 01-481 9917.

DRUMMAKER
32

has been approved by
musicians to be the perfect

accompanist for live
performance

THIS NEW COMPUTERISED AUTOMATIC
RHYTHM UNIT IS IDEAL FOR
SONGWRITERS, GUITARISTS

SOLO ENTERTAINERS,
ACCORDIONISTS,

KEYBOARD PLAYERS, DEMOS ETC.

THE DRUMMAKER 32 PRODUCES
AMAZINGLY REALISTIC MODERN

RHYTHMS PLUS AUTOMATIC
BASS LINES, CHORDS AND
ARPEGGIOS PROVIDING A

COMPLETE RHYTHM SECTION
FOR THE PERFORMER.

IPLEASE SEND ME DETAILS OF THE GODWIN DRUMMAKER 32

I NAME

I ADDRESS

I Send to SISME U.K. LTD.,
Unit 3-8, Wembley Commercial Centre, Wembley, Middlesex.
Telephone: 01-908 2323/4 E&MM zfitti
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£69
£45
£35

ROMFORD-
HOME OF THE
BASS PLAYER

I

The New
Mk. IV
Range....

Prices
include
V.A.T.

Instant
Credit

EXCLUSIVE ESSEX DEALER
The "Rolls-Royce" of bass amplification now
covered in genuine Rolls-Royce Terion covering.

GP11, 11 Band Graphic Pre -Amp, Rack Mounted E239
AH250, GP11 With 250W, Fan Cooled Arno, U.V. Lighting. E567
AH500, GP11 With 500W, Fan Cooled Bi Amp, U.V. Lighting. £721
1115 Combo, GP11 Pre.Arnp, 150W Power Amp, I x 15" Speaker E665

1110 Combo, GP11 Pre -Amp, 150W,,Power Amp, 4 x 10" Speakers £641
1048, 4 x 10" Speaker Cabs, Marine Ply, 200 Watts. E305
1518, 1 x 15" Speaker Cabs, Marine Ply, 200 Watts. E324
1524, 2 x 15" Speaker Cabs, Marine Ply, 400 Watts f621
1084, 8 x 10" Speaker Cabs, Marine Ply, 400 Watts. E598

AH150, 7 Band Graphic Pre -Amp, 150W Amp, in Marine Ply Case £333
7115, GP7 Pre -Amp, 150W Amp, 1 x 15" Speaker, Combo f604
7410, GP7 ProArnp, 150W Amp, 4 x 10" Speakers, Combo E580

( 'Roland MAIN
DEALER

Sensational New Juno 106 In Stock £799
Dramatic New G707 Guitar Controller E699
Mind Blowing GR700 Guitar Synth E1,500

Great Package Deal For GR700
and Converting Your

Existing Guitar Into A Controller!

MKB1000 Midi Mother Keyboard E1,499
MKS10 Midi 19" Piano Module £899
MKS30 Midi 19" Polysynth Module £749
JX3P Polysynth With Sequencer
Jupiter 6 Polysynth With Patch Pre -Sets
Juno 6 and 60 - Only A Few Left
PG200 Programmer For The JX3P/GR700
SH101 Mono Synth With Sequencer
MC202 Micro -Composer and Synth
MSQ700 Midi Keyboard Recorder r E935
JSQ-60 Polysequencer For Juno 60 E285
RE201 Space Echo E195

Phone
for the
best
deal

ROLAND RHYTHM UNITS
CR5000, Compurhythm, 24 Pre-sets E279
CR8000, Compurhythrn With Memories £375
New TR909, Digital/Analog £999
TR606, Drumatix, 32 Memories E189
T13303, Bassline, 64 Memories £199

ROLAND AMPLIFICATION DOWN IN PRICE!

Jazz Chorus, 120W, Stereo Combo £466
Jazz Chorus, 50W, Combo E254
Cube, 60W, Stereo Chorus Combo £2:1
Cube, 40W, Chorus Combo E179
Cube, 60W, Keyboard Combo E238
Cube, 40W, Keyboard Combo E182
Spirit, 10A, Overdrive Combo E 59
Spirit, 15W, Bass Combo E106
Spirit, 25A, Reverb Combo E109
Spirit, SOW, Reverb Combo E182
Spirit, 50W, Bass Combo E199

As a ROLAND Main Dealer we Guarantee the Best
Deal with the Full Backing of Roland UK Ltd.

KORG SPECIAL OFFERS!
Poly 800 Synth Now Only ....Phone For Best Price
KPR77 Programmable Rhythm Units £225
Poly 61 Synth With 64 Memories f699
SP805 Touch -Sens, Piano + Strings E795
SAS20 Personal Keyboard £599
KM68 Stereo Mixer E199
Phone For All Other Korg Prices

KORG EFFECTS SYSTEM
To use the amazing Ken Effects you have to buy the
PME4OX Pedalboard, but then look at the prices of
the individual units!

KOD Overdrive E33 KGE Graphic
KDI Distortion £33 KAD Echo
KCO Compressor £33 KPH Phaser
KFL Flanger £55 KNG Noise Gate
KCH Chorus f55 Pedal Board
Korg GT6 Electronic Tune s Only

E45

£89
E55

£36
£89
E35

44FENDER RHODES STAGE 73 PIANO WITH
STEREO PRE -AMP. ONE ONLY AT f825

FENDER GUITARS
AND BASSES

WAL CUSTOM BASSES
The most individual handcrafted instruments available.
Large choice of exotic hardwood finishes.
Balanced D. I. Output. Active Electronics.
Fretted or Fretless f670

VIGIER PASSION' BASSES
"We've rarely encountered such a speedy neck on any
bass" Music U. K.
Active Parametric E. Q. Beautifully Hand Made.
Passion, Fretted E699
Passion. Delta Metal Fretless E699
Arpege and Memory Basses P 0 A.

OTHER FRETLESS BASSES
Fender Precision in Sunburst
Tokai Pastorius Jazz
Aria SB55 Special II
Le Voi Hand Made, Active
Weston Thunder 1A, Black
Steinbergers - The Ultimate, E1.300
PLEASE NOTE: We charge only £40 to de -fret any
bass purchased from ourselves.

£325
£299
£275
£275
f175

SESSIONETTE - COMBO'S
75 Watts, Switchable Channels, Reverb,
1 x 12" Speaker, Complete With Footswitchm £235
As Above, But Beige Finish E249
Sessionette 2 x 10" Version E259
Sessionette 100W, Bass Combo £275
Sessionette 100W, 4 x 10" Bass Combo £395

*5 - STAR CASES*
Guitar and Bass Cases:
Full Flight (Aluminium)
Serni.Flight
Standard '

Keyboard (Semi -Flight):
Juno/Poly 6 £57
Poly 800 £49

JX3P £52
DX7/9 £55

Cymbal Si Flight
E45

STATUS BASSES
Handmade Carbon Graphite Headless Basses
Described by I. M. (and many of our customers) as
"The Best Available Anywhere".
Fretted or Fretless E1.096

JAYDEE CUSTOM BASSES
The Supernatural, (As used by Mark King).
"Especially suited for the jam funk slapping technique"
- Unique Active Circuitry.
The 'Mark King' Model E675
The Roadie Active E549
All Other Models Available On Request.

OTHER FRETTED BASSES
Muskman Stingray, Active £525
Ibanez Musician, 824 £325
Ibanez 924, Active E455

Washburn Bantamberger E445
Fender Squiers From Only E199
Fender Precisions & James From £325
Tokais In Stock From Only E175
Plus Many More. Phone For Details.

TOKAI "VINTAGE" GUITARS
"The tone is that of a 1950's Stratocaster and it is
staggering" .... E. & M. M.
A large selection of these superb instruments always
in stock. Colours include vintage sunburst, black,
pure white, powder blue (matching headstock),
metallic red (matching headstock), metallic green,
old gold etc. Phone for prices.
Mk.1 Flying V Replicas. Now In Stock.
Vintage Les Paul Replicas. In Stock.
The New Aluminium Talbo. In Stock.

TRAYNOR AMPLIFICATION
64006 -Channel 120W P.A. Mixer Amp with
Reverb, Canons, Graphic, Individual
Monitor & Echo Send £299

4200 4 -Channel 70W Version. E195

Full range P.A. Cabs 12" and 10" Speaker,
plus Horn (Pair) E275

1 x 12" + Horn Cabs (Pair) E210

1 a 15" * Horn Cabs (Pair) E339

1 x 12" + Hom Wedge Monitors E115

FENDER AMPLIFICATION
Sidekick 10 Lead Combo. E89
Sidekick 20 Lead Combo. E149
Sidekick 30 Lead Combo £175
Sidekick 30 Bass Combo £175
Sidekick 50 Bass Combo £222
Superchamp Combo E219
Yale Reverb Combo. E239

E299
Fender Stage Lead 100W Combo E339
Fender Montreux 100W Combo £399
Fender London Reverb 100W Combo E475

Studio Lead SOW Combo

IUI BOSS EFFECTS
New DD2 800MS, Digital Delay Pedal
New DR110, Dr. Rhythm Graphic
New HM2, Heavy Metal Pedal
New TU12H, Chromatic Tuner
New HA5, Playbus Headphone Amp
New RHI1M, Headset With Microphone
BF2 Flanger E65 NFl Noise Gate
CE2 Chorus E59 FA1 Pre.Arnp
CE3 Chorus E63 Case + Power
CS2 Compressor E45 HC2 Handclapper
DS1 Distortion E43 PC2 Pere. Synth
SDI Overdrive E43 Power Supply
GE7 Graphic £61 TU12 Tuner
GE 10 Graphic E86 BX400 Mixer
PH1 R Phaser £61 BX600 Mixer
TW1 Touch Wah E51 KM2 Mixer
DM2 Delay £75 KM04 Mixer
0C2 Octane, E45 MS100A Monitor
VB2 Vibrato E49 DM100 Echo

£175
£135

E 49
E 55
E 99
E 49
E 36

25
E 99

59
E 59
£ 15

36
E 69
f103

19

E. 37
£ 69
E135

AMDEK EFFECTS KITS
Rhythm Unit £50
Mains Delay E85

Mains Graphic E45

Power Distributor £25
Metronome £27

Ranger
Compressor
Phaser

Tuning Amp
Percussion Synth.

£46
E27
E30
E27
E40

RACK EFFECTS
Ibanez H D1000 Harmonizer E365

Ibanez DM1100 Delay Line £299
Ibanez DM500 Delay Line £262
Ibanez DM2000 Delay Line E424
INS Digital Delay With Modulation £235
Aria 10 Band Stereo Graphic £130
Maxim 12 Bit Digital Delay £299

Roland SDE3000 Digital Delay, 8 Memories... E799
Roland SDE1000 Digital Delay, 4 Memories... £399
Boss DE200 Digital Delay With Modulation... £299
Evans AE205 Analog Echo £119
Evans AE205R Analog Echo With Reverb £148
Vestafire Stereo Spring Reverb E225

Aces Mono Spring Reverb £ 99

HOME RECORDING
Foster X15, 4 Track Cassette £299
Cuter MR402, High Speed 4 Track E399
Aria Rack Mounted 4 Track E445
Tascam 244 Portastudios, 4 Track £675
Foster 250 Multi -Tracker, 4 Track £599
Foster A8, B Track Reel -To -Reel E1,135
MTR 6/4/2 Mixer E225
Cuter 12 Channel Stereo Mixer £335
Dynarnix .12 Channel Stereo Mixer E259
Dynamix 16 Channel Stereo Mixer E368

CUTEC OCTETTE -8 Tracks On Betamax
Video Tape! Arriving Very Soon.
You'll Have Change Out Of £900

POLYT  N COMBO'S
Baby Brute, 80W  Reverb £225
Teeny Brute, 80W, 10" Speaker E235
Mini Brute I , 100W, 12" Speaker E255
Mini Brute!!, 100W  Reverb f290
Mini Brute III , 100W, 15" Speaker £335
Mini Brute IV, 15" + Reverb E370

bus

iness MUSICAL EQUIPMENT

Stratocasters £319 Squier Strar. £199
Strat. + Trem. £359 Squier Tele. E199

Telecasters E309 Squier Precision E199
Precisions E325 Squier Jazz E199
Jazz Basses £395 Vintage Squiers P.O.A.

Elite Tele's £485 S/Hand Fenders P.O.A.

STATUS ELECTRIC GUITARS
We have two of these remarkable carbon graphite,
headless guitars in stock. Call in and try one.
Twin Humbucking Active Guitar
Triple, (Single -Coil) Pick -Up Active Guitar

£996
E996

ARIA LOCO EFFECTS
Stereo Chorus £39 Flanger £46
Distortion £30 Delay f69
Overdrive E27 Graphic E36
Compressor £27 Phaser E31

9V. Regulated Power Stapp ies Only f 6
IBANEZ EFFECTS
AD9 Echo
TS9 Overdrive

E99
E37

CS9 Chorus
FL9 Ranger

£65
£59

CP9 Compressor £39 GE9 Graphic E56
SD9 Distortion £37 PT9 Phaser E45

PAISTE CYMBAL CENTRE
All in stock at 20% OFF RRP!
10114"
101

12" Splash
H/Hats

£10
E26

2002 8"
2002 16"

Bell
C/M/R

E 55
£ 80

1010 1 Crash £19 2002 18" C/M/R 97186

Crash £26 2002 20" C/M/R £120

101 Ride £30 2002 16" China E 99

404 14" H/Hats E54 2002 18" China £161

404 16" Crash £38 602 14" H/Hats £149

404 18" Crash E48 602 16" C/M/R f 94
404 20" Ride E63 602 18" C/M/R £113

505 14" H/Hats E78 602 20" C/M/R £141

505 16" Crash £50 Rude 14" H/Hats £113

505 18" Medium £62 Rude 16" C/R E 72

505 20" Ride E77 Rude 18" C/R E. 95

505 14" China £46 Rude 20" R/C £107

505 16" China E59 2002 14" H/Hats f126
505 18" Chinah: SFottutndRedidege £188

505 20"
6E9074 6202002

E166

ZILDHAN CYMBALS IN STOCK
Including The New IMPULSE RANGE!

GREAT DEALS ON PEARL DRUMS
Export Deep 5 Drum Kits With Power Drums And
Professional Stands, Only E445

As Above, But With Additional 8" + 10" Powertoms
To Make A 7 Drum Kit E599
THE ULTIMATE! Superb DLX-Megaforce Kits In
Wine, Walnut Or Natural Lacquer.
Complete 7 Drum Powertom Kits With Stands £999

A ROGERS KIT FOR E299
Rogers R360, 5 Drum Double Headed Kits
With Stands In Black Or White. RRP E400
Limited Stocks At E299

TAMA MAIN DEALER
wingstar X-Tras Powerdrum Kits With Stands.

5 Drum Kits Only £575
Complete 7 Drum Powerkits Only E699
Royalstar, Superstar and Artstar Kits -
Phone For The Best Deal In The U.K.!

LONDON'S LEADING
SECONDHAND SPECIALIST!
As well as carrying vast stocks of the latest gear, we
always have a great selection of secondhand equipment.
Everything secondhand is fully serviced and guaranteed
for 6 months. With stocks changing daily
PHONE US BEFORE YOU BUY ANYTHING!

Name

Address

Tel

Please send me the following goods/leaflets

I enclose a S. A. E.

I enclose cheque/P.O. for £
or debit my Access/Visa Account Number
Tick if H.P. form is required

8-50 Albert Road, Romford, Essex RM1 2PP. Tel (0708)754548 FAST EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER, IMMEDIATE DESPATCH ON ACCESS OR VISA CARDS.
INSTANT NO DEPOSIT H. P. I AP R 36.71
PRICES INCLUDE VAT. PART EXCHANGE WELCOME.



BeeBMIDI 2
Last month we published preliminary details on the construction of
`BeeBMIDI', a MIDI interface for the BBC Model B home computer,
designed by Jay Chapman and Dave Eagle. BeeBMIDI 2 continues where that
piece left off, with a full parts list and some MIDI software routines that
should get your interface working even if you've only minimum of BASIC
programming experience.

Last month's article certainly
seemed to provoke a good deal of
interest from readers, perhaps not

surprisingly so in view of the fact that the
BBC is one of this country's most pop-
ular home micros and that, at this stage
anyway, there's only one other company
producing MIDI software and hardware
for said computer.

To clear up a couple of points that
might have caused a little uncertainty
among interested readers in the weeks
ensuing last month's feature's appear-
ance, you may have noticed that there
are a number of decoupling capacitors
drawn in on the PCB layout illustration
that aren't included in the circuit dia-
gram. This is normal practice and all the
capacitors are in fact detailed in the
parts list printed here. In addition, a
gremlin in the E&MM artistry department
resulted in a minor detail being omitted
from the BeeBMIDI circuit diagram as
printed in the June issue: the other end
of R4 should be connected to the five -
volt supply instead of floating around in
mid-air.

Incidentally, BeeBMIDI PCBs are now
available direct from E&MM, price £4.95.
Cheques/postal orders should be made
payable to Glidecastle Publishing Ltd.,
and you should allow 28 days for
delivery.

BASIC Routines
More and more people are discover-

ing, and wanting to take advantage of,
the potential that MIDI offers. No doubt
many E&MM readers will be building the
BeeBMIDI microcomputer -to -MIDI inter-
face described in the magazine, only to
connect all the hardware together and
find it will do nothing without some
software!

Well, E&MM intends to be very active in
this field and will in fact be marketing a
comprehensive MIDI software package
in a couple of months' time, as well as
running a series of articles on how to
write software for MIDI.

What we're going to do now is des-
cribe a few routines written in BASIC
which will allow you to get something out
of your MIDI set-up straight away, with-
out diving into the complexities of
assembler programming, interrupt hand-
ling, keyboard scanning and other such
deep mysteries. At the end of the article
some modifications, possible in BASIC,
are also suggested.

Although the routines are written in
BBC BASIC they can be translated to
other BASICs without too many prob-
lems. The program has been tested on a
Yamaha DX7 and a Roland JX3P, and
should work with most other MIDI -

equipped instruments.

Routine Details
The PROCinitialise routine relates to

the 6850 Asynchronous Communicat-
ions Interface Adaptor (ACIA) in the
BeeBMIDI interface used to connect the
BBC Microcomputer, via its 1MHz bus,
to MIDI synths. The ACIA is responsible
for converting the parallel bytes handled
by the micro into serial bit streams over
the MIDI connections and was described
in detail in last month's MIDI supple-
ment.

First, some names are set up for the
ACIA register addresses and control
codes. The ACIA is sent a Master Reset
code in line 1330. The BBC BASIC
syntax used in this line, '?address=
value', corresponds to 'POKE address,
value' in some other BASICs. Finally the
ACIA is configured to receive and send
one start, eight data and one stop bits
and to divide its external receive and
transmit clock frequencies by 16. Since
the two frequencies input to the ACIA
are both 500KHz, this gives the correct
MIDI serial bit time clocking of
31 .25kBaud.

This routine, or its assembly level
equivalent, is required in every piece of
MIDI control software using this ACIA.

The byte passed as a parameter to the

1320
1000 REM 1330 ?control_reg%=master_reset%
1010 REM ---- BASIC MIDI Routines 1340
1020 REM 1350 REM Configure the ACIA.
1030 REM J D 6 Chapman 1360
1040 REM 1370 ?control_reg%=set_control%
1050 1380
1060 PROCinitialise 1390 ENDPROC
1070 1400
1080 REPEAT 1410 REM
1090 INPUT "Voice ",voice% 1420
1100 UNTIL voice%>=1 AND voice7.<=32 1430 DEF PROCsend_midi(byte%)
1110 PROCselect_voice(voice%) 1440
1120 1450 REM wait until last Tx gone.
1130 PROCplay_data 1460 REPEAT
1140 1470 UNTIL ?status_reg% AND &02
1150 STOP 1480
1160 1490 ?transmitLreg%=byte%
1170 REM 1500
1180 1510 ENDPROC
1190 DEF PROCinitialise 1520
1200 1530 REM
1210 REM Sets up symbols - initialises 1540
1220 REM MIDI Interface's 6850 ACIA. 1550 DEF PROCselect_voice(voice7.)
1230 1560
1240 control_reg% =8,FCFC 1570 PROCsend_midi(192)
1250 status_reg% =&FCFC 1580 PROCsend_midi(voice%-1)
1260 transmit_reg% =&FCFD 1590
1270 receive_reg% =8,FCFD 1600 ENDPROC
1280 master_reset7. =&0003 1610
1290 set_control% =&0015 1620 REM
1300 1630
1310 REM Master Reset the ACIA. 1640 DEF PROCplay_data

60 JULY 1984 E&MM



XRI SYSTEMS-MICON
COUESITIU MUSIC CUITRE

MIDI SYSTEM CONTROLLER
FOR A 48K

ZX SPECTRUM
Features include:

 SEQUENCER - 24,000 EVENTS
(8 TRACKS OF 3000)

 EDITING - music score displayed - ability to
insert and delete notes

 MIDI RECORD
 METRONOME - music can be entered using a

very audible metronome click
 REPEAT BAR FACILITY
 MERGING
 SYNC -5 volt
 SAVE - sequences can be dumped to tape
 COMPATIBLE - with most makes of midi synth
 MULTIPLE SYNTHS - can be controlled
 HARDWARE - plugs into ZX Spectrum
 PRICE - Interface and Software - cheques and

PO's payable to XRI Systems
 TRADE - enquiries welcome E108
 ADDRESS - Dept 1., 10 Sunnybank Road,

Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands.
Tel. 021-382 6048

16, A

BEFORE YOU BUY ANYTHING -
TRY US!!

WE ARE MAIN AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR:

ROLAND - KORG - YAMAHA
McGREGOR - TRACE ELLIOT

SESSION - LANEY - MARSHALL
PEAVEY -WESTONE - FENDER
WASHBURN - ARIA - IBANEZ

BOSS - NEXT - PEARL
EMG PICKUPS - ETC

And always carry LARGE Stocks of
Acoustic and Electric Guitars, Amps,

Keyboards, Mics, FX, etc.
Contact Tim or Barbara

for some of the best prices around

3-5 WHITEFRIARS STREET, COVENTRY
TEL: (0203) 58571

ACCESS -BARCLAYCARD -FINANCE ARRANGED -MAIL ORDER
PARKING IN STREET - CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY

THE BRITISH PARAPLEGIC
SPORTS SOCIETY

MARK SHREEVE
STEVE JOLLIFFE

MAINFRAME
SONS OF HEROES

HAWKWIND

Would like to thank:

I.Q.
THE GRIP

CLASSIX NOUVEAUX
MENSANA

For participating in

GEORDIE
ROLAND U.K.
R.M.S. SOUND

UPSTREAM
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

VII WHEELCHAIR GAMES MUSIC FESTIVAL
WANDSWORTH 14-15 JULY 1984

TICKETS £9.00 FOR BOTH DAYS FROM:
UPSTREAM COMPUTERS LTD (CONCERT)

49 BRANSGROVE RD., EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX (Mail order only)
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1650
1660 REM Plays the MIDI information
1670 REM stored AS DATA. Sends bytes
1680 REM until a -1 is found and then
1690 REM waits a set time. Finishes
1700 REM when a -2 is found.
1710
1720 REPEAT
1730
1740 READ byte%
1750
1760 IF byte%= -I THEN FOR wait=0 TO 300:NEXT wait
1770
1780 IF byte%>=0 THEN PROCsend_midi(byte7.)
1790
1800 UNTIL byte7.=-2
1810
1820 ENDPROC
1830
1840 REM
1850
1860 DATA &90 : REM KEY ON - SET UP RUNNING STATUS
1870 DATA 64,64,-1,-1
1880 DATA 64,0
1890 DATA 69,64,-1,-1
1900 DATA 69,0
1910 DATA 69,64,-1,-1
1920 DATA 69,0
1930 DATA 71,64,-1,-1
1940 DATA 71,0
1950 DATA 71,64,-1,-1
1960 DATA 71,0
1970 DATA 72,64,-1,-1
1980 DATA 72,0
1990 DATA 72,74,-1,-1
2000 DATA 72.0
2010 DATA 74,64,-1,-1
2020 DATA 74,0
2030 DATA 72,64,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1
2040 DATA 72,0
2050 DATA 64,64,-1,-1
2060 DATA 64,0
2070 DATA 69,64,-1,-1
2080 DATA 69,0
2090 DATA 69,64.-1.-1
2100 DATA 69,0
2110 DATA 71,64,-1,-1
2120 DATA 71,0
2130 DATA 71,64,-1,-1
2140 DATA 71,0
2150 DATA 72,64,-1,-1
2160 DATA 72,0
2170 DATA 72,74,-1,-1
2180 DATA 72,0
2190 DATA 74,64,-1,-1
2200 DATA 74,0
2210 DATA 72,64,-1,-1,-1,-1
2220 DATA 72,0
2230 DATA 71,64,-1,-1
2240 DATA 71,0
2250 DATA 69,64,-1,-1,-1,-1
2260 DATA 69,0
2270 DATA -2
2280 END

60 61 62 63 64 b5 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 T. .74

(middle) C C# 0 D# E F F# G G# A A# B C C# D

Figure 1.
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PROCsend_midi(byte%) routine is
transmitted over MIDI Out via the ACIA.
As the ACIA's registers are 'memory
mapped' - that is, they appear as normal
locations in the BBC Micro's 6502 CPU
memory - all we have to do is poke the
byte to be transmitted into the ACIA
Transmit Register (line 1490). Before
doing so, we have to check that the last
byte transmitted has actually gone. This
is done by the REPEAT UNTIL loop (lines
1460 and 1470) from which the program
exits when the expression `?status_
reg°/0 AND &02' becomes non -zero.

BBC BASIC is again unusual in that
'?status_reg°/0' is the equivalent syntax
to 'PEEK(status_reg%)' in MICROSOFT
type BASICs. The 'AND&02' ('&' indi-
cates that a hexadecimal value follows)
causes all the bits in the expression
result to be zero except the bit corres-
ponding to the 1 in the binary version of
&02, ie. '00000010'. Thus the only bit we
actually see the value of in the result of
'?status_reg% AND &02' is the 'Trans-
mit Register Empty' bit. If the expression
result is non -zero then this bit is on and
the register is empty, so we can transmit.

Now that we have a routine to send a
byte via MIDI Out, we can make the
instrument(s) on the other end actually
do something!

The PROCselect_voice(voice%) rout-
ine is passed a voice number in the
parameter voice%, and simply sends the
correct MIDI status byte (line 1570)
followed by the voice number (line 1580).
Note that the voice number has 1 sub-
tracted from it. This sort of 'correction'
will occur quite often when you're send-
ing such data over MIDI, because the
digital hardware implementing the MIDI
control starts counting with 0, whereas
you or I usually start with 1. Another
example of this is the MIDI Channel
Numbers, which are referred to as 1 to
16 but are coded internally as 0 to 15.

Lines 1080 to 1110 call this routine
after asking the user which voice num-
ber he would like. These lines check that
the voice number given is in the range 1
to 32, the possible voice numbers on the
DX7 (when 'corrected' to 0 to 31). The
JX3P is slightly more complex to deal
with because you need to take in the
bank as well as the voice number. Bank
B, voices 1 to 16 are coded internally as
voice numbers 16 to 31 (after 'correc-
tion'), bank C's 16 voices as 32 to 47 and
bank D's as 48 to 63, so it's not too
difficult to expand lines 1080 to 1110 to
cope, viz:
1080 REPEAT
1090 INPUT "Bank, Voice", bank$,

voice%
1100 UNTIL bank$ >="A" AND bank$

<="D" AND
voice% >=1 AND voice% <=16

1110 PROCselect_voice ((ASC(banks$)
- ACS("A")) 16 + voice%)

PROCplay_data is a very simple rout-
ine to get something musical sent over
MIDI. The tune played should at least be
recognisable, though it is played a little
woodenly, I have to admit.

The method used here is to split time
up into fixed length intervals. Data is
read and transmitted over MIDI from the
start of each interval until a marker value

JULY 1984 E&MM



ADVANCED

SOUNDS

OUR HIRE DEPARTMENT OFFERS A
VARIETY OF ITEMS AT SENSIBLE PRICES

HERE IS A SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE:

THE EMULATOR: Real sound sampling at its simplest;
sounds can be stored for later recall; full
sound library available (currently compris-
ing of over 130 diskettes - sound descrip-
tion typed list available on request).

LINN DRUM COMPUTERS: Alternative voices
available:

YAMAHA DX7 AND DX9 SERIES  POR-
TASTUDIO  FOSTEX A8 AND 350 PACKAGE 
ROLAND TR808  ROLAND GUITAR SYNTH 

ROLAND SDE 1000 DIGI-DELAY  SEQUENTIAL
CIRCUITS DRUMTRAKS  SIMMONS SDS7 

YAMAHA R1000 DIGITAL REVERB

* DELIVERY AND COLLECTION *
* LOW WEEKLY RATES

01-467 4603

* INTERESTED IN THE MUSIC &
RECORDING INDUSTRY *

We have devised a unique recording course designed to
enhance the creative aspects of recording music and sound.

The course covers a wide variety of topics including:
Home Recording * Live Recording * Recording in the

Studio * Instruments * Equipment * Computers in Music "
Latest Developments in Recording * Drum Machines *

Vocoders * Synths * etc.
Part of the course is carried out at

ELEPHANT RECORDING STUDIO, WAPPING, LONDON.

The Course is designed for those with or without experience
of recording. Advanced courses are available

for studio engineers.

Next course commences end of August.

PROBLEMS WITH MUSIC
ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTING!!

We are a team of qualified and experienced engineers offering
the following services to the music industry. Music Electronics

Technical Consultancy, trouble shooting, custom design
services, ideas on effective use of electronics in your music.

Analogue & digital applications. Computers in Music, hardware
applications, software applications, interfacing, programming
hints and advice. Why not commission us to write a special

program for your music applications.

ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTING CONSULTANTS
TO THE MUSIC INDUSTRY

Check us out and put your creative mind at rest.

TEL: 01-265 0722 (24 hr ansaphone)
01-480 6228 or write

CASS LO\DO\
Unit 3D, Metropolitan Wharf,

Wapping Wall, Wapping, London El

SUPERKITS!
FOR BETTER MUSIC & EFFECTS

STANDARD SUPERKITS - PANEL CONTROL
CHORUS UNIT: A solo voice instrument sounds like more! SET162 £31.40
COMPRESSOR: Limits & levels maximum signal strength SET133 £10.86
COMPUTER RHYTHM GEN: 9 drums for digital control SET185 £30.64
COMPUTER SYNTH INTERFACE: Sequencing & composing aid SET184 £17.44
DRUM SIRENS: Triggered variable siren effects SET 199 £19.93
ECHO UNIT: With double tracking SET168 £44.30
EQUALISER: Ten controllable channels SET134 £37.83
FADER: Voice operated, variable delays SET167 £14.21
FREQUENCY DOUBLER: Raises guitar frequency by 1 octave SET98 £9.80
FREQUENCY CHANGER & WAVEFORM MODIFIER -Turntable SET172 £34.46
RANGER: Fascinating effects plus phasing SET153 £22.74
FUZZ: Smooth distortion whilst keeping natural attack & decay SET91 £10.57
GUITAR EFFECTS: Multiple variation of level & filter modulation SET42 £15.40
GUITAR OVERDRIVE: Fuzz plus variable filter quality SET56 £19.73
GUITAR SUSTAIN: Extends effective note duration SET75 £10.04
GUITAR TO SYNTH INTERFACE: With voltage & trig outputs SET173 £32.87
HANDCLAPPER: Triggered & auto claps, variable tone SET197 £22.69
METRONOME: With audio & visual beat & down beat SET143 £13.81
MULTIPROCESSOR: Ring, Rvb, Faze, Fuz, Wah, Trem, Vib SET189 £57.14
MICROPHONE PRE -AMP: with base & treble switching SET144 £9.21
MOCK STEREO: Splits mono input for stereo effect output SET213 £19.87
NOISE LIMITER: reduces tape & system hiss SET145 £9.97
PHASER: with automatic & manual depth & rate controls SET164 £18.40
REVERB: Mono/stereo, variable depth & delays SET203 £25.54
RHYTHM GENERATOR: 15 switchable rhythms SET170 £35.64
RING MODULATOR: with integral oscillator control SET179 £15.76
ROBOVOX: versatile robot type voice modifier SET165 £21.03
ROGER 2 -GONG: 2 gongs sounded at end of transmission SET126 £11.38
SPEECH PROCESSOR: for clearer transmission SET110 £9.68
STORM EFFECTS: Automatic & manual, wind, rain, surf SET154 £15.86
TOM-TOM SYNTH: Triggered variable tone drum effects KT 190 £15.05
TREMOLO: deep tremelo with depth & rate control SET136 £9.71
VOCODAVOX: modular vocoder SET152 £64.31
VOICE -OP -SWITCH: with variable sensitivity & delay SET123 £13.41
WAH-WAH: with auto -trigger, manual & oscillator control SET140 £17.26

MATCHED LINKING FOOT SWITCHED EFFECTS KITS FOR STAGE USE
LINKAFEX CHORUS: with rate depth, intensity, feedback SET204 £42.96
LINKAFEX FLANGE: with rate, intensity, feedback SET207 £34.92
LINKAFEX DELAY: delay 10ms-450ms, plus repeat, feedback SET206 £42.09
LINKAFEX PHASER: with rate, depth, intensity, feedback SET205 £34.38
LINKAFEX EQUALISER: Low, high, bandpass, notch, width; 12dB SET216 £25.43
LINKAFEX TONE CONTROL: Bass cut & gain, treble cut & gain SET208 £24.09
LINKAFEX DISTORTION: with level & tone control. v. smooth SET209 £23.24
LINKAFEX MODULO: 8 forms of level & freq. modulation SET211 £24.41
LINKAFEX OVERDRIVE: with overdrive, clipping, bright, pulse SET215 £25.13

Sets include PCBs, parts, instructions, boxes, wire, solder. More details & kits in
catalogue - send s.a.e. (overseas £1 or 5 IRC's).
Add £1 P&P & 15% VAT to all orders (overseas details in cat). Payment CWO,
CHO, PO, ACCESS, BARCLAY, or pre -arranged collection. Details correct at
press. E&OE.

PHONOSONICS, DEPT MM47, 8 FINUCANE DRIVE,
ORPINGTON, KENT, BR5 4ED

TEL: ORPINGTON 37821 (STD 0689, LONDON 66)
MONDAY -FRIDAY 10-7

MIDI INTERFACE FOR
ZX SPECTRUM

"10 million people were watching us on
live television, so we relied on
Upstream's MIDI Interface."

MENSANA

8000 Polyphonic Sequencer
Transpose to any key

Multitrack
MIDI Through

Sync. Pulse in and out
Only £139 inclusive

Upstream MIDI Interface

UPSTREAM COMPUTER SYSTEM LTD.
49 BRANSGROVE ROAD, EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX.

Telephone: 01-952-9105
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of -1 is read: the routine then delays for
the fixed interval. This means that the
read and transmission time is added to
the fixed interval but this should not be
noticeable. When a -2 marker value is
found, the routine exits.

This routine's code should not be too
difficult to understand. If you want to
change the tempo you can alter the 300
in line 1760: a larger number will give you
a slower tempo and vice versa.

Data
The data actually sent over MIDI

needs a little explanation.
The first byte sent (DATA on line 1860)

is &90 (decimal 144), which is a status
byte saying that data for 'key on' events
follows. Each event needs two data
bytes - the first gives the number of the
key pressed and the second the key
velocity. Because MIDI, allows 'running
status' - that is, the status byte need not
be sent on every event provided status is
not to be changed - we don't need to
send another status byte. Of course, we
need to say when keys are released, but
we are allowed to use a 'key on' event
with a velocity of zero to say 'key off'.

The next two bytes sent are both 64.
The first byte is the key number of the E
above middle C: the key numbers in-
crease or decrease by 1 for each semi-
tone pitch change - middle C is key
number 60. The second byte, the key
velocity, is also 64. We've used a veloc-
ity of 64 for all 'key on' events as this is
the centre value of the velocity data
value range - it's also the value that
would be sent by a non -touch -sensitive
keyboard.

After waiting for two time intervals
(forced by the two markers at the end
of line 1870), with the E above middle C
playing the program, send the data on
line 1880. The note number is again 64
but the velocity value is zero, so this
causes the E above middle C to stop
playing. You should now be able to work
out what the rest of the data does. The
note numbers, with their pitches, are
shown in Figure 1.

Modifications
Perhaps the most obvious modifi-

cation is to replace line 1800 with:
1800 UNTIL FALSE
and insert the line:
1785 IF byte%= -2 THEN RESTORE

The effect of these two edits is that
PROCplay_data now plays the data
repeatedly - so we have a very simple
sequencing facility.

You could easily make this sequenc-
ing more useful by transposing the
sequence each time through. To do this
you could have the amount to transpose
by on each repeat held in an array. At
each RESTORE, you increment an index
into the array so that a new value will be
used the next time around. For example,
if you wanted to play the sequence once
as written, transpose up by an octave
and then down by a 5th, your array values
would be 0, +12, -7. Line 1780 would
therefore change to something like:
1780 IF byte%> =0 THEN PROCsend_
midi (byte% + pitch_offset%findex WO)

64

where pitch_offset% is the array and
index% is the variable being incremen-
ted at each RESTORE.

There's nothing to stop you sending
MIDI codes for events other than 'key
on's, of course. You might like to try
experimenting with the pitch -bend and
modulation controllers, but don't forget
that if you insert bytes to effect this sort
of control between the 'key on' message
bytes, you have to follow the MIDI rules -
insert new bytes after the velocity data
byte of a 'key on' event and insert
another &90 'key on' status byte after
the new bytes, otherwise the following
'key on' data bytes will be assumed to
be pitch (or whatever) controller data!

Try changing line 2030 to:
2030 DATA 72,64,-1,-14E0,0,66,0,68,
0,70, -1,0,68,0,66,0,64, -1, -1,&90

I know it sounds like a cat in pain, but
you get the general idea.

The &EO is the 'Pitch Wheel Change'
status byte and is followed by pairs of
bytes representing the wheel's position.
The pairs are sent with the low order
byte first - in the example above I didn't
actually use the resolution offered by the
low order byte, which I set to zero. The
wheel's centre position is represented
by the byte pair 0, 64 (&00, &40) giving
the combined hexadecimal value of
&4000.

Another possible modification would
be to send chords rather than the simple
monophonic tune given in the program.
All you have to do is turn more notes on
at a time - and then turn them off some
time later. For example the following
sequence of bytes will play a C6th cord.
&90,60,64,64,64,67,64,69,0, -1,-i,- 1,
-1,60,0,64,0,67,0,69,0,-2

If your synth is capable of touch -sen-
sitive operation, you might like to try
varying the velocity values associated
with each 'key on'. Using something like
'CLAN 2' on the DX7, you should be able
to get a nice 'funky' sound going.

Finally, if you're rich enough to have
two MIDI synths (sorry - that should read
'if you were rich enough. . .') why not set
them onto different channels and send
different control information to each of
them? Chords to one and the melody to
the other, for example. Incidentally, don't
buy two JX3Ps if you want to do this - I
don't think you can change their channel
number, so both would be on channel

Anyway, what you need to do is send
a status byte, incorporating the correct
channel number in its least significant
nibble (4 bits) followed by control infor-
mation for the synth on that channel, and
then send another status byte incorpor-
ating the second synth's channel num-
ber, followed by its data.

By way of an example, assume that a
JX3P is on channel 1 (since it can't be on
any other channel!) and a DX7 is on
channel 2. Don't forget that the channel
numbers need 'correcting' from the
range 1 to 16 into the range 0 to 15, so a
'key on' status byte for channel 1 looks
like &90 whereas for channel 2 it looks
like &91.

The following sequence of bytes will
cause PROCplay_data to play middle C
on the JX3P and G above middle C on

the DX7 simultaneously.
1885 DATA &90,60,64,&91,67,64,-i,
-1,-i'- 1,&90,60,0,&91,67,0, -2

Note that a byte could have been
saved if we take advantage of 'running
status' and code the MIDI bytes up as
follows (think about it. . .)

1885 DATA &90,60,64,&91,67,64, -1,
-1,-i,- 1,67,0, &90,60,0, -2

In later articles we'll see how tech-
niques based on this idea can give split
keyboard effects where both halves (or
thirds, or quarters... in fact, up to
16ths!) can be transposed into sensible
ranges.

Well, I hope you'll have a lot of fun
'doodling' with these routines and that
your interest will be aroused enough for
you to follow some of the more technical
programming articles that E&MM will be
publishing in the future. And if it all
seems like too much hard work, you can
always buy the 'MIDI Control Software'
Package that E&MM will be marketing
soon.
Jay Chapman E&MM

BeeBMIDI Parts List
Resistors
(all 1/4 watt, 5% tolerance carbon film)
R1 330R
R2 15K
R3,4,5 220R

Capacitors
C1
C2,3,4,5,6,7,8

1000uF electrolytid
100nF decoupling

Semiconductors
D1 IN4004/IN4148

LED1 red LED

IC1 MC6850 ACIA
IC2 SN74LS75
IC3 SN74LS30
IC4 SN74LS74
IC5 SN74LSO4
IC6 WL35C)* Optoisolator

REG1 7805 Regulator

Miscellaneous
PCB
Link wire

SK1,2

PL1

SK3,4

(insulated single -strand
copper)

5 -pin DIN (180 degree)
socket (panel mounting)

34 -way right-angled male IDC
(PCB mounting)

34 -way female header IDC

40 to 80 cms of 34 -way ribbon cable

Suitable box

3 off 14 -pin DIL socket
1 off 16 -pin DIL socket
1 off 24 -pin DIL socket
1 off 8 -pin DIL socket

11 off Vero Pins

4 off 5 -pin DIN (180 degree) cable plugs
2 off cables for synth to BeeBMIDI (and
vice versa) connection (screened twisted
pair not more than 50 feet long)
*denotes Maplin Electronics stock code
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PEDALS
WASHBURN

Flanger £47
Stack -in -a -box £40
6 band Graphic Eq £42
Chorus mono/stereo £45
Delay/Echo £80
Phaser £36
Compressor £36

BY POST
MXR

Distortion II f44
Micro Chorus £35
Micro Flanger £35

BOSS PEDALS
All in Stock

ALL PEDALS POST FREE

GUITAR ACCESSORIES
Bowen Handle trem units - gold or chrome £25
Kahler trem units - gold or black chrome £185
Pick-ups by Seymour Duncan, E.S.P. and Fender. Large section of replacement
hardware by Schecter, E.S.P. and Fender - always in stock.
Our Customising Service includes: Refrets, Resprays, B -Benders, New Necks,
Bodies etc. or just a set up. We don't try to be the fastest - just the best.
Korg Guitar/Bass tuner GT6OX £29 Boss Chromatic TU12 £37

GUITARS
Tokai Guitars from £199 Squier Guitars from £199
Aria SB Elite I £391 Fender USA Teles £295
Aria YS500 £299 Fender P.Bass Special £395
Aria TA 30 £199 Westone Rainbow II £265
Gibson Melody Maker £375 Westone Session II £305
Gibson RD (Met. Blue) £599 Weston Concorde I £99
Rickenbacker 3/4 £395
Washburn Monterey £299
Washburn Monterey Custom £399
Washburn Tanglewood £299
Washburn Woodstock £228

Fender California Series + Lowden Electro Acoustics
Always in Stock

NOW IN STOCK
ROLAND GUITAR SYNTH

G.R.700
PLUS G.707 CONTROLLER

AMPLIFICATION
PEAVEY

Studio Pro 40wt £167
Bandit 65wt £228
Special 130wt £282
Renown 160wt £342
Backstage 20wt £122
Classic VTX65wt £358
TNT 130wt Bass Combo £256
TKO 65wt Bass Combo £204
Bass Combo 210/300wt £417

CARLSBRO
New 6ch Marlin P.A.
Cobra 90 Keyboard Combo
Cobra 90 P.A. Head
Cobra 90 Bass Head
Cobra 90 Bass Combo
Cobra 90 Lead Combo
Hornet 45 Lead Combo
Hornet 45 Bass Combo
Hornet 45 Keyboard Combo
Stringray 150 Bass Combo
Pair 2 x 12 + horn P.A. Cabs

ROLAND
Cube 20 £111
Cube 60 £169
Cube 60 Chorus £186
Cube 60 Bass £194
Cube 60 Keyboard £210
Spirit 25 £124
Spirit 50 £169
Spirit 50 Bass £179
JC50 £224
JC120 £420

£249 MARSHALL
£230 12wt Guitar Combo £74
£169 12wt Bass Combo £82
£119 12wt Keyboard Combo £82
£199 30wt Bass Combo £146
£199 150/200wt Bass Combo £383
£151 100wt A- 4 x 12 Bass Stack £513
£141 100wt 2ch rev. Valve Head £392
£169 50wt Valve 2 x 12 Combo £327
£299 50wt Valve 1 x 12 split Ch. + rev £328
£285 100wt Valve 2 x 12 split Ch - rev £398

Wide range of P.A. Amps and Speakers always available
JBL Main Dealers

4612 Cabaret Series £428 M1632 £459

Plus all JBL Components supplied to order

PERSONAL GUITAR AMPS
Ideal for studio work, rehearsals etc."

Roland Playbus inc RHIIM H/set.... £131 Arlon Hot Watt. £99

KEYBOARDS
ROLAND SYNTHESIZERS

Juno 6
Juno 60
Juno 106
Jupiter 6

£499
£749
£800

£1250

*SPECIAL OFFER*
Roland Juno 60 4 JS060

£855
JX3P
PG200 programmer

£675
ROLAND PIANOS£153 HP30 £224

CASIO KEYBOARDS HP60 £349
CT101 £145 HP70 £437
CT202 £195 KORG SYNTHESIZERS
CT1000P £249 Poly 800 £549
CT310S £199 Polysix £775
AS10 Amplifier £49 Poly 61 £645

Trident II £1799

DRUM MACHINES
Boss DR110 Graphic £110 Roland CR8000 £319
Roland TR606 Drumatix £169 Roland TR808 £499
Korg KR55B £262 Roland TR909 £POA

DRUMS AND PERCUSSION
KITS PERCUSSION

Pearl Deep Shell Export £395 Natal Congas £299
Mirage 9pc Rock kit £395 Natal Bongoes £95
Mirage deluxe 5pc £345 MIRAGE PERCUSSION
Mirage Powerdrive 5pc £375 Roto toms 6"+8"+10"+ std £99
Mirage Student 3pc £175 Timbales std £79 pro £125
Ludwig Standard II 5pc £599 Bongoes std £26 pro £49
Ludwig Big Beat £1083 Congas std £199 pro £219
Premier kits from £349 Skulls set of 5 £95
Simmons SDS8 £775 Concert Toms 8"+10" £54
Simmons SDS7 £2156 Power toms 8"+10" £77

Paiste cymbals - lots in stock all 25% off
Loads of small percussion, Tambs, Guiros, Cabasas etc. etc.

HOME RECORDING EQUIPMENT
We are approved Tascam agents and offer demonstration facilities plus full back-up
Tascam 244 Portastudio £495 Yamaha MT44 £399
Tascam 34 4 track £899 Yamaha MT44 Shop Soiled £299
Tascam 38 8 track £POEL Cutec 402 £399
Teac 322B stereo £645 Tascam M2A Mixer £212
Tascam 234 4 track cassette £550 Tascam M30 Mixer £769
Teac + Suzuki Mini Monitors £39 pr Yamaha Powered Monitor £129

MICROPHONES
Large range in stock from Audio Technica, Shure, and Teac

Now Main Agents for Sennheiser

STAGE AND STUDIO MIXERS
The new Dynamix range now in stock - the best value for money mixers available
Dynamix 6 into 2 £172 Dynamix 16 into 2 £368
Dynamix 12 into 2 £258 Dynamix 16 into 8 into 2 £1033

Boss Keyboard Mixers - full range always in stock

ECHOS + REVERBS
Roland SDE1000 In Stock Roland SDE3000 In Stock
Roland DM300 Analogue £191 Roland 201 Space Echo £POA
Roland RX100 Reverb £108 Roland 501 Chorus Echo £399
Roland SDE2000 Digital £339 Boss DE200 Digital £295

Plus pedal echos by Boss Washburn including the new
Boss DD2 Digital Pedal £150

HIRE
P.A. Systems 150 wts to 400 wts lots to choose from, prices start from £17.25
Also available: Keyboards, Home Recording Equipment, Drums, Simmons, Backline etc

Send SAE for latest Price List

213-215 Kilburn High Road, London NW6. Tel: 01-6243900
48 High Street, Chatham, Kent. Tel: Medway 44068



MODULAR SYNTHESIS
Vocal Effects

Steve Howell takes a look at how to synthesise what is the perhaps the most
complex acoustic sound of all - that of the human voice itself.

It could be argued that if there is one sound to set up, but it may require some you can create a variety of commonly
sound that is almost impossible to delicate tweaking to get exactly the encountered vocal sounds, from the
synthesise accurately using analogue sound and effect you require. comic to the menacing. An extension of

techniques, it is the human voice. This is this is to use three VCOs, with two of
because, although the mouth is nothing Male Vocals them being swept and the other left
more than an elaborate lowpass filter and untouched. You can then tune the two
envelope shaper, it can be manipulated in Male voices are, likewise, fairly easy swept VCOs apart and bring them to
many sophisticated ways that a syn- and require only a change in pitch, a unison using a combination of modulation
thesiser's VCF just cannot come close to decrease in resonance, adjustment of the levels and sustain amount - yet again,
in terms of versatility. Apart from this, the cutoff frequency to suit and slight modifi- experimentation will yield the best results.
mouth can switch instantly from being an cation of the EG controls, You can add a In both these examples, the VCF .and
oscillator to a noise generator; combine touch of EG modulation of the VCF using amplitude shaping EG can be adjusted to
with these the resonance of the nasal the second EG. If you do decide to do taste.
cavities and the incredible control we this, the controls of the second EG should
have over all these parameters, and the be set to give attack, decay and release Vocal Articulation
analogue synthesiser appears some- times of about 500ms and the sustain set Probably the most outstanding feature
what humble by comparison. Synthesised to about two-thirds - this will give a slight of the human voice is its ability to change
speech is often almost entirely unintel- 'wow' effect which can be quite useful. its tonal characteristics, often quite dras-
ligible, even when vocoders are used, You could also use the second EG (or yet tically, for each new note, and whilst we
and sampling (at the moment) can only another EG if you still have one to spare!) can't get synthesisers to actually come
really handle one small element of the to sweep the pulse width very slightly. As up with words, we can use the VCF for
vast range offered by the voice. with the soprano sound, be prepared to some fairly drastic tonal changes.

What an analogue synthesiser can do, fiddle a bit to get the sound you want as it Perhaps the most famous example of
however, is to recreate the effect of vocal won't come instantly. Choral sounds can this is the comic male voice so beloved
sounds, and these effects can be be obtained in the same way as before by of Japanese synthesist Tomita. This
employed in many styles of music. using detuned VCOs and/or chorus, sound is actually quite easy to create,

The most simple vocal sound to syn- harmoniser, etc. but you will need at least a sequencer or
thesise is that of the solo female soprano. Those, then, are two sounds which can a sample and hold that can be stepped
The patch is given in Figure 1 and, as you be obtained with a fairly modest syn- through with an external trigger pulse.
can see, it could be patched up on even thesiser. If you have more in the way of The patch is shown in Figure 4 and the
the simplest of monosynths. It utilises a hardware more possibilities are open to method is as follows.
pulse wave with a mark/space ratio you. Set the basic vocal sound up as you
(pulse width) of about 25/75. This is fed For instance, if you listen to almost any require (in this case, the male voice
into a standard VCLPF whose cutoff singer, be he (or she) of the rock, pop or patch). Next, program some voltages
frequency is set at about two thirds and operatic persuasion, you will notice that into your sequencer, setting each one
whose resonance is set so that it is a there is usually a slur up to each note, and about a volt apart. If you're using an
tweak away from oscillating - in other this can easily be obtained by using the analogue sequencer you can simply tune
words, high. The EG controls are set as output of an EG routed to the CV input of the controls, but if you've gone digital,
required, but I would recommend a the VCO. The attack should be set to you'll have to connect the keyboard to
slowish attack with full sustain and a around 100ms so that there is a slight your sequencer and play, say, a C and
release of about 11/2 seconds for the 'swoop' upwards. You can either set the another C an octave up. Now connect
legato effect this sound normally re- sustain full up so that the pitch will stay the sequencer's CV output to the CV
quires. Vibrato can be delayed or left on constant after the attack cycle, or you input of the VCF, and connect the gate
permanently as you wish, while porta- can back it off a bit so that the pitch slides output of the keyboard either to the 'step'
mento is essential to create the 'wailing' down. In the latter case, the decay or the 'external clock' input of the
effect, though it shouldn't be excessive. control should also be set to 100ms or so. sequencer. Whenever you play a note,
Add to this copious quantities of echo In either event, you'll have to retune the the sequencer will step through the two
and/or reverb and you have an ethereal VCO using a combination of the VCO voltages you have programmed into it
vocal effect that should be quite atmos- frequency control, EG sustain level and and will open and close the filter accord-
pheric. Adjustment of the cutoff fre- EG modulation level. For an extreme slur ingly. By varying the level of modulation
quency will give you the whole range of the pitch has to be set fairly high, but if at the filter and by adjusting the cutoff
'000hs' and `aaahs', depending on where you only want a hint of sweep then, frequency and resonance, you should be
it is set. Keyboard track must be on, and naturally, the EG modulation level needs able to create a whole host of vocal
should you find the sound too `shrieky' at to be set quite low - either way, be sounds that would probably make Tomita
the top end of the keyboard, backing this prepared to jiggle with the respective proud! You can, of course, also modulate
control off should remedy the problem as controls for the optimum effect. Release the VCF with an EG for a touch of 'wow',
fewer harmonics will be passed through. of the pitch sweep EG should be set and if you find the jumps in voltages too

For a more 'choral' sound, two or more longer than that of the amplitude shaping abrupt you can rectify this by routing the
VCOs detuned as necessary should fit the EGs, so that you don't end up with a CV output of the sequencer via a lag
bill. I suggest you use a sawtooth wave as 'clunk' at the end of the note as the pitch time integrator which will smooth the
the other waveform and you could, if your drops abruptly before the sound has died changes out.
synthesiser allows simultaneous wave- away (unless, of course that's precisely If you don't have access to a se -
form output, mix in a pulse wave whose what you want!) quencer, you can use a sample and hold
pulse width is being swept by the sine or If you opt to use more than one VCO for circuit in its place just as effectively,
triangle output of an LFO. Chorusing, a a more choral efect, you could try except that in this instance the tonal
mild flange or a harmoniser will also sweeping only the one VCO and keeping changes will be random instead of pre-
thicken the sound, especially if run in the other 'straight'. Depending on how set. If, however, you have an old ARP
stereo. So, not a particularly difficult you balance the two VCOs level -wise, analogue sequencer, you have the best
66 JULY 1984 E&MM



of both worlds in that you can preset the
voltages and then, by switching it to the
'random' position, step through those
preset voltages so that they are picked
out at random.

If you want to, of course, you can
program many more voltages into your
sequencer to give the sound more varia-
tion, and you could also use more than
one VCO, sweeping it with another EG
as outlined above.

Performance
Points to watch for when playing these

sounds are basically the same as those

for any sound that is an imitation of one
that requires breathing in that, for total
realism, you have to phrase the music
properly, allowing plenty of time for
'breaths'. Of course, the beauty of syn-
thesised vocal sounds is that you don't
have to worry about such things, but if
realism is your aim then it's a detail you've
more or less got to bear in mind.

Because of the very high resonance of
some synthesised vocal effects, in par-
ticular the female soprano, you could
well run into problems during recording,
whereby on certain notes the level is
boosted incredibly high and wraps the

VCO 2

( text)

Figure 1.

M /PWM (A^ )

VC01 VCF

/---\

CV( ortamento)
EG1

Keyboard

Patch for simple vocal sound -male or female

Figure 2.

yap 2 M/PWM (M)
(see

text)

VCF

VC01 /,-%

EG 2
(see text) EG1

portamento

CV
Keyboard

Patch for more elaborate male voice

VCO 2
(see

Figure 3.

text)

VCF

VC01 /I
EG 2 EG1

EG3

Keyboard
CV Gate

Patch for pitch sweep by EG

VC01 VCF

EG1
lag time
integrator
(see text)

cv Seq or
S/H

CV
Keyboard

Gate

Patch for vocal articulation
Figure 4.
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needles round the end stops of your
poor VU meters! If this does happen, the
use of a compressor/limiter will help -
even if it's only a little footpedal type -
otherwise you'll just have to watch your
recording levels closely. These sounds
are also fairly pure, and you may there-
fore experience some problems getting
them to cut through a mix: again, if you
can use a compressor/limiter it will
certainly help.

Filtering
You can, of course, experiment with

other types of filters such as high or
bandpass and you could also try routing
the sound through a graphic or para-
metric equaliser, boosting the mid fre-
quencies in particular. Most modern-day
mixers have reasonably versatile quasi -
parametric EQ sections and such a facility
will usually suffice if you don't have
access to larger units. If your mixer's EQ
is a bit limited, however, a simple six -
band graphic EQ pedal will do and, since
they could always come in useful for
other sounds as well, it might be well
worth investing £50 or so in a suitable
model.. .

Reverb and echo can be added in
whatever quantity you wish - I prefer to
use quite a bit and usually add it to the
sound as I record. This not only helps me
to play the sound in the first place but
also enables me to set up a unique
acoustic environment for that sound.
which in turn helps it stand out in If e
mix.

Different echo speeds can produce
startlingly different effects: long echoes
on the female voice should make it par-
ticularly ethereal and heavenly whilst a
short slap -back echo on the male variant
can give an almost 'computer' feel to the
sound. Likewise, a chorus unit and
harmoniser, as mentioned before, will
agument a choral sound, especially if run
in stereo.

Meanwhile, vibrato can be added to
any of the sounds as you wish, and if you
find the cyclic effect of a low frequency
sine or triangle too repetitive you could
always inject a shade of 'human error'
into the process by using the random
vibrato technique explained last month,
whereby the output of the sample and
hold is routed via a lag time integrator to
create a smooth but random pitch
modulation.

Summing up
In conclusion, I think of all the 'acoustic'

sounds available to the modern syn-
thesist, vocal effects are the ones most
likely to make an audience sit up and
take notice. There's something about a
synthesised vocal passage that people
find quite fascinating - I well remember
my own reaction when I heard Tomita's
version of Debussy's Golliwog's
Cakewalk for the first time - so it's worth
experimenting with vocal effects and
trying to make them as interesting as
possible.

If done well, they can turn a mediocre
piece of music into a reasonable one,
and a good one into something rather
special.
Steve Howell E&MM
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Understanding the DX7
Having completed his analysis of what goes into Yamaha's factory preset
DX voices, Jay Chapman moves on this month to programming some basic
sounds from scratch.

It would seem that, after an exhaustive
survey of DX series preset voices, the
time has come to start programming a

couple of voices of our own. Both the
following voices have been kept simple
so that we can build on what we talked
about in the earlier articles in this series.
DX9 owners will be pleased to hear that
they will be able to program the same
voices on their instruments by 'inter-
preting' the instructions given below
(unfortunately, I don't have a DX9 so I

can't tell you exactly which keypads to
press!).

Only two Operators are used to create
the voices. They are combined in the
'modulator/carrier' configuration already
explored in previous issues. In this way
simplicity is assured but, as you can
imagine, the voices are not exactly going
to shine in terms of quality and depth.
More complex programming will follow
in later articles - it's best to learn to walk
before you can run.. .

There are in fact two ways of pro-
gramming your own voices on the DX
series - either you modify an existing
voice or you start from scratch. Both the
voices discussed below were pro -

fig. 1

The 'cheap synth'

ducing a sine wave whose pitch is
governed by the keyboard. In terms of
envelope shape, we're presented with
the simple 'gate' effect of key down is
on, key up is off, as on an electric organ.

Cheap Synth
The first voice to come under dis-

cussion is actually the first piece of DX7
programming I attempted, having de-
voured the manual and tried some of the
experiments talked about in earlier
articles. This may sound a bit silly to
you, but I thought it very important to be
sure that I had understood enough to
make my new DX7 sound like the cheap,
tatty, monophonic, kit -built, one -oscil-
lator analogue excuse for a synthesiser
that it was replacing.

Before we actually get to work on the
DX7, let's have a look at what we are
trying to do. Figure 1 shows the state of
affairs that I wanted to imitate - some of
you may even be able to work out which
cheap synth I had. The idea of this patch
is that a harmonically rich waveform
for the oscillator (a sawtooth, perhaps) is
fed through a Voltage Controlled Filter

sound
on the cheap synth.

1.0 C
Oscillator

C
Filter

frequency
-1

v c
Amplifier

frequency

EnvelopeGenerator
RD

level

EnvelopeGenerator
ADSR

grammed from scratch, so the first thing
you have to do in each case is a 'VOICE
INIT'. Press the brown FUNCTION key-
pad then the green VOICE INIT keypad
and finally the green YES keypad twice.
You now have the DX7 in about as basic
a state as it can be. Only Operator 1 is
contributing to the sound you hear, pro -
68

ator controlling the VGF frequency to
give moderately slow attack and decay
times. This opens and then closes the
filter, and provided the resonance control
is set suitably you can obtain a 'wah'
effect as the higher frequencies come in
and then fade away. I'm fairly confident
you will have heard sounds very like this
one on quite a few keyboard albums in
the past.

The first component I needed to create
was the 'harmonically rich waveform'.
Having tried the 'modulator/carrier' ex-
periments I knew that I could produce
some sort of complex waveform by
messing about with the modulating
Operator's frequency and output level.
This I proceeded to do (without a great
deal of scientific method) until the sound
produced seemed to fit the bill. To follow
in my somewhat inglorious footsteps
you should continue on from the VOICE
INIT by turning off Operators 3 through 6
and then press the green OUTPUT LEVEL
keypad and select Operator 2 if it is not
already selected. Your display should
look like:

ALB 1 110000 OF2
nuTFUT LEVEL. =

We are now in a position to mess
about with the modulation. The difficulty
here is that it's preferable to alter both
the output level and the frequency of the
modulating Operator at the same time,
since it's the interaction of these two
parameters that determines the overall

fig. 2
Sawtooth Wave

0 feedback = 7
Modifier 2 frequency = 1.00

p Operator output level = 75

t

Carrier 1 frequency = 1.80
Operator output level = 99

output

(Taken from Dave Dhistow's 'Getting
Started' booklet from Yamaha.)

(VCF) and a Voltage Controlled Amplifier
(VCA). The ADSR-type Envelope Gener-
ator controlling the VCA is set to give
practically any envelope you like, though
I tend to set a long release time to try
and make up for my having slow fingers!

The essential character of the voice is
given by setting the AD Envelope Gener-

modulation effect. As we have only a
one-dimensional data entry co' ,crol rather
than something like a joysti (which is
'two-dimensional' and can therefore
handle two parameters at once) we have
to keep leaping between the output level
and the various FREQUENCY keypads
(stick to FREQUENCY COARSE for the
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moment), changing the parameter values
a little at a time and listening to the
results.

As an example, I found that if Operator
2's FREQUENCY COARSE was set to
4.00 and its output level was set to 75,
the result sounded quite reasonable.
Getting to this point was a somewhat hit
and miss affair, I must admit: some in-
formation that could be of use at this
point is to be found in Dave Bristow's
Getting Started booklet which I under-
stand is now supplied with all DXs. On
page 23 you'll find a number of Operator
configuration diagrams (ie. partial algor-
ithms) which relate to the production of
waveforms you may recognise from your
pre -FM days. In particular, the diagram
reproduced in Figure 2 will give a 'saw -
tooth' output wave. You might like to try
the sawtooth wave instead of the sound
we've arrived at so far. You -could select
algorithm 9, for example, and set the
parameters for Operators 1 and 2 as
specified in Figure 2. At least then you'll
know exactly where you're starting
from. ..

Figure 3 shows the connections made
for the sawtooth wave (ignore the pitch
'EG' part which relates to the 'SyndrUm'
voice to be described later). Note the
feedback loop from the output of Oper-
ator 2 going back to its input. The feed-
back parameter controls how much of
the output is fed back to the input and
thus acts in much the same way as the
output level parameter of a modulating
Operator. Of course, the more output
you feed back the more complex the
output becomes, which means that the
fed back signal is also more complex,
which in turn means that the self -modu-
lation is more complex, which again
means that the output is more complex,
which . . . fun isn't it?! We'll consider this
subject in more detail in a later article: in
the meantime you might well be able to
see why such feedback is used to create
a noise source on the DX (consider the
definition of white noise).

So far all we have is the equivalent of a
VCO producing a sawtooth waveform.
The 'wah' effect - due to the VCF and its
AD EG shown in Figure 1 - can be
produced by setting the parameters of
the EG in the modulating Operator, to
give the required slowish attack/decay
curve. It's important to realise that the
envelope should not start from and
descend to a level of zero as it does in
the AD envelope in Figure 1. If it did we
would only have the more complex
harmonic content of the sawtooth during
the 'wah' and we would be left with the
simple unmodulated sine wave of the
carrier operator for the rest of the time!

To obtain an envelope for the modula-
ting Operator (number 2) as shown in
Figure 3, I came up with the following
parameters for Operator 2's envelope
generator:

Operator 2 1 2 3 4
RATE 40 40 99 99
LEVEL 99 60 60 60

I'll leave you to set up your own amplitude
EG ADSR curve, which will mean you
deciding on and setting up the par-
ameters for Operator l's EG, of course.

While the voice we've just produced is
70

not going to win any prizes (understate-
ment of the year!) it shows a very import-
ant principle of FM synthesis in action.
It's not too difficult to see that with several
Operators connected in a fancy algorithm
with various modulations (possibly of
modulations!) going on, we can produce
very complex timbres. However, of far
greater importance is the timbral move-
ment we have created in programming
the `wah' in this 'cheap synth' voice.

the pitch it thinks it is tuned to - if you
take my meaning. The pitch EG has the
same parameters as the EGs in the
Operators.

Since we want to start high we must
set level 4 high. Note that the envelope
starts and finishes at level 4 - the pitch
EG diagram in Figure 3 shows the return
to level 4, represented by the dotted line
across the top of the envelope diagram
at its extreme right. We don't actually

fig. 3
DX7 version of 'cheap synth' sound.

px7
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gate

Why?
Because at each point of modulation

in our fancy algorithm we could set about
forcing such timbral movement. Also
worth considering is the fact that at each
such point we can apply not just the
simple AD envelope, but rather the eight -
parameter envelope available in each
Operator on the DX series. This is one of
the facilities that allows DX synthesisers
to imitate accoustic instruments so well,
since the change in the relative levels of
fundamental and several other harmonics
during the sounding of a note can be
synthesised accurately.

Syndrum
The second voice is, I admit, a pretty

weak attempt at a syndrum. Again, the
simple approach - with just two Operators
being used - means that the quality of
the imitation is fairly poor. Things will
improve in later articles, rest assured.

As with the 'cheap synth', the two
Operators are used in modulator/carrier
configuration. The sound I wanted here
was something bordering on the metallic,
and this was obtained easily using the
same method (I think 'mucking about'
would be a suitable technical term!) as
that described for the cheap synth voice.
This time feedback was not required.
The values I used for Operator 2's fre-
quency coarse and output level were
2.00 and 70 respectively. Operator 1 is
already set up sensibly after the VOICE
INIT, of course.

To get the characteristic pitch rise or
fall associated with a syndrum the pitch
envelope generator is brought into use.
The pitch information fed to the Operators
is a combination of the keyboard pitch
and the pitch EG envelope (this com-
bination takes place logically at the point
indicated by the dotted arrow in Figure
3). As you can see, the pitch envelope
starts high and settles to a medium value
(actually 50): this will give a falling pitch.

When the pitch EG is not in use, all of
its level parameters are set to 50, which
corresponds to the keyboard playing at

pitch EG
frequency

0

p
u
t

hear this pitch change because it occurs
only after key release, when the carrier's
(amplitude) EG curve is at zero anyway.

The fall in pitch must take some time
so we need to set up a suitable rate
parameter. Since the pitch change occurs
from level 4 to level 1, it's rate 1 that
needs altering. You can see this easily if
you look at the EG diagram on the front
panel of your synth. The pitch EG para-
meter values that I settled on are as
follows:
Pitch EG 1 2 3 4
RATE 70 99 99 99
LEVEL 50 50 50 90

The last component we have to set up
is the amplitude envelope of the syndrum.
This involves choosing suitable para-
meters for the carrier Operator's EG. The
sound should have a fairly percussive
start and then fade away over about half
a second. Envelope generation on the
DX instruments is essentially no different
from that on any other synthesiser, so I
don't see this side of things causing too
many problems.

The percussive start to the envelope is
obtained by setting both rate 1 and rate
2 to high (ie. fast) values. Level 1 is left
full on at 99, which should always be the
case for the main (or only!) carrier Oper-
ator, in order to avoid unnecessary loss
of level. Rate 3 is then set fairly slow, to
give the half -second fade out. Rate 4 is
left alone since effects after key release
are ignored for simplicity's sake. Note
that I rarely look at the parameter values
changing in the display when I'm setting
up envelopes - instead, I tend to experi-
ment by moving the data slider about
until it sounds right. Not very scientific,
but it works.

I found the following values effective
for Operator l's EG:
Operator 1 EG 1 2 3 4
RATE 96 91 49 99
LEVEL 99 92 0 0
So there you have it - 16 syndrums at
the same time over 5 octaves. Will
wonders never cease?
Jay Chapman E&MM
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Don't be fooled by the price, this

is no ordinary synthesizer. The
DX9 employs advanced FM digital
synthesis to produce sounds of
quite stunning fidelity.

Don't be fooled by the simple,
uncluttered control panel. The
DX9 performs magic-at the touch
of a button.

 16 -note polyphonic.
 120 preset sounds on voice

cassette provided. 20 available
from the moment you switch on.

 Full programmability.
 Store your own library of

sounds onto cassette and swap
voices with other DX9 owners.

 MIDI equipped.

mation o

IName

IAddress

IYamaha Musical Instruments,
 Mount Avenue, Bletchley,

Milton Keynes M K1 1JE 2

ME ME MI EMI MEI EMI 11.11

E M M

Don't be fooled by mere imita-
tions-this is reality and it's available
right now.

Comes with free DX series
information. 'Getting started'
booklet by Dave Bristow.

* R.R.P 2899.00

MUSICAL INSTRU
 MOUNT AVENUE, BLETCHLEY, MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS,

°B. (0908) 640202 24hr Ansaphone !09081649222



ON RECORD
Summer might be here but more vinyl seems to be finding its way into E&MM's
offices than ever before. Dan Goldstein takes a look at some of the most notable
releases.

Blancmange
Mange Tout
London SH8554
Any band making music that can be
neatly classified as 'pop' runs the risk of
becoming one -hit (or at best, one -
album) wonders, but Blancmange seem
to have avoided that possibility rather
neatly on the evidence of this, their
second LP release in as many years.

In many respects, Mange Tout isn't far
removed from its predecessor, Happy
Families. The jolly, throwaway melodies
are still there, as are the Indian
percussion breaks, the 'let's put as many
synth lines on this as we can' production
and the none -too -serious lyrics.

There is evidence that Arthur and
Luscombe are branching out, however.
`See The Train' is the most obvious break
from tradition, being a vaguely tongue-
in-cheek acapella that succeeds
surprisingly well, and in addition 'Time
Became The Tide' (soulful vocals
accompanied by nicely -arranged string
section), 'All Things Are Nice'
(Blancmange go My Life in the Bush of
Ghosts) and 'Murder' (splendidly
anarchic follow-up to the first album's
'Feel Me') all display a desire to break
free from the musical shackles imposed
by the 'pop' classification, even if their
creators' meanderings have no definite
direction or purpose.

Finally, a magnificent cover version of
Abba's 'The Day Before You Came' sums
up the album's hope and diversity. A
steady drum machine beat is gradually
swamped by melody lines played on
instruments both acoustic and
electronic, while Neil Arthur sings
forcefully and with just the right degree
of irony for the track to be successful.

It's my view that, of all the 'electropop'
duos that sprang from nothing at the
beginning of the decade, Blancmange
72

would seem to have the brightest future.
Mange Tout is a record that'll please
their fans, earn them a lot of praise and
silence their critics. If only all second
albums were as good as this!

Human League
Hysteria
Virgin V2315

Having already received the inside story
behind the making of this album 'from
the horse's mouth' (see the Ian Burden
interview elsewhere this issue), I was
expecting a record that displayed more
technical than musical progress from
the League, and in the main that's what I
got.

The production job on Hysteria is
superb, far better than it ever was in the
Rushent days (though whether greater
audio fidelity will be as commercially
successful remains to be seen), while the
greater range of instruments used has
resulted in a record whose tonal colours
are more varied and whose material
wears better after a number of listens.

The only problem is that these
technical improvements have not been
matched by any form of musical
progression that I can discern. The basic
League pop formula of simple,
hummable synth melodies, carefully
matched chord sequences and vaguely
memorable vocal lines remains pretty
much as it was two years ago, though in
the last instance, the lyrics seem to be
delivered with a little more conviction
than was previously the case.

This compositional stagnation is
hardly surprising, taking Hysteria's
lengthy gestation period into account,
but I do get the feeling that the Human
League may be content to remain in this
particular musical vein for quite some
while to come.

What makes this all more infuriating is
that Hysteria is really quite a good
album. 'The Lebanon' is a track of
considerable power both lyrically and
musically (almost a throwback to the
Travelogue days), 'Rock Me Again ...

(Six Times)' is a thoroughly competent
cover version of a song I didn't at first
think was ideally League material, while
both 'Louise' and 'LifeOn Your Own' are
sensitive, thoughtful love songs of
greater delicacy than the band were
previously capable of achieving.

Buy Hysteria for those songs alone,
and enjoy it for what it is, clever studio
pop music with the merest hint of soul.
But whatever you do, don't try to think
what the Human League's future might
hold...

Terry Riley
Songs for the Ten
Voices of the Two
Prophets
Kuckuck 067
The name Terry Riley should already be
familiar to fans of Philip Glass, Steve
Reich, and other US systems music
composers with whom he is seemingly
almost always associated. If the name
doesn't ring a bell, then perhaps the titles
A Rainbow in Curved Air, and In C will:
they're just two of his most celebrated
works, the former being played entirely
on organ and synthesiser (linked up to a
tape recorder for looping, of course).

Songs is his first album release for a
while, and it consists of three new pieces
recorded in concert at the Amerika-Haus
in Munich during 1982. The LP's title
actually gives some clue to the album's
content, since it relates to the fact that
ten voices on each of two SCI Prophet 5

polyphonic synthesisers were used in
the performance.

'Embroidery' and 'Chorale of the
Blessed Day' both feature extensive
Oriental chanting on the part of Riley
(though fortunately the lyrics are in
English and fully intelligible), but
although these work well, it's the quieter
track, 'Eastern Man', that makes the
biggest impression, with some of the
Prophet voices being almost ethereal in
quality.

Generally speaking, Songs is quite a
bit less repetitious in structure (and
more varied in composition) than some
of Riley's previous efforts, so even if
you've never been particularly taken by
what he's produced in the past, give this
one a fair hearing.

Recording quality is superb, though I
assume the two Prophets were DI'd to
taPe because the record contains no
evidence whatsoever of audience noise.
If you have difficulty tracking it down,
contact the UK distributors, Making
Waves, on 01-481 9917.
Dan Goldstein E&MM
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BACK ISSUES

AUGUST PA Signal Processor *
Powercomp * Hexadrum * Matinee
* Resynator/Casio VL-Tone reviews
* Irmin Schmidt

OCTOBER Harmony Generator *
Securigard burglar alarm * Effects
Link FX-1 * Music at City University *
dbx noise reduction & Blacet Syn Bow
reviews * Micro interfacing * Disco
equalisation

NOVEMBER Landscape explored *
Casio MT -30, Roland GR-300 Guitar
Synthesiser, Roland CPE-800 Compu-
Editor reviews * Melody Making on
the Apple * Phasing * Auto Swell -
Electric Drummer - Soundbooster -
Toneboost projects

1982
JANUARY The New Tangerine Dream
* Japan Music Fair * Fact File *
Guitar Workshop * Reviews:
Casiotone 701, Teisco SX 400, Aria
TS 400, M.C.S. Percussion Computer,
Soundchaser, Beyer Mics. TC Effects
Boxes, Tempo Check * Projects:
Spectrum Synthesiser, Electric
Drummer, Volume Pedal

FEBRUARY Ike Isaacs * Digital Audio
Discs * Yamaha GS1 & 2 * Reviews:
Korg Trident, AKG D33OBT & D202
Mics, Menta Micro, Roland TR606
Drumatix, JHS C5OPM & C2OB amps,
Fostex A-8 8 -track Recorder, Tokai
ST50 & PB80 Guitars * Vocal PA *
ZX81 Music * Projects: Digital Delay
Effects Unit, Spectrum Synth,
Percussion Sound Generator *
Resonant Filters

APRIL Martin Rushent, Human
League in the Studio * Cardiff
University Electronic Music Studio *
Reverberation explained * Reviews:
Korg Mono/Poly Synthesiser, Fostex
350 Mixer, Roland TB -303 Bass Line
Sequencer * Projects: MF1 Sync Unit,
Multireverb

MAY Holger Czukay * Depeche Mode
* Keyboard Buyers Guide * The Peak
Programme Meter * Reviews: Moog
Source and Rogue Synthesisers,
Suzuki Omnichord, Acorn Atom
Synthesiser, Calrec Soundfield
Microphone * Projects Soft Distortion
Pedal, Quadramix

JUNE Jean -Michel Jarre * Classix
Nouveaux * Studio Sound
Techniques * Making Music with the
Microfan 65 * Reviews: Carlsbro
Minifex and E -mu Systems Emulator *
Projects: Panolo and Multisplit.

JULY Ronny with Warren Cann and
Hans Zimmer * Drum Machines
Buyers Guide * Jean -Michel Jarre
Music Supplement * Reviews: Roland
Juno 6 Synthesiser, Peavey Heritage
Amplifier, Steinberger Bass Guitar, TI -
99/4 Music Maker Software *

Back issues are available at a special price of 75 pence each (inc. p&p) for 1981/82 issues only.
1983 issues are available at a price of £1.10 each (inc. p&p). All issues below can be obtained from:

E&MM, Mail Order Department, Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge, CB4 lUY.
Issues not mentioned below are sold out, but photocopies of articles (see E&MM Feb 83 and Feb 84 issues

for indices of features) can be obtained from the above address at 50p per article.
This Back Issues page supercedes all previous listings.

1981 Projects: Universal Trigger Interface,
Electric Drummer

AUGUST Kitaro * Spectro Sound
Studio * Jon Lord Interview & 'Before
I Forget' music to play * Reviews: The
Synergy, Korg Polysix, Tascam M244
Portastudio, Shergold Modulator 12 -
String Guitar, Yamaha Professional
System Effectors * Warren Cann's
Electro-Drum Column * Projects:
8201 Line Mixer, Guitar Buddy
practice amplifier.

NOVEMBER Patrick Moraz interview
and Adagio For A Hostage music to
play * Robert Moog * Bill Nelson *
K. Schulze and K. Crimson in Concert
* Reviews: Yamaha PC -100, Technics
SX-K200, Casio MT -70, Hohner P100
and JVC KB -500 Minisynth
Supplement, Gibson Firebird 2 Guitar,
Alligator AT150 Amplifier, Allen &
Heath 1221 Mixer, Eko Ritmo 20 *
Projects: ElectroMix 842 Mixer,
Amdek Chorus.

DECEMBER Cliff Richard interviews
and Little Town music * Patrick Moraz
* ARS Electronica * Digital
Recording Pt II * Reviews: Elka
Synthex, Crumar Stratus Synths, Tokai
Basses, Shure PE Series Microphone,
The Kit Percussion Unit * Projects:
The Transpozer, Amdek Percussion
Synth, Canjak

1983

JANUARY Richard Barbieri of Japan
* Ultravox Music * Patrick Moraz *
Ars Electronica * Reviews: Westone
Bass Guitar, BGW 750C Amp, Korg
EPS-1 Keyboard, Clef Band Box,
Zildjian Cymbals * Projects: Synblo,
The Transpozer, Amdek Compressor

FEBRUARY Isao Tomita * The
Human League * The Novatron
Revisited * E&MM Index 1981/82 *
Reviews: Linn Drum, Godwin
Drummaker 32P, Wersimatic CX-1,
Mattel Synsonics, Simmons SOS
Drum Sequencer, Klone Kit,
Movement Drum Computer 2, Korg
KPR-77 Programmable, Memory-
moog, Synclavier II, Powertran
Polysynth, Vigier Guitars, Tokai TA35
Amp, Pearl Mics * Projects, Synbal,
Caltune, Amdek 6-2 Mixer

MARCH Klaus Schulze * Michael
Karoli * Francis Monkman * Bernard
Xolotl * Chris Franke * Frankfurt *
Reviews: Jen Piano 73, 5 Casio
keyboards, RSF Kobol Expander, Korg
Poly 61, Aria Mics, BGW 7000 Amp,
Ibanez Effect Pedals, Tokai Flying V
Guitar, Oric-1 Microcomputer *
Projects: The Shaper, 842 Meter
Bridge, Amdek Rhythm Machine Kit

APRIL Naked Eyes * Gabor Presser
* Scarlet Party * Frankfurt Show
Report * Ambisonics * Magnetic
Cartridges * Reviews: SCI Prophet

600, Casio 7000, Chroma/Apple
Interface, Eko Bass Pedals, Loco Box
Pedals, Aiwa Dual Cassette Deck, Vox
Guitars * Projects: Syntom II
Percussion Module, Amdek
Metronome

MAY Keith Emerson * Guitar Buyers
Guide * Roland MC -202 *
Introducing the MIDI * Reviews:
Fostex X15 Multitracker, Echo Unit
Supplement, 13 echo reviews, M9A K -
1/B, Yamaha Portasound MP1,
Carlsbro Cobra 90 Amplifier, Technical
Projects DI Boxes, Boss TU-12 Tuner
* Projects: MicroMIDI, Home Active
Speaker, Amdek Flanger Kit.

JUNE Steve Hillage * Arthur Brown *
Larry Fast * History of Guitar
Synthesisers * Casio Modifications *
Reviews: Synton Syrinx, Synclavier II,
Clarion 4 track, Cutec MR402, Ovation
Balladeer Guitar, Drumulator, Vesta
Fire Flanger/Chorus, Aria AD -05 Delay,
Suzuki, Mic * Projects: OMDAC,
Amdek Power Distributor, Active Bass
Guitar

JULY Marillion * Hans Zimmer *
Programming Yamaha's DX
Keyboards * Reviews: Kawai SX-210
Synthesiser, Aria U60 Deluxe Guitar,
Trident VFM Mixer, MXR Omni Effects,
Milab Mics * Projects: Digital Signal
Processing For Sinclair Spectrum, Tap
Tempo, Amdek Delay Kit

AUGUST Bill Nelson plus 'Chimera'
music to play * Hubert Bognermayr *
MIDI Dump * Barclay James Harvest
* Reviews: Roland JX-3P/PG200,
OSCar Synthesiser, 360 Systems
Digital Keyboard, Music Percussion
Computer, Fender Stage Lead
Amplifier, Yamaha SG200 Guitar,
Tubby Drum System, Frontline Effects
* Projects: Digital Signal Processing
(Part 2)- Echo programs for your
Sinclair Spectrum, Amdek Phaser Kit

SEPTEMBER Peter Vetesse * Which
Synth? Comprehensive'' *
Prophet T8 in for,. nith's
Collect 0\3
DX Drur, rro-FX 500
Rickenba Ju/12 String Guitar
RickenbacKer TR75GT Amplifier *
Projects: Synclap, Amdek Tuning Amp
Kit

OCTOBER John Miles * Andrew
Powell * Yamaha DX1 * ICA
Vancouver * Guitar Month * New
Pickups * Mains Distribution Board *

NOVEMBER Tony Banks * John Foxx
* Moog Profile * Muzix 81 * Ibanez
HD1000 Harmonics Delay * Klone Kit
2 * Korg MX8 Mixer * UC1
Sequencer * Seiko Digitals * Eko
EM10 Keyboard * Ibanez RS315SC
Guitar
Amdek Graphics EQ * Rockman *
HH K150 Keyboard Combo * Fender
Elite Precision * Steinberger 6 string
* Octave Voyetra Eight * Siel Opera 6

* MXR 185 Drum Computer * Ross
Pedals

1984
JANUARY Simple Minds * Saga *
Hawkwind * Dave Hewson *
Reviews: Oberheim OB-8 * Vigier
Nautilus Bass Guitar * Siel Cruise *
Ibanez DM 2000 * The Kit
Accessories * Projects: Electronic
Metronome * Amdek Octaver

FEBRUARY Daniel Miller * Mark
Stanway * China Crisis * Don Airey *
Reviews: Boss DE200 * Roland
Chorus Cube 60 * Washburn Bantam
Bass * Carlsbro Marlin Amp *
Yamaha PS -55 * Eko EM12 * Dr
Bohm Digital Drums * Korg Poly 800
* Siel PX * CM: University of Surrey,
Mainframe * Projects: Drumatix
Modifications * Voltage Controlled
Clock * Amdek Handclapper

MARCH Vince Clarke & Eric Radcliffe
* Blancmange * Reviews: SCI
Drumtraks * Hammond DPM-48 *
Cactus Electronic Drum Kit * Yamaha
RXX Series * MPC Stage Pads & DSM
Synth * A & HB Inpulse One * Roland
TR-909 * SCI Six-Trak * Casio
Microlink * Vox Venue Keyboard
Combo * Roland SDE-3000 *
Dynacord Guitar Combo * Roland
System 100M * Seiwa SR100 Guitar
* Projects: S -Trigger Converter, Lead
Tester * Amdek Delay Kit

APRIL Fad Gadget * Vic Emerson *

Brian Chatton on the Poly 800 *
Reviews: Klone Dual Percussion Synth
* Vox Venue PA * Simmons SDS7 &
SDS8 * Vox White Shadow Bass *
Ibanez UE400 & 405 * Yamaha PS
Keyboards * Crumar Composer *
Roland Jupiter 6 * Roland TR909 &
MSQ700 * Features: Understanding
the DX7 * CM: The Gentle Art of
Transcription Pt1 * Digital Design *
Projects: The Syndrom Pt1 * Bass
Pedal Synth

MAY Wang Chung * Reviews: PPG
Wave 2.3 & Waveterm * Roland Juno
106 * Roland JS060 * Casio
CT310 * M&A Electronic Drums *
MPC Sync Track * Dynacord PDD14
Delay * Feature: Understanding the
DX7 Pt2 * Projects: PDSG Pt1 *
String Damper * MIDI SUPPLEMENT
Pt1: MIDI Specification, MIDI Theory &
Practice, MIDI Product Guide, MIDI By
Numbers (Steve Levine)

JUNE OMD * Reviews: Roland
GR700/G707 * SynthAxe * Boss DD2
Delay Pedal * Jen Musipack 1.0 *
MFB 512 Digital Drum Machine * Siel
Expander * SCI Model 64 Sequencer *
Features: Independent Labels *
Understanding the DX7 Pt3 * Editing
on the Model 64 * CM: Gentle Art of
Transcription Pt2 * PDSG Pt2 *
Projects: Syndrom Pt2 * Multi -
waveform LFO * MIDI SUPPLEMENT
Pt2: Inside MIDI * MIDI & The Micro *
BeeBMIDI Interface
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BY GEORGE!
ITS A QUALITY CHAMELEON,
SPECIAL OFFER WHEN YOU BUY

the cosmetics come
FREE M I CRO MODULE

with scope x2 expansion switch
-8 SEPARATE VOICES -

FEATURES CHECKLIST

HEADS ARE BETTER
THAN ONE

 SAVE £ t t's 
Dot formula X4
nidlrectIonal Low Impedance, Balanced
nsitivity : 1.3 mV at 94 dB spl.
pedance : soon. (expanded)
sponse : 50 to 18,000 Hz.
)nt/back : better than 10 dB at 1 kHz.
,b/e : 5 metres low noise with 6.4mm jack plug.

ially, in order to explain how we managed to produce an
trument of such obvious quality at so low a price here in
eat Britain, you may be interested to learn that an economic
ange is taking place, the Japanese and the Americans have
d it too good for too long. What they make is no better than
.rage and often not even that good. The trouble was, no -
e here in Britain ever bothered to compete, well now they
doing. We, for our part have brought together a group of

mpanies who are prepared to take less in order to sell more,
J thus achieve the volumes conducive with lower production
sts, and in an effort to prove that lower costs do not in our
se mean lower quality, considerable saving has been
Inediately passed on to you in this very wise choice of
rchase.

'ith no work, there's no future;

 HEAVY DUTY BODY: YOURS FREE.

 4 SWAP -TOP MICRO -MODULE FULL

RANGE HEADS.

 SCOPE X2 EXPANSION.

 SOUND ENGINEER AT SOURCE

BEFORE TA PE .

 IMPROVES YOUR AUDIO IMAGE.

 MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

 DIRECT MNFG. PURCHASE.

HIGHEST QUALITY- LOWEST PRICE.

Special limited introductory offer, must end
July 30th 1984. Basic price £124, yours for
£89 complete. p & p free! Or send cheque/PO
for £1.50 inc. p & p, for 45 rpm proof that
4 heads are better than one.

please rush me Micro-Module/45 rpm proof

I enclose cheque/ P.O. value £
or: debit my Access/Visa card
No.

signature

name
address

ith no future, there's nothing to sing about;
D buy British and we can all stay in tune.
ade Enquiries 061-798-8046

AZTEC- MICRO MODULE HI-TEC House,

83 Whittaker Lane, Prestwich, Manchester M25 SET



This is where the professional musicians retire into the background and
E&MM readers get a chance to put a favourite synth sound of their own
devising into print. If you've got a patch you'd like to share with readers,
send it (preferably on an owner's manual patch chart including a blank one
for artwork purposes) to: Patchwork, E&MM, Alexander House, 1 Milton
Road, Cambridge CB4 1 UY.

The Source, Moog's excellent monophonic and the first synth to feature an Incrementor and touch panel, is a welcome newcomer to
Patchwork. Darren says his patch was inspired by the keyboard solo sound in 'Rock With You' by Michael Jackson. See if you agree.. .

Keyboard Glide 0 Sync Oft Filter Envelope
Multitrigger On Interval 0 Attack 21

LFO Rate 46 Mixer Decay 25
Shape Osc 1 77 Sustain 22
To Osc Off Noise 0 Release 99
To Filter On Osc 2 68

Voltage Controlled Filter VCA Envelope
Osc 1 Footage 8' KB Track 1/2 Attack 0

Waveshape PWM-50 Cutoff 18 Decay 60
Osc 2 Footage 8' Emphasis 10 Sustain 0

Waveshape PWM-50 EG Amount 54 Release 60

The quality of the tom sounds from this patch came as quite a surprise to us, and proved yet again the versatility of this inexpensive
mono. The lower keys produce a reasonable bass drum thump while those higher up provide tom sounds that can be varied from low
'dull' toms (VCF ENV at 4) to high syn-drum effects (VCV ENV at 7).
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ROLAND JUNO 106 `Space Frontier' Christer Lorichs
Sweden

Nice to see our overseas readers contributing to Patchwork! Christer submitted this 'slow -growing space synth' patch for the new
Juno 106, and comments the keys should be struck in a random order, letting the sound grow slowly. He adds that it sounds better in
stereo mode and that it's well worth experimenting with the LFO. For our part, we reckon it's bound to go where no synth patch has gone
before.. .
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In amongst the multitude of DX7
patches comes this one from the organ-
iser of the DX Owners' Club - how could
we resist it? Tony comments that 'by use
of keyboard level scaling, two separate
sounds are put at either end of the
keyboard. Each sound has a two -octave
range with the centre octave of the
keyboard being the crossover area. It is
also worth experimenting with different
sounds'.
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Award Yourself an OSCar
for Outstanding Performances
36 Sound Memory Locations
Comprehensive Programming Facilities
Versatile Sequencer with Chaining
Flexible Performance Controls
Waveform Creation by Harmonics
plus 10 Preset Waveforms
Duophonic Assignment
Programmable Arpeggiator

What the press said:

"The OSCar can sound like a complete range
of synthesisers from the Mini Moog to a PPG
... the sequencer is unrivalled in terms of
space and structuring in this price range."

Electronics and Music Maker

"The programming and sequencing
facilities are excellent and the harmonic
waveform generation is a real winner . . . The
OSCar has the lot ... Rule Britannia!"

International Musician

"The deeper you delve, the more you find .
The Sequencer is a beast and a half ... If
there's a best buy to be found, it is the
OSCar." Electronic Soundmaker

"OSCar is a remarkable new British synth. It
boasts more features than any other mono-
phonic." IM Keyboard Guide

"The OSCar has a very comprehensive and
versatile voice structure, the like of which I
doubt you will find on any other synth - not
even a modular one .. . The additive wave-
form facility is independently avai lable as an
alternative to the standard waveforms .. .

and it is bloody brilliant!" Music U.K.

"The factory presets are stunning and a
quick listen should convince you of its
versatility . . Whoever said the mono synth
is dead, is dead wrong!" Sounds

But don't take their word for it!
Try the OSCar yourself at:

Rod Argent's, London WC2
ABC Music, Addleston, Surrey
Music Village, Chadwell Heath, Essex
Dougies Music, Northwich, Cheshire
Rock City, Newcastle Upon Tyne
Livewire, Cardiff
Sounds Plus, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk

Oxford Synthesiser Company
5 Gladstone Court,
Gladstone Road,
Headington,
Oxford.
Tel: (0865) 67065

Comf2t.tiEz

2141,4.5.1.c c5tucillol
62 BLENHEIM CRESCENT, LONDON W11 1NZ

KEYBOARDS NOW IN STOCK
VOYETRA 8
ALPHA SYNTAURI

ALSO IN STOCK
APPLE SAMPLING SEQUENCERS

DX1 AND DX3
MXR DRUM COMPUTER

MXR STEREO LIMITER/COMPRESSOR
MXR FLANGER DOUBLER

MXR DIGITAL DELAY
MXR GRAPHIC EQ's

MXR DIGITAL REVERBS
APHEX AURAL EXCITER

COMPLETE RANGE OF R.S.D. DESKS.

USED GEAR IN STOCK
SECK 16.8.2 MIXING DESK

VARIOUS RACK MOUNT GEAR
OUR 8 TRACK STUDIO NOW

COMPLETE AND REALLY BUSY.

WITH DATA
PlIONLE

cu
MAN DEALER

NOW AVAILABLE ON MAIL ORDER
BBC MIDI TRACK SEQUENCER, XRI SPECTRUM MIDI

SEQUENCER, ACTION REPLAY SPECTRUM SAMPLING
SYSTEM, APPLE DS3 4 VOICE POLYPHONIC

SAMPLING SYNTHESISER
NOW AVAILABLE - POA!

PHONE FOR PRICES
TEL: 01-221-0192

MIDI FOR BEEB
A professional 16 channel MIDI
package for the BBC model B
micro will shortly become
available.
Software is 100% machine code
blown into 24k of eprom, installed
as sideways ROMS, and leaves
entire RAM area free for data
storage.
Musician -friendliness and speed
of use have been given absolute
priority. Hardware features tape -
synch and software -controlled
clock output/input for all
conventional drum machine
configurations. An option will be
available for a 2nd independent
ACIA for fast dual -system
operation. Further software/
hardware expansion will keep the
system entirely open ended.

Write for details to: -
17 Parkfields, London SW15
or phone 01-788-3729
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The Four Digital Commandments:
Thou shalt not commit adultery with other people's software.
Thou shalt not covet thy American neighbour's machine code routines.

Thou shalt not bear false witness to copyright details.
Thou shalt not raise false effigies in place of the real McCoy.
So, just where does CM stand with regard to the vexed question of piracy on the micro seas? In the past, I've made no bones of my

support for the cheap Apple lookalikes that occasionally make it through Apple UK's picket line, but that surely makes me something of
a hypocrite if I do the about turn and tear a company that's ripping off software to shreds. Well, yes and no. The point about the Apple II
is that its age hasn't mellowed its price or Apple's stance on licensing their software, and that's a little galling when you consider that
Apple went on to bigger and better micros many moons ago.

Bearing in mind that the Apple II is now obsolete (replaced, as far as Apple are concerned, by the Ile), but still enjoying the largest
amount of software for any home computer, the time is ripe for making cheap versions of the most popular micro ever. Unfortunately,
Apple Inc. don't see it that way. That's a touch ironical because, in this case, imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, and these
lookalikes are bought for the simple reason that they're Apples in all but name.

There's no pretence here about producing a machine that's new and original - these are copies and everyone knows it. And if people
get on with these machines, then that's to Apple's benefit in the long term, because the same people will doubtless be inclined to look
fairly favourably on Apple's products in the future and purchase vast amounts of software that ultimately puts yet more dollars back in
Apple's Cuppertino coffers.

The problem with software is that it's a lot easier to disguise the original parentage of the routines required for getting Hobbits into
holes than it is to put an Apple lookalike motherboard in a 100 % convincing disguise. As a result, a state of paranoia over copy
protection now exists in the software industry, such that some companies are attempting to limit what you can do with software in the
privacy of your own home.

My own stand on the software that I write and sell is to sell it for as little as is commercially teasible and leave off copy
protection if I possibly can. The argument for this approach is much akin to that being voiced in the record industry:
make the items cheap enough and people will be quite happy to forego illicit copying for the sake of having an original
that can always be sold in the future.

Unfortunately, aside from a very small number of companies both here and in the
States, the general attitude is 'copy -protection or bust', so that companies are
wasting vast amounts of time and money on developing dongle devices, and
individuals are being obliged to fork out for the latest and best copying
programs.

What makes a right mockery of all this is that Acorn wax lyrical in their
manual for the BBC Micro 2nd Processor about how the extra RAM can be
used like sideways RAM for copying programs from ROM to disk. A question
of the leg not knowing quite what the arm's doing, I'd say.

Curiously, admist all this software copyright hoohah, there's still one
rather small area that's remained untouched: the question of
what happens to copyright when you encode a musical score
into a digital format. As things stand, neither the
Mechanical Copyright Protection Society (MCPS) nor
the Performing Rights Society (PRS) know quite
what to do here. Putting the data through a digital -
to -analogue converter certainly wouldn't re-create
the sound of the score, so this definitely doesn't fit
into the territory occupied by compact discs et al.
On the other hand, encoding a score could be
classed as an act of arrangement orrewt

so it's hardly clear who's going to
benefit in this direction, either. -00'

What all this boils down to is ----""
----that there's nothing to stop any

Tom, Dick, or Harry from
making arrangements of any
tune, in or out of copyright,
encoding all the pitch and
duration bytes onto disk or
cassette, and then flogging
them to any other Tom, Dick, or
Harry to play on his MIDI -
equipped micro and
synthesiser set-up.

That's what you call food for
thought!

David Ellis



TOP QUALITY KITS AT
LOW -BUDGET
PRICES

DIGITAL DELAY LINE
Digital quality at an Analogue price! With this unit you can have
Phasing, Flanging, ADT, Chorus, Echo and Vibrato at the
touch of a button. In a steel cabinet suitable for 19" rack
mounting.

Complete kit (400ms delay)

£179.00 + VAT
Parts for Extra 400ms delay (up to 3 can be added)

£19.50 + VAT

L
100 WATT AMPLIFIER

An ingeniously designed power amp. The
SP2 200 can deliver over 100w rms into 8
ohms on each channel. Separate volume
controls and a sensitivity of 0.775 mV
(OdBm) make this unit suitable for virtually
all pre amps or mixers. Construction is
very simple, with minimal wiring and the
steel cabinet is suitable for 19" rack
mounting.

Complete Kit

£99.50 + VAT

TRANSCENDENT 2000
This professional quality, single board 3 -octave synth is tran-
sposable 2 octaves up or down giving an effective 7 -octave
range. There is portemento, pitch bending, VCO with shape
and pitch modulation, VCF with high and low pass outputs and
separate dynamic sweep control; noise generator and an
ADSR envelope generator.

Complete kit

CHROMATHEQUE 5000
5 CHANNEL LIGHTING

£150.00 + VAT

EFFECTS SYSTEM
Versatility is the key aspect of the Chroma-
theque. Musical input can perform switching
or modulation of the light output. 5 banks of
lamps of up to 500w each can be controlled
in either analogue or digital mode. Variable
light level controls provide a scope for
"mood" lighting. The kit's single -board con-
cept makes for straightforward assembly.

Complete kit

£79.50 + VAT

This is just a selection from our range of products. All
kits are complete down to the last nut and bolt and are
supplied with an easy -to -follow assembly handbook.
Write or phone for our latest catalogue, stating which
products particularly interest you.

Powertran Cybernetics Ltd,
Portway Industrial Estate, Andover, Hants, SP10 3EM
AccessNisa cardholders
may order by telephone to avoid delays. 0264 64455
Prices apply to UK only, are exclusive of VAT and are
correct at time of going to press. Overseas customers
- please contact our Export Department for the name
and address of your local dealer.
Allow 21 days for delivery.
Offers subject to availability.

VISA

MPA 200
100W MIXER/AMPLIFIER

A rugged mixer amp designed for adap-
tability, stability and easy assembly. The
MPA 200 has four inputs (sensitivities can
be easily changed), 3 separate tone controls
and a master volume control. Steel cabinet
to suit 19" rack systems.

Complete Kit

£79.50 + VAT

POWERTRAN
cybernetics ltd.

Powertran Cybernetics Ltd,
Portway Industrial Estate, Andover, Hants, SP1C 3EM
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min he IBM Personal Computer hasn't exactly been

blessed with musical goodies in the couple of years
since it appeared in the States. Octave -Plateau's IBM

PC software for their Voyetra synth is meant to be quite
something, but it's also quite expensive and still in the
process of debugging from what I hear.

Casheab, the first company to produce a music add-on
specifically for the IBM, are also one of the grand -daddies of
the music hardware side of things, and their SYN10/CTR10
32 -channel Digital Synthesiser boards have been doing the
rounds of the S100 bus for almost five years now.

Casheab's product recently made it into the big time,
courtesy of Utopia's keyboard player, Roger Powell, who
coupled it up with a Z80 micro, some of his own software,
and a keyboard, turning it into what he called the Databoy'.
(Ghastly name - sounds a little too like those Grundig
trannies of late sixties vintage.)

Little is known about the IBM PC reincarnation of Cash-
eab's product, but it's expected to have decent size wave-
form tables (considerably greater than the 256 -byte norm)
with better than average resolution (12 bits seems likely) and
lots of channels to play around with. The synthesiser board is
expected to sell for just short of $800 and is likely to appear
later this summer. Casheab have moved to San Francisco,
but mail should still reach them if you use their old address of
5737 Avenida Sanchez, San Diego, CA 92124, USA.

Synclavier Sonography
The latest additions to the growing arsenal of Synclavier

software include both Resynthesis software and a Sono -
graph option. The raison d'etre behind the Resynthesis
software (standard with every new Synclavier II) could hardly
be more clear-cut. You want to capture the time -varying
harmonic spectra of your favourite instruments, but you're
not interested in the rather banal approach of using vast
amounts of RAM to store all those changes. So, what do you
do? Well, the answer is to analyse a sound byte -to -byte and
then resynthesise it using the Synclavier's palette of partial
timbres. As someone else said, `no mess, no waste, just

honest -to -goodness value for money.' Seems eminently
sensible, really.

The other side of Synclavier's latest synthetic coin is their
Sonograph option. This works in conjunction with the
Sample -to -Disk system (very expensive) and enables the
user to examine in minutia all that's going on in a long and/or
complex sample. Just what you've always wanted, eh? As
New England Digital say with inimitable perception, 'acous-
ticians, ethnomusicologists, speech and perception resear-
chers may now tailor their analysis to achieve individual
research goals.'

Right on, NED! Personally, I'm never going to be over -
impressed with software that's unlikely to be of much use to
the average musician, but no doubt University studios will be
queuing up to avail themselves of its printouts.

For more info on NED's products, contact Turnkey, Brent

View Road, London NW9 TEL (Tel: 01-202 4366) or NED
themselves at Box 546, White River Junction, VT 05001, USA.
Tel: 802-295-5800.

Sliding SID
Just in case you're still under the impression that

Commodore's SID is the be all and end all of micro music,
have a look at this lechnote' from the UK side of the
Commodore empire:

`Because of the variations in SID chips, it is not advisable to
include the filter in the sound of commercial software. Doing
so may result in sounds that are unexpected or not audible on
some 64s. There is, of course, no problem in setting the filter
in software one writes to one's own computer.'

Well, isn't it nice of them to let us know. . . . I hope owners
rake Commodore over the coals for that. So, bow down, SID -
make way for people like Yamaha who really know what
they're doing with custom sound chips!

Synchronous SMPL
The third American company in this month's line-up, Syn-
chronous Technologies, have just announced what they call
the SMPL System, a `low cost computer -based automation
system designed specifically for the smaller recording
studio.' What this does is to provide in one package a SMPTE
Time Code generator, a SMPTE Time Code reader, an
Autolocator, an automatic record in/out insert editing
system, a Time Code -derived metronome, a 24 pulse/beat
drum and synth sync, and a recorder remote control. Pretty
impressive, all in all.

The unit plugs intc the normal remote control jack of any
reel-to-reel multitrack or Portastudio-type machine, and
then does its ingenious thing for your greater temporal
edification. From the photo, it's pretty obvious that Synchro-
nous Technologies have taken a VIC 20 as the basis of the
unit and then added a new keyboard and escutcheon to
customise it. What a dastardly cunning move.

The SMPL System is priced at $995 and is available direct
from Synchronous Technologies, PO Box 14467, Oklahoma
City, OK 73113, USA. Tel: 405-842-0680.

Come to think of it, Oklahoma City is also the hometown of
PAiA Electronics (who seem to have gone to (digital) ground
these last few years) and Craig Anderton (he of 'Home

Recording for Musicians' fame). Come to think of it a second
time, Craig's very much into his Synchro-Sonics' binge at
the moment, so I wonder whether Synchronous Technol-
ogies isn't just PAiA under a different guise with Craig at the
helm. Intriguing.. .
David Ellis CM



Jellinghaus Music Systems
MIDI Computer Interface
and Software
In the first of what we hope will be a good many such reviews, David Ellis
takes an in-depth look at a new MIDI interface and accompanying
software for the Sinclair Spectrum and Commodore 64, now available in
the UK through Rosetti.

JMS hardware and software with accompanying
MIDI keyboards and home computers.

The approach taken by Jellinghaus
Music Systems to MIDI software is
about as different to Sequential

Circuits and their 64 Sequencer as chalk
is to cheese. Rather than electing for the
ROM cartridge approach taken by SCI,
this German company make do with the
convention of cassette loading and dump-
ing of programs. That's good when it
comes to updating software, or using
alternative programs with the MIDI hard-
ware, but tedious when you're faced with
a recalcitrant cassette machine that's
throwing a tantrum over mismatched sig-
nal levels.

JMS produce a wide variety of MIDI
software and two different varieties of
micro interfacing hardware, but finished
versions are only just beginning to come
into the UK, courtesy of Rosetti. This
review reflects what we've been able to
get hold of in the way of pre -production
items from Germany and a quick glance
over some of the finished UK versions.

MIDI Interface
JMS have designed this 'big' interface
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(their description, not ours) as a general
purpose unit for getting virtually any sort
of micro conversing with MIDI. By this,
they mean any computer based on Z80,
6502, or 6510 processors (ie. Sinclair
Spectrum, Commodore 64, Apple II, to
name but a few). They also produce a cut -
down ('mini') version of the interface (just
MIDI In and MIDI Out) specifically for the
Commodore 64 (DM99 or £29.95).

The asking price of DM330 (£89.95) for
the more advanced member of the spec-
ies is just about par for the course for this
sort of hardware, and the current version
of the interface reflects a licensing agree-
ment between Siel and JMS, whereby the
latter makes the former's interface and
both sell them for use with their own
software. The effect of this is that the
interface is actually a good deal neater,
more compact, and generally less prob-
lematic than the one I had a chance to
play with after the Frankfurt Musik Messe.

One highly dubious side of the early
version of the interface concerned the
connector to the micro. Admittedly, the

Spectrum isn't the easiest micro when it
comes to finding ready-made edge con-
nectors (there aren't any), but JMS'
answer of a ribbon cable that went directly
from the interface PCB to the Spectrum
connector was a disaster and a half,
because of the complete lack of any sort
of cable restraint and the tendency for the
ribbon cable wires to commit hari kari with
wild abandon.

Fortunately, this has been corrected on
the English version of the interface, and
the connector should now stand up to a
reasonable amount of wear and tear. One
sensible addition to the basic construction
oft the unit is a 'bivalent' connector that
allows the interface to be used with either
a Spectrum or a Commodore 64.

Constructional points aside, the inter-
face provides three MIDI Outs to the one
MIDI In, a single MIDI Thru, and also
includes an external clock five -pin DIN
socket on the back panel. In fact, this
socket has a slight identity crisis on the
pre -production interface, as the legend
below it said 'ext. clock' and the legend
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above it 'foodswitch'. Serial transmission
of liverwurst, perhaps? If music be the
food of love, and all that.. .

Spectrum Multitrack
Composer

Like every Spectrum program, the JMS
Multitrack Composer (CMP1.1) comes on
cassette (well copy -protected), and takes
around a minute a load. Once that's done,
you're greeted by the display shown in
Figure 1. This informs you of the defaults
adopted by the software, namely com-
posing channel or track (Rand), actual
MIDI channel ('ch'), MIDI mode ('porn),
and notes assigned to each channel
('notenbelegung'). At this point, you real-
ise that it's time to dig out your German
dictionary to help with elucidation of the
display and the seven photocopied sheets
that comprise the manual. Unfortunately,
my dictionary had gone into hiding, so I
was left to battle armed solely with my
very rusty '0' level German.

However, the software is so easy to get
on with that it doesn't really matter
whether or not you fully understand the
lingo. To start entering notes, it helps if
you get the 'notenbelegung' column in
order, as this determines how many
events can be assigned to each track (or
kanal). So, on booting up, the default is
1000 notes or steps for each of the eight
tracks. It's unlikely that you'd want to
continue with this state of equivalence, so
keying '3' allows you to change the track
allocation. All this means that each track
has its own set of pages of memory, and
the number of events going onto one track
can't be more than what has been allo-
cated at the start.

Recording
Having set the notenbelegung for what-

ever track you're about to record on,
you're then obliged to choose a time
signature out of 3/4 4/4, 5/4, and 7/8 (or
just stay with the 4/4 default) before
actually getting down to some work. Pres-
sing '1' primes the system for accepting a
monophonic line of notes on the chosen
track. When that's been done and 'space'
pressed to indicate the end of the seq-
uence, keying 'R' allows you to see
the entered notes in a tabular format
(Figure 2).

Going from left to right, there's a col-
umn for each event number, the octave
and note name (note the German conven-
tion of H for B natural), then the duration
for each note, followed by the gate time
(defaulted to 50%) and velocity (all 5 in
this instance). Gate times can be from
10-90%, giving a useful range from
staccato to legato, and the velocity can go
from 0 to 9. In fact, 'real time' is something
of a misnomer in this case as all notes are
entered initially as quavers.

Having entered one line, you could, in
theory, go on to enter another line on
another track, but since you can't actually
hear the first track whilst putting in a
second, it's not exactly the most mean-
ingful operation since the Creation. This
E&MM JULY 1984
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is where the editing facilities come in to
construct new parts out of old. One
curious thing is that there doesn't seem
to be any provision for instantly erasing
either an individual track or the whole lot.
It's certainly feasible to opt for starting
recording all over again from Bar 1, but
the old notes don't always seem to know
that they're not wanted. In fact, the only
way of being 100% sure of clearing the
deck is to switch off and start all over
again. Tedious.

Editing
Fortunately, the editing facilities make

up for most of the problems on the
recording side of the program. Once a
section of a track has been entered on
the keyboard, this can be copied to
somewhere else on the same track,
replicated on a different track, and tran-
sposed over a wide range, while any
parameter can be changed, deleted, or
inserted. In this way, you can turn the
original real-time sequence of Figure 2
into the rather more finished variety in
Figure 3, complete with rests, rhythm,
phrasing, and dynamics.

These facilities work extremely well,
but a few problems showed up in prac-
tice. First, the fact that the software is
looking for note events that fit within the
limited rhythmic sphere of the four sug-
gested time signatures means that a
difference of opinion between you and
the micro when entering a sequence is a
fairly frequent occurrence. In this situ-
ation, the software basically just gives
up trying to allocate bar numbers, with
the result that you end up with a stream
of numbered notes out of house, home
and bar. Now, this wouldn't be a prob-
lem if the software was totally event -
oriented, but because both the record
and play functions work on the basis of
going from a particular bar, life can get
rather difficult if the software has given
up on your feeble attempts at being
metronomic.

Playback
Playback is accomplished by deciding

which bar you want to go from, and
whether this should be just one track on
its own or the whole multitrack piece. An
overall looping function is also select-
able, but this is as far as you can go in
the way of repeat options with the pre-
sent software. For some curious reason
(and this is where a better understanding
of the manual might have helped), the
'porn' option seemed resolutely stuck in
the Poly mode. Whilst this would have
made sense if each track was poly-
phonic, it seems strange that a
multi(monophonic)track sequencer
doesn't have the option of sending all
the software tracks in the Mono mode.

On the other hand, given that both of
the MIDI synths (Roland JX3P and
Yamaha DX7) that I successfully tried
out with the software are of the sort that
only operate in Poly or Omni modes,
nothing would have been gained by
going into Mono mode anyway. As far as
I can work out, the point of the 'ch'
column is to group together tracks into
particular MIDI channels. So, for in-
stance, you could group together tracks
84

1, 2 and 3, and send these off down MIDI
channel 1 in Poly mode to one keyboard,
send tracks 4 and 5 down channel 2 to a
second keyboard, and the rest via chan-
nel 3 to a third. That, of course, is where
those three MIDI Outs really come in
useful.

Other Products
The Commodore 64 equivalent to the

Spectrum Multitrack Composer (the
RMS20C in Rosetti terminology) offers
9000 -note storage on six software
tracks. This time, though, all the note
input takes place in step time. The
software is provided on disk rather than
cassette, though given the slowness of
the Commodore 1541 disk drive, that's
something of a mixed blessing. On load-
ing up the program, you can choose
between internal or external sync (though
only the 'big' interface allows you to use
the latter facility), and then a main menu
gives the options of note entry/ play-
back, MIDI assignment, and disk oper-
ations. Like the Spectrum program, MIDI
control allows you to choose between
the three MIDI modes for the six chan-
nels, and then to send the channel data
to individual keyboards with their own
receiving channel IDs or to group them
together in duos, trios, or whatever.

Note entry with this software is much
like any other step time sequencer, with
columns for channel (1-6), step (1-1500),
note (eg. C4), duration (1-240), and gate
time. Velocity can then be programmed
in after the (note) event by assigning
values other than the default (64) to
whichever steps and channels you're
interested in. Editing facilities also allow
sequences of steps to be copied or
transferred from one channel to another,
notes to be inserted, and any of the
channels deleted.

All in all, a very flexible and usable
piece of software.

Finally in this round -up of JMS' offer-
ings, there's the DX7/9 Sound Editor
program (RMS21C) for the Commodore
64 and SpectrLm (DM185 or £49.95).
The basic idea behind the Sound Editor
is to enable the user to change and
display all the DX's FM parameters in a
way that's more manageable than with
the small LCD display on the keyboard.
This it certainly does, but it doesn't make
understanding the nature of FM sound,
or what changes are needed to elicit
what effect, any easier to fathom out
(Figure 4, for instance) than when using
the keyboard alone. JMS also offer a DX
Sound Library for both micros (again,
£49.95) that enables 100 new sounds to
be loaded into the keyboard from tape
(Spectrum) or disk (Commodore 64).

Conclusions
The good thing about JMS' MIDI

Computer Interface is that it has three
MIDI Outs. Because most interface -
producing companies seem to have a
predilection for just a single MIDI Out,
and because many keyboards, drum
computers, and so on are being pro-
duced without MIDI Thrus, this is un-
doubtedly a major point in its favour.

The unit also goes a good way in the
direction of becoming an 'ideal' MIDI

computer interface by virtue of the bival-
ent connector for both the Sinclair
Spectrum and Commodore 64, though it
could go further if JMS provided a
socket on the back of the unit and a
range of different cables for connecting
the interface with different micros. Over-
all, then, I'd say that this interface is
probably one of the better bets on the
market if you have a Spectrum or
Commodore 64 and want to use it in
conjunction with MIDI -equipped musical
hardware.

The Spectrum Multitrack Composer
software also seems to work very well,
despite the misunderstandings that
occurred between me, the manual,
some MIDI commands, and the occas-
ional bug or two. The version on sale by
Rosetti Music Systems (RMS12S, price
£49.95) translates the displays into
English (which helps), but provides only
the bare bones of the story with a rather
feeble attempt at a manual that's con-
siderably inferior to the German original.
Curiously (and infuriatingly), the German -
to -English translation of the software
leaves the H for B natural. Very silly...

I was quite impressed by the pro-
gram's editing facilities, but they need to
be pretty special if you're to stand any
chance of ordering together eight mono-
phonic lines into a meaningful whole.
What I don't understand is why the
program doesn't go the whole step time
hog and allow you to key in note events
without playing the keyboard. It's all very
well if you're only recording a short riff -
based sequence (where assembling the
piece is mostly a question of copying
notes from one track to another with the
odd transposition here and there), but
for anything more complex, with rather
more in the way of individualistic parts,
such an approach is going to be pretty
limited, I feel.

At the moment, the Spectrum Multi-
track Composer seems rather stuck in
between the real time and step time
camps, having neither the provisions of
a live, overdubbable polyphonic sequen-
cer or an MCL suitable for putting
together long, complex pieces. Still, you
have to remember that such limitations
are only those of a £49.95 program, not
of a hard -wired unit that you're stuck
with for life. But given that the major
point of attaching a micro like the Spec-
trum to MIDI is to provide a flexible
programming medium, the program
could do with a few revisions to bring it
more in line with that intention.

The Commodore Composer program,
on the other hand, comes a good bit
closer to being the real McCoy, and I

look forward to the time when there are
MIDI keyboards around that are capable
of doing its Mono mode potential justice.
Against this, the DX Sound Editor pro-
gram seems expensive and rather un-
imaginative - a golden opportunity
missed, I'd say.
David Ellis CM

Availability: all the above items are dis-
tributed by Rosetti, under the banner of
Rosetti Music Systems. For info on
stockists, contact Rosetti at 138-140 Old
Street, London EC1V 9BL. Tel: 01-253
7294. Prices are given in the text.
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STAGEFRIGIIT
It's probably true to say that if electronic music suffers from one major
promotional failing, it is the relative scarcity of live performances. Most
electronic musicians who've made successful recordings fear of venturing
out on the road because of the technical complexity involved, but
respected EM composer Ian Boddy has managed to shake off such anxieties
and now has no fewer than 25 live performances under his belt. Here he
gives some friendly advice on how to make the transition from front-room
to concert hall as painlessly as possible, while next month's issue will see a
detailed run-down of his own equipment line-up and how it's used live.

Electronic music concerts are in
general few and far between, a
situation that's more often than not

engendered by the sheer technical com-
plexity of staging such an event. However,
if you can keep a realistic sense of
proportion, such a concert can be well
within the capabilities of many musicians
whose output is normally confined to
home, and I hope this article will give you
the necessary impetus to try your hand at
a gig or two.

Please remember though that what I'm
going to talk about should not be regarded
as a set of hard and fast rules. Rather,
these are comments based on my own
experiences from the 25 or so concerts
E&MM JULY 1984

that I've played over the last four years.
Furthermore, there are many different
styles encompassed within the general
term 'electronic music', ranging from
musique concrete and classical perform-
ance right through to electropop, and
obviously each field has its own individual
problems and solutions. Since my own
particular style falls into the instrumental
category inhabited by Tangerine Dream,
Klaus Schulze, Jean -Michel Jarre etal, I'll
be concentrating for the most part on the
problems of performing that sort of
music, though at the same time, there's
no reason why some of the lessons I've
learned shouldn't be of value to performers
of a slightly different creative bent.

Simplicity
The first myth I want to shatter is that to

put on a concert of electronic music
that's going to be taken seriously, you
have to invest in vast quantities of
keyboards, sequencers, outboard units,
and so on. OK, we've all seen pictures of
Tangerine Dream & Co surrounded by
mountains of equipment, but is all that
gear really necessary? Well, yes and no.
Without a doubt, the sort of artists
mentioned above do succeed in making
a very professional sound and are able to
perform complex pieces of almost studio
quality in a live situation, and this is often
a direct result of their having a large
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to be against using these machines as
well, or else risk being accused of gross
hypocrisy.

Well, that's my view anyway. If it seems
as if I'm going on about this subject at
rather too great a length, I apologise. But I
do feel that the excessive use of backing
tapes has caused many people to gain a
vague impression of electronic music as
being dull, monotonous and repetitious,
lacking in human invention. And that
impression, is, of course, misguided.

Of course, your tapes can be anything
from two -track stereo cassette to multi-
track reel-to-reel. I think it goes without
saying that you should try and go for the
best tape format you have access to:
always remember that at a gig, your
backing tape is replayed at a fairly high
level, and that any recording inadequacies
are going to show up rather more clearly
than they would do at home, especially
tape hiss.

Further Instrumentation
The second possibility of simply ac-

quiring more musical hardware is one
that almost all musicians contemplate at
some stage or another in their career, but
it's something that needs a great deal of
careful consideration if you're not to
make a lot of rather expensive mistakes.

Assuming you're not a millionaire,
you're going to want gear that gives you
maximum flexibility for minimum cost.
Inevitably, this involves a degree of

number of instruments from which to
choose - they've also got the money to
pay for them! However, there's no reason
why we mere mortals shouldn't set our
sights a little lower.

The simplest concert set-up I ever
used was at a poetry reading where I

played two ten-minute improvisations
using a Moog Opus 3 string synth and a
Roland RE501 chorus/echo machine. I

used the sound -on -sound facility on the
501 which effectively gives a delay of just
under two seconds - sufficiently long for
me to be able to play over the top of
repeated melodies, producing some pretty
impressive canon -like sequences. Make
some rapid changes in synth settings and
this delay can also give the illusion of two
or more different sounds occurring simul-
taneously, and the effect can then be
used to build up chordal layers even if all
you have is a monophonic synth.

This technique lends itself very well to
the 'ambient' style of music popularised
by Brian Eno and his contemporaries,
which is itself particularly well suited to
musical performances at art galleries,
poetry readings and so on.

The Next Step
The above set-up is very simple - one

synth and an echo machine - but what do
you do if you want to perform music of a
more complex nature? As I see it there
are three options, all of which have their
own set of advantages and disadvantages.

Backing Tapes
This is probably the easiest solution,

but even in the current technological
climate, there are still some people who
regard this as 'cheating', so it's wise to
justify in your own mind from the outset if
and when this can be regarded as
legitimate practice in the context of your
music. Some of the situations in which I
use backing tapes are as follows. First,
recreating a complex studio piece which I
am unable to perform on my own;
second, for sounds which cannot be
performed in real time (eg. slowed down
or reversed tape effects), and third, to
provide areas of sound texture during
which I can alter synth settings.

I feel these are all perfectly acceptable
uses of backing tapes, but there is one
form of 'cheating' that I could never
sanction, and that is miming. Whatever
you do, don't try and delude your audi-
ence: they'll probably realise what's going
on a few minutes into the concert, and all
you'll have achieved will be a cheapening
of your performance. So, if you haven't
really managed to convince yourself that
backing tapes are artistically ethical.
don't resort to just playing along to a pre-
recorded album.

Of course, backing tape unbelievers
can always resort to the use of sequencers
and/or drum machines, but let's face it,
some of the newer designs in this area
have such huge memory capacities that if
you're against backing tapes, you've got
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An infamous publicity shot of Tangerine Dream's Chris Franke in performance. But is all that equipment really necessary? Ian Boddy thinks not.
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compromise, but assuming you're per-
forming solo, the following is a general list
of the sort of equipment line-up you
might need to make your concerts inter-
esting and varied soundwise.

First up is polyphonic synth, and pref-
erably a programmable one because
having preset buttons is such an enormous
help in a live situation: once you've used
them you never want to be without them.
You'll probably want a monosynth as
well, since one of these can be controlled
by a sequencer or drum machine, as well
as acting as a lead instrument in its own
right. It goes without saying that you've
got to be sure your intended equipment is
readily interfaceable otherwise you might
as well halve the amount of gear you
include in a performance; make sure your
system works before you part with any
hard-earned cash.

A third - often overlooked - possibility
on the keyboard front is that of getting a
modular system. Although these systems
have never been exactly thick on the
ground, they can in fact be picked up
surprisingly cheaply secondhand, and
have the advantage of being able to carry
out various functions at once.

In addition to equipment that's directly
involved with sound generation you're
also more than likely going to want to
invest in some outboard effects such as
reverb and echo units, which can usefully

Group Performance
Performing electronic music as a band

is something you see very rarely indeed,
largely because the number of musicians
able or willing to undertake such work is
extremely limited, for reasons we've
already discussed.

Whether or not playing as a group is a
viable proposition for you will depend to a
large extent on your own personal and
musical circumstances. All I can say is
that no matter how closely the members
of a group work together, there is always
a degree of compromise involved in the
end product that simply doesn't exist if
you're playing on your own and thereby
retaining complete artistic control. And
that's always assuming you can find
people that are suitable in the first
place . . .

In the past I've performed several
concerts with other people - usually as
duos - but nowadays almost every gig I
play is solo, simply because I prefer
working that way and because arranging
rehearsals is no problem. It's well worth
bearing the latter point in mind, because
if you're using a lot of gear, you're more
than likely going to run into problems of
logistics when it comes to getting several
people to transport their equipment to,
and set it up at, a suitable rehearsal
venue.
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Schematic diagram showing the author's live
electronic music set-up. It'll be discussed in detail
next month.

be employed in helping to counteract the
adverse effects of concert hall acoustics.

Now, obviously we've come quite a
long way from the very simple set-up I

discussed earlier, but it's still nothing
extraordinary, and in fact bears more
than a passing resemblance to my current
live equipment line-up, to be discussed in
more detail in part two of this article. As a
system it's both compact and flexible,
but don't worry if you can't afford to go
out and buy an equipment array like it all
in one go: it's taken me the best part of
four years to amass this line-up . . .

If you find yourself without any real
hope of ever acquiring such a set-up,
there's bound to be a temptation to gain
access to better equipment by hiring or
borrowing it, but beware. Make absolutely
sure you're conversant with the functions
and controls of any instrument you borrow
before you take to the stage, otherwise
you could find yourself in the middle of an
inspired solo when it suddenly becomes
apparent you can't remember how to turn
off the drum machine you've got on loan!
E&MM JULY 1984

Concert Arrangement
Once you've established a more com-

plex performance set-up by use of one of
the methods discussed above (or possibly
through a combination of all three!), it's
now almost inevitable that you're going
to face any number of further problems
before you finally mount a really success-
ful electronic music concert. There follows
a list of the sorts of questions you might
be asking yourself at this stage. Where do
I play? How do I advertise the gig? How
do I get my equipment transported? Do I
get paid? If so, how much? Is a decent PA
provided? And so on ad infinitum.

Frankly I don't think it's worth dwelling
on too many of these problems in detail
here, as a lot of them are common to
almost every sort of modern music event,
not just performances of electronic music.
However, I will just make a brief mention
of choice of venue, because unlike pop or
rock music, electronic concerts can acquit
themselves very well to environments
other than traditional gig venues. Try
various arts celtres, universities, art

colleges, galleries and so on, or maybe
even a festival such as the annual UK
Electronica.

The question concerning PA equipment
also deserves more than a passing men-
tion. The sort of music under discussion
here simply cannot be treated in the same
way as conventional rock music when it
comes to amplifying the sound so that
the audience 3n hear it. For one thing, in
the case of electronic music sound
quality is often more important than sheer
volume, so if a PA is being provided at the
venue, try and have a chat beforehand to
the person responsible for its well-being,
just in case he's expecting the usual rock
band and its accompanying sonic
demands.

For smaller venues, it may be quite
feasible for you to provide your own PA,
which is almost always preferable as you
will at least be familiar with the charac-
teristics of the equipment you're using. A
mixer, a power amp and a pair of large-
ish monitor speakers may be all that's
required.

Mixing your own sound can be a real
advantage, not only because it gives you
complete control over your sound balance,
but also because that control enables
you to use the mixer as an extension of
your instrumental armoury, so that
changes in sound level become as much
a part of the performance as playing the
instruments themselves. Such control is
also essential if your music contains
instrumental passages, since it simply
isn't feasible to communicate complete
changes of mix to someone on the other
side of a hall.

The disadvantage of doing your own
mixing is that you're rapidly going to run
out of hands. If you're playing two
keyboards at once you can't very well
reach over to the mixer to change a
couple of levels. Still, I manage to get
around this to an extent by using volume
pedals and making extensive use of the
rotary level pots on the instruments
themselves - they're certainly a lot closer
to hand than the mixer will ever be!

The last point I want to make is perhaps
so obvious that it may well be overlooked
by the budding performer; know your
instruments inside out.

Assuming your keyboard technique is
up to the standard required to play the
compositions in your running order, you
should also be fully in command of the
different pieces of equipment in your
possession, which means knowing
everything from how to turn a drum
machine off (as mentioned earlier) to
what each module of a synthesiser is
used for so that, if things start going
disastrously wrong, you can modify a
sound without too much trouble.

If you're using a lot of hardware, it's
inevitable that at some time or other at
least one item of equipment will go
wrong, so don't get hung up about it
before every gig. Just make sure you've
got some sort of back-up you can drag in
if need be: this can take the form of either
a back-up instrument or additional material
that isn't dependent on particular instru-
ments being available. In essence, don't
panic!

Ian Boddy E&MM
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EccIVIV Digital
Music

The Programmable Digital Sound
Generator

Part 3: The Detailed Program Interface

Designer Alan Boothman takes a look at the interface section of this new
add-on music system for home computers, paying particular attention to
address locations.

In order to control the PDSG, a single
page of address locations is required
within the memory map of the host

computer. The board is configured to
match the extended page concept of the
BBC Model B computer, and is initialised
by writing &70 (112 in decimal) to add-
ress &FCFF, which sets a latch until a
Reset operation occurs. All further
addressing is then carried out using
page &FD, ie. locations &FDOO to FDFF.
Details are given later on how to disable
this part of the system to interface with
other computers.

Within the chosen page, addresses 0-
127 are reused four times in order to
allow Music Load (0-127), Waveform
Load (0-127), Low Auxiliary (Keyboard)
Read (0-31), and High Auxiliary Read or
Write (0-15). Addresses above 127 are
reserved to set the Control Register
mode, which defines which of the above
is active, and includes on/off control of
sound and interrupt operation. Addres-
ses 129-255 are not normally used.

The Control Register is set up by
writing to address 128 using the data
shown in Figure 1. On powering -up, or
after a computer Reset, the register is set
to zero, thus disabling the sound output
and interrupt generator. One or both of
these may then be enabled, together
with one of the four PDSG functions, by
writing the sum of the required activities
to address 128. Only one PDSG function
should be selected at a particular time:
the others are automatically deactivated
by the zeros in their bit positions.

Music loading involves the writing of
data to the registers shown in Figure 2,
88

which cover Level, Waveform, Channel,
and Frequency as required for each
logical oscillator. In order to change an
oscillator parameter during normal oper-
ation, when both sound and interrupt are
required, writing 7 to address 128 sets
the Control Register, after which data
corresponding to the new value is writ-
ten to the relevant address (0-127) from
Figure 2. The Control Register will re-
main set in Music Load mode until a
further write operation takes place to
address 128.

Level data is a number between 0 and
255, which gives a linear increase in
amplitude. Waveform and Channel are
combined into a single number. For the
normal configuration of two 2K x 8 mem-
ories, the 128 Byte tables in memory 1
have base numbers of 0-15 (31), and 32-
47 (63) in memory 2. The figures in
brackets indicate the corresponding
numbers if 4Kx 8 EPROMs are used in
either position.

The channel positions are defined as
Left 64, Right 128, and Centre 192. Con-
sequently, in order to select the first
waveform in memory 2 and the right-
hand sound channel, a value of 160
(32+128) is written to the address of the
required oscillator. Figure 3 sumarises
the relevant data to obtain this infor-
mation for the required combination.
Two bytes are required to define fre-
quency and a suitable formula will be
given later.

Waveforms are loaded in 128 byte
single -table streams. The Control Regis-
ter is first set to Low Auxiliary by writing
8 (9, 10 or 11) to address 128, and the

waveform table base number is then
written to address zero. The Control
Register is next set to waveform transfer
by writing 32 (33, 34 or 35) to address
128. The stream of table data is then
written to address 0 to 127 in the PDSG.
A routine can be used to load a wave-
form set by repeating all the above steps
for each table.

The Auxiliary Bus
For programming, the bus is split into

two parts, and although the Low Auxil-
iary Control position was used in the
write mode to direct waveform table
transfer, the Low Auxiliary bus is actually
read only. 32 addresses (0-31) are avail-
able on the eight -bit bus, which allows
reading of up to 256 switches with suit-
able decoding. The 61 -note keyboard
adopted has two pole switches, using
bit 4 of the address to define which pole
is being scanned. Addresses 0 to 7
therefore scan the up position of the
eight blocks of keys,- with the top key
(number 61 on the keyboard) being
treated as number 63 in the scan, and
the footswitches as numbers 1 and 2;
addresses 16 to 23 scan the correspon-
ding down position of the key blocks.
Addresses 8 to 15 and 24 to 31 may be
used for additional input devices, but in
hardware terms, it should be noted that
bit 4 is actually inverted. To scan the
keyboard the Control Register is set to
Low Auxiliary by writing 8 (9, 10 or 11) to
address 128 and then reading from the
required address between 0 and 31.

Unless High Auxiliary is selected in the
JULY 1984 E&MM



Control Register, bit 5 of the bus remains
at level 0 and is used as a device select
level, ie. high for peripheral devices
(other than the keyboard) which may be
connected to the bus. In High Auxiliary
mode, bit 4 should always be fed with
zero from the software, and in the bus it
will appear as a negative Write Enable
pulse. The High Auxiliary bus is operated
by writing 16 (17, 18 or 19) to address
128 and then reading or writing addres-
ses 0-15.
Alan Boothman CM

Figure 1. Control Register and Function Summary.

Control Register
Waveform Transfer 32
Auxiliary Bus High 16
Auxiliary Bus Low 8
Load Music Registers 4
Enable Interrupt 2
Enable Sound Output 1

Write to Address 128
Disable PDSG 0
Music Load 4-7
Wave Number 8-11
Wave Transfer 32-35
Keyboard Read 8-11
High Auxiliary 16-19

Figure 3. Data to give Waveform and Channel.
See text for amendments if 4K x8 EPROMs
are used.

Memory 1 0-15
Memory 2 32-47
Left 64
Right 128
Centre 192

Figure 2. Music Registers.

Music Registers
Oscillator Level Register Waveform &

Channel
Frequency Low Frequency High

0 0 63 126 127
1 2 1 64 65
2 4 3 66 67
3 6 5 68 69
4 8 7 70 71
5 10 9 72 73
6 12 11 74 75
7 14 13 76 77
8 16 15 78 79
9 18 17 80 81

10 20 19 82 83
11 22 21 84 85
12 24 23 86 87
13 26 25 88 89
14 28 27 90 91
15 30 29 92 93
16 32 31 94 95
17 34 33 96 97
18 36 35 98 99
19 38 37 100 101
20 40 39 102 103
21 42 41 104 105
22 44 43 106 107
23 46 45 108 109
24 48 47 110 111
25 50 49 112 113
26 52 51 114 115
27 54 53 116 117
28 56 55 118 119
29 58 57 120 121
30 60 59 122 123
31 62 61 124 125

Do away with messy modules
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DO-IT-YOURSELF
The RackPack

Build this inexpensive, rack -mounted power supply unit, capable of
delivering 12 volts at up to one amp and suitable for powering many rack -
mounting projects, including the Syndrom. Design and description by
Paul White.

KAost audio signal processors
make extensive use of operat-
ional amplifiers which, thank-

fully, have fairly standard power supply
requirements. The RackPack provides a
split rail, regulated supply of ±12 volts
and features several power outlet sock-
ets so that more than one processor may
be powered simultaneously, the maxi-
mum available current being one amp.
The Syndrom project, although specified
as requiring a nine volt supply, will run
happily from the RackPack, and it
should be possible to run up to six
Syndroms from a single unit.

Circuitry
The output from the transformer is full

wave rectified and smoothed, giving
an unregulated voltage of roughly ±18
volts (12 x V2) which provides sufficient
headroom for the regulators to operate
reliably. A toroidal transformer was
chosen for its low stray electromagnetic
field but, as it takes a high switch on
current, an anti -surge mains fuse is
required.

The regulation is performed by the
industry standard 78 and 79 series
monolithic regulator ICs and, as can be
seen from the circuit diagram, this facili-
tates a simple design which enables the
component count to be kept to an absol-
ute minimum. Two LEDs are incorpor-
ated which monitor the output voltage
so that an overloaded or shorted power
rail is instantly evident.

Construction
If the rack case design is to be used,

drill the metalwork first (Figure 2) and
then paint the front and rear panels. The
dimensions given are those used on the
prototype, but positioning of switches
and sockets may be altered if required
and more than four output sockets may
be fitted if needed. It is also possible to

fit two PCBs into the box and in this
case, a larger transformer will be re-
quired (see parts list). the transformer is
fitted by means of a central bolt and a
set of mounting washers is provided as
part of the mounting kit (Figure 3). Wire
up the DIN sockets as shown in Figure 1
and insulate all exposed mains connec-
tions with rubber sleeving or PVC tape.

The PCB presents no assembly prob-
lems (Figure 4), but as always, check
the polarity of electrolytic capacitors and
semiconductors before applying power.
As the regulators are capable of supply-
ing up to one amp, heatsinks must be
fitted to RG1 and RG2. It's necessary to
mount the PCB on spacers, and short
lengths of ballpoint pen serve well in this
capacity, four Ba bolts being used to
secure the PCB to the case. Internally,

OV

12V

+12V
Rear of DIN

socket

Line in

Line out

Neutral

51

Ilium noted
mains switch

Figure 1. RackPack circuit diagram.

the wiring layout is not critical and the
photograph should give you a general
idea.

Testing
No sandbags are required for this one.

Simply turn on the mains with a long
stick and see if the LEDs come on. If not,
put the fuse in and try again! Check that
the polarity of the output sockets mat-
ches the device(s) that you're going to
run from the RackPack; even a momen-
tary reversal of polarity can hae serious
consequences.

There should be few or no problems
encountered in building the RackPack,
and it should work as a useful power
supply for some years to come.
Paul White E&MM
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RackPack Parts List
Resistors
(All 1/2W metal film)
R1, R2, R3
R4, R5

Capacitors
cl, C2
C3, 04, C5, C6

100R
4K7

2200uF 63v
0.1uF

Semiconductors
Rec 1(101) 1.5A bridge 100v p.i.v.

(QL38R)
RG1 7812
RG2 7912
LD1, LID2 Standard LEDs with mounting

ferrules
ZD1, ZD2 10v zener diode

Miscellaneous
Heatsinks- 2 required (FL58N)
Transformer 12-0-12 (YK1OL) or (YK15R)
to run two PCBs
DIN sockets (3 -pin 1801
Mains switch
Fuseholder
2A sio bio fuse
4Ba nuts, bolts and washers
PCB (available direct from E&MM price
0.95, cheques/POs payable to
Glidecastle Publishing Ltd. Please allow
28 days for delivery.)
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Figure 2. Suggested hardware layout.
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Figure 3. Transformer mounting details.
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Figure 4. PCB component layout.
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The self -build electronic music projects published in E&MM over the years
have gained a reputation for simplicity of construction and effectiveness of
design. The following guide summarises all the E&MM projects for which
complete kits or printed circuit boards are still available: readers should
note however that a number of these are in short supply and may therefore
not be available for much longer.

All prices quoted are inclusive of VAT and postage and packing - please
allow 28 days for delivery. Send your order, with payment in sterling
cheque, postal order or bankers' draft payable to Glidecastle Publishing
Ltd., to Mail Order Department, E&MM, Alexander House, 1 Milton Road,
Cambridge CB4 lUY.

8201 Line Mixer August '82
A 19" rack -mounting 8 -into -2 line mixer,

the 8201 has eight input channels, each
with Level and Pan controls, complete
with Foldback output. Ten identical PCBs

6.0 * *
1 * *

PO 4111109.1111011r
SWAIM

are used in a modular design, one for
each of the eight channels and two for the
final mix stages.

The unit is ideal for keyboard or drum
machine sub -mixing and foldback appli-
cations, and the set of 10 PCBs for the
project is available from E&MM at £11.50.

An aluminium panel (4mm thick, 19"
wide, 2U high) is available from West
Hyde Developments Ltd, Unit 9, Park
Street Industrial Estate, Aylesbury, Bucks
HP20 1ET. Order Code W19402A, price
£3.45.

Twinpak September'82
A self-contained power supply designed

to power and complement audio pro-
cessing units such as the Comp -Lim,
Sweep EQ and Shaper. Regulated ± 15V
rails are provided at 120ma.

A complete kit of parts, including the
case and hardware, is available from
E&MM at £24.95. The PCB is also
available separately at £2.25.

Comp -Lim September'82
A useful two -channel unit which can be

used to compress and limit unpredictable
audio signals. The circuitry has ganged
Attack and Decay controls and a corn -
92
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pression ratio of 6:1. An external control
input is provided for special effects.

A complete kit of parts, including case
and hardware, is available from E&MM at
£29.95. The PCB is also available separ-
ately at £2.99.

Sweep EQ November '82
This audio processor provides two

variable equalisation stages, each with
30dB boost or cut. The low frequency
selection operates from 50Hz to 700Hz,
while the high frequency region covers
the 700Hz to 9kHz range.

A complete kit of parts, including case
and hardware, is available from E&MM at
£28.95.

Synblo January '83
This unit allows breath control to be

provided for guitar, keyboards or any
other electronic instrument. Dynamic
expression can, therefore, be added to a

static sound using only the player's
breath.

Controls on the front panel allow
adjustment of breath control over the
internal filter and amplifier, and the PCB
is available from E&MM at £2.45.

Synbal February '83
Complex metallic percussion sounds

can be generated by this versatile module.
The circuit can be triggered from drum
pads using mic pickups, or from a drum
machine or computer.

Provision has been made on the PCB
to allow preset or rotary controls to 'be
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used. A stereo output is also provided to
allow a bank of modules to be connected
together and panned individually.

The PCB is available from E&MM at
£3.25.

Shaper March '83
An exciting envelope shaper that offers

control over Attack and Decay of guitar,
keyboard and even drum sounds. Other
controls include Threshold and Punch
(for really percussive sounds): the PCB is
available from E&MM at £3.25.

Syntom II April '83
A percussion module that can be

varied to provide Bass Drum, Snare or
Tom sounds and offering a wide range of
controls, including Decay, Noise Pitch,
Tone Pitch, Noise/Tone Mix, Bend, Roll
Rate, and Volume. The circuit can be
triggered from drum pads using mic
pickups, or from a drum machine or
computer, and features dynamic response
and an optional stereo output.

The PCB is available from E&MM at
£3.25.

MicroMIDI May'83
A single -board serial interface that will

link a MIDI synth to the Sinclair Spectrum
microcomputer. Features include three
parallel I/O ports, crystal controlled data
transfer, and opto-coupled input.

The PCB is available from E&MM at
£4.25, while a PCB for MicroMIDI II (see
elsewhere this issue) will be available
shortly.

Active Speaker May'83
A 30W speaker featuring independent

power amplifier and built-in power supply
at a reasonable cost. The low -frequency

cutoff is 70Hz, but if matched with the
Woofer (described in E&MM March '81) a
full scale active stereo system can be
formed which responds from 30Hz-20kHz
within the -3dB points. The PCBs are
available from E&MM at £3.75 each.

OMDAC June '83
The Omdac, when used in conjunction

with a Z80 -based microprocessor, will
provide eight sets of gate, trigger and

4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4) 4)

c) 414) 4) 4)

control voltages compatible with most
one -volt -per -octave synthesisers.

The August '84 issue of E&MM will
feature update information for this popular
and versatile project, and meanwhile the
PCB is available from E&MM at £5.95.

Synclap September '83
Another percussion module which

simulates handclaps and can be added
to both the Syntom and Synbal modules
to provide a complete range of electronic
percussion. The Synclap can be triggered

via pads, mic or switch and controls
include: Threshold, Spacing, Frequency,
Resonance and Ambience.

The PCB is available from E&MM at
£3.25.

Mains Distribution Board October '83
Provide AC power for your equipment

safely and easily with this mains transient
protection distribution unit. A complete
kit of parts is available from E&MM at
£17.50. Please note that the supplied
sockets (five) are Euro type, without plug
section.

Valve Driver December '83
An effects pedal designed to simulate

the 'valve sound' as well as providing a
wide range of distortion effects. The unit
can be powered from an external 9V
supply or battery operated, and controls
include Intensity, Even/Odd Harmonics,
and status LED. Frequency response is
8Hz-22kHz (-3dB). A complete kit of
parts is available from E&MM at £23.95.

Bass Pedal Synth April '84
A pedalboard that will interface easily

with any one -volt -per -octave synth with
CV and gate sockets, featuring first -note
priority and multiple triggering. The PCB
is available from E&MM at £5.95.

String Damper May '84
The String Damper provides the guitarist

with automatic damped string effects, as
well as a range of envelope and gate
processing, housed in a neat footswitch

case. Powered by battery or external 9V
DC supply.

A complete kit of parts is available from
E&MM at £23.95.

Syndrom April & June '84
The Syndrom is a circuit built on a

single PCB which enables digitally sam-
pled sounds to be read out from a pre-
programmed EPROM.

Sounds may be triggered by means of
a crystal microphone or by positive
trigger pulses, and the pitch of the stored
sound may be varied over a wide range.

A Syndrom demo cassette is available
from E&MM for £1.00, the PCB is £4.95,
while a complete kit of parts is £24.95
(exclusive of the sound EPROM), or you
can buy it ready -built for £29.95.

The sound EPROM of your choice is
available from Silicon Sound, 20 Bolton
Street, Swanwick, Derbyshire, DE55 1BU,
at £6.75 for a 3K 2716, or £7.75 for a 4K
2732.

BeeBMIDI June & July'84
A MIDI interface for the BBC Model B

microcomputer, BeeBMIDI will be com-
plemented shortly with an E&MM software
package that'll enable the interface to be
used as a fully -polyphonic, eight -channel
MIDI sequencer.

See this issue for details on BASIC
software writing.

The PCB is available from E&MM at
£4.95.

Multi -waveform LFO June '84
This rack -mounted project is designed

to provide a modulation source compatible
with any digital delay unit having a
voltage -controlled modulation input. The
oscillator produces four different wave-
forms with variable amplitude, and a DC
offset is provided so that the delay time
may be modulated.

The PCB is available from E&MM at
£2.95.

RackPack July'84
A rack -mounting power supply capable

of supplying ±12V at one amp. Suitable
for powering many rack -mountable Pro-
jects, including the Syndrom and the
Multi -waveform LFO.

The PCB is available from E&MM at
£3.95.
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Putting on
the Style

Many projects are let down, or worse still not built at all, due to the
constructor's inability to produce professional -looking front panels.
Paul White proffers a few useful tips.

If you take care and heed the advice given below,

Buying ready-made 19" rack pan-
els can be prohibitively expen-
sive, so the best approach is to

visit your local industrial estate and track
down a sheet metal firm (Yellow pages is
an invaluable guide at this point). Ideally
your panels should be one eighth of an
inch thick or so, but if the project is
small, a thinner gauge will suffice. If you
are not too fussy about gauge, the firm
will probably find a suitable offcut for
little or no cost and will invariably guil-
lotine it to size in seconds for about the
price of a pint!

Well, that's the first part done already
and so far you haven't even picked up a
tool; the other approach is to buy a
ready -built case from your local com-
ponent shop.. .

Drilling
Drilling metal frightens a lot of people

off but it really is quite straightforward.
First, lay strips of masking tape over

the surface to be drilled and mark out the
centres of the holes. Next, using a centre
punch (only 70p from Woolies, so no
excuses), punch the centre of each hole
so that the drill won't slide all over your
nice panel and spoil it. Having done this,
support the panel on a block of wood
and drill a small hole (about one -eighth -
of -an inch diameter) through each punch
mark.

If an electric drill is used, set it to the
94

your project's front panel could end up looking as good as this...

slowest speed and make sure the panel
is secure, otherwise you may find it
spinning on the end of the drill in a most
unamusing fashion. Finally, drill the
holes the required size, again resting the
panel firmly on a piece of wood. Remove
any burrs with a sharp knife and the
panel is ready for the next step.

Painting
Thoroughly clean and polish the panel

with a Brillo pad or similar and then wash
it in hot water and washing-up liquid to
remove all traces of grease. Warm up the
panel with a fan heater or hairdryer and
then, placing it on a piece of newspaper,
spray on a fine coat of car primer.

When this is dry, spray on several thin
coats of the desired (car) colour and
don't worry if the surface looks powdery
or uneven; just concentrate on not get-
ting any runs.

Lettering
Letraset (or similar) is the best medium

for producing panel lettering, and spec-
ial sheets containing lines, radii and dial
markings are obtainable from most large
stationery or art suppliers.

The main problem is getting the letter-
ing level. I use a strip of paper taped
against the panel in the appropriate
position so that there is a straight edge
to work to. Work out which letter is going

to be at the centre of each word and
position this first so that the word will be
symmetrical about the required position.
When planning this, make sure that the
knobs will not obscure the lettering and,
when all is well, place the backing sheet
over the finished lettering and rub the
lettering down with a soft pencil.

Mistakes or unwanted lettering can
easily be rectified or removed by dab-
bing the offending area with a piece of
masking tape which effectively sticks to
the letters and removes them.

Finishing
Also available from the art shop is a

matt, quick -drying varnish spray which
will protect the lettering and leave an
even, stylish matt finish to the whole
panel. A couple of light coats are all that
are needed - don't overdo it or it'll run!

Well, that really is all there is to it; last
month's LFO project - and this month's
Rack Pack - were made in this way and
the finished results look pretty good.
(Modesty, modesty. . . Music Ed).
Next month sees the third of our rack -
mounted projects (we hope to develop a
whole series of them for construction by
readers) and I hope this article has pro-
vided some insight into how you can
make home -built modules look as well -
finished as professional units.
Paul White E&MM
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C BRI 8 Burleigh Street Cambridge Tel: (0223)316091/65093

Next to the new "Grafton Shopping Centre".

kG

OA' S

O YAMAHA
Come and try the amazing new Digital F M.Synths
and the new compact electronic pianos from
Yamaha. The PF 10 & PH 5 have 10 pre-set sounds,
touch sensitive keyboard, pitch transposer and
stereo chorus. Playing is believing on both these
revolutionary products. Come and believe!

DX7 Synth

DX9 Synth
PF10 Piano
PF15 Piano
CP7 Piano

£1299
£ 799
£ 749
£ 949
£ 369

IL2Roland
WE DESIGN THE FUTURE

Roland keep producing the most competitive
keyboards on the market today. The start of the range
ls the 014101 a superb monophonic keyboard with
sequencer The new JX3P is a 2 oscillator potysynth
with PolYsequencer and has the option of an add-on
programmer the P0200 The JUNO 60 is value for
money indeed. It's a six voice polysynth whose ful lness
at sound can only be appreciated by a demonstra-
tion

Also well worth taking a look at is the MC202 Micro
Composer and the new .11060 sequencer for your
JUNO 60 JUNO 106. now in stock.

All these keyboards are now in stock at the keenest
prices around - call in and see for yourself!

KORG
We always have the best products from KORG in
stock

Poly 800

Poly 61

aEouEnriaLcigcuin inc

POA

POA

The Prophet 600 Polysynth from Sequential Circuits
features 6 voices, 99 memories, built in polysequencet.
2 VCO per note, arpeggotor and midi interface to
control ct be contrdled by another synthesiser This
amazing keyboard is now in stock and you are very
welcome to come for a demonstration Our very
competitive pnce is available on application

We always hove a selection of nearly new and used
keyboards of all types Give us a ring or call in for our
up to date stock situation and prices

Westrme
The full range of these superb Japanese guitars ore
always in stock at competrtrve prices

Ire USA
The new Fender U SA guitars have been totally
revamped by the new design team in the USA. and
have come up with sure fine winners. Surprisingly
enough they have not only improved the technology
of the guitars and kept the feel and sound the way
the traditional Fender players like it, but they have in
most cases been able to actually reduce the price on
most models

Squat-
The Squire series vi ntage replica guitars are incredible.
Everything you would want from a late 50's early 60's
Fender (including the name) at a very realistic price.

Also just arrived are the new 70's Squire's. A knockout
Fender for only £199.

We always have plenty of secondhand electric and
acoustic guitars in stock at very sensible prices give
us a ring for the current stock situation

We can supply almost any product by our efficient
mail order service. Sarelermard, Access and
Amodean Express sales can be conducted over the
phone Bonk drafts, Buildigg Society cheques and
Postal Orders have immediate clearance while
personal cheques will take 5 working days to clear
before goads can be sent

TELEPHONE SALES
(0223) 316091

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT AVAILABLE

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE
Filk4ERial
EXPRESS

1,

9;11.1)2A AZ=94J1
arit43' litit6iZtja 44t3c'

SUPER DEALS

IP)L14 ;40.:?,91)9
TEAC TASCAM

We are fheLo mordge agents for TEAC/ TASCAM, the
company that stock it all The 244 Porlasludlo is

always in stock for demonstration arid features a
stereo effects facility and has the capability of
"punch -in" by foot -operated control Records on 0114
tracks Ring us or call in for the keenest prices on this
and other VAC/ TASCAM products

FO5tI2X
PERSONAL MULTITRACKER

The new X-15 multitrack& is a battery/mains
operated 4 track recorder with Dolby B Miser and
plays standard cassettes This incredible machine
sells for the unbelievable low price of 1.299 and Is
selling very fast Also in stock the amazing 250
potable four track studio

fiRoland
WE DESIGN THE FUTURE

New low prices on oil Roland amplification Phone
for details We stock the complete range of Roland
amplification and can offer some very competitive
pnces on the Cube. Jozz Chorus. Bolt and Spirit
Combos We feel Roland are the most reliable
Japanese sound equipment manufacturers on the
market and offer the very latest technology In both
solid state and tube amplificaton.

We are the sole agents for the Combs area for this
superb 'British Made' product which has been called
the 'Rolls Royce' of bass amplification Please ring us
for latest stock position and prices or call in tor
demonstration

5[561011
SESSIONETTE 75 COMBO

This incredible little 'British Made' amplifier must be
lust about the best selling combo on the market
today - and justly so It has full 75 watt output into a
12- Celestion speaker with overdrive and switc habit
channels. This superb amp is well worth a test drive at
5.265 inc footswitch Coming soon the Sessional -In
bass combo,

C1AAIN DEALER

We ore the main agents for this excellent range of
British made equipment and keep a good stock of
all the popular lines at most competitive prices

ALSBRO

_acoustic
This legendary American amplification is in stock
at very sensible prices

G20110 £149.50
G60T112 £349.50
G100212 £399.50
G100T112 £499.50

PRICEOUR

Phase 90 j.91( £27
Phase 100 £,1a2 £34
Mains Limiter £42
Mains Flanges V-76 £59
Dynacomp 5,31" £34
Micro Chorus SOLD OUT
Micro Flanges SOLD OUT

Power Converter y,s1 £26

SUPER SPECIALS 
BOSS DR55 Rhythm 5448- £49
AKG DBO with cable & clip £29
All prices include P & P and are fully guaranteed

DRUM MACHINES
We carry a comprehensive range of Drum Machines
and Rhythm ants including Roland. Diumallx BOSS
DR55 Sou DR110 Korg KPR77 Soundmashr
SOU Soundmazter Sfis Mattel' Synsonlcs
Ktt II Boss Hand Clap Boss Pers. Synth Yamaha
MR10 r.yus others including secondhand machines

L3CISS
The Boss range of pedals is quite easily the fastest
selling effects in the UK if not the world It's very easy
to see and hear why They manufacture lust about
every effect a modem day musician would need at a
very affordable price and most robust and reliable
We cony the complete range of Boss pedals and our
prices are most competitive Come along and try a
few out in our soundproofed booth - you'll be
amazed
We also carry the other top names in effects pedals
sec, m Ibanez, MXR, ROSS, LOCO, Carlsbro and
Elecho Harmonts

MICS
Always in stock is a superb range of quality micro
phones from the following companies. all at very
good prices Mums MO, low, Audio Tochnlea,
Chaser, ere,

SivVvONS:
SIMMONS

We now have the amazing new 5007 and SOS/ kits
in stock horn this British manufacturer that revolution-
ised the percussion industry
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rates for 1983: Lineage 34p per word (min. 12 words); Box No. 80p extra. Semi -Display: £1.00 extra.
Display £10.00 per single cm. column.

All lineage advertisements must be pre -paid. Closing date: 5th of month preceding publication.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request),

SERVICES
GUERILLA is a new Central London 24 -track (Otari) studio
designed especially for the modern recording artist. Intrinsic
to the Control Room is the Roland MIDI sequencer interfaced
with a JP8A/MC4B, Prophet 5, Yamaha DX7, Linn I, Move-
ment II, Simmons SDS5, TR909. Additional facilities include
an AMS Digital Reverb, and DDL with 3.2 second delay, loop
system and PCMF1 digital mastering. For further details and
brochure please call Torchforce, 01-286 0642/289 9224.

1111USICI
-111MrpjEji SERVICE

Officially appointed

REVOX
TEAC/TASCAM

Service Agents
A fast, efficient repair service

with collection and
delivery available

Contact Nikki Antoniou on

01-388 5392
72 Eversholt Street, London NW 1 1BY

-IMMMMMMMMMMMIIIII\

CLASSIFIED
Telephone

Tony Halliday
on

0223 313722

FOR SALE
CRUMAR COMPOSER poly synth, home use only, 1 year
old, £350. Bradford 685926 evenings.
TEAC 4 TRACK 3340 S with DBX type noise reduction £495
ono. MM 12 into 4 mixer with limiters PFL and multi output
monitoring £250 ono. Fender Bassman 100 amp and
Musicman 15" reflex CAB, good condition, £250 ono. Tel:
0325 464847 evenings.

KORG POLY StX programmable synth as new, with stand,
£500 ono. Durham 62499
POWERTRAN Transcendent 2000 synthesizer £110 +
Powertran 1024 composer (sequencer) £35 + Boss DR -55
drum machine £40. Phone Hertford (0992) 56765. Being
forced to sell quickly all just being serviced.
POWERTRAN DDL full delay £150 ono. Runcorn 61134
CRUMAR STRATUS polysynth, v.g.c., home use only, £350.
Telephone 061 223 0239.
KORG POLY 800 polysynth, as new, only £460. Tel. Max
(0483) 234513
MAPLIN MATINEE ORGAN good working order, hardly
used, £475. Archer, Felixstowe 283452.

HI -TECH
MUSIC CENTRES

YES, we've got the latest gear you want from
YAMAHA, ROLAND, SCI, KORG etc. like DX -7's,
PF-15's, JUNO 106, Six-trac, Drumtraks, Poly -800
all on demonstration and available at the right prices!
Plus INTERFACES for BBC B and CBM 64
Computers, all MIDIed up and ready for you to try.
Call 01-863 1841 for Catalogues, Prices, and Advice.

City
Music

MAI Phone 01-863 1841
for an invitation to

our next
Midi Synth Show

NORTH HARROW: Pinner Rd. 01-8631841
TORQUAY: 65 Market St. 0803 25488

EXETER: Queen St. 0392 51846
PLYMOUTH: Drake Circus 0752 23011

TRURO: 16 Pydar St. 0872 71359
JERSEY: 8 Esplanade 0534 78901

Please insert the advertisement under the heading of

in the next issue of E&MM for insertions
I enclose Cheque/P.O. for f
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to:

ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER
1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

10 11 12

13 14 15

16 17 18

19 20 21

22 23 24

ENTER EACH WORD OF YOUR CLASSIFIED LINEAGE
IN EACH BLOCK. COST: 34p per word. Underline

words required in bold (add 10p extra per word)
NAME

ADDRESS

TEL. NO. (DAY)
Ads to be received by 5th of Month for following month's issue I

USE THIS FORM FOR CLASSIFIED LINEAGE ONLY

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings

From Adam Hall Supplies:
Coverings & frets  flight case parts

 Celestion power speakers 
Rean jacks & fittings  P&N stands
Send 30p PO/cheque for Illustrated

catalogue

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

Unit M,
Carlton Court,

Grainger Road,
Southend-on-Sea

Essex

GATEWAY
STUDIOS
Home of the Gateway
Multi -Track Courses.

We have lots of up to date Gear,
Synthesizers, Drum Computers,

Digital Effects etc., and the
Engineers who know how to

interface them Creatively
CALL 01-223 8901

Advertisers' Index
ABC Music 5
Advance Sounds 63
Argents 2
Autographics 15
Axe Music 54
A2-Tec Mics 75
Cambridge Rock 95
Cass London 63
Chase Musicians

1

Chromatix 13
Chef Products 27
Computer Music Studies 78
Coventry Music 61
Creative Eng. 89
Digisound 13
Dougies Music 46
Eddie Moors 15
ESS 41
ESSP 27
Freedmans 7
Future Music 34/35
Gigsounds 23
Godwin UK 58
Hammond UK 13
Hobbs Music 27
Holiday Music 24
Honky Tonk Music 37
Isotrack 46
Labtek Int. 3 6
London Rock Shop 20/21
Micro Musical 43
Monkey Business 59
Linton Naiff 78
Oxford Synth Co 78
Phonosonics 63
Powertran 80
PPG UK 1BC
Roland UK IFC
Sequential Circuits 52/53
Soho Soundhouse 51
Star Sound Dynamix 69
Syco Systems OBC
Telecomms 9
Turnkey 19
Upstream 61 /63
Yamaha 56/71
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Drumulator gives you more

More versatility. More expandability. More
playability. More kit for you money.

A whole new series ofDrumulator extras from
Syco.

Drumulator pads. Four trigger pads play any
four Drumulator sounds with drum sticks. Trigger
other drum machines or Synths with the new pads.

More sounds. New sounds. Choose from the
new Drumulator Sounds Libraiy. Chips in sets or
singly. Latin percussion. Electronic kit Rock kit.
African percussion. Jazz kit. Crash cymbal. Sound
effects.

A new interface allows Drumulator triggering
from many brand name electronic drum kits.

Drumulator

Extended control and composition. The new
Graphic Rhythm Composer uses the Apple H with
the Drumulator. Drum patterns linked together
into songs. Saved on disk or printed out. Each note
may be specified individually making the GRC the
most powerful drum machine add-on to date.

More sound. More interface. More power.
Ask your local dealer or call us fordetails of

more kitforyour money. More from Drumulator.

Syco.Weare today.
Syco Systems Ltd. 20 Conduit Place London W2
telephone 01-724 2451 telex 22278 SYCO G

r. cz))_


